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introduction

Catholic Literary Practices in Eighteenth-Century

South India

In the early decades of the eighteenth century, the Jesuit missionary Costanzo

Giuseppe Beschi (1680–1747) and his local catechists would often travel the

muddy roads of the Kaveri delta to preach and convert in the overwhelmingly

Śaiva towns and villages of South India. They spent a good part of the 1730s

on such missionary tours, tēcacañcāram or “circumambulations of the land”

in Tamil. Once, for instance, they set off from their residence at Ēlākkuṟicci,

walked without interruption for two days, and reached Vaittīsvaraṉkōyil, a

small but important Śaiva village not far away from the more famous Chi-

dambaram. Exhausted by the longwalk, they decided to rest there for the night.

While the sunwas quickly setting on the horizon, and shadows and candlelight

were finally offering some respite from the day’s heat, they began to explore

the alleys of the village. Almost immediately, Beschi noticed the great number

of people flocking to the local temple with sumptuous offerings. Intrigued by

their fervor, he approached a group of yogis who were standing separate from

the crowd, and asked them about the temple. The yogis explained that it was

dedicated to Viṉaitīrttāṉ, a form of Śiva as the remover of afflictions. Anyone

plagued by disease, they added, like hunchbacks, the blind, and lame people,

could come and pray there, and their ailment would vanish like darkness in

front of the sun. Upon hearing their explanation, the missionary smirked, and

replied right away with the following verse:

vātakkālān tamakku maittuṉaṟku nīriḻivām

pōtapperuvayiṟām puttiraṟku—mātaraiyil

vantaviṉai tīrkka marunt’ aṟiyāṉ vēḷūrāṉ

entaviṉai tīrttāṉ ivaṉ?1

1 I follow the version of this verse recorded in the Tamil biography of Beschi by A. Mut-

tucāmi Piḷḷai, Vīramāmuṉivar carittiram, in Appāvuppiḷḷai (ed.) Vīramāmuṉivar aruḷicceyta

tirukkāvalūrkalampakamum aṉṉaiyaḻuṅkalantātiyum tēmpāvaṇiṟ cilapāṭalum vaṇṇamum

vāmaṉ carittiramum puttakappeyaraṭṭavaṇaiyum ceṉṉaikkalviccaṅkattu mānēcar ākiya a.

muttuccāmi piḷḷai yavarkaḷāl ceyyappaṭṭa vīramāmuṉivarcarittiramum (Tañcainakaram: Pūṅ-

koṭi ciṉṉappiḷḷai kumārar ṟā-ṟā mariyap piḷḷaiy avarkaḷ tampi appāvuppiḷḷai enpavarālum,

ñāṉātikkappiḷḷai eṉpavarālum […] acciṟpatippikkappaṭṭaṉa, 1843), 1–22, here 16. This is my

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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Hehimself has elephantiasis in his leg, his brother-in-lawhas diabetes, his

son has a giant pot-belly—in short, Śiva doesn’t know the remedy for his

own family’s diseases.2 What illness can be cured by someone like that?

With sharp wit, this verse ridicules Śiva’s inability to cure the ailments of his

owndivine family, includingViṣṇu, the brother of hiswifeMīnākṣi, andhis own

son Gaṇeśa. In order for these gods to be immediately recognizable, the nega-

tive attributes in the first two lines all have alternative yet simultaneous expla-

nations.3 The first, vātakkālām, refers to Śiva’s elephantiasis, but also describes

one “whose leg (kāl) is under dispute ((vi)vātam),” thus bringing to mind the

dance competition between Śiva and Kāḷi. On that occasion, the goddess lost

because, out of modesty, she couldnot raiseher leg asmuchas Śivadid.The sec-

ond epithet refers to Viṣṇu and, besides indicating the diabetes resulting from

his excessive love for sweets when in his Kṛṣṇa avatar, it also evokes the myth

of the river Ganga (nīr) that originally flowed from his feet during his incar-

nation as Vāmana. The third attribute refers to Śiva’s son Gaṇeśa, and while

making fun of his pot (pōtam) belly, could also be saying that his belly is natu-

rally (pōtu) big since his body is partially that of an elephant.4 The yogis who

witnessed Beschi’s literary exploit were so impressed by the verse, which dis-

played knowledge of their mythology as well as mastery over the most refined

literary techniques of Tamil (such as, in this case, sleśa or cilēṭai), that they con-

verted en masse to the new religion he was preaching—or so the story goes.5

source for the whole episode. The English version of the same biography, translated and pub-

lished by Muttucāmi himself, has a different reading of the verse. It has taṉakku instead of

tamakku (line 1); puttiraṟkku instead of piḷḷaiyaṟku, otakkēḷ instead of mātaraiyil (line 2); and

vaḻi instead of maruntu (line 3; note that because of sandhi, the number of acai in the line

doesn’t change): A. Muttucāmi Piḷḷai [Muttusami Pillei], Brief Sketch of the Life andWritings

of Father C.J. Beschi or Vira-mamuni, translated from the original Tamil (Madras: J.B. Pharaoh,

1840), 22. For a discussion of Beschi’s nineteenth- and twentieth-century biographies as

sources, see p. 39 below.

2 Vaittīsvaraṉkōyil’s main temple is dedicated to Śiva as Viṉaitīrttaṉ, the “Remover of afflic-

tions,” and Vaittiyanātar, the “Lord of physicians.” It is also connected with various myths.

Here, Śiva cured Cevvāy (Mars) of leprosy, and gave to his son Murugan the spear (vēḷ) that

became the latter’s favoriteweapon—hence, Śiva is also known locally asVēḷūrāṉ, the epithet

used in this verse.

3 The technique of sleśa has been translated as “simultaneous narration” in Yigal Bronner,

Extreme Poetry: The South Asian Movement of Simultaneous Narration (New York: Columbia

University Press, 2011).

4 Some of these explanations are included in a footnote in Muttucāmi, Brief Sketch, 22; and

Muttucāmi, Vīramāmuṉivar carittiram, 16.

5 Muttucāmi, Vīramāmuṉivar carittiram, 17.
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The events of that evening in Vaittīsvaraṉkōyil encapsulate most of what

this book will disentangle and articulate. We encounter there for the first time

the actors that will animate the next chapters: Jesuit missionaries and Tamil

catechists, Śaiva yogis and lay devotees. The episode alludes to their many

entanglements, from the teacher-disciple relationship between Beschi and his

collaborators, to the competition between the missionary and the yogis. It fur-

ther implies a tension between estrangement and familiarity, especially in the

role of the catechists vis-à-vis the yogis and lay devotees of Vaittīsvaraṉkōyil.

After all, these men shared memories, languages, and sacred geographies long

before the arrival of themissionaries. Yet this episode goes beyond the obvious

movement of the mission to India, and shifts the focus to clashes and conver-

sations between people, poems, and beliefs that happened on the roads and in

the villages of South India. Observing our actors at such small-scale resolution,

we find among their main concerns the salvation of bodies and souls, and the

movements of spiritual asmuchas social life. Strikingly, these relationships and

preoccupations are articulated in the story through the public performance of

a refined Tamil verse.

The questions animating this book are precisely how and why Tamil poetry

became at the turn the eighteenth century a language of choice for Catholi-

cism in South India. There was no real Catholic poetry in Tamil before then. It

appeared along with a community of readers, the catechists, and immediately

afforded Catholics entry into debates, such as the one with the yogis, with all

the authority that a good verse could afford. Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi (Fig-

ure 1) was a central player in this process. With him, Tamil Catholics acquired

their first poet-scholar (pulavar) and their first poems, and “Tamil Catholic

literary activity got integrated to Tamil literary legacy.”6 Everything about the

verse he recited in Vaittīsvaraṉkōyil, from the rigid veṇpā meter to the im-

promptu recitation, from the polemical tones to the use of complex double

6 Karthigesu Sivathamby, Literary History in Tamil: A Historiographical Analysis (Thanjavur:

Tamil University, 1986), 27. On Beschi as a missionary and pulavar, see my article with

Sascha Ebeling, “From Jesuit Missionary to Tamil Pulavar: Costanzo Gioseffo Beschi (1680–

1747), the ‘Great Heroic Sage’,” in L’ Inde et l’ Italie. Rencontres intellectuelles, politiques et artis-

tiques, eds Tiziana Leucci and Marie Fourcade (Paris: Éditions de l’ehess, 2018), 53–90.

Outside the Tamil region, Christian literature in Marathi had begun already in the early

seventeenth century with Thomas Stephens (1549–1619). Stephens’s main work, the Krista

purāṇa, has been edited several times and has been the subject of many studies, including

most recently Nelson Falcao, Kristapurana: A Christian-Hindu Encounter: A Study of Incultur-

ation in the Kristapurana of Thomas Stephens, sj (1549–1619) (Anand: Gujarat Sahitya Prakash,

2003).
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figure 1 Costanzo Beschi as portrayed in Appāvu Piḷḷai’s 1843 miscellanea

book in the public domain

entendres, speaks of his being at home in theworld of Tamil poetry.7 Yet, Beschi

and other missionaries in South India were rarely alone. Even when they did

7 On the genre and culture of taṉippāṭal, see Velcheru Narayana Rao and David Shulman, A

Poem at the Right Moment: Remembered Verses from Premodern South India (Berkeley, Los

Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1998).
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not have any Jesuit companion, they were surrounded by catechists, disciples,

servants, and sometimes even slaves.8

This book brings into focus the role of these other men, who were crucial

for the life of the mission as much as for the preservation of its memory. We

know about Beschi’s performance that evening only because he was traveling

with his disciples, and they kept the memory of his verse. They passed it on to

their own sons and disciples until Muttucāmi Piḷḷai (d. 1840), a Tamil pulavar,

a Catholic, and Beschi’s first biographer, visited the villages of the Kaveri delta

in 1822 and recorded it in writing.9 By then, Beschi had become for Christians

in the region a saint and a hero, their own poet, and the champion of Tamil

Catholic identity. He was especially important for lay Catholic élites, who from

the late eighteenth century onwards often articulated their historical mem-

ory and local authority in relationship to his biography and his literary œuvre.

Sources on these men, who were close to the missionaries and responsible for

much of the social and cultural life of themission from its inception, are scarce.

Yet the contours of their role become clearer precisely in the early eighteenth

century, with the emergence of a Catholic literary sphere, and with the con-

trolled transfer of authority from the missionaries to their catechists both in

the spiritual and in the literary realm. These are the two specific and related

processes I map throughout the chapters of this book.

1 Genealogies of Tamil Catholicism

The Vaittīsvaraṉkōyil episode is also a window into larger concerns regarding

the time, place, and modes through which Catholicism became a local reli-

gion in South India. When and how did the religious and literary exchanges

we just observed, articulated via the language of Tamil poetry and mythology,

first become conceivable? This study will show that, starting from the early

eighteenth century, Christians wrote and read Tamil Catholic poetry in order

to participate and claim a certain degree of authority in local social, political,

8 The importance of laymen in the Catholic missions has recently been the subject of a set

of studies edited by Aliocha Maldavsky, Les laïcs dans la mission: Europe et Amériques, xvie–

xviiie siècles (Tours: Presses universitaires François-Rabelais, 2018). The classical work with

regard to Protestant missions to India is Heike Liebau, Cultural Encounters in India: The Local

Co-workers of the Tranquebar Mission, 18th to 19th Centuries (New Delhi: Social Science Press,

2013).

9 These local stories are only hinted at in Muttucāmi’s Brief Sketch, but they are full-fledged

episodes in the Tamil version (Muttucāmi, Vīramāmuṉivar carittiram, 16–17).
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and cultural life. In doing so, they brought about the inventio—both the discov-

ery, and the invention—of Catholicism as local and vernacular, in other words,

of Tamil Catholicism.10 This process unfolded in the context of the oldMadurai

mission (Figure 2), the Jesuitmission to theTamil hinterlandorTamiḻakam.The

mission was founded by Roberto Nobili (1577–1657) in 1606, and gradually sup-

pressed in the mid-eighteenth century in concomitance with the suppression

of the Society of Jesus, first in the domains of the Portuguese empire, and then

globally in 1773.11While therehadbeenChristians in the regionbefore this time,

from the ancient SyrianChristian communities of Mylapore to the Paravar fish-

ermen converted by Saint Francis Xavier (1506–1552) and other Jesuits on the

southern Coromandel coast in the sixteenth century, the Madurai mission was

the beginning of a sustained Catholic presence in the Tamil hinterland. It was

also one of the great fields of Jesuit accommodation, insofar as missionaries in

Madurai strived to adapt Christianity to Tamil social and cultural norms. But

was it the beginning of Tamil Catholicism, and if so, how?12

10 “Tamil Christianity” is an expression used by English-speaking as well as Tamil-speaking

anthropologists; for instance, the expression tamiḻ kiṟittavam appears programmatically

in the title of Ā. Civacuppiramaṇiyaṉ, Tamiḻk kiṟittavam (Nākarkōvil: Kālaccuvaṭu patip-

pakam, 2014).

11 The literature on Roberto Nobili is well summarized in a long footnote in Paolo Aranha,

“Sacramenti o saṃskārāḥ? L’ illusione dell’accommodatio nella controversia dei riti mal-

abarici,” Cristianesimo nella Storia 31 (2010): 621–646, here 621–623. There are no doubts

on the beginning of the Madurai mission with Nobili in 1606, while the end is more dif-

ficult to map due to the long period of limbo after the 1759 suppression of the Society

within the Portuguese domains, but not elsewhere, during which Jesuits tried to find sup-

port for the mission from other sources. This emerges, for instance, in a report preserved

in the archives of Propaganda Fide (henceforth apf) and titledNotizie, che possono servire,

quandoal PietosissimoCuore diGesùUomo Iddio piaccia dimandarmissionarii agl’Infedeli.

This reportmentions some letters, written by Jesuitmissionaries inMadurai to pleadwith

Propaganda for money andmissionaries, which reached Rome in 1765 (apf, sc, Indie Ori-

entali e Cina, vol. 29, ff. 610–615, here f. 610r). On the little-studied topic of the suppression

of the Madurai mission, some information can be found in Sabina Pavone, “The Province

of Madurai Between the Old and New Society of Jesus,” in Jesuit Survival ad Restoration.

A Global History 1773–1900, eds Robert Aleksander Maryks and Jonathan Wright (Leiden

and Boston: Brill, 2014), 333–352; Ead., “Ricostruire la Compagnia partendo daOriente? La

comunità gesuita franco-cinese dopo la soppressione,” in Missioni, saperi e adattamento

tra Europa e imperi non cristiani, eds Vincenzo Lavenia and Sabina Pavone (Macerata:

eum, 2015), 129–164.

12 An analogous question stands at the foundation of Eugenio Menegon’s account of Chi-

nese Catholicism in eighteenth-century Fuan, Ancestors, Virgins and Friars: Christianity

as a Local Religion in Late Imperial China (Cambridge MA and London: Harvard Univer-

sity Press, 2009).
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figure 2 Map of the villages and residence of the Madurai mission (note the density along the Kaveri

river) from Lettres édifiantes et curieuses, vol. 15 (Paris, 1722), 1

book in the public domain

Ethnographers and anthropologists have been the first to notice and discuss

vernacular Catholicism in Tamil Nadu. Mapping some of its centers, beliefs,

and practices, they have brought to light the experiential and ritual worlds

shared by Catholics and Hindus across the region.13 They have also exam-

13 Brigitte Sébastia, Les rondes de saint Antoine. Culte, affliction et possession en Inde du Sud

(Paris: Aux lieux d’être, 2004); J. Selva Raj and CorinneG. Dempsey, Popular Christianity in

India: Riting between the Lines (Albany: suny Press, 2002); J. Selva Raj, Vernacular Catholi-

cism, Vernacular Saints: Selva J. Raj on “Being Catholic the Tamil Way,” ed. Reid B. Locklin

(Albany: suny Press, 2017); Kristin Bloomer, Possessed by the Virgin: Hinduism, Roman

Catholicism, and Marian Possession in South India (New York and Oxford: Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 2018); Ā. Civacuppiramaṇiyaṉ, Kiṟittavamum cātiyum (Nākarkōvil: Kālaccu-
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ined the role of caste among Tamil Catholics, and the strategies that a uni-

versal religion like Christianity has used to cope with, integrate, and finally

also subvert this paradigm of difference.14 Indeed, ritual and caste were vex-

atæ quæstiones from the inception of Catholic presence in the subcontinent,

and hotly debated in the context of the Madurai mission. So, anthropologists

have often pointed to themission as a foundational moment for Tamil Catholi-

cism, yet they have rarely engaged with the genealogical trajectories leading

from the mission to the present.15 The pioneering work by Susan Bayly has

been among the rare attempts to offer an ethno-historical account of Catholi-

cism in South India considering processes of integration and transformation

of this religion over the longue durée.16 However, Bayly’s focus has been solely

on syncretism, according to which Jesuit missionaries went native, thus allow-

ing converts to freely read and integrate the new religion into preexisting

systems of popular beliefs and practices.17 While local processes of assimi-

lation did happen, the syncretic paradigm does not consider the concerns

for orthodoxy and orthopraxis that were so central to the life of Christians

and Hindus alike in the eighteenth century, and the many negotiations they

required.

Historians studying the earlymodernCatholic Church andCatholic empires

have tried to articulate some of those concerns. They have done so by focus-

ing on accommodation, the strategy of radical social and cultural adaptation

that many Jesuit missionaries working in China and India adopted from the

sixteenth century onwards.18 Classical studies on the subject have insisted on

vaṭu patippakam, 2001); Id., Kiṟittavamum tamiḻc cāḻalum (Nākarkōvil: Kālaccuvaṭu patip-

pakam, 2010); Id., Tamiḻk kiṟittavam.

14 DavidMosse,The Saint in the BanyanTree: Christianity andCaste Society in India (Berkeley

and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2012).

15 Mosse does however offer a historical overview of how the Jesuit and Protestant mission

adopted and adapted local rites in connection to caste (The Saint in the Banyan Tree, 30–

59), although mostly relying on secondary literature.

16 Susan Bayly, Saints, Goddesses and Kings: Muslims and Christians in South Indian Society,

1700–1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989).

17 Bayly describes for instance Nobili’s translation efforts as an attempt to reach “accom-

modation between the Hindu and Christian scriptural traditions,” and the “scriptural or

literary context for the interweaving of Hindu and Christian traditions which was already

underway in society at large” (Bayly, Saints, Goddesses and Kings, 390 and 391).

18 As a general introduction to Jesuit accommodation, see Stefania Tutino, “Jesuit Accom-

modation, Dissimulation, Mental Reservation,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Jesuits, ed.

Ines G. Županov (New York: Oxford University Press, 2019), 216–240. I always use the

English word accommodation instead of the Latin accommodatio, even though the lat-

ter is widespread among historians. However, the Latin noun seems a late missiological
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the importance of accommodation as an epistemological tool for discerning

religious fromcivil practiceswithin Indian society. This openedup themission-

ary discourse to a polyphony of voices and cultures, allowing for continuities as

opposed to changes.19More recent articles by PaoloAranhahave reassessed the

radical nature of Jesuit accommodation, reminding us that it always remained

a strategy aimed at spiritual warfare and conquest.20 Aranha further stressed

how the adoption of local customs created confusion and tensions within the

Church, resulting in controversies over the degree of accommodation to Tamil

social norms that missionaries and their converts could afford without lapsing

into paganism. The heart of the matter were caste-based habits, rules, and dis-

crimination. The Church in the eighteenth century, much like anthropologists

today, had a hard time deciding whether caste was a religious or civil insti-

tution.21 Still, notwithstanding their different stress on continuity, or change

coinage: I never found it as such in eighteenth-century sources, which employ neverthe-

less the verb accommodare.

19 Ines G. Županov used the concept of adiaphora to explain the nature of indifferent things

in “Le repli du religieux. Les missionnaires jésuites du 17è siècle entre la théologie chré-

tienne et une éthique païenne,” ahss 51 (1996): 1201–1223. She reflected upon the ethno-

graphic gaze necessary to make this distinction in “Aristocratic Analogies and Demotic

Descriptions in the 17th Century Madurai Mission,” Representations 41 (1993): 123–148;

and she connected Kerala’s Syrian Christian integration with the elaboration of a strat-

egy of accommodation in “ ‘One Civility, but Multiple Religion:’ Jesuit Mission among

St. Thomas Christians in India (16th–17th Centuries),” Journal of Early Modern History 9

(2005): 284–325. Her first book on Roberto Nobili also offered a sensitive reading of the

many dimensions of a Jesuit missionary career, and attempted to envision the worlds of

social and political relationships that surrounded him: Ines G. Županov, DisputedMission.

Jesuit Experiments and Brahmanical Knowledge in Seventeenth-Century India (New Delhi:

Oxford University Press, 1999).

20 See PaoloAranha, “«Glocal»Conflicts:Missionary controversies on theCoromandel Coast

between the xvii and the xviii centuries,” in Evangelizzazione e Globalizzazione. Le mis-

sioni gesuitiche nell’etàmoderna tra storia e storiografia, edsMichela Catto, GuidoMongini

and SilviaMostaccio, special issue, Nuova Rivista Storica 42 (2010): 79–104; Id., “The Social

and Physical Space of the Malabar Rites Controversy,” in Space and Conversion in Global

Perspective, eds Wietse de Boer et al. (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2014), 214–232, esp. 219–220.

The phrase “spiritual conquest” was already introduced by the seventeenth-century his-

torian of the Franciscanmission, Paulo daTrindade (1570–1651), in hisConquistaEspiritual

do Oriente (printed only in 1962).

21 On accommodation and caste, see Paolo Aranha, “Discrimination and Integration of the

Dalits in Early Modern South Indian Missions: The Historical Origins of a Major Chal-

lenge for Today’s Christians,” The Journal of World Christianity 6, 1 (2016): 168–204; see also

Sabina Pavone, “Tra Roma e il Malabar. Il dibattito intorno ai sacramenti ai paria nelle

carte dell’Inquisizione romana (secc. xvii–xviii),” Cristianesimo nella Storia 31, 2 (2010):

647–680.
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and conflict, these historians have analyzed accommodation as a Europeandis-

course, created for a European public, albeit assembled using different pieces

of local knowledge.

But how did Tamil people, both local converts and their Hindu friends and

neighbors, read and understand Christianity and the mission? What were the

languages of Catholicism in South India at this time? These questions remain

largely unaddressed. A possible answer lies, I think, in the history of litera-

ture produced in the Madurai mission, of its writers and readers, and of the

places, times, and institutions where they operated. Catholic texts in Tamil

have been studied so far mostly by Indian Christian scholars, eager to utilize

them in debates on interreligious dialogue and inculturation, and ultimately to

findways to articulate their own local belonging.22These engagements, often in

the form of English translations, almost unanimously recognize Beschi as the

first Tamil Catholic poet, on par with his Hindu contemporaries.23 Conversely,

22 And thus they share, perhaps unwillingly, some of the premises of Bayly’s syncretic

approach sketched above. I should add that inculturation and interreligious dialogue are

different approaches, and bring with them different sets of questions. The role of early

modern missionaries in these contemporary theological fields is summarized in Paolo

Aranha, “Roberto Nobili e il dialogo interreligioso,” in Roberto de Nobili (1577–1656): Mis-

sionario gesuita poliziano. Atti del convegno di Montepulciano, 20 ottobre 2007, eds Carlo

Prezzolini and Matteo Sanfilippo, (Perugia: Guerra Edizioni, 2008), 31–44; arguments

against equating accommodation and inculturation are found in Paolo Aranha, “Sacra-

menti o saṃskārāḥ?” Notwithstanding the anachronism of this approach, it has produced

important studies, especially the many works on Nobili by S. Rajamanickam, for which I

direct the reader to the Bibliography.

23 We are witnessing, as I write this introduction, a resurgence of interest in Nobili and

Beschi as examples of Christian cultural integration in South India. Recent editions and

translations of their works in this vein include Mārkareṭ Pāsṭiṉ, Vīramāmuṉivar iyaṟṟiya

tēmpāvaṇi mūlamum uraiyum (Tirucci[rappaḷḷi]: Uyir eḻuttu patippakam, 2014); Anand

Amaladass,Gift of theVirgin Conch-Shell. Tirukkāvalūr KalampakambyConstantine Joseph

Beschi S.J. (Tiruchirappalli: GoldenNet Computers, 2018); Id.,MotherMary’s Song of Afflic-

tion by Constantine Joseph Beschi S.J. Edited and Translated in English with an Introduction

by Anand Amaladass S.J. and Antony S.V. (Chennai and Tiruchirappalli: Tamil Literature

Society, 2018); Id., Refutation of Rebirth. PunarjanmaākṣepambyRobert deNobili S.J. Edited

and Translated into English with an Introduction by Anand Amaladass sj. (Tiruchirap-

palli: Tamil Literature Society, 2019); M. Dominic Raj, trans., Thembavani: A Garland of

Unfading Honey-sweet Verses; an Epic in Pure Tamil (Amazon Kindle E-book edition). In

general, Beschi’s works have steadily attracted the interest of Tamil Christian scholars

precisely insofar as they attained literary status. See, for instance, Vi. Mi. Ñāṉappirakācar

[aka V.M. Gnanapragasam], “Contribution of Fr. Beschi to Tamil,” (PhD diss., University

of Madras, 1965); Pā. Vaḷaṉ Aracu, Vīramāmuṉivar oru viḷakkam (Maturai: Nōpili veḷiyīṭ-

ṭakam, 1982); and S. Rajamanickam (aka Cavarimuttu Irācamāṇikkam), Vīramā muṉivar

(Ceṉṉai: Tē nopili ārāycci nilaiyam, 1998). Nobili, on the other hand, had been almost
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scholars of Tamil literature have seen Christian texts as external ‘contributions’

to Tamil rather than an integral part of its literary world, as suggested in the

title of K. Meenakshisundaram’s classical study.24 To this day, Christian liter-

ature in Tamil receives little attention, to the point of being almost excluded

from the curriculum. Still, histories of Tamil literature cannot ignore Costanzo

Giuseppe Beschi. They invariably mention him and his poem Tēmpāvaṇi at

least in passing, as a turning point for Christian literature. So, Christian and

non-Christian scholars alike agree that Beschi and the early eighteenth-century

moment when he was active mark a crucial moment for the connection of

Catholicism and Tamil literary culture.

Relying on this intuition, the book addresses the question posed by the

present—what exactly is Tamil about Tamil Catholicism?—by taking as its

main object of analysis the corpus of eighteenth-century missionary litera-

ture in Tamil, mostly by Beschi, and its attendant literary practices such as

reading, writing, and grammatical reflection, and also copying, circulating, and

preaching. As Iwill arguemore in detail later in the Introduction, this historical

moment was the beginning of a Catholic presence in the world of Tamil litera-

ture, and in the socio-political reality it articulated. One advantage of focusing

on this process is that it avoids reproducing the viewpoint ingrained in accom-

modation. By making Jesuit accommodation the object of analysis, even when

forgotten until S. Rajamanickam single-handedly brought out in print for the first time

most of his texts, and claimed he was “the father of Tamil prose” in his pioneering mono-

graph, The First Oriental Scholar (Tirunelveli: De Nobili Research Institute, 1972). Among

the books offering an overview of Tamil Christian literature are D. Rajarigam, The His-

tory of Tamil Christian Literature (Madras: The Christian Literature Society, 1958); Ignatius

Hirudayam, Christianity and Tamil Culture (Madras: The Dr. Sr. Radhakrishnan Institute

for Advanced Study in Philosophy, University of Madras, 1977), and the many works by

Iṉṉāci, listed in the Bibliography, which connect early missionary texts with later texts by

local Catholic poets and intellectuals.

24 K. Meenakshisundaram, The Contribution of European Scholars to Tamil (Madras: Univer-

sity of Madras, 1974). A critique of the term “contribution” is found in the groundbreaking

reflection on the discipline of literary history in Tamil by K. Sivathamby, Literary History

in Tamil, 96. Still, Meenakshisundaram’s work was crucial in acknowledging the role of

Nobili, Beschi, andotherChristian authors.Theirworks remainotherwisemarginalwithin

classical histories of Tamil literature; for example, seeMu. Varatarācaṉ,Tamiḻ ilakkiya var-

alaṟu (Putu tilli: Cākittiya akātemi, 1972), 227–229. Some scholars even thought that Beschi

could not have possibly composed his poems himself because they were written too well,

like Mu. Arunachalam, An Introduction to the History of Tamil Literature (Thiruchitram-

balam: Gandhi Vidyalayam, 1974), 276–279. Among the very few books on Tamil Chris-

tian literature authored by non-Christians, M.C. Vēṅkaṭacāmi’s Kiṟittuvamum tamiḻum

(Tirunelvēli: Teṉṉintiya caivacittānta nūṟpatippu kaḻakam, 1936) includes an interesting

discussion on the development of Tamil prose.
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addressing it as a strategy to connect the global and the local, one is always lean-

ing towards the missionary or imperial vision. South India is never the starting

point, and always the destination. The focus on the history of Tamil Catholic

literature and literary practices redresses the balance in two ways.

First, it posits Tamil, its speakers and readers, writers and listeners, as the

cornerstone of reflection. Tamil literature, with its formal rules and the social

world it implies and articulates, becomes the immediate context for under-

standing the activities of missionaries and catechists involved in the process

of creating, reading, copying, and circulating Catholic literature in Tamil. From

such grounded perspective, this study explores literary texts as contact zones

affording a glimpse into relational practices articulated at different levels.25 Up

front, texts create a space of encounter for the different cultural elements that

composed theMaduraimission, the Latin and Italian education of themission-

aries/writers, and the aesthetic and moral worlds of their Tamil collaborators.

Catholic literary texts, as points of contact and deposits of social relationships,

further reveal to a discerning eye the world of social contracts within which

they were negotiated.26 The agents involved were the missionaries, their cate-

chists, and their different publics, but also the institutions and individuals who

sustained the cultural activities of the mission, and the larger community of

pulavars and learned men whose recognition Catholic texts sought to gain. In

other words, the texts themselves offer the entry point into a histoire du lit-

teraire, a social history of Catholic literature as integral part of Tamil literary

culture in the eighteenth century.27

The focus on the history of Tamil Catholic literature further allows for the

mapping of social practices of reading connected with this corpus, in the foot-

steps of AnneMonius’ investigation of Buddhist textual communities in Tamil

South India.28 The focus on readership is dictated by the texts themselves.

25 The term was introduced by Marie-Louise Pratt in Imperial Eyes: TravelWriting and Tran-

sculturation (London: Routledge, 1992).

26 I take both ideas—the idea of literary works (or works of art) as repositories of social rela-

tionships, and of the “period eye,” that is the eye trained to see froman eighteenth-century

perspective—from Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy

(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1988).

27 The relationship between literary and social history, well sketched out by Sivathamby

in Literary History in Tamil, esp. 8–9, is fraught in Tamil, especially with regard to early

caṅkam poetry and its social context. Beyond these debates, a good example of a histori-

cal approach to Tamil literature is Sascha Ebeling’s recent exploration of the world of the

poet-scholars known in Tamil as pulavars in the colonial period: Colonizing the Realm of

Words: The Transformation of Tamil Literature in Nineteenth-Century South India (Albany:

State University of New York Press, 2010).

28 Anne Monius, Imaging a Place for Buddhism: Literary Culture and Religious Community
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Tamil works written in the context of the Madurai mission are often dialogic

in nature, and evoke and invoke their readers and listeners. Moreover, the

archives of the mission offer clues as to how social and professional communi-

ties in the eighteenth-century, like the catechists, might have used these texts.

In some cases, we can even trace individual acts of reading, pointing to the

fact that Catholic literature accompanied all the stages of a catechist’s life in

the eighteenth-century. In addition, acts of reading and trajectories of circula-

tion are sometimes recorded in the paratexts accompanying the manuscripts

and printed editions of these texts, as I show at some length in Chapter Six.

In reconstructing and giving space to such practices, and including them in

the historical narrative, my aim has been to balance the viewpoint of accom-

modation with the ‘tactics and games’ of reading, as a creative strategy imply-

ing a differential engagement with, and accommodation of, Catholicism to

eighteenth-century Tamiḻakam.29 So, the hermeneutic process mapped in this

book is twofold. On the one hand, missionaries interpreted India in order to

write Tamil poetry convincing enough to convert its people. On the other hand,

Tamilians readChristian literature tounderstand, reject, or acceptCatholicism,

make it their own, and imagine how to live a Christian life in their multireli-

gious world.

2 Microstoria and the Global in the Local

Within the larger framework of the Madurai mission, this study privileges

small-scale analysis. It focuses on people and events in a few villages of the

Kaveri delta regionover three decades, and studies a polemical pamphlet, three

spiritual manuals, a grammar, and two poems, in order to map the social and

cultural life of the missionaries who wrote these texts and the catechists who

read and circulated them. More specifically, the main setting comprises the

villages of Ēlākkuṟicci and Āvūr from 1718, when missionaries first organized

spiritual retreats for their catechists in those locations, until the early 1740s,

when the demise of the local ally of the mission, the Mughal warlord Chanda

in Tamil-Speaking South India (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2001). My

thinking on the history of reading, a field of enquiry encompassing many disciplines

(including some I am rather unfamiliarwith) has been clarified by a recent article byRoger

Chartier, “FromTexts toReaders: LiteraryCriticism, Sociology of Practice andCulturalHis-

tory,”Estudos Históricos Rio de Janeiro 30, 62 (2017): 741–756.

29 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, transl. Steven Randall (Berkeley, Los

Angeles, London: University of California Press, 1984), 175.
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Sahib, the removal of Beschi from the Madurai mission, and the publication

of the papal bull Omnium Sollicitudinum condemning the Malabar Rites all

shifted the priorities of the Society of Jesus away from the spiritual and literary

training of the catechists. In this short yet critical period of time, Catholic liter-

ature entered the Tamil literary sphere, and catechists were its main intended

readers. The role of these catechists was institutionalized at this very time

as that of spiritual and cultural élites who shared most of the missionaries’

tasks, from evangelizing to exorcism, and mediated between the mission and

Catholic communities on the ground, which they managed.

This shift happened in peripheral spaces, with little-known actors that

should be investigated on their own terms. Before turning to those, though, I

should briefly clarify how these topics and concerns relate to emerging fields

of inquiry that share a certain inclination towards a global, or rather connected,

vision of early modernity. Relying upon the exceptional archives the Society of

Jesus collected over the centuries and the efforts of many of its members to

write the history of their order, scholars have turned in the last few decades

to Jesuit missionaries as important agents in the making of an early mod-

ern world.30 The role of India in these processes and historiography has been

recently articulated by Ines Županov.31

Within this field, theworkswealready encounteredbyPaoloAranha analyze

Jesuit accommodation in connection with the controversy over the heteroge-

nous set of local rites that missionaries authorized their converts to retain in

South India, known as Malabar Rites.32 Aranha has shown how these included

30 Programmatic in this respect is Pierre-Antoine Fabre and Bernard Vincent, Missions

religieuses modernes. ‘Notre lieu est le monde’ (Rome: École Française de Rome, 2007);

see also Ronnie Po-Chia Hsia, A Companion to the Early Modern Catholic Global Missions

(Leiden: Brill, 2018). For an overview of the relationship between the Society of Jesus

and historiography, see Paul Shore, “The Historiography of the Society of Jesus,” in The

Oxford Handbook of the Jesuits, ed. Ines G. Županov (New York: Oxford University, 2019),

759–782. Towering in the historiography of the Madurai mission in the twentieth cen-

tury have been, in Europe, the figures of Joseph Wicki sj and Georg Schurhammer sj; in

India, Savarimuthu Rajamanickam sj and Léon Besse sj (the latter’s work is particularly

relevant for this book, and a complete list of his publications can be found in the Bibliog-

raphy).

31 InesG. Županov, “TheHistoriography of the JesuitMissions in India (1500–1800),” in Jesuit

HistoriographyOnline (2016), (consulted on 04 February 2021). Of course, Županov herself

plays a central role in this historiography.

32 This controversy was coeval with that over the Chinese Rites; for an overview of both, see

Claudia von Collani, “The Jesuit Rites Controversy,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Jesuits,

edited by Ines G. Županov (New York: Oxford University Press, 2019), 891–917. On the

Malabar Rites, crucial are the articles and forthcoming dissertation by Paolo Aranha (see

below, n. 33, 34, 35). Aranha distinguishes a “Madurai Mission controversy,” concerning
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rituals of caste reproduction such as the upanayana, but also adaptations of

the Catholic liturgy, like the avoidance of saliva during baptism, to comply

with norms of purity and caste separation.33 After the apostolic legate Carlo

Tomaso Maillard de Tournon (1668–1710) issued a first decree of condemna-

tion of such rites in 1704, for over forty years Jesuits appealed repeatedly to

Rome to have this decree revoked, or at least mitigated, fighting against their

detractors within and outside the Catholic Church.34 However, the decree was

eventually confirmed by the Papal bullOmnium Sollicitudinum that prohibited

most Malabar Rites in 1744.35 One cannot underplay the complex dynamics

and the impact of this Roman controversy on the Indian mission as much as

on the global Church, then forced to reckon with issues of social and religious

inclusion and exclusion.Most Jesuitmissionaries inMadurai, including Beschi,

followed the strategy of accommodation. They dressed and behaved like local

teachers, practiced the Malabar Rites, and were involved in the Malabar Rites

Roberto Nobili’s innovations, and the “Malabar Rites controversy” properly said, exploded

just before Tournon issued his decree in 1704. Additional information on the topic can

be found in Sabina Pavone, “Tra Roma e il Malabar”; Ead., “Propaganda, diffamazione e

opinione pubblica: i gesuiti e la querelle sui riti malabarici,” in L’Europa divisa e i nuovi

mondi: Per Adriano Prosperi, vol. 2, eds Massimo Donattini, GiuseppeMarcocci and Stefa-

nia Pastore (Pisa: Edizioni della Normale, 2011), 203–216; Ead., “Jesuits and Oriental Rites

in theDocuments of theRoman Inquisition,” inTheRites Controversies in theEarlyModern

World, eds InesG. Županov andPierre-Antoine Fabre (Leiden andBoston: Brill, 2018), 165–

188. On controversy as a form of early modern intellectual engagement, see Antoine Lilti,

“Querelles et controverses. Les formes du désaccord intellectuel à l’époquemoderne,”Mil

neuf cent 1, 25 (2007): 13–28.

33 See Paolo Aranha, “Sacramenti o saṃskārāḥ?”

34 On the Capuchins as sworn enemies of the Jesuits in the controversy see, for instance,

PaoloAranha, “ ‘Lesmeilleures causes embarrassent les juges, si ellesmanquent de bonnes

preuves’: Père Norbert’s Militant Historiography on the Malabar Rites Controversy,” in

EuropäischeGeschichtskulturenum1700zwischenGelehrsamkeit, PolitikundKonfession, ed.

ThomasWaldig et al. (Berlin and Boston: De Gruyter, 2012), 239–270.

35 This bull, promulgated by Pope Benedict xiv (born Prospero Lorenzo Lambertini, 1675–

1758), includes the full text of Tournon’s decree (Inter Graviores) and of the subsequent

documents promulgated by the Holy See on the matter of the Malabar Rites controversy,

chiefly the 1734 brief Compertum Exploratumque by Clement xii (born Lorenzo Corsini,

1652–1740). The Omnium Sollicitudinum thus retraces the institutional history of the con-

troversy, and reflects the nuanced understanding of Benedict xiv, who before his election

to the Papacy had been following the controversy from Rome in his roles as Consultor of

the Congregation of the Inquisition, Promoter of the Faith, and member of the Sacred

Congregation of Rites. For our purposes, it suffices to say that the bull prohibited most of

the so-called Malabar Rites, and was received as a blow against Jesuit accommodation. A

pro-accommodationist analysis of the Omnium Sollicitudinum can be found in François

Bertrand, Histoire de la Mission du Carnate (Typescript in the jamp, 1935), 341 ff.
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controversy in some capacity. They wrote letters to their superiors in Rome,

kept in contact with intellectuals in Europe, and signed petitions in favor of

their missionary strategy. In short, they took active part in the life of the global

Church in the eighteenth century.

Besides, missionaries were one amongmanymobile groups traveling on the

coasts of East Africa, South and Southeast Asia in this period, their presence in

the subcontinent being almost coextensivewith that of Portuguese officers and

settlers on whose ships they reached Asia. The Madurai mission, albeit posi-

tioned outside colonial territories and jurisdiction, was still under the ecclesi-

astical jurisdiction of the Portuguese Royal Patronage (padroado).36Hence, the

connection between Catholicism and the colonial project of the Portuguese

crown is important for understanding the mission. Ananya Chakravarti has

recently argued that precisely Jesuit accommodation and Catholic literature in

local languages contributed to the creation of a Portuguese imperial imaginaire

encompassing India as well as Brazil. It is through “accommodatio,” she writes,

that Jesuits came to place the “myriad locales of their acquaintance into the

much broader conceptual geographies of the Portuguese empire and the uni-

versal church.”37 In a similar vein, recent explorations of British colonialism in

India have focused on the role of literature, and of agents such as converts, cat-

echists, and village accountants, in negotiating the global empire at the local

level, and the many types of violence involved in this process.38

36 The literature on the Portuguese Estado da Índia is truly enormous; Sanjay Subrahman-

yam,ThePortugueseEmpire inAsia, 1500–1700:APolitical andEconomicHistory (Chichester

UK and Malden MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012) remains a good introduction. Ines Županov

has contributed to this field by focusing on Portuguese Goa and, in her work with Ângela

Barreto-Xavier, on the role of Catholic networks in the constitution of Portuguese ori-

ental knowledge. See Missionary Tropics: The Catholic Frontier in India (17th–18th Cen-

turies) (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2005); Ângela Barreto Xavier and Ines G.

Županov, Catholic Orientalism, Portuguese Empire, Indian Knowledge (16th–18th Centuries)

(New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2015).

37 Ananaya Chakravarti, The Empire of Apostles: Religion, Accommodatio and The Imagina-

tion of Empire in Modern Brazil and India (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2018), 10.

38 Thomas R. Trautmann, Languages and Nations. The Dravidian Proof in Colonial Madras

(Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 2006); Id., The Madras

School of Orientalism: Producing Knowledge in Colonial South India (Delhi: Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 2009); Bhavani Raman, Document Raj:Writing and Scribes in Early Colonial

South India (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012). On the role of intermediaries in

the French colonial context, see Danna Agmon, A Colonial Affair: Commerce, Conversion

and Scandal in French India (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2017); and the review of the

latter in Sanjay Subrahmanyam, “Hybrid Affairs: Cultural Histories of the East India Com-

panies,” ieshr55, 3 (2018): 419–438.This review relies inpart onDavid Shulman, “Cowherd

orKing?The Sanskrti Bibliography of AnandaRangaPillai,” inTellingLives in India: Biogra-
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The history of eighteenth-century Catholic literature in Tamil could simi-

larly be used to reflect on the local metamorphoses of the rhetorical and lit-

erary practices that Jesuit missionaries spread on a global scale.39 The works I

just mentioned adopt variations of this approach, switching programmatically

between different scales of analysis, the jeux d’echelles theorized by Jacques

Revel.40 While aware of this approach, in this book I have consciously chosen

to adopt a different, perhaps more classically microhistorical, point of view.41

Rather thanmoving from specific Tamil locales to the larger political, religious,

and intellectual worlds they intersected, and back in a loopingmovement, this

study is firmly placed in provincial South India. The space where my actors—

texts and men—move is limited, and I consider global processes and trajecto-

ries only insofar as they are present in that space.

In fact, though, larger horizons are often in sight, and regional centers like

Thanjavur or Hyderabad, colonial cities like Pondicherry or Madras, and Rome

as the center of the universal Church, all enter my narrative. This is because

most of the actors in the following pages—missionaries, catechists, soldiers, or

impostors—are exceptional. They often came to South India from elsewhere,

phy, AutobiographyandLifeHistory, edsDavidArnold and Stuart Blackburn (Bloomington

and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2004), 175–202.

39 An approach recently adopted in Stuart McManus, “Jesuit Humanism and Indigenous-

Language Philology in the Americas and Asia,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Jesuits, ed.

Ines G. Županov (New York: Oxford University Press, 2019), 737–758.

40 Jacques Revel, “Microanalisi e costruzione del sociale,”Quaderni storici 86 (1994): 549–575.

This approach has been discussed with regard to the history of the mission by Antonella

Romano, Impressions de Chine: l’Europe et l’ englobement du monde (xvie–xviie siècle)

(Paris: Fayard, 2016), 17–19. This focus on the local/global dialectic is also common to the

study of early modern India, especially after Sanjay Subrahmanyam pioneered the inte-

gration of microhistorical methodologies within his framework of connected histories;

for some early methodological reflections, see Sanjay Subrahmanyam, “Connected Histo-

ries: Notes towards a Reconfiguration of EarlyModern Eurasia,”Modern Asian Studies 31, 3

(1997): 735–762. The relationship between global history andmicrohistory is at the center

of ongoing discussions, crystallized in recent special issues of the reviews ahss and Past

and Present; the connection of microhistory as practiced by Italian historians with global

history is better outlined in FrancescaTrivellato, “IsThere a Future for ItalianMicrohistory

in the Age of Global History?” California Italian Studies 2, 1 (2011).

41 With the expression “classically microhistorical” I refer to the methodology adopted by

Italian historians (hence the Italian microstoria in the title of this section) in opposition

with microhistory as it developed in the English-speaking world. In Italy, the focus on the

small-scale always remained central, while American historians have privileged biogra-

phy and the construction of a narrative, two approaches that I find prevalent in recent

historical works that combine global concerns with microhistorical methodologies. On

the specificity of the Italian approach, see Carlo Ginzburg, “Microstoria, due o tre cose

che so di lei,” Quaderni Storici 86 (1994): 511–539.
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dreamt about elsewhere, and sometimes reached elsewhere by an interplay of

interest, chance, and aspirations. And yet, because of the unevenness of the

archive, the biographical approach usually preferred by practitioners of micro-

history does not throw equal amounts of light on all of them. Unsurprisingly,

we know a lot more about missionaries and their lives than about their collab-

orators.42 Hence, while still following the individual trajectories of Jesuits like

Beschi or his less famous colleagueCarloMichele Bertoldi (1662–1740), I turn to

amicrohistory of texts as collaborative projects, and of their locations, to show

how the literary corpus and the practices at the core of my book are brimming

with the tensions and movements of their time and place.

Conversely, perhaps in reaction to what I read as a contemporary anxiety

to show how there was no early modern locality not already imbricated in the

global, the consistency of the small scale in the book makes space for provin-

cial concerns, and for a closer horizon than one would perhaps like to imagine

for oneself today. I have consistently tried to preserve such autonomy of the

local as an independent sphere of action and intelligibility. In order to zoom

out, and gain new perspectives on the events I narrate, I have preferred to

engage with a longer chronology rather than with a wider geography. Doing

so has led me to tracing the continuities, ruptures, and more generally the

consequences of the historical nodes I identify in the early eighteenth cen-

tury as they unfolded in the following decades. I have followed these threads,

albeit not systematically, up until the early nineteenth century. By looking at

how early eighteenth-century people, texts, and practices have been reflected,

remembered, and reenacted at later times I have come to conceive of the early

eighteenth-century Madurai mission as a moment of literary, and thus social

beginning. The pages to follow are an attempt to offer a history of that specific

place and time, of the new things that happened there and then, and of the

worlds they contributed to create.

3 The Beginnings of Catholic Literature in Tamil

The main argument of this book is that the beginning of Tamil Catholic lit-

erature dates to the first decades of the eighteenth century. Of course, Jesuit

missionaries to South India wrote several texts in Tamil before that time, but

the systematic accommodation of Christianity to the specific cultural sphere of

42 The local, small-scale analysis that characterizes microhistory is often based on follow-

ing the steps of exceptional characters, and hence closely connected with biography, as

specified in Ginzburg, “Microstoria.”
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the literary only began with Beschi.43 Hence, it is only from this moment that

we can map practices of writing, reading, and circulation of Catholic texts as

literature, and study their role for the emergence of a catechist élite in that per-

spective. Being part of the world of Tamil literature further provided Catholics,

both missionaries and their catechists, with an entry point into the social and

political world of eighteenth century Tamiḻakam, a world they inhabited then

fully for the first time. The book will explore such processes in detail, but in

order to substantiate these claims, the next sections offer a concise history

of literary practices in the Madurai mission—their development differing, in

many ways, from that of accommodation practices.

Was Jesuit accommodation a literary strategy? Did it invariably imply liter-

ature? The answer largely depends on our definition of literature. A tendency

towards communicationwas constitutive of accommodation, and bringing the

message of salvation to the world entailed the translation of Christianity, its

theology and vocabulary, into local social and cultural idioms. So Jesuit mis-

sionaries who practiced accommodation studied languages, wrote grammars

of those languages, and used them to compose catechisms, theological trea-

tises, sermons—in short, all the Catholic didactic and rhetorical genres of the

period.44 In doing so, they enveloped the early modern globe in a dense fabric

of analogies that made the translation of Catholic doctrines possible in lan-

guages as distant as Guaraní, Ethiopian, Tamil, and Chinese.45 Whether such

43 To the best of my knowledge, only three Catholic texts written before Beschi’s time were

considered refined literary pieces: the Tirucelvarāyappurāṇam, the Aticaya kāṇṭam, and

the Kiristi ulā. The last two texts are included in the list of Catholic titles that were

available to Lutheran missionary Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg, as printed in Wilhelm Ger-

mann, “Ziegenbalgs Bibliotheca Malabarica,” Missionsnachrichten der Ostindiscen Mis-

sionsanstalt zu Halle 22 (1880): 61–94, here 1–20. Unfortunately, the three texts are lost.

They likely date to the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century, and I would group

them with Beschi’s works as part of a literary turn in the mission around that time.

44 The remarkable grammatical efforts of the Jesuits andothermissionaries around the globe

are the object of study of missionary linguistics; for the case of Tamil, see Jean-Luc Chevil-

lard, “Beschi, grammarien du tamoul, et l’origine de la notion de verbe appellatif,”befeo

79, 1 (1992): 77–88; Id., “The Challenge of Bi-directional Translation as Experienced by the

First European Missionary Grammarians and Lexicographers of Tamil,” in La Traduction

dans l’histoiredes idées linguistiques.Représentations etpratiques, ed. ÉmileAussant (Paris:

Geuthner, 2015), 111–130; and Cristina Muru, Missionari portoghesi in India nei secoli xvi e

xvii: l’Arte della lingua tamil. Studio comparato di alcuni manoscritti (Viterbo: Sette Città,

2010).

45 While Jesuit linguistic and cultural translations have attracted much scholarship, their

relationship with lesser-known coeval experiments within South Indian Islam—such as

Ronit Ricci’s Islam Translated. Literature, Conversion, and the Arabic Cosmopolis of South

andSoutheastAsia (Chicago:University of ChicagoPress, 2011) orTorstenTschacher’s “Can
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texts could claim the status of literature in this early global, comparative realm

largely governed by the rules of Latin literacy is a fascinating issue that brings

into play ideas of rhetoric and eloquence as well as literature in this period. Yet

the problem at the heart of this study is different; namely, could these texts be

considered literature in the specific and wildly different literary spheres con-

nected to the various languages they employed? Were Catholic catechisms in

Tamil,Guaraní, orChinese considered literary texts by themen learned in those

languages?There are, of course, asmany answers to these questions as there are

languages.

As for Tamil, this leads us to descriptions and conceptualizations of the liter-

ary register of the language in the eighteenth century, its orthography,morphol-

ogy, contents, prosody, genres, and so on. While contemporary Tamil literary

historiesmight adopt amore inclusive definition,my interest lies in delineating

the élite sphere of literature (ilakkiyam) that was recognized in the eighteenth

century as the art practiced by learned men according to, or at least in dia-

logue with, the rules of grammar (ilakkaṇam).46 These were conservative rules

upheld by a society of learned poets, the pulavars, and by a canon of normative

texts that I discuss in Chapter Three. These rules describe a literary world that

can be subsumed, with few exceptions, under the umbrella of poetry.47 Other

types of texts, like grammatical sutras (nūṟpā) or commentaries (urai), were

part of the world of refined language (centamiḻ), but ancillary to the writing

and reading of poetry.48 Sascha Ebeling’s study of nineteenth-century pulavars

affords important insights into the literary practices and supporting institu-

‘Om’ be an Islamic Term? Translations, Encounters, and Islamic Discourse in Vernacular

South Asia,” South AsianHistory and Culture 5, 2 (2014): 195–211—is an unexplored yet fas-

cinating avenue of inquiry.

46 Sivathamby, Literary History in Tamil, 93 relies on the Tamil Lexicon’s definition of litera-

ture as “ilakkaṇamuṭaiyatu, ‘that which is written/composed according to certain norms’

and caṉṟōr nūl, ‘the work of great men.’ ” This first definition is complementary to Naṉṉūl

141, ilakkiyam kaṇṭataṟku ilakkaṇam, according to which “grammar derives from seeing,

i.e., understanding poetry.” This sutra of Naṉṉūl shows the intrinsic relations between

grammar and poetry in the early modern period, and the two disciplines were often prac-

ticed by the same pulavars.

47 That prose existed from early on in Tamil is not doubted; the still unresolved issue is when

and how it entered the sphere of literature.

48 For an insightful analysis of the relationship between poetry and grammar in Tamil, see

David D. Shulman, Tamil: A Biography (Cambridge MA and London: Harvard University

Press, 2016), esp. 195–248 for the earlymodern period. I refer the reader to all of Shulman’s

single-authoredworks in theBibliography aswell, while hisworkswithVelcheruNarayana

Rao focus on Telugu rather than Tamil.
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tions of this poeticworld,which also apply toprevious centuries.49This learned

sphere of ilakkiyamwas moreover contiguous, and interacted with popular lit-

erature that only rarely found its way and recognition into grammar books, and

was grounded in orality and performance.50 Catholic textual activities moved

between these two levels, the learned and the popular. Still,my focus is on prac-

tices of “high” literacy and literature in the eighteenth century, because in this

type of practices, and in this body of texts, are enclosed some of the social and

cultural interactions I see as foundational in the process of transformation of

Catholicism into a Tamil religion.51

When exactly, then, did Jesuits start to write “proper” Tamil literature?

3.1 Writing before Accommodation

The first Jesuitmissionary towrite, and print, inTamil wasHenriqueHenriques

(1520–1600), a Catholic of Jewish origin who worked among the newly con-

verted Paravar fishermen of the Coromandel coast in the second half of the

sixteenth century.52 The conversion en masse of the Paravars was a strategic

caste decision to create strong bonds with the Portuguese power, against com-

peting trade groups on the Coromandel coast.53 Henriques wrote in such a

“pretercolonial” context, where accommodation was not really necessary.54 So,

49 Sascha Ebeling, “Tamil or ‘Incomprehensible Scribble’? The Tamil Philological Commen-

tary (urai) in the Nineteenth Century,” in Between Preservation and Recreation. Tamil Tra-

ditions of Commentary, ed. Eva Wilden (Pondicherry: ifp/efeo, 2009), 281–312; Id., “The

College of Fort St. George and the Transformation of Tamil Philology During the Nine-

teenth Century,” in The Madras School of Orientalism. Producing Knowledge in Colonial

South India, ed. Thomas R. Trautmann (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2009), 233–

260; Id., Colonizing the Realm of Words.

50 See, for the nineteenth century, Stuart Blackburn, Print, Folklore, and Nationalism in Colo-

nial South India (Delhi: Permanent Black, 2003); A.R. Venkatachalapathy, “Songsters of the

Cross-roads: Popular Literature and Print in Colonial Tamil Nadu,” South Indian Folklorist

3, 1 (1999): 49–79.

51 On religion and the interplay of levels of culture see the introduction and essays in Carlo

Ginzburg, “Religioni delle classi popolari,” Quaderni Storici 41, ii (1979): 393–397.

52 On Henriques see Ines G. Županov, Missionary Tropics, 232–258; Ead., “ ‘I Am a Great

Sinner’: Jesuit Missionary Dialogues in Southern India (Sixteenth Century),” jesho 55,

2–3 (2012): 415–446. On conversos or cristão-novos, namely Jews who had converted to

Catholicism in Portuguese India, see Ângela Barreto Xavier, “Conversos and Novamente

Convertidos: Law, Religion, and Identity in the Portuguese Kingdom and Empire,” Journal

of Early Modern History 15, 3 (2011): 255–287.

53 The economic, political and social conditions for the striking early conversion of the Par-

avars have been the object of several studies; see especially Bayly, Saints, Goddesses and

Kings, 321–378; and Patrick Roche, Fishermen of the Coromandel (New Delhi: Manohar,

1984).

54 I derive the category of “pretercolonial” fromAranha (“«Glocal» Conflicts,” 301–302), who
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hewroteTamil texts following European genres, including a confessionmanual

(Confessionairo) printed in Cochin in 1580, where we read the following pas-

sage:

(12v) itu tavira mutalāṅ kappīttuliṉ mukivilē eḻutiṉatu naṉrāy niṉaikka

vēṇum atāvatu naṭapaṭiyiṉālē ceytatoḻcaṅkaḷ kompecārikkiṟataṉṟiyē

vacaṉaṅkaḷiṉālēyum niṉaivukaḷiṉālēyum iccaikaḷiṉālēyuñ ceytatoḻcaṅ-

kaḷ | kompecārikkavum | vēṇumpaṭiyē yātoru cāvāṉa toḻcam yātoru-

taraik koṇṭu ceyavittateṉkiluñ, ceyyattakkatākapputti coṉṉateṉkiluñ,

ceytatuppiṟku ceytavaṉaik koṇṭāṭiṉateṉkiluñ, ceyyumuṉṉē tavirakkat-

takkatāka viṭamuṇṭāyirukkacceytē tavirātēyiruntateṉkilum, avaiyellāṅ

| kompecārikka | vum vēṇum.55

Apart from this, one should think carefully about what was written at the

end of the first chapter, namely that one does not only need to confess

the sins committed through actions, but that one should also confess the

sins committed through speech, thought, anddesire. Accordingly,making

someone commit any mortal sin, expressing a thought favorable to com-

mitting it, mocking a sinner after they committed the sin, failing to avoid

sin when there was a way of avoiding it before someone committed it, all

these instances need to be confessed.

Here begins a long list of questions on the potential sins to be confessed that

includes this one:

defines it as “a realm that is beyond a colonial domination, but that is also fundamentally

defined by a colonial contact.”

55 Kompeciyoṉāyru, f. 12v. The only extant copy of the text, held by the Bodleian Library

in Oxford (Vet. Or. f. Tam. 1.), was first discovered and described by Graham W. Shaw,

“A ‘Lost’ Work of Henrique Henriques: The Tamil Confessionary of 1580,” The Bodleian

Library Record 11 (1982): 26–34. Henriques printed three other texts in Tamil during his

lifetime, namely a short catechism (Tampirāṉvaṇakkam), a longer catechism (Kirīcittiyāṉi

vaṇakkam, of which one copy is bound together with the Confessionairo), and a collection

of lives of the saints titled Flos Sanctorum by S. Rajamanickam when he edited the work;

see Bibliography for details about the editions. Copies of such early prints are extremely

rare; on their archival location, see Graham W. Shaw, “Scaliger’s Copy of an Early Tamil

Catechism,” The Library 6, 3 (1981): 239–243; Id., “The Copenhagen Copy of Henriques’s

Flos Sanctorum,” Fund og Forskning 32 (1993); on the role of these books in the history of

printing in India, B.S. Kesavan, History of Printing and Publishing in India: A Story of Cul-

tural Re-awakening, vol. 1, South Indian Origins of Printing and its Efflorescence in Bengal

(Delhi: National Book Trust, 1985), 34.
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pēyaiyeṉkilum poḻutaiyeṉkilum nilavaiyeṉkilum pakavatikaḷaiyeṉkilum

vēṟē yātoru paṭaippaiyeṉkilun tampirāṉaippōlē vaṇaṅkiṉatāy ācarittarāy

uṇṭō.56

Has one worshipped and celebrated the demons, the sun, the moon, the

goddesses or any other created thing as if they were God?

As apparent at a first glance for a reader acquainted with the Tamil language,

Henriques’s prose employs a colloquial morphology and syntax. To mention

just a few pointed examples, we see in the passages cited above the verbal form

vēṇum instead of the standard vēṇṭum, the ubiquitous use of emphatic -ē, and

the form koṇṭu used as a postposition with the accusative, rather than as an

adverbial participle (viṉaiyeccam). The text also incorporates lexical borrow-

ings from Portuguese, like the verb confessar in the neologism kompecārittal.

Županov has suggested that Henriques’ language might be a transcription of

the Tamil dialect spoken by the fishermen at that time.57 Yet, considering how

the Confessionairo shows traces of a written culture among the Paravars, and

how elsewhere Henriques talked about their sponsoring the printing of his

books, I think this was probably some sort of written register.58 Not a literary

register, clearly, but perhaps the language used by local accountants (kaṇakku

piḷḷai) to record in writing the facts relevant to the life of their village.59 This

speculation aside, the language and style of this passage show how this was

a collection of injunctions far removed from, and not attempting to enter in

conversation with, the domain of Tamil literature.

3.2 Social Accommodation inMadurai

Moving forward, Roberto Nobili , the founder of the Madurai mission, was the

one to introduce the strategy of accommodation in seventeenth-century South

56 Kompeciyoṉāyru, 13r.

57 Županov, “ ‘I Am a Great Sinner’,” 429.

58 Among the sins listed in the Confessionairo, and included in Županov’s article (“ ‘I Am a

Great Sinner’,” 433), is the selling of palm leaf books that “contain the religion (māṟkam)

of those who have not embraced the Christian religion.” Moreover, in the introduction of

his Kirīcittiyāṉi vaṇakkam, Henriques addressed the Paravars as “youwho became famous

and glorious before the world, because you procured a press spending much money over

it” (Kirīcittiyāṉi vaṇakkam, vii, translation in Rajamanickam, The First Oriental Scholar,

182).

59 This group is described in Velcheru Narayana Rao, David Shulman and Sanjay Subrah-

manyam, Textures of Time: Writing History in South India, 1600–1800 (New Delhi: Perma-

nent Black, 2001), esp. 19–21.
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India.60 Nobili worked in the city of Madurai, where he himself adopted, and

encouraged among his converts, social, and ritual practices that attempted to

reconcile Christianity with Brahmanical culture.61 In this context, Nobili criti-

cized the use of previous translations and transliterations from Portuguese to

render Christian ideas and keywords in Tamil, and suggested a new terminol-

ogy largely derived from Sanskrit.62 In doing so he went against the view of his

60 A recent study, building upon Županov’s intuition on the connection between Syrian

Christian integration and Catholic accommodation (“ ‘One Civility, But Multiple Reli-

gions’ ”), argues that the pioneer of Jesuit accommodation in South India was Francisco

Ros (1559–1624). See AnthonyMecherry, Testing Ground for Jesuit Accommodation in Early

Modern India: Francisco Ros sj in Malabar (16th–17th Centuries) (Rome: ihsi, 2019). An

assessment of this contribution is offered by Ananya Chakravarti, “Review of Testing

Ground for Jesuit Accommodation in EarlyModern India: Francisco Ros sj inMalabar (16th–

17th Centuries), by Antony Mecherry sj,” Journal of Early Modern History 25, 4 (2021): 352–

355.

61 On Nobili, see note 11; he was a foundational figure for the eighteenth-century Malabar

Rites controversy, insofar as some of the so-called Malabar Rites were extensions of the

customs first adopted by him, and first questioned by the Inquisition during his time. On

the relation between Nobili and his Brahman teacher Śivadharma, and on how it shaped

Nobili’s accommodation, see Margherita Trento, “Śivadharma or Bonifacio? Behind the

Scenes of the Madurai Mission Controversy (1606–1618),” in The Rites Controversies in the

Early Modern World, eds Ines G. Županov and Pierre-Antoine Fabre (Leiden and Boston:

Brill, 2018), 91–121.

62 In Nobili’s words, “Certainly, not all the people of Malabar use the same prayers that

the Paravars use. […] The difference of registers forces us to change the vocabulary, and

because the language spoken here [in Madurai] is extremely refined, and interspersed

with Sanskrit words, it is very different from what they speak on the coast. Having gained

a good knowledge of Tamil, and sufficient knowledge of Sanskrit, I eliminated all the rus-

tic words and I composed new prayers, using a more refined language.”Malabares omnes

orationibus quibus christiani Paravæ utuntur non uti, certum est […] Pro varietate ergo

linguarum variandæ sunt voces, et quia lingua qua hic utimur admodum polita est, et Ghi-

randanis vocibus permixta, multum discrepat a lingua qua utuntur christiani in Maritimis

oris.Merito ergo postquamexacteThamulicam linguam, etmediocriter ghirandanamcallui,

impolita verba abjiciens ad hanc politam linguam orationes novas redegi. Roberto Nobili,

Première Apologie, 1610: texte inédit latin, ed. Pierre Dahmen (Paris: Édition Spes, 1931),

78–79. Nobili gave two main justifications for rejecting Henriques’s translation of some

Christian terms. The first was that some translations were simply wrong; for example, “he

[i.e., Henriques] said cuttamāṉa ispirittu for Holy Spirit, and the word cuttamāṉameans

only clean [i.e., not pure or holy]” ([…] ut est pro Spiritu Santo dicere chutumana spir-

itu, quæ vox chutumanamundum tantum significat (Ibidem, 149)). The second reasonwas

that, when considered from the point of view of the listeners, certain translations could

provoke heretical opinions. An example was the translation of Heaven as svarga, which

was the name of one of the heavenly spheres in Hindu mythology and thus unsuitable,

according to Nobili, to translate the idea of Christian Heaven (Nobili, Première Apologie,

50).
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confrère Gonçalo Fernandes Trancoso (1541–1621), and indirectly against Hen-

riques, whom Fernandes admired andwhose lexical choices he followed.63 But

what about Nobili’s Tamil texts, besides their Sanskritized vocabulary? Were

they really that different from Henriques’ works? The following passage from

the Tūṣaṇa tikkāram (“Refutation of calumnies”) offers an example of a prose

text that the Jesuit wrote in the later period of his life. It is a sort of summa con-

tra gentiles, a systematic treatise fighting the wrong ideas about Christianity

circulating at his time:

avvaṇṇamē, cīṣantāṉē poyyāṉa tēvarkaḷaip pacācukaḷ eṉṟu aṟintu mey-

yāṉa carvēcuraṉai iṉṉateṉṟu teḷintu paṇṇattakka pūcai vaḻipāṭukaḷaimu-

ḻuppattiyuḷḷa maṉatōṭu avaṉukkup paṇṇuvāṉ eṉkiṟatiṉāl, caṟkuruvāṉa-

var cīṣaṉukkup paṇṇiṉa ñāṉōpatēcam capalamāy āccuteṉṟu collappa-

ṭum. eṉṟāl, carvēcuraṉ pērilē vicuvācamuḷḷavaṉai irācāvāṉavaṉ pārttup

poyyāṉa tēvarkaḷai vaṇaṅkeṉṟu coṉṉāl attaṟuvāyilē puṇṇiyavāṉāy irukki-

ṟavaṉ poyyāṉa tēvarkaḷ pacācukaḷāyirukkiṟārkaḷ eṉṟum atukaḷai vaṇaṅ-

kukiṟatiṉālē narakap pirāpti palikkum eṉṟum itu mutalāṉa tūṣaṇaṅka-

ḷaip poyyāṉa tēvarkaḷpērilē collak kaṭavāṉ. kaṭaiciyāy carvēcuraṉuṭaiya

tostiram uṇṭākiṟatukkāṉālum, yātoru āttumāvāṉatu karaiyēṟukiṟatuk-

keṉkilum poyyāṉa tēvarkaḷait tūṣaṇikkiṟatukku atē taṟuvāyeṉṟu collak-

kaṭavōmoḻiya maṟṟappaṭiyalla. avvaṇṇamē kurōtam mutalāṉa paṟpala

pāvaṅkaḷukku māttiram kāraṇamāy irukkiṟa viyartta tūṣaṇaṅkaḷaic caṟ-

kuruvāṉavar mutalāṉa puṇṇiyavāṉkaḷāy irukkiṟa pērkaḷ varccikkak kaṭa-

vārkaḷ. […] atēteṉṟāl, kuruvāṉavar pāvikaḷuṭaiya poyāṉa tēvaṉai akkira-

mamāyt tūṣaṇikkiṟatiṉāl pāviyāṉavaṉ kōpittukkoṇṭu meyyāṉa carvēcu-

raṉait tūṣaṇippāṉ. ippaṭippaṭṭa pācattukkup poyyāṉa tēvaṉ pērilē kuru

coṉṉaakkiramamāṉatukāraṇamāyirukkumeṉkiṟatukkuc cantēkappaṭat

tēvaiyillai.64

Thus, the disciple himself will know that the false gods are really demons,

will understand the nature of the true God, and with a mind filled with

devotion will perform for him the appropriate worship and prayers, and

because of this the instruction of the true teacher will be considered suc-

cessful. Afterwards, if the king will order one who believes in God to wor-

ship the false gods, at this particular juncture the person should proclaim

63 The dispute between Nobili and Fernandes is at the center of Županov, DisputedMission;

their respective relationshipwith the same informants is analyzed inTrento, “Śivadharma

or Bonifacio?”

64 Tūṣaṇa tikkāram, 479–480.
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that the false gods are demons, that by adoring them one goes to Hell,

and other similar abuses on the false gods, and he will obtain merit for

that. For in the end, we can say that this and only this is the moment to

abuse the false gods, either that Godmay be praised or that a soul may be

saved.

Thus, the true teacher and the people who are virtuous must avoid

those meaningless abuses that are the cause of anger and of many other

sins. […] If you ask why, in case the teacher abuses inappropriately the

false gods of the pagans, a paganmight get angry and abuse the true God.

There is no doubt that the cause of such evil would be the inappropriate

remarks of the teacher about the false gods.

Nobili’s prose in this passage is a mix of colloquial forms, like āccutu instead of

āyiṟṟu, and standard forms. Besides Sanskrit lexical items that were normally

part of the Tamil language at that time, it includes examples of the Sanskrit-

derived philosophical vocabulary introduced by Nobili, like the phrase viyartta

tūṣaṇam, “meaningless abuses.” Moreover, Nobili’s prose is structured through

repetitive expressions that likely belong to a spoken philosophical jargon, like

maṟṟapaṭiyalla, “not otherwise.” In the introduction tohis editionof theTūṣaṇa

tikkāram, Savarimuthu Rajamanickam offered an extensive analysis of these

usages, and I think he was mostly right in arguing that Nobili employed in his

texts the spoken language of his interlocutors, who were learned Śaiva Brah-

mans.65 Yet it is possible that, like Henriques, Nobili also used a language that

was alreadywrittendownby those interlocutors for didactic purposes.His texts

might record a style of philosophical and theological teaching, a mix of San-

skrit and Tamil that circulated both orally and on palm leaves at his time.66 But

65 Tūṣaṇa tikkāram, xiv–xv. The recent works by Elaine Fisher explore the different forms of

Śaivism in early modern South India, especially her book Hindu Pluralism. Religion and

the Public Sphere in Early Modern South India (Oakland: University of California Press,

2017); and Ead., “Remaking South Indian Śaivism: Greater Śaiva Advaita and the Legacy of

the Śaktiviśiṣṭādvaita Vīraśaiva Tradition,” International Journal of Hindu Studies 21 (2017):

319–344. See alsoMargheritaTrento, “Translating theDharmaof Śiva in Sixteenth-Century

Chidambaram: Maṟaiñāṉa Campantar’s Civatarumōttaram, with a Preliminary List of the

SurvivingManuscripts,” forthcoming; Eric Steinschneider, “Beyond theWarring Sects:Uni-

versalism, Dissent, and Canon in Tamil Śaivism, ca. 1675–1994” (PhD diss., University of

Toronto, 2016); Id. “Subversion, Authenticity, and Religious Creativity in Late-Medieval

South India: Kaṇṇuṭaiya Vaḷḷal’s Oḻiviloṭukkam,” Journal of Hindu Studies 10, 2 (2017): 241–

271. The relationship between Śaivism and Catholicism will emerge as a central theme in

this book, as we will see especially in Chapther Six.

66 Theological prose in Tamil might have been written down starting from the sixteenth or

seventeenth century among Śaivas, Christians, and Muslims alike, but this is a history yet
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again, this is just a conjecture, and beside the point. Even if one could argue

that Nobili’s prose has something in common with commentarial prose, this is

not the proper language, nor subject matter, of Tamil literature.

3.3 The Literary Turn

After Nobili, several missionaries wrote little-known texts in Tamil that em-

ployed the same European genres, the same register, and the same vocabulary,

with few variations.67 The literary activity of Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi repre-

sents at the same time the culmination, and amoment of rupture with respect

to this tradition. For the first time in the history of Catholic textuality in Tamil,

Beschi came to conceive of translation as a literary rather than just linguistic

practice. In otherwords, Beschiwas the firstmissionary to reflect on the indige-

nous categories of Tamil literature, including genre, meter, and register, and to

to be told. Vaiṣṇava theological prose in maṇipravāḷam, a mix of Sanskrit and Tamil, has

receivedmuch attention by scholars like Suganya Anandakichenin and ErinMcCann; see

for instance their collaborative article “Towards Understanding the Śrīvaiṣṇava Commen-

tary on theNālāyiraTivviyaPirapantam: TheBlending of TwoWorlds andTwoLanguages,”

in The Commentary Idioms of the Tamil Learned Traditions, eds Suganya Anandakichenin

and Victor D’Avella (Pondicherry: ifp/efeo, 2020), 385–441.

67 Some Jesuit missionaries wrote in Tamil throughout the seventeenth century, but the

activity intensified at the turn of the eighteenth century, when works by local, often

anonymous poets also began to emerge. Among the early Jesuit writers is Manuel Mar-

tins (d. 1656), one of Nobili’s collaborators who worked as a Brahman saṃnyāsi. Only one

of his works, the Ñāṉamuttumālai, has been printed, while most are preserved only as

manuscripts in jamp; for instance, Ñāṉappūcceṇṭu, 222/147. Yet the most famous mis-

sionary to write after Nobili adopting the same theological prose style is Jean-Venance

Bouchet (1655–1732), who was active in the very early eighteenth century. His works

under the Tamil name of Ñāṉacañcīvinātar have been edited by S. Rajamanickam, and

studied in Francis X. Clooney, Fr. Bouchet’s India: A 18th Century Jesuit’s Encounter with

Hinduism (Chennai: Satya Nilayam Publications, 2005). Even though the texts by Mar-

tins and Bouchet are nowadays mostly forgotten, they were important in the eighteenth

century, especially since they were read during weekly paraliturgical celebrations offi-

ciated by the catechists whenever missionaries could not say mass. Martin’s Ñāṉamut-

tumālai and Ñāṉappūcceṇṭu are mentioned as being used in this context in Gotthilf

August Francke, ed., Der Koenigl. Daenischen Missionarien aus Ost-Indien eingesandter

Ausfuehrlichen Berichten Dritter Theil, Von der xxv bis zur xxxvisten Continuation; Darin

die Fortsetzung des Missions-Wercks bis aufs Jahr 1732. umstaendlich beschrieben wird; mit

einer Vorrede Von demmercklichenWachsthum der Missions-Anstalten in den letzten sechs

Jahren herausgegeben von Gotthilf August Francken, S. Theol. Prof. Inspect. im Saal-Creyse

und Pred. zur L. Fr. Nebst einem vollstaendigen Register (Halle: in Verlegung des Waysen-

hauses, 1735), 424. The writing of spiritual works in a similar Tamil prose intensified in the

eighteenth century, with the work of missionaries like Giovanni Battista Buttari (1707–

1759) and especially Giacomo Tommaso de’ Rossi (1721–1774) wrote.
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ask whether these could express Catholic truths. His final answer was in the

affirmative, as his own literary corpus shows. The book will explore this cor-

pus in connection with Beschi’s personal trajectory, and with the social and

political context in which he lived and worked in the Kaveri delta region. For

the moment, let us plunge directly into some verses from his poem Tēmpā-

vaṇi (translatable as “The Unfading Ornament” [tēmpā aṇi] or “The Bouquet

of Sweet Song” [tēm pā aṇi]):

mālka lantavā vaḷaraveṉ paṇiyiṉāṟ kaviñar

nūlka lantavāy nuṉittatē ṉeṉattakuṅ kāmañ

cālka lantapāc cāṟṟavuṅ kēṭpavuñ ceyvāy

pālka lantakāṟ parukiya nañcumīṭ paritē.

māl kalantu avā vaḷara eṉ paṇiyiṉāl kaviñar

nūl kalanta vāy nuṉitta tēṉ eṉa takum kāmam

cāl kalanta pā cāṟṟavum kēṭpavum ceyvāy

pāl kalanta kāl parukiya nañcu mīṭpu aritē.68

So that lust mixed with confusion grows, through my workings you will

makemen compose and listen to verses filled with an abundance of lech-

ery, like honey inside the mouth when it recites the books of the poets.69

It is difficult to reject the poison one has drunk, when it is mixed with

milk.

68 Tēmpāvaṇi xxiii, 92. Unless otherwise indicated, I always cite verses of the Tēmpāvaṇi

from the editio princeps of 1851–1853, which is accompanied by the oldest available com-

mentary, sometimes attributed to Beschi himself; see Chapter Six for an analysis of this

commentary and some information on this edition. I list the canto (paṭalam) in Roman

numbers, followed by the verse in Arabic numbers. Usually, I reproduce the Tamil verse

with word splits rather than metrical splits, although maintaining most sandhi. In this

instance, though, I transliterate the original Tamil verse twice: the first transcription fol-

lows the metrical pattern, and shows the metremes (cīr) and rhyme. The second translit-

eration shows word breaks, thus helping the informed reader to follow my English trans-

lation.

69 The second line of this verse contains two words which pose difficulties: kalanta, the

peyareccam loosely connecting vāy and nūl, as typical or these participles used in the

rhyming position; and nuṉitta, another adjectival participle from nuṉittal, “to sharpen”

(nuṉi, “edge, point”). The old commentary glosses this line as […] kalvi vallōr ariya nūṟ

paṭi vāy matup poḻintatu pōlav iṉitāyp pāṭik kāmam […] The gloss ignores nuṉitta, sub-

stituting it with the easier, generic poḻinta (meaning “oozing” or “flowing”). The adjectival
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oruva ruñceyi ruraippavuṅ kēṭpavuñ ceytā

liruva ruñceyi riṉṟiyu nāṇamē velvāy

maruva rumpukar paḻakavē vaḻaṅkiya muṟaiyān

teruva rumpuli cīṟiṉuñ ciṟuvarum veruvār.

oruvarum ceyir uraippavum kēṭpavum ceytāl

iruvarum ceyir iṉṟiyum nāṇamē velvāy

maruvu arum pukar paḻakavē. vaḻaṅkiya muṟai ām

teru varum puli cīṟiṉum ciṟuvarum veruvār.70

If you make one person speak about sin, and you make another one lis-

ten, not only will they both sin, but you will also destroy their shame, and

crimes difficult to accept may become familiar. In the same way, children

don’t fear a tiger even when raging, if its walking in the streets has made

them used to it.

These verses are part of a speech delivered by the king of demons (pēykku ara-

caṉ) to his minions, to inspire them to spread sin and crime on earth after the

birth of Jesus has hindered for a moment their power and grip over human

beings. It is immediately clear that this is nothing like what we have read so far.

participle kalanta is glossedwith paṭi, which could be a noun (and thus implying a second

comparison, which I don’t think make sense in this context) or the root of verb paṭi-ttal

“to read, recite” (admittedly, if this is the meaning implied, it is strange that the commen-

tator did not put nūl in the accusative). Anyway, I consider this second option to be quite

elegant, insofar as “reading” expresses well the relationship between a mouth (vāy) mix-

ing with (or even making love to!) a book (nūl), which is the literal meaning of kalanta. A

newer commentary by Vittuvāṉ N.M. Mariya Aruṭporakācam glosses the same sentence

as […] kaviñar tamnūlkaḷil kalantu vaittav iṭattu, nāviṉ nuṉiyil vaitta tēṉ eṉa pōṟṟap paṭum

kāmam […] SeeVīramāmuṉivar iyaṟṟiya tēmpāvaṇi. puṉita vaḷaṉāraippaṟṟi, tirukkuṭumpa

vāḻvu paṟṟi paṭam piṭittu kāṭṭum ciṟanta tamiḻ ilakkiyam (Maturai: Nopili puttaka nilaiyam

māvikā accakam, 1982) vol. 2, 580. Here, vāy is taken as a locative marker (iṭattu in the

gloss, so the meaning would be something like “in the place where [lust] is mixed in the

books of the poets…”), a solution that I find unlikely. Theword nuṉitta, on the other hand,

is explained by referring to the expression nuṉi-nā, which Miron Winslow’s dictionary

defines as “tip of the tongue,” from an attestation in Naṉṉūl (mw 278). This solution, albeit

referring to an image thatmight be implied in the verse, does not respect the grammatical

form attested (nuṉitta is a verb). Hence, I adopt a different solution, and take nuṉittal to

loosely mean “examine carefully” (as in tl, 2320), a meaning attested in Kampaṉ, who is

an author that Beschi knew well. So, lust is like honey which inspects carefully, i.e., wan-

ders inside the mouth.

70 Tēmpāvaṇi xxiii, 93.
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For one, Beschi has written his poem in verse, using the sub-type (pāviṉam)

called viruttam, popular in his time. His stanzas employ a literary register of the

language, and draw on images that are part of the common Tamil (and Indic)

repertoire, like themixing of less noble substanceswithmilk—here it is poison,

but usually it is water.71 Moreover, the rhyme of the first stanza, which relies

on the repetition of the participle kalanta preceded by a long syllable (notice

the sequencemāl-nūl-cāl-pāl), uses what was likely a standard set of variations

playing with the idea of milk mixed with water. Similar sets were part of the

pulavar’s toolbox, and were especially useful when composing verses in the

moment, as in the case of the standalone verse (taṉippāṭal) that opened this

chapter.72 In short, these two stanzas show how Tamil poetry and its formal

aspects already initiated a conversation, putting Christianity in relationship

with a social world, that of the pulavars, the education it entailed, and an exist-

ing literary corpus.

I chose these verses also because they contain a meta-poetic statement on

the social and political nature of poetry. They hint to why Beschi thought that

writing good Tamil poetry was important, and how he envisioned poetry as

a means for acting in the social and political world surrounding him. In the

Madurai mission, Jesuits and Christians more generally could not rely on, let

alone aspire to, local political power. In fact, they were more or less violently

excluded from it.73 In such a context, poetry became at the same time a social

and political field. Indeed, from roughly the beginning of the second millen-

nium, Tamil poetry had been the language of politics in the region, its mastery

enabling kings to exercise their rule, and poets to sing kings into being.74 Anal-

ogously, Christian poetry allowed Jesuits, starting with Beschi, and later local

Christian poets, to gain social recognition and enter courtly networks of power,

a topic that will be the focus of Chapter Three.

71 The classical trope is that of the goose’s ability to separate water frommilk.

72 On pulavar education, see Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm of Words, 37–45.

73 This political marginality is different from the colonial situation studied in Guillermo

Wilde and Fabián R. Vega, “De la indiferencia entre lo temporal y lo eterno. Élites indíge-

nas, cultura textual y memoria en las fronteras de América del Sur,” Varia Historia, Belo

Horizonte 35, 68 (2019): 461–506; otherwise describing similar literary processes in the

eighteenth-century Guaraní mission.

74 On the role of vernacular poetry in creating political discourse, in the age following the

first millennium-long “Sanskrit cosmopolis,” see Pollock, The Language of the Gods in the

World of Men: Sanskrit, Culture, and Power in Premodern India (Berkeley: University of Cal-

ifornia Press, 2006), 380–436; on the relationship between kings and poets in the Chola

period, David Shulman, The Wisdom of Poets (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2001),

63–102.
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Still, like any other goodmissionary, Beschi saw “pagan” poetry as spreading

false stories filled with horrible examples of moral depravity. This is the poison

he refers to in the first stanza. He also understood that the same poetry was

beautiful and refined, though, hence the comparisonswith honey andmilk. His

spent his life working, as the proverbial goose, to separatemilk and honey from

poison, and to offer his Tamil converts and interlocutors beautiful poetry filled

with good moral content. Poignantly, the second verse opens with a reflection

on the social embeddedness of poetry and language. People recite poems,while

other people listen to them.This performative setting captureswell howpoems

were enjoyed in pre-colonial South India, and how poetry created communi-

cation, familiarity, and a universe of shared images, myths, and habits. That

preexisting, familiar universe, tied together by non-Christian stories and rites,

was something that missionaries like Beschi wished to tear apart—conversion

entailed a fair amount of cultural and social disruption.75 But was conversion

also forcibly a loss, and specifically a loss of poetry?Maybe not. Catholic poetry

in Tamil could mend that fabric, Beschi seems to tell us with these verses, by

offering a new, beautiful message in the old, beautiful vessel of Tamil classical

poetry. When speakers and listeners would share this poetry, they would also

create new social bonds.76

3.4 Beyond Accommodation

This brief survey would be incomplete without at least one passage from an

indigenous text of Catholic devotion. I have decided to include a passage from

the Marikarutammāḷ ammāṉai, an anonymous ballad on Saint Margaret that

was most likely written down in its present form in the early eighteenth cen-

tury. There are many Christian ballads on the lives of saints, but this one on

75 The scholarship on continuity and rupture in processes of conversion is too vast for me to

summarize it in a footnote. It will suffice to mention the sociological study by Rowena

Robinson, Conversion, Continuity and Change: Lived Christianity in Southern Goa (New

Delhi, Thousand Oaks, London: Sagar Publications, 1998), and Ângela Barreto-Xavier’s A

invenção de Goa (Lisboa: Imprensa de Ciências Sociais, 2008), both discussing such issues

in Goa.

76 As I will discuss again in the following chapters, notwithstanding the similar persuasive

aims, this approach to Tamil textuality relied on completely different premises than the

Protestant approach analyzedbyBernardBate: “Textuality itself, then, including the social

relations of textual animation, was a major site of ethical evaluation for the missionaries,

and they waged a campaign against what they judged to be wicked textual ethics that

would deny the masses access to the word of God.” Bernard Bate, “The Ethics of Textual-

ity: The Protestant Sermon and the Tamil Public Sphere,” in Ethical Life in South Asia, eds

Anand Pandian and Daud Ali (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010), 101–115, here

102.
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Saint Margaret, often associated with practices of exorcism, has been passed

down in several manuscript and printed editions that show its popularity over

the centuries.77 Moreover, even though the author and place of composition of

the ballad are unknown, some believe that the composer was a Muslim man

who converted to Christianity, so this poem also points to a shared literary and

socialworld betweenMuslims andChristians.78Whilewehave almost no infor-

mationon such interactions outside of folklore andoral histories, both commu-

nitiesmadeextensiveuseof thepopular genreof theammāṉaiorballad,meant

for oral performance.79 The following verses, in which Margaret addresses her

pagan father after she converted to Christianity, were likely recited in front of a

Christian audience, but using a genre, style and rhythm they shared with both

their Muslim and Hindu neighbors:

appārē ummuṭaiya ampuviyil tēvarkaḷtāṉ

vaippāka peṇkaḷ vaittu makāmōkam ceytārkaḷ

līlaiyi(l) stīrikaḷoṭu niṣṭūramākavētāṉ

cīlai taṉai urintu tītumika ceytārkaḷ

ceytārkaḷ peṇkaḷai cumantu tirintārkaḷ

aiyō pala cātikaḷōṭu aḻintārkaḷ ampuviyil

ampuviyil ummuṭaiya ākattiya tēvarkaḷai

nampiṉāl mōṭcam uṇṭō nāṇamillā tēvarkaḷai

tēvaṉpilli vañcaṉaikkum cittuvittai mōkiṉikkum

avaṉitaṉil pollātavāka aṭiya tēvar allō.80

77 I list all the editions available tome in the Bibliography. Catholic hagiographical literature

in Tamil is very extensive, and in different genres, including Henriques’Flos Sanctorum in

the sixteenth century, the sermons on the lives of the saints by Giacomo Tommaso de’

Rossi, Beschi’s poem Tēmpāvaṇi on the life of Saint Joseph, and many other missionary

texts. Even more numerous are popular hagiographical texts on the saints, often employ-

ing the genre of ammāṉai or other popular ballads (like the kummi); an old ammāṉai on

Saint Anthony of Padua is analyzed in Civacuppiramaṇiyaṉ, Tamiḻ kiṟittavam, 38–52.

78 See the introduction to The Defender of the Faith. Arc. Marikarutammāḷ ammāṉai, eds

K. Jayakumar, R. Jayalakshmi and R. Rajarathinam (Chennai: Institute of Asian studies,

1996), li.

79 Muslim ammāṉai and Christian ammāṉaiwere the topic of two papers presented respec-

tively by Torsten Tschacher and myself in the panel “Genres and the Cultural Ecology of

Early Modern South India (16–18th Century)” at the European Conference of South Asian

Studies (ecsas) in Paris on July 26, 2018. There are different types of ammāṉai, and some

of them belong to the realm of popular “folk” poetry, while others (usually, later ones)

can be refined literary pieces. On this literary genre, see M. Arunachalam, Ballad Poetry

(Tiruchitrambalam: Gandhi Vidyalayam, 1976).

80 Arcc. marikarutammāḷ ammāṉai, 28–30. Since I take this text from the edition, the sandhi

has been resolved.
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O father! In your beautiful world, the gods themselves kept girls as concu-

bines, and acted with lustful desire, they were cruel in their love-making

withwomen, they stripped their sarees, theyharassed them inmanyways,

and after doing that, they dragged them around! Alas! People of many

castes have been corrupted in the beautiful world! In the beautiful world,

by placing faith in these obstinate gods of yours, can there be salvation?

These shameless gods, aren’t they maliciously the sources on earth of the

lies of sorcery, and the witches with their magic tricks?

The language of this text is poetical, but different from Beschi’s learned poetry.

The stanza form is the typical ammāṉai couplet (kaṉṉi), and the text is filled

with colloquialisms, repetitions and other marks of oral literature, like the use

of taṉ—here, avaṉitaṉil—to attach cases to words. The relationship between

texts such as this ammāṉai and learned Catholic literature, first composed by

missionaries and from the late eighteenth century by local Catholic pulavars

too, is yet to be explored. Both literary corpora—Beschi’s pioneering poems,

and popular poems such as this one—developed around the same time, and

Beschi authored an ammāṉai too.81 He must have realized that this was an

important genre for many of his converts. The two worlds were in commu-

nication, and while missionary literature represents a step in the direction of

Tamil Catholicism, this ammāṉai is without doubt amature literary expression

of that tamiḻ kiṟittavam. This popular domain is always in the background even

when this book examines the negotiations implicit in learnedmissionary liter-

ature, and the boundaries between the two are often blurred.

Beforeheading towards the concluding sections of this Introduction, Iwould

like to pause for a moment on the content and tone of the various passages

we have read thus far. The Confessionairo is a normative text by definition, so

pagan practices like worshipping pēys and goddesses appear there in a list of

things “not to do.” Perhaps more surprisingly, throughout the text Henriques

rarely becomes openly polemical. His aim is to forbid certain practices, but he

does not engage with them directly. We find a similar non-aggressive mode

in Nobili’s text, where polemical attitudes towards Hindu gods are deemed

counterproductive. Nobili’s approach is pragmatic, since in the context of the

powerfulHindu sects of Madurai, therewas nomotivation formissionaries and

their converts to insult other people’s gods, and thereby lose all opportunities

to convince themby rationalmeans. Nobili’s passagemight also imply that con-

81 The Kittēriyammāḷ ammāṉai on the life of the Portuguese St. Quiteria (see editions in the

Bibliography).
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verts on the ground, especially catechists and other enthusiastic preachers, did

insult local gods—and that the mission was not gaining much from it apart

from occasional retaliations. This leads us back to the last two texts, Beschi’s

Tēmpāvaṇi verses and the passage from the Marikarutammāḷ ammāṉai. We

find there more aggressive attitudes, combined with completely different tex-

tual fabrics. Beschi claims that local, i.e., Hindu texts are filled with the poison

of lust, thus leading people to sin. Elsewhere in the Tēmpāvaṇi he lists those

sins quite explicitly, as we will see, and they include sex, violence, and all kinds

of immoral acts. Finally, the ammāṉai is by far the most polemical among the

texts we read. Throughout the first half of the poem, the list of the evil actions

performed by Margaret’s father includes rape and sorcery, and in the passage

above, Margaret is holding her father’s Hindu gods responsible for such evil

deeds. In short, after a little more than a century, we have come full circle:

from Nobili’s advice not to abuse local gods without reason, to an indigenous

poetical text filled with aggressive passages targeting precisely local gods and

spirits.

The reason for this shift is, I think, that the mastery over proper Tamil liter-

ature afforded Catholics a degree of cultural belonging, and thus allowed the

mise-en-scène of local conflicts between Christianity and Hinduism. In other

words, the polemical aspects of Catholic texts in Tamil increased with literary

accommodation, and the new Catholic literature could be aggressive precisely

because it operated within a space of interactions regulated by the discipline

itself.82 By abiding by the rules of poetry, Beschi could afford to saymuchmore

than any of his predecessors. These aspects are even more accentuated in the

ammāṉai, an indigenous work that probably served to establish local Catholi-

cism in the performative, ritual, and social arenas, in opposition to competing

religious practices. Both texts, the Tēmpāvaṇi and the ammāṉai, are aggressive

because they were drawing the boundaries of the Catholic community at the

time, albeit on two distinct cultural levels, the learned and the popular. Unlike

previous texts such as Nobili’s catechisms and treatises, mostly addressed to

a public of non-Christians whom Nobili was trying to persuade of the ratio-

nal superiority of the Catholic faith, Beschi and the anonymous author of the

ammāṉai were addressing existing Catholic communities, and only secondar-

ily other groups—even though impressing local Hindus and Muslims with his

erudition and poetical genius was clearly among Beschi’s goals.83

82 Incidentally, Tamil poetry was not new to religious conflict, as shown by the frequent ref-

erences to the killing of Jains in Śaiva bhakti texts.

83 The book attempts to map the readership of Beschi’s texts, so this topic will be discussed
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To recapitulate, using a restrictive definition of literature based on histor-

ical Tamil understandings allows us to identify the moment when Christian

texts first entered the world of Tamil literature in the eighteenth century. Until

then, whatever was written in Tamil remained in the sphere of what Sheldon

Pollock has called the documentary. Henriques, Nobili and their fellow mis-

sionaries wrote texts which served a purpose, explaining and converting, with-

out any pretension to literariness. Tamil Catholic literature began with Beschi,

as Tamil Christian scholars and histories of Tamil literature unanimously rec-

ognize. From that point onwards, the formal literary aspects of Catholic texts

became crucial for understanding their social and political effects, their circu-

lation and readership, an insight that will be crucial to the development of my

argument throughout the book.

4 TheMaking of an Archive

This study is based on archival research in several countries, including India,

Italy, France, Portugal, and the United Kingdom.While unfolding, this research

has at the same time produced the archive of Tamil Catholicism, connect-

ing fragmented records scattered among locations as diverse as the libraries

of Church institutions in Rome, and the dusty cupboards of parish priests in

remote villages of Tamil Nadu. Indeed, the existence of such an archive is a

premise as well as an argument of the book, which can be seen as an exercise

in reading its documents as a connected corpus, albeit in wildly different gen-

res and languages, including Tamil, Italian, German, French, Latin, Portuguese,

and English.

At the center of this archival constellation are two eighteenth-century texts

of Catholic ilakkiyam, the Tēmpāvaṇi and Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam, along

with a grammar of poetry written by Beschi and a number of prosemanuals for

the catechists of the Madurai mission. Most of these texts were printed in the

again in the coming chapters. As for Nobili, while certainly his texts also offered instruc-

tions to people already willing to embrace Catholicism, they were first and foremost pre-

sentations of the main tenets of the religion to his local Hindu interlocutors. This is clear,

for instance, in the beginning of the Ñāṉōpatēca kuṟippiṭam, “Summary of the catechism,”

whichmentions howpeople approachedNobili for instructionwith differentmotivations

(karuttu): the desire to remove diseases (viyāti) and poverty (tarittiram), to attain good

health, wealth, and offspring; various concerns related to marriage; the desire for good

health and to send away evils spirits (picācu) and bad omens (tantiram); the desire to

attain true liberation. See Ñāṉōpatēca kuṟippiṭam, 1. According to Nobili, only the last

motivation led to real conversion.
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nineteenth century, often by theMission Press (in Tamil, Mātākkōvil Accukkū-

ṭam) run by theMissions Étrangères in Pondicherry. These early editions, listed

under each title in the Bibliography, often implied heavy interventions on the

texts as they were circulating until then in manuscript form.84 The Mission

Press had the project of mobilizing eighteenth-century Jesuit literature for the

nineteenth-century mission, which sometimes motivated the editors to adapt

the texts to their times.85 This has required going back to the manuscripts in

order to access versions of the texts closer to what would have been available

to an eighteenth-century reader. Once I was able to get a satisfying version of

the texts, I have read themwith all the tools at my disposal, including linguistic

and literary analysis, but always with an eye to their historical significance. I

discuss some of these strategies in greater detail in Chapter Five.

A second type of sources are Jesuit documents.Most important among them

are the letters, both the annual letters missionaries sent to Rome with reports

on the status of the mission, and the individual letters they sent to their Gen-

84 The subsequent adaptations of the Tamil sermons by Giacomo Tommaso de’ Rossi, as

they have been printed by the Mission Press from the nineteenth century until today,

have been noted and mapped in C. Cāmimuttu, Ciṉṉa cavēriyār: Rev. Fr. James Thomas de

Rossi, S.J. (1701–1774) ākkiya tamiḻ urainaṭai nūlkaḷ paṟṟiya tiṟaṉāyvu (Tiruccirāpaḷḷi: Kīḷārā

patippakam, 2010). Léon Besse noticed the same process in his catalog of the palm-leaf

manuscripts in jamp; a catalog that is nowadays useless, unfortunately, sincemanuscripts

are no longer numbered; and obsolete, since losses and acquisitions completely changed

the composition of the archive. Still, most entries describing De Rossi’s manuscripts

include the sentence: “The olei is not printed as it is. It is corrected and augmented by

Dupuis” (jamp, uncataloged typescript).

85 On the beginning of the Mission Press and its first editor, Louis Savinien Dupuis mep

(1806–1874) see Jayaseela S. Stephen, The First Catholic Bible in Tamil and Louis Savinien

Dupuis at Pondicherry: AHistory of Translation and Printing, 1850–1857 (Pondicherry: Louis

Savinien Dupuis Research Center, Immaculate Generale, 2017); Id., Louis Savinien Dupuis,

1806–1874: A Biography of the mepMissionary in Pondicherry (Pondicherry: Louis Savinien

Dupuis Research Center, Immaculate Generale, 2017). Two caveats are necessary. First,

these works are part of the current efforts of canonizing Dupuis, like the website recently

dedicated to him: https://www.dupuisfihm.com/dupuis_life_history.html (consulted 25/

08/2021). Secondly, Stephen has been found guilty of plagiarism at least in relation to a

book of his; see Jean Deloche, “Compte rendu: S. Jeyaseela Stephen, Letters of the Por-

tuguese Jesuits from Tamil countryside (1666–1688), translated from Original Portuguese

(Pondicherry: Institute for Indo-European Studies, 2001),”befeo 88 (2001): 382–383.These

reservations aside, the books I cite contain interesting information and are to the best

of my knowledge the only monographs dedicated to Dupuis and the Mission Press. An

overview of the work of the Missions Étrangères de Paris (mep) during this time can

be found in Adrien Charles Launay, Histoire des missions de l’ Inde: Pondichéry, Maïssour,

Coïmbatour (Paris: Ancienne Maison Charles Douniol, P. Téqui successeur, 1898), vol. 1

and 2.

https://www.dupuisfihm.com/dupuis_life_history.html
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eral, their colleagues, and more rarely to their friends and family in Europe.

There is a rather large corpus of methodological literature on how to read and

counter-read these letters, which are often carefully crafted rhetorical pieces.86

The same applies to the Lettres édifiantes et curieuses, which were written and

edited for publication beginning in 1701.87 Other types of Jesuit sources are

the indipetæ, letters containing the requests of the young Jesuits to be sent as

missionaries to the Indies; the Epistulæ generalium, letters of the Generals to

members of the Society; and annual and triennial catalogs (Catalogi breves and

triennales) including details about each Jesuit’s career, and short evaluations of

their character.88

In certain sections of the book, I also use inquisitorial records and minutes

of inquiries of the Congregations for the Causes of the Saints nowadays kept,

respectively, in the archives of the Holy Office and in the Vatican Apostolic

86 On Jesuit letters, see Pierre-Antoine Fabre, “Correspondance as an Instrument of Govern-

ment: Continuities and Evolutions of the EpistolaryHabitus in the Society of Jesus,” inThe

Acquaviva Project: Claudio Acquaviva’s Generalate (1581–1615) and the Emergence of Mod-

ern Catholicism, eds Flavio Rurale and Pierre-Antoine Fabre (Boston College: Institute of

Jesuit Sources, 2018), 11–28; Markus Friedrich, “On Reading Missionary Correspondence.

Jesuit Theologians on the Spiritual Benefits of a New Genre,” in Cultures of Communica-

tion: Theologies of Media in Early Modern Europe and Beyond, eds Ulrike Strasser, Helmut

Puff and Christopher Wild (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2017), 186–208. On let-

ters and Indian history, although a bit dated, see John Correia-Alphonso, Jesuit Letters and

Indian History 1542–1773 (Bombay, London, New York: Oxford University Press, 1969).

87 The lec are a collection of thirty-four volumes of letters from Jesuit missionaries around

the world, first published in French in the eighteenth century; but later translations and

re-prints abound. Pioneering in reading the lec was Sylvia Murr, who defined the letters

in the following way: “Les Lettres sont un instrument de propagande et même de combat

sur le plan des idées religieuses. Un instrument de propagande à l’égard des dévots, à qui

l’on montre que Dieu est parmi nous et intervient constamment pour assister tous ceux

qui le servent avec zèle […] elles sont aussi un instrument de combat contre les libertins,

les athées, les sceptiques et surtout la marée montante des philosophes que ne retient

plus—ou de plus en plus mal—la censure et la police royales depuis 1715.” Sylvia Murr,

“Le conditions d’émergence du discours sur l’ Inde au siècle des Lumières,” in Inde et lit-

tératures, ed. Marie-Claude Porcher (Paris: Éditions de l’ehess, 1983), 233–284, here 239.

88 A lot has been written, and is still being written on the indipetæ; a review of the histo-

riography is in Aliocha Maldavsky, “Pedir las Indias. Las cartas ‘indipetae’ de lo jesuitas

europeos, siglos xvi–xvii, ensayo historiogràfico,” Relaciones xxxiii, 132 (2012): 171–172;

for the longue durée history of this genre, from the sixteenth to the twentieth century, see

Emanuele Colombo andMarinaMassimi, In viaggio. Gesuiti italiani candidati allemissioni

traAntica eNuovaCompagnia (Milano: Il Sole 24 ore, 2014); and for the interface between

indipetæ and epistolæ generalium, Elisa Frei, “The Many Faces of Ignazio Maria Romeo, sj

(1676–1724?), Petitioner for the Indies: A Jesuit Seen through his Litteræ Indipetæ and the

Epistulæ Generalium,” ahsi 85, 170/ii (2016): 365–404.
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Archives (formerly theVatican Secret Archives). Inquisitorial and,more in gen-

eral, trial records were crucial to the development of the Italian microstoria,

and have generated a wealth of studies concerned with methods of reading

them in order to recover the subaltern voices they enclose—the most famous

example of this strategy being Carlo Ginzburg’s work on the miller Menoc-

chio.89 I also sporadically complement these archives with Protestant sources

in comparison with Catholic ones. Even though my command of the rele-

vant languages is still rudimentary, this comparison opens important avenues

of inquiry, which are beginning to receive from scholars the attention they

deserve.90

Yet another set of sources, which I analyze in Chapter Six to map the read-

ership and circulation of the Tēmpāvaṇi, are the letters, genealogies and family

histories written by Tamil catechists, mostly in Tamil. These sources are rare,

and besides a handful of eighteenth-century letters by Rayanaykken, a Catholic

catechist turned Lutheran, which were incorporated into Benjamin Schultze’s

(1689–1760) diaries, they have mostly been written down at the turn of the

twentieth century.91 Yet they record the history of catechists and their fam-

89 CarloGinzburg, Il formaggio e i vermi. Il cosmodi unmugnaio del Cinquecento (Torino: Ein-

audi, 1976); see also Id., “The Inquisitor asAnthropologist,” inClues,Mythand theHistorical

Method (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2013), 141–148. Our understanding of

the Roman inquisition has been greatly promoted by the opening to scholarly research

of the Archives of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith in 1998, decreed by John

Paul ii and supervised by the then Prefect of the Congregation, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger.

For a balance of whatwe have learned, see Alejandro Cifres (ed.), L’ inquisizione romana e i

suoi archivi. A vent’anni dall’apertura dell’acdf (Roma: Gangemi Editore, 2019). José Pedro

Paiva, “The InquisitionTribunal inGoa:Why and forWhat Purpose?” Journal of EarlyMod-

ernHistory 21, 6 (2017): 565–593 offers a recent introduction to theGoan inquisition,which

played a crucial role in the history of the Madurai mission, as shown in Giuseppe Mar-

cocci, “Rites and Inquisition: Ethnographies of Error in Portuguese India (1560–1625),” in

The Rites Controversies in the EarlyModernWorld, eds Ines G. Županov and Pierre-Antoine

Fabre (LeidenandBoston: Brill, 2018), 145–164. Still, the controversy over theMalabarRites

was mostly discussed in Rome, by the Roman Inquisition, as shown in Sabina Pavone,

“Jesuits and Oriental Rites in the Documents of the Roman Inquisition,” in The Rites Con-

troversies in the Early ModernWorld, 165–188.

90 A good starting point to explore the new research on interconfessional mission will be

the edited volume by Markus Friedrich and Holger Zaunstöck, Protestants and Catholics

in Overseas Missions (Halle: Francke’sche Stiftungen, forthcoming in 2022).

91 Rayanaykken or Rajanayakkan (Rāyanāyakkaṉ, 1700–1771) was a Catholic and a paṟaiyar,

before converting to Lutheranism and being employed by the Tranquebar mission in the

Thanjavur region from 1727 onwards; see Liebau, Cultural Encounters, 135–136. Interest-

ingly for us, he was also the author of an ammāṉai on the life of Jesus, which is now

lost. As Heike Liebau points out (p. 28, n. 52), his letters are among the few to be marked

as such in missionary reports. The ones I consulted are included in the diaries by Ben-
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ilies starting precisely from the early eighteenth century, thus corroborating

my claim of a new (specifically literary) beginning of the mission at that time.

They also allow for an important change of perspective, and they are invalu-

able to understand the role,motivations, and trajectories of Catholic catechists

and cultural élites over the longue durée. I used in a similar way the two extant

biographies of Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi, one written in the early nineteenth

by Muttucāmi Piḷḷai, a pulavar and Tamil Catholic, and the other in the early

twentieth century by Jesuit Léon Besse (1853–1919).92 As I show in Chapter

Three, these biographies investigate the life of Beschi as much as they speak

about his role, and the role of his memory, within the communities to which

the two biographers belonged.

Finally, a trickier type of documents, for a textual scholar such as myself,

have been the ethnographic materials and visual resources I collected over

eighteen months of research and fieldwork in India between 2016 and 2018.

These sources have been formative to the way I have come to conceive of this

project. I spent much time reflecting upon what these monuments, often in

ruins, tell us about the mission in the eighteenth century, and I hope some

of the insights they have afforded me will shine through in the book. I have

alsomade use of oral and local histories whenever they were helpful in corrob-

orating or questioning other archives, and fleshing out my descriptions. The

reader will notice that most of these materials appear in the footnotes, which

tell a story that is parallel but integral to themain body of the book. Inspired by

Nicholas Dirks, whose ethno-historical paradigm I still find productive, as well

as by recent interdisciplinary studies by Guillermo Wilde and Davesh Soneji,

this book begins a reflection on the relationship between history and ethnog-

raphy that keeps shaping my historical practice.93

jamin Schultze (1689–1760) (I did not consult themanuscript copies in Halle, but those in

the Cambridge University Library (cul), ms spck, E2/1). Liebau (Cultural Encounters, 28)

also notices that diaries and other Tamil documents by Lutheran catechists are now held

in Copenhagen, and still await proper examination. In light of the trajectory of conversion

fromCatholicism to Lutheranism at the turn of the nineteenth century that emerges from

the sources I analyze in Chapter Six, these diaries might contain important information

on Catholic catechists too.

92 For thenineteenth-centuryTamil andEnglishbiographies byMuttucāmiPiḷḷai, seen. 1; the

other important biography is Léon Besse, Father Beschi of the Society of Jesus: His Times &

HisWritings (Trichinopoly: St. Joseph’s Industrial School Press, 1918).

93 See GuillermoWilde “Toward a Political Anthropology of Mission Sound: Paraguay in the

17th and 18th Centuries,”Music & Politics 1, 1 (2007): 1–29 on the history of music in the

mission; for the question of history andmemory, Id., “Jesuit Missions’ Past and the Idea of

Return: Between History and Memory,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Jesuits, ed. Ines G.
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5 Chapter Outline and Threads across the Chapters

This Introduction has spelled out the main assumptions, questions, and

methodologies of the book.The rest of thework is divided into threeparts, each

of them comprised of two chapters. Part One, “Spiritual Institutions,” explores

the context of the emergence of Tamil Catholic literature, and focuses on the

institutionalization of spiritual retreats for the catechists in the village of Āvūr.

Within it, Chapter One offers an overview of the role of the catechists in the

missionat the turnof the century, and thenanalyzes the functionof the retreats

in their recognition as a spiritual élite, as well as in shaping their relationship

with themissionaries. This analysis is partially organized around the biography

of Carlo Michele Bertoldi, who was the main promoter of the retreats. Bertoldi

also wrote the first adaptation of Ignatius of Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises into

Tamil, known as Ñāṉamuyaṟci. Chapter Two centers around this text, and a

small related corpus of spiritual manuals written to shape and discipline the

catechists’ Catholic selves in the context of the retreats.Througha close reading

of these manuals, the chapter analyzes, on the one hand, the role missionaries

envisioned for the catechists in the mission, and on the other hand, the con-

cerns and tensions apparent in the relationship of the texts with their intended

readers.

In Part Two, “Rhetorical Education,” I investigate the parallel enterprise of

the school of literary Tamil for catechists instituted by Costanzo Giuseppe

Beschi in the village of Ēlākkuṟicci in 1730. Chapter Four is devoted to the

analysis of the location of Beschi within the political context of the Kaveri

delta region in the 1720s and 30s, and it reflects on the importance of his self-

fashioning as pulavar and school-master in order to act in that arena. Chapter

Five centers around the reading of the textbook Beschi produced for his school,

the grammar Toṉṉūlviḷakkam. My analysis focuses on the treatment of the

subject matter of poetry (poruḷ), in order to understand what Beschi thought

good Catholic poetry in Tamil should be about, and illuminates the synthesis

between Tamil literary culture and Latin and Italian humanism that was con-

stitutive of the culture of the mission. Both Chapter Four and Five show how

catechists at this timewere configured as a cultural élite, and reflect on the role

of literature in the positioning of the mission vis-à-vis political powers in the

region, and competing missionary enterprises such as the Lutheran one.

Županov (New York: Oxford University Press, 2019), 1004–1035; Devesh Soneji, Unfinished

gestures. Devadasis, Memory, andModernity in South India (Chicago and London: Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, 2012).
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PartThree of the book, “Catholic poetry in aTamilworld,” focuses onBeschi’s

epic poem Tēmpāvaṇi, the masterpiece of eighteenth-century Tamil Christian

literature. In Chapter Five, I analyze this poem in terms of its genre and style,

andof the strategies throughwhich it spoke to its eighteenth-century audience,

against thebackgroundof the social andpolitical contexts detailed in theprevi-

ous chapters. Chapter Six is devoted to the history of the reception of the poem,

which I recover through different sources, from the paratext accompanying

manuscripts of the Tēmpāvaṇi to local caste histories mentioning its circula-

tion in the late eighteenth century. In a sense, the whole book can be read as

a microhistory of the birth and early life of this text, of the relationships in

which it was embedded, and the ones it helped to create. Because texts, unlike

humanbeings, sometimes live on for very long periods, the last chapter leads us

up to the turn of the nineteenth century, when the Tēmpāvaṇi, along with the

whole cultural and social capital that Catholic catechist élites had accrued in

the eighteenth century, was about to be reconfigured to fit within the colonial

order. This complex process cannot be covered in the present work, so in my

conclusions I look back to eighteenth-century literary experiments from the

perspective of their end, and evaluate them, before pointing to some future

avenues of inquiry.
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chapter 1

Spiritual Exercises for Tamil Saints

In 1693, the little king of the Maravar region Rakunāta Tēvar (r. 1671–1710)

ordered the imprisonment, and then the execution of Jesuit missionary João

de Brito (1647–1693) in the village of Ōriyūr. Brito was beheaded on Febru-

ary 4, his blood spilling to redden the sand on the banks of the Pambar river

that cuts across the village.1 Less than two years later, on 2 January 1695,

the Archbishop of Mylapore Gaspar Alfonso Álvares (1626–1708) sent to the

Sacred Congregation of Rites in Rome the Portuguese translation of an inquiry

into Brito’s extraordinary life, captivity, and death. This was the first of many

inquiries that Jesuits conducted early in the eighteenth century to advance

the cause of Brito’s canonization.2 At this initial stage, their goal was to prove

that their confrère was killed out of hatred of the Catholic faith, in odium fidei,

and was therefore a martyr. To this end, the documents sent by the bishop

included minutes of the interrogations of forty witnesses, who were gathered

in Mylapore and questioned both about Brito’s life in Portugal and his mis-

1 João de Brito was born in 1647 into a noble family in Lisbon. After joining the Society of Jesus

in 1662, he became a missionary in Madurai where he adopted the method of accommoda-

tion and the Malabar Rites. He was killed on 4 February 1693, and immediately the Society

invested huge efforts in the process of his canonization, also as a way to find recognition for

their methods in South India. He was beatified in 1853 and canonized in 1947. The bibliog-

raphy on Brito’s life and work spans more than three centuries and is extensive, especially

when considering the many devotional pamphlets that are still being written in South India

today. For a chronology of the canonization process and a list of books on Brito written by

Jesuit authors, see Augustin de Backer sj and Aloïs de Backer sj, Bibliothèque des écrivains

de la Compagnie de Jésus, vol. 5 (Liége: Imprimerie de L. Grandmont-Donders, 1859), 100–

103. The most comprehensive biography published to date is Augustine Saulière’s Red Sand:

A life of St. John de Britto, S.J., Martyr of the Madura Mission (Madurai: De Nobili Press, 1946),

notwithstanding the hagiographical undertones. On the intersection between Brito’s life and

death and local Tamil dynamics of kingship and honor, see Bayly, Saints, Goddesses andKings,

398–405.

2 The files of this inquiry are preserved in the Archivio Apostolico Vaticano (henceforth aav),

Congr. Rit. Proc. 1699. This volume contains an authenticated Portuguese copy of the interro-

gation of forty witnesses that took place originally mostly in Tamil inMylapore in 1695 under

the supervision of João Pereira sj (d. 1717), rector of the Jesuit college of S. Thomé; and an

Italian translation of the same document. The pages of the Portuguese documents are not

numbered; therefore, I cannot refer to the specific page when citing from this source. The

1695 documents are part of a larger series of volumes containing the records the inquiries on

Brito’s martyrdom that occurred between 1695 and 1726 (aav, Congr. Rit. Proc. 1694–1699).

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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sionary work in the Maravar region, at that time part of the Madurai mission.

The focus, though, was on the events connected to his persecution, captiv-

ity, and death.3 As it turns out, the witnesses were all Indian converts who

knew nothing about Brito’s life in Europe, but they remembered well his time

among them.4 They evoked Brito’s saintly demeanor, the persecutions of the

Brahmans who eventually convinced Rakunāta Tēvar to imprison him and

sentence him to death, and the tortures he had to endure before his execu-

tion.

And yet the story of Brito as it emerges from this inquiry is not a simple one-

hero narrative of sanctification. The first witness to be interrogated, Casturi

Paniquen (Kastūri Paṉikkaṉ), a layman who had known Brito for almost ten

years, evoked a dense network of catechists and lay helpers, including himself,

who had shared the sufferings of captivity with the missionary. After Brito’s

death, some of these men even risked their lives to recover his remains and

bring them to the Superior of the mission, Francisco Laines (1656–1715).5 Cas-

3 In this respect, the crucial questions in 1695—and the questions that received themost artic-

ulated answers by the witnesses—were those from seven to twelve in the list, which can be

summarized as follows: 7.Where,when, how, bywhomandwhywasBrito killed?More specif-

ically, was he killed because of the Maravar king’s hatred of the Catholic faith? 8. How did

Brito die? Did he withstand death with a strong spirit? 9. Where are Brito’s body and mortal

remains?Was he killed for any reason other than hatred of the Church? 10.What is the opin-

ion of the people on Brito? 11. Did Brito performmiracles during his life, or after his death? 12.

Are Brito’s fame, and the awareness he had died for the Catholic faith, widely and uniformly

spread among the people of South India? (From aav, Congr. Rit. Proc. 1699).

4 On the role of Brito among the Maravars, see again Bayly, Saints, Goddesses and Kings, 398–

405. The Maravar people are known in Jesuit and colonial sources of the period as “robbers,”

because of their name (kaḷḷar) and traditional caste occupation; on Dutch sources regarding

this people, see Lennart Bes, “The Setupatis, the Dutch, and Other Bandits in Eighteenth-

Century Ramnad (South India),” jesho 44, 4 (2001): 540–574. TheMaravar regionwas ruled in

the early eighteenth century by the Setupatis, formally subordinate to the Nāyakas of Madura

but practically autonomous by this time. Recent scholarly contributions focusing on the Setu-

patis as patrons of the arts in the eighteenth and nineteenth century are Pamela Price, King-

ship and Political Practice in Colonial India (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996);

Jennifer Howes, The courts of Pre-Colonial South India. Material Culture and Kingship (Rout-

ledge Curzon: London and New York, 2003); and Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm of Words,

esp. 122–128 and 253–255.

5 Casturi Paniquen is described as: natural deMadurey cazado emorador emQuellicottey aldea

doMaravâ, soldado nas ditas terras doMaravâ de idade q.e disse, ser de sessenta e sinco annos

pouco mais, ou menos. The inquiry does not record whether “soldier” (soldado) was his fam-

ily/caste profession, but he was not described as a catechist, even though he followed Brito

while the missionary was still alive. Paniquen is clearly the transcription of the caste name

paṉikkaṉ, and according to Castes and Tribes of South India this was the title of a caste of

barbers in Tamil Nadu; however, the same title was also used to describe a group of soldiers
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turi Paniquen emphasizedhow “hewaswith the aforementionedFather [Brito]

from his first day in prison and until the hour of his martyrdom, and was one

among those who stole his remains.” He also claimed that whatever he saw and

reported was common knowledge among his peers, and could be confirmed

by “the Brahman Arlapâ, now married and living in Madurai […]; three cate-

chists who served the Father, namely Mutû, Arlandren, and Mariadasso, who

followed Brito after being caught in Canddamaniquam […]; and Xilvenaiquem

and Arlapâ, who stole Brito’s relics together with the witness; and Cheganadâ,

Chinapen, Anddi, and Arlapa Cottegarâ, who all live in the Maravar country

and followed the father in disguise from a distance until they saw him brought

to the place of his martyrdom, and could not disguise themselves anymore, so

they let themselves be caught together with him; one of them lost his nose and

ears, while the other only the ears.”6

The following witnesses all endorsed this narrative. None of them forgot to

cite Brito’s catechists and their sufferings—the fame, powers, and saintly aura

of these local men were as much elements of the reality constructed by this

inquiry as Brito’s sainthood. The dynamics at play in these sources show, per-

haps for the first time so transparently, the complex relationship betweenmis-

sionaries, their catechists, and the constitution of Catholic religious authority

at the turn of the eighteenth century. Lay helpers were integral to the Madurai

mission from its inception—it is well known that the founder Roberto Nobili

worked closely with a small group of Brahman converts7—and yet through-

practicing the martial art of kalaripayattu in sixteenth-century Portuguese accounts on the

region; see Thurston, Castes and Tribes of Southern India (Madras: Government Press, 1909),

vol. 6, 54–55. The witness of Casturi Paniquen is again in aav Congr. Rit. Proc. 1699; inter-

estingly, Casturi Paniquen also took part in the 1726 inquiry, thirty-one years after the first

one. On that occasion, he worked as scribe (scriptor deputatus, see aav, Congr. Rit. Proc. 1697,

f. 224v), a detail that shows how his own role and identity over the years remained tied to

Brito’s sainthood.

6 […] [Casturi Paniquen] acompanhou ao dito P. do primeiro dia da sua prizão, athe a ultima

hora do seu martyrio, e foy hum dos que furtarão suas reliquias, e o viram tambem com seus

olhos o Bramene Arlapâ cazado e morador emMadurey, q. a occasião de sua prizão se achava

com o dito P.e; e fou cõ elle prezo; o cathequista Mutû, Arlandren, e Mariadasso todos tres servi-

dores do dito Padre, q. selhe ajuntarão vindo prezos deCanddamaniquamaldeadoditoMaravâ,

ondeassistião emhuã igreja, que tinhaaaly o dito Padre,Xilvenaiquem, eArlapâ, q.e furtarão cõ

elle testemunha suas reliquas; Cheganadâ, Chinapen,Anddi, ArlapaCottegarâ todosmoradores

nas terras do Maravâ, que incubertos seguiã de longe ao dito Padre, e os sois ultimos vendo ai

Padre ja posto dejo elhos no lugar do martyrio por não poder incubrirse mais, se forão abraçar

come elle, e a hum lhe cortarão o nariz, e as orelhas, e a outro as orelhas só. aav, Congr. Rit. Proc.

1699.

7 On the role of Nobili’s first Brahman teacher, Śivadharma, in the initial phases of theMadurai
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out the seventeenth century their work became essential in new ways that

underpin this inquiry. As the number of converts increased and tending to their

spiritual needs became impossible for the missionaries alone, who were rarely

more than nine or ten at a time, the Society began to employ a greater number

of catechists to preach, teach, and manage local Catholic communities.8 On

the one hand, these men shared more and more in the religious authority and

spiritual charisma of the missionaries; on the other hand, being a catechist, an

upatēciyar in Tamil, became with time a veritable occupation.9 As recorded in

the annual catalogs, paying the catechists used upmost of the mission’s funds,

even though their compensation was still not competitive according to one

missionary, who in 1731 lamented that “the salary established for catechists in

former days, is now not enough to give them even a miserable livelihood.”10

As the importance of the catechists increased, the Society put new efforts

into developing but also controlling their role.11 This chapter focuses precisely

on one such effort, and maps how in the course of roughly a decade, between

1718 and 1731, Jesuits introduced for the first time in the Madurai mission

retreats based on Ignatius of Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises as a tool for train-

ing their catechists. After a brief excursus on the social identity and tasks of

the catechists, the chapter outlines the history of the institutionalization of

their training, considering the immediate geographical and political contexts

in which it was introduced. Following the fortunes of the Exercises in the mis-

sion, as a text and a practice, offers a useful perspective fromwhich to examine

the social and spiritual life of these men vis-à-vis the missionaries. The grow-

mission, see Trento, “Śivadharma or Bonifacio?”; on the other converts working closely

with Nobili in the first decades of the seventeenth century, see Županov, Disputed Mis-

sion, 211–236.

8 The annual catalogs of the Malabar Province tell us that the catechists paid by the mis-

sion weremore than thirty in 1697 (CatalogusTertius ProvinciæMalabaricæ Pro anno 1697,

arsi,Goa 29, ff. 155–156, here 156r); their numberhad increased to aroundahundred in 1731

(Catalogus ProvinciæMalabaricæ an. 1731, arsi, Goa 29, f. 202v) and this number remained

more or less constant throughout the eighteenth century.

9 The catalog of 1705 reports that “themissionaries sustain themselves bymeans of the con-

grua portio (i.e., minimal tithe or allowance) sent from Goa, of which the biggest part is

spent in supporting the catechists” (Aluntur missionarii ex congrua portione missa à Goa,

cujus maior pars in alendis Cathequistis expenditure, in arsi, Goa 29, f. 168v).

10 The complaints regarding the pay of the catechists are included at the end of the annual

letter of 1731, penned by CostanzoGiuseppe Beschi to the General of the Society (Madurai

mission, 4 September 1732), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 597–602, here 602v.

11 While the role of lay people in the Catholicmission to South India is virtually unexplored,

similar processes in the context of the Lutheran mission in Tranquebar have been ana-

lyzed in Liebau, Cultural Encounters.
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ing awareness among Jesuits of the key role played by their lay helpers, whose

responsibilities were so similar to their own, influenced the decision to train

them to feel, think, and behave like good Christians. This was also the premise

for catechists to become good readers of Catholic as well as Hindu literature

in Tamil—they needed eyes trained to understand and love the former, and

to engage with the latter in order to reject it. Besides, this training was also

prompted by, and in turn promoted, the development of an awareness among

the catechists, whowere given their role asmuch as they took it for themselves.

1 Being a Catechist: Preaching and Literature

The special status of the catechists of the Madurai mission is already visible

in a short account of the churches and houses of the Malabar Province com-

piled in 1667.12 There we read that while the other colleges of the province

employed dubashes (lengoas, “linguists”) paid for their services as translators

and interpreters, missionaries in Madurai were expected to know local lan-

guages.13 Therefore, each father worked instead with “three or four catechists

who were always traveling to teach the catechism, and each of them would

check the other’s competence in catechizing, and making new Christians.”14

The role of these catechists was also described by André Freyre (d. 1691) in the

annual letter of the same year: “What eases our task is the help of efficient cat-

echists, men who have been for a long time trained by us for this work. They

go into towns and suburbs, into villages and marketplaces, into the country-

12 The Society of Jesus divided the world in Assistentiæ (Assistancy), to which belonged the

different Provinciæ, to which in turn belonged the missions. In the Old Society of Jesus

(before the suppression in 1733), the Malabar Province (founded in 1610) belonged to the

Assitentia Lusitaniæ, and was distinct from the Goan Province. It included the Madurai

mission,whereas theMysoremissionwas included in theGoanProvince, and theCarnatic

mission was assigned to the Assistentia Galliæ. These three missions, although belonging

to different jurisdictions within the Society of Jesus, all adopted the strategy of accommo-

dation. For a sketch of the geographical divisions of the Society, see Atlas sj, 5–7; on the

history of the Malabar Province, Léon Besse, Histoire de la Province de Malabar (Unpub-

lished typescript in jamp, Madras, 1941); Maria Sales, “Do Malabar às Molucas: os Jesuítas

e a Província do Malabar (1601–1693)” (PhD diss., Universidade Nova de Lisboa, 2015).

13 Elenchus EcclesiarumetDomorumProv[inciæ]Mal[abariæ], arsi, Goa 29, ff. 107–109, here

107v.

14 […] tres e quatros catequistas que andão sempre por diverças partes catequizando, e cada

hum se esmera a competencia do outro a catequizar mellor e a fazer mais x.pãos p.a Deos.

Ibidem.
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side and the forests, using their time according to our instructions, like hunters

skilled not only in making fresh prey, but also in domesticating the wildest

beasts of the forest.”15 Rhetorical flair aside, this passage highlights two impor-

tant aspects of theworkof the catechists: theywere trainedby themissionaries,

but they preached and evangelized on their own.16

In the course of the seventeenth century their role diversified, andby the end

of the centurywe find some catechists attached to amissionary, as in the case of

Brito’smenmentioned in the inquiry, while others were hired as “resident cate-

chists” (vācal upatēciyar). The latter were in charge of managing local Christian

communities and took part in the administration of villages, an important role

they retained well into the nineteenth century.17 They also fulfilled paraliturgi-

cal functions, and lead Sunday celebrationswith their communities evenwhen

missionaries were not available to say mass.18 The two types of catechists and

some of their tasks are described in a private letter written in 1740 by a newly

arrived missionary to his brother:

Each missionary in his residence chooses eight or more catechists, be-

longing to the various populations where there are Christians. […] Two

15 Quello che ci agiusta assai è il servizio delli catechisti pratici, et ammaestrati longo tempo

da noi per questo effetto; questi hora nelle città, e suoi contorni, hora nelle ville, e fiere, hora

ne campi, e boschi passano il tempo ripartiti da noi, attendendo, come cacciatori pratici non

solo all’acquisto della nova preda, ma ancora in domesticar le più infierite bestie delle selve

[…] André Freire to Giovanni Paolo Oliva (Candalur [Kāntaḷūr], 14 July 1667), arsi, Goa

54, ff. 335–358, here 336v.

16 The process of domestication, or bringing the wilderness and its inhabitants into civiliza-

tion, as a figure of evangelization is common among Jesuit missionaries; see for instance

Carole Blackburn, Harvest of Souls: The Jesuit Missions and Colonialism in North America,

1632–1650 (Montreal & Kingston, London, Ithaca: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2000),

42ff.

17 For information regarding the trajectory and social role of resident catechists, see the story

of catechist Gnanapragasi later in this chapter. The resident catechist (vācal upatēciyar) is

listed among the local administrative roles in a manuscript on the history of the village of

Carukaṇi compiled by one Jesuit Parish priest in the late nineteenth century; see Crâmam

de Sarougany (ca 1882), jamp 217/278.

18 While the paraliturgical role of the catechists is mostly implied in many Catholic docu-

ments of the period, it is (pejoratively) described in Lutheran reports: Dans certains lieux

duRoyaumedeMadure où il n’y apoint deMissionnaires, les Catéchistes en font les fonctions,

qui consistent à lire quelques lambeaux de livres de dévotion, à réciter les prières de laMesse

& à chanter une Litanie. Jean Lucas Niekamp, Histoire de laMission Danoise dans les Indes

Orientales, Qui renferme en Abrégé les Rélations que les Missionnaires Evangeliques en ont

données, depuis l’an 1705. jusqu’à la fin de l’année 1736, vol. 1 (Genève: Henri-Albert Gosse

& Comp., Libraires & Imprimeurs, 1745), 234.
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among them must always follow the missionary, as he moves every few

months from one church to another, for the advantage of the Christians.

This being so, when the Christians come to take confession, they make

the sign, and are gathered in the church. There, either the missionary or

the catechists of that residence examine each of them (no one excluded)

about whether they know the Christian doctrine, and the prayers. Dur-

ing important days, all the catechists of a certain residence gather, each

of them bringing the Christians of the population subject to them, and

then all together they examine the penitents about the doctrine, and so

on. […] Having thus prepared [the Christians], [the catechists] give them

a piece of palm leaf with a written evaluation, which they have to give to

themissionarywhen they go for confession, as a proof that they know the

Christian doctrine, the acts of the Theological virtues, and that they are

prepared for confession.19

Two elements stand out in this passage. First, missionaries chose catechists

who belonged to the various local “populations” where there were Christians,

and gave them spiritual jurisdiction over those populations. In Italian, the term

popolazioni could stand in for caste, or be the Italianization of the Portuguese

povoações, “villages.” So, lay leadership and the work of resident catechists was

envisioned territorially and possibly also along caste lines. Second, the process

of instruction and confession described in this letter involved writing on little

pieces of palm leaf. The catechists sanctioned whether the Christian devotees

they managed were ready for confession by writing it down, and the mission-

ary would read that evaluation on the palm-leaf fragment. This humble writing

practice points to a world of popular literacy, and to the cultural role of the cat-

echists as small-scale literati among their communities, to which we will keep

19 Ciascun missionario nella sua Residenza elegge otto, ò più Catechisti divisi in varie Popo-

lazioni, dove sono i Cristiani. […] Or due di questi debbono sempre stare dove in quel tempo

risiede ilmissionario,mentre p[e]r alcunimesi stà in unaChiesa, e poi si porta in unaltra, per

commodo de’ Cristiani. Ciò presupposto, quando vengono li Cristiani per confessarsi, dato il

segno, e radunati tutti in Chiesa, ciascuno (nemine excepto) viene esaminato, o dal mission-

ario, o dalli Catechisti di quella residenza, se sà la Dottrina Cristiana, e l’orazioni: e ne’ giorni

di grande concorso si radunano tutti i Catechisti di quella residenza, e ciascuno viene con

li Cristiani delle Popolazioni a lui soggette, e tutti esaminano li penitenti sopra la Dottrina

&c. […] Così preparatisi si da loro un pezzetto di foglia di palma scritto quale essi in andare

a confessarsi devono dare al missionario in contrasegno che sanno la dottrina Cristiana, gli

atti delle virtùTeologali, e che si sonopreparati per laConfessione. Gianbattista Buttari to his

brother (Madurai mission, 4 September 1740), apug, Miscellanea 292, pp. 655–667, here

663–664.
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returning. The use of pieces of palm-leaf containing written evaluations on the

readiness of Christians for confession is also attested in Lutheran reports.20 In

fact, Protestant missionaries in their own letters to Europe accused Catholic

catechists of selling such written tickets for a price, creating a de facto spiritual

racket. This accusation, be it true or false, further brings into focus the interplay

of literacy, lay leadership, and economic benefits that were at the heart of the

catechist profession.

Because theywere able to speak andwritewell, catechists worked as preach-

ers and often acted as intermediaries between Jesuits and local political pow-

ers. In the early days of the mission, Roberto Nobili had his Brahmin convert

and collaborator Śivadharma speak in his name in front of an assembly of Brah-

mins in Madurai.21 Exactly one century later, the eulogy of catechist Xaverius

Muttu (Cavēri Muttu), who had been Brito’s collaborator and a witness in the

1695 inquiry, offers a summary of the cultural and political role that this man

had stably acquired in the mission by then. Xaverius Muttu had died the pre-

vious year, and the missionary Nöel De Bourzes (1673–1735) remembers him in

the annual letter of the year 1712 with the following words:

Xaverius Muttu, to whom had been entrusted the negotiations at the

Thanjavur court, had passed away. There was no other catechist in the

mission who could stand on a par with him, not even by far, for accom-

plishing a job so fraught with dangers. Indeed, he was endowed with

such sagacity, and his eloquence was such, that when he spoke everyone

would sigh. He was equally well versed in the Christian doctrine, and in

the stories of the Hindus, so that with his mix of gravitas and modesty,

he would easily win over local people; and so that all those who knew

him would not dare enter into an argument against him. And no won-

der, for he excelled in poetry, a science held in greatest esteem in this

country. We owe to him almost all the sacred hymns that are played in

our churches. Notwithstanding his many remarkable talents, he was not

arrogant, andwould listen to instructions, and hewas shiningwith awon-

derfulmeekness of soul, and a tender devotion towards God. Finally, such

20 Les Prêtres sont peu scrupuleux& exacts dans la célébration du saint Sacrament de l’Eucha-

ristie, & le communiant n’a besoin d’aucune autre préparation que celle d’apporter un

témoignage de son Catéchiste, pour se présenter au Confessional & être reçû à communier.

Rien n’est plus facile, au reste, que d’obtenir ces fortes de billets; les Catéchistes intéressés

& avares les distribuent volentiers, même aux plus scélérats, moyennant un fano. Niekamp,

Histoire de la Mission Danoise, vol. 1, 233–234.

21 Trento, “Śivadharma or Bonifacio?”, 99–100.
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was Xaverius Muttu that, if he would glory that venerable João de Brito

was his master, that venerable martyr could equally have gloried that he

had such a disciple.22

As it emerges from this passage, Xaverius Muttu was a respected politician, a

preacher, and a poet. These three aspects were intimately connected in the

life of catechists in the Madurai mission, and classical Tamil poetry was a cru-

cial tool for them to preach effectively, when used to support Christian argu-

ments thanks to the rhetorical strategies that we will explore in Chapter Three.

Xaverius Muttu’s role in Thanjavur further brings into focus one among the

most important and difficult fields of evangelization in the Madurai mission.

The kings of the Bhonsle dynasty in Thanjavur were hostile to European mis-

sionaries, and catechists were crucial to maintaining Catholic presence in that

region. Elsewhere too, they often worked as intermediaries between Jesuits

and the courts of the small kings of the Tamil country in the eighteenth cen-

tury. Finally, De Bourzes characterizes XaveriusMuttu as an eloquent andwell-

respected man, who still remained meek and humble. Without doubt, at least

in the mind of De Bourzes and his readers in Rome, this was the result of an

intense spiritual exercise that helped him to attain these precious Christian

virtues. The combination of eloquence, charisma andmeekness is a Jesuit ideal

at the core of the educational project that the missionaries in Madurai envi-

sioned for their catechists at this time.

22 […] P. EmmanuelemMachado, qui priusquam adveniret, maximo dolore audivit fato funes-

tum esse insignem catechistam Xaverium Muttû, cui demandata erant partes negotiorum

in aula Tanjaorensi tractandorum. Ad tam periculosae plenum opus aleæ nullus inter mis-

sionis catechistas huic, ne longo quidem intervallo, par; quippe qui et prudentiâ polleret, et

eloquentiâ tantâ, ut loquentem illum omnes suspirarent. In doctrinâ Christianâ pariter, Gen-

tiliumque fabulis probè versatus, mixtâ gravitatemodestiâ, Ethnicos facillimè revincebat; ut,

qui eum nosset, nullus jam cum eo auderet argumentando manus conserere. Nec mirum!

Cumpoesi excelleret, quâ scientiânulla inhis terrismaiori in pretio.Huic debentur sacra can-

tica, quaecumque ferènostris in templis personant.Tot egregiis datibusnihilo superbior, dicto

audiens erat, egregiâqueanimi demissione, tenerâque inDeumpietàte præfulgebat.Denique

iis erat Xaverius Muttû, qui si Venerabili P. Joanne de Britto Magistro gloriabatur, posset et

ipse Venerabilis Martyr tali discipulo jure gloriari. Louis Noël de Bourzes to Michelangelo

Tamburini, Litteræ Annuæ Missonis Madurensis anni 1712 (Madurai mission, 20 August

1713), in arsi, Goa 54, ff. 506r–515v, here f. 507v.
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2 Being a Catechist: Caste and Profession

Prior to the early eighteenth century, we mostly know about catechists and

their different roles from missionary letters and reports such as the ones seen

above, and from catalogs that list their stipends among the expenses of the

mission. At the turn of the century, though, the sources become richer. The

many documents produced for the cause of Brito’s canonization and the doc-

uments produced in the context of the Malabar Rites controversy, two coeval

and crucial moments in the life of the mission and its practice of accommoda-

tion, record for the first time the catechists’ own voices.23 These sources remain

building blocks for the Jesuits’ representation of their activities in South India

vis-à-vis their interlocutors and their enemies in Rome, and theymobilize local

voices in support of themissionaries’ positions.Nevertheless, as soonas the cat-

echists begin to speak in their own voice, their stakes in the mission become

clearer, as does their self-positioning within Catholic lay networks centered

around family and caste.

If we turn once again to the records of the 1695 inquiry, for instance, we find

that Brito’s old catechists—Arlapa (Aruḷappaṉ, b. 1659), Vadapa (Vētappaṉ, b.

1665), Xiluei Naiquen (Ciluvai Nāyakkaṉ, b. 1649), and many others—all testi-

fied as witnesses.24 Like Casturi Paniquen, they emphasized their closeness to

Brito, and among them, Xiluei Naiquen capitalized on this relationship with

the greatest skill. Xiluei Naiquen was among those who had worked with Brito

in the Maravar for the longest time. He was with him during an earlier impris-

onment in 1686, after which Brito was forced to leave the region for some years.

He joinedhimagainwhenBrito cameback to theMaravar, following fromadis-

tance and sending his son to attend to themissionary, and he quickly reclaimed

center stage when it was time to rescue Brito’s mortal remains after the execu-

tion. Among the witnesses in the 1695 inquiry, for almost twenty years Xiluei

Naiquen’s name kept resurfacing in the sources, while the names of his com-

panions slowly faded into oblivion. Witnesses in later inquiries rarely failed

to mention the story of his eye, for instance, which was miraculously healed

by Brito during the first imprisonment. Most witnesses also remarked that

he was the leader of the rescuing party who recovered the missionary’s body

23 See the overview of the Malabar Rites controversy in the Introduction. For the political

connection betweenBrito’s canonization and theMalabar Rites controversy, see the forth-

coming dissertation by Paolo Aranha.

24 I derived the birth dates from their ages in 1695, recorded in their witnesses in aav, Congr.

Rit. Proc. 1699.
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and belongings.25 They also noticed that Xiluei Naiquen himself recounted the

story of his healing in front of wide audiences, thus suggesting that he was

actively fabricatinghis own fameandauthority in front of localTamilCatholics.

Coincidentally, one of the first and most important post-mortem miracles

attributed to Brito is the healing of Mariadagen (Mariyatācaṉ) (b. 1676), a cat-

echist in the Maravar region and a crucial witness in the later 1726 inquiry, the

last to take place in the eighteenth century.26 Mariadagen was none other than

Xiluei Naiquen’s son. He was with Brito during his second and final impris-

onment, and became heir to a catechist dynasty in the making. The social

dynamism of the family is proven by the fact that, in the documents of the

1726 inquiry, Mariadagen could sign in Tamil, and speak in Portuguese, the lan-

guage of his testimony in the sources. This hints to his having been educated

byPortuguese-speakingmissionaries on the coast.27Moreover, in his statement

Mariadagen retold and appropriated his father’s story, using it as a way to pre-

figure his own captivity side to side with Brito, and the miracle that the saint

operated upon him afterwards. In other words, Mariadagen’s case shows the

role played by kinship in the institutionalization of the catechist profession,

like with most other professions in India. Xiluei Naiquen clearly passed down

to his son the ability to connectwith Brito’s powers, and thus become the recip-

ient of miracles.28

25 These narratives emerge in the records of the 1726 inquiry, kept in aav, Cong. Rit. Proc.

1697.

26 Themiracle of Mariadagen, healed froma skin tumor, is recounted already inCarloColano

to JoãodaCosta (14 September 1696), in aav, Cong. Rit. Proc. 1698, ff. 104–109, esp. 108r. The

samemiraclemade it intooneof the articles of the interrogation in the 1726 inquiry (where

Mariadagen was a witness), as follows: 43. Qualiter veritas fuit, et est, quod ex simili pustu-

laru[m] morbo penè deploratus, et morti proximus erat Puer alter nomine Maria Dagen in

civitate Vaipuræ oræ Malabaricæ quippe præ tumore ita erat deformis ut corporis humani

figuram non haberet, prout testes informati deponent fuit et est publicum &c. 44. Qualiter

veritas fuit, et est, quod Parentes prœdicti Maria Dagen omni alio auxilio humano destituti

subsidiu[m] Beate [sic] MariæVirginis, ac intercessionemVen. Patris Joannis de Britto cujus

catechista fuerat d. Pueri Pater, implorarunt, recitatis cumad stantibus litaniis quandoÆger,

qui multo jam tempore loquelam amiserat statim Patrem hilari vultu compellans enarravit

sanctissima[m] Virgine[m] Cætu Angeloru[m] stipatam una cu[m] Ven. Martyre Joanni de

Britto a dextris sibi apparuisse, et salutem a Deo impetrasse, et post unius horæ interval-

lum tumore omni evanescente, a quoque humore effluente puer liber omnino remansit prout

Testis informati deponent, fuit et est publicu’ &c. aav, Cong. Rit., Proc. 1697, ff. 20v–21r.

27 Among the 38 lay witnesses of the 1726 inquiry, only five could sign with their names in

Tamil (the others used a cross or a symbol); among these, four out of the five were cate-

chists. See aav, Cong. Rit., Proc. 1697, f. 52r. Catechists in this inquiry gave their testimony

in Portuguese,while the schoolmasterĀtippaṉ (whomwewill encounter again in the next

chapter) signed and testified in Tamil.

28 The relationship between Mariadagen and Xiluei Naiquen is discussed in 1699 in the tes-
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A sentence in the statement Mariadagen gave in 1726 while testifying on

Brito’s martyrdom andmiracles further stresses the engagement of this family,

who actively sought to be associated with Brito. As soon as they knew that the

missionary had come back to South India after his mission at the Portuguese

royal court in 1687–1690, Mariadagen says, “my father and I went to Tala on

the Fishery Coast, met with him [Brito], we went (back) with him to the Mar-

avar, andwe assisted himuntil his imprisonment, andmartyrdom.”29What this

sentence does not say explicitly, but implies, is that the starting point of their

journey was the Maravar. And there is no mention in Mariadagen’s statement

that this was an official task given to them by the mission. In other words, the

two men went to search for Brito of their own accord, and took him back to

what will become the field of his martyrdom. In doing so, they played no small

role in making the martyrdom happen, andMariadagen’s testimony is a subtle

claim to the central role he himself, and his father before him, played in those

extraordinary events.

Someof Brito’s catechists also appear as signatories in one of the appendixes

to Francisco Laines’s treatise Defensio Indicarum Missionum, “In Defense of

the Indian Missions.” Their role was to testify to the accuracy of Laines’s por-

trayal of the Madurai mission, thus supporting an appeal against Tournon’s

decree forbidding the Malabar Rites.30 Their statements were collected in 1704

together with those of some other catechists and neophytes in the mission,

and were organized according to location and caste, thus revealing a great deal

timony of Fr. João da Costa, a Jesuit friend who had studied with Brito in Lisbon (see n. 24

above). For an example of catechist family ties at play in Pondicherry, see Agmon, A colo-

nial Affair, 63–69.

29 I take this citation from the Italian version of Mariadagen’s witness in arsi, apg-sj 726,

fols. 664r–694v, here 671v–672r: Avuta la notizia della sua venuta, io emio Padre ce ne andas-

simo finoaTala [probablyTalai, a generic villagename]nellaCostadi Pescaria, dove l’incon-

trammo, accompagnandolo fino al Marava, et assistendolo poi fino alla sua carcerazione, e

Martirio.

30 The statements were collected in 1704, and appeared in print in Francisco Laines, Defen-

sio Indicarvmmissionvm:Madurensis, nempeMaysurensis, & Carnatensis, edita, Occasione

Decreti ab Ill.mo D. Patriarcha Antiocheno D. Carolo Maillard de Tovrnon visitatore apos-

tolico in IndiisOrientalibus lati;& susceptaaFranciscoLainezeSocietate Jesu electoEpiscopo

Meliaporensi […]Superiorumpermissu (Romæ:ExTypographiaReverendæCameræApos-

tolicæ, 1707), 605ff. Laines’ book—nowadays rare, but extremely important in the context

of theMalabar Rites controversy—was the first systematic Jesuit response to the decree of

condemnation of the Malabar Rites, the Inter Graviores, issued by Tournon in 1704. Paolo

Aranha argues that this book was not printed in Rome but in Lisbon; see “Discrimination

and Integration,” notes 70–71.
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about social identities within the catechist group.31 In Anddapandy—probably

the village of Āṇṭippaṭṭi near Madurai—we find again Arlapen (Arlapa) and

Vedapen (Vadapa), two of Brito’s former catechists who had already left the

Maravar in 1695 at the time of the first inquiry. Despite his relatively young

age, Xiluei Naiquen’s sonMariadagen is also listed as a catechist in theMaravar

region. In this list, caste is spelled out explicitly when the catechists are Brah-

mans or Vellalas (vēḷāḷar), and these catechists are listed first. In other cases,

caste can be inferred from the names and position within the list. Catechists

with the title Nayquen (Nāyakkaṉ), for instance, were often Telugu people,

called Vadugar, i.e., Vaṭakar or “Northern People,” in Jesuit sources.32 Strikingly,

the testimonies of Dalit catechists—identified in the documents of this period

as Parreàs, from the Tamil paṟaiyar—were collected separately, and constitute

a separate section in the printed book. This was coherent with one of Laines’

main arguments in theDefensio, namely that converting Indiawould have been

impossible without the Malabar Rites, which in turn implied caste separation

and the segregation of the Parreàs.33

That Laines asked Dalit catechists to testify for the necessity of caste seg-

regation is a powerful reminder of the dark sides of Jesuit accommodation.

Attempts to incorporate caste divisions into the life of the mission, central

to the Malabar Rites controversy, challenged the analogy between European

and Indian society, and the construction of a universal idea of humanity that

was the basis of earlier missionary experiences.34 Accommodation inMadurai

31 Amanuscript copy of the testimonies contained in Laines’sDefensio Indicarvmmissionvm

is preserved in the Archives of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (henceforth

acdf) St. St. qq 1-i (the volume is unpaginated). Like the appendix of the Defensio, the

manuscript contains the Portuguese translation of the witnesses, originally in Tamil. It

was presented to the Sacred Congregation of the Inquisition by Jesuit Procurator Fr. Anto-

nio Broglia Brandolini, who wanted to use it for writing his own apology of the mission,

on 13 December 1723. This document is important because, unlike in the printed version

in Laines’sDefensio, the testimonies are here geographically divided according to their vil-

lage, so we know the places where the different catechists were working in 1704 (and how

many of them resided in a specific place, etc.) I use this information in the chapter.

32 Mariyadagen himself declares his belonging to this group (casta Baddaga) in his second

witness of 1726, in aav Congr. Riti, Proc. 1697, fol 172r. On the relationship between Jesuits

and theVadugars, spelled “Baddaga” in Italian or Portuguese sources, see Luis Bazou, “The

JesuitsMeet the Vadugars—Part 1,” Caritas 53, 1 (1969): 37–43; U. Paul Satyanarayana, “The

Jesuits Meet the Vadugars—Part 2,” Caritas 53, 2 (1969): 105–112.

33 For the debates regarding the Parreàs in context of the Malabar Rites controversy, see

Aranha, “Discrimination and Integration,” and Pavone, “Tra Roma e il Malabar.”

34 Alphonse Dupront, De l’acculturation (Vienna: F. Berger & Söhne, 1966). The reactions to

this obstacle at the time of the controversy were varied—Laines pushed for the Church to
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included, for instance, high walls separating the spaces intended for different

castes in the churches of themission.35 Besides, whileDalit convertswereman-

aged by catechists belonging to the same caste, there were no missionaries

living among them until 1744 when the papal decree Omnium Sollicitudinum

forbade the sacramental segregation of the Parreàs. A new group of mission-

aries was then created to work among the Dalits, but this caused enormous

discontent among converts of higher śūdra caste. As written in the annual let-

ter of 1746–1749, “while we were living in peace with the Hindus, the Christian

Śūdras waged such a war on the new missionaries, that the Church of these

regions was almost entirely afflicted.”36 Indeed, it seems that converts and cat-

echists of high caste refused to interact with the newmissionaries, which goes

to show that besides themissionaries’ own understanding of caste in India, the

catechists themselves were a corporation with strong internal fractures run-

ning along caste lines.

Among the groups who adopted and better navigated the new profession

were the Vellalas, a Tamil śūdra land-owning group, also thanks to the Jesuit

preference for high caste community leaders.37 The family records of the cat-

echists of the southern village of Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam offer a good example of one

lineage of Vellalas constituting their identity in relationship with their occupa-

tion.38 These Vellalas recognized as their ancestor Gnanapragasam (Ñāṉappi-

rakācam), the catechist who instructed the Nayar chieftain, Catholic convert,

accept the fundamental differences of Indian society, othermissionarieswanted reform—

and yet whether humanity (in more recent times often termed human rights) is to be

defined in absolute or relative terms remains an issue.

35 On this issue see Paolo Aranha, “The Social and Physical Space of the Malabar Rites Con-

troversy,” in Space and Conversion in Global Perspective, edsWietse de Boer et al. (Leiden,

Boston: Brill, 2014), 214–232.

36 Dum enim cum Gentilibus pacifice vivebatur, xutres christiani novis missionariis bellum

intulerunt, quo tota fere harum Regionum Ecclesia adeo afflicta fuit […]. Giulio Cesare

Potenza to FranzRetz, annual letter of the year 1749 (MaduraiMission, 21 September 1750).

arsi, Goa 54, ff. 657–661, here 656v.

37 Vellalas (vēḷāḷar) are a prestigious, land-owning Tamil caste belonging to the śūdra var-

ṇam. See Thurston, Castes and Tribes, vol. 7, 361–389; on the role of Vellalas in the making

of Tamil geography, see Burton Stein, “Circulation and the Historical Geography of Tamil

Country,” The Journal of Asian Studies 37, 1 (1977): 7–26.

38 The genealogies of thisVellala dynasty have been recorded in the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century by Fr. Arpudam sj, A genealogical study of the Catholic Velalla fam-

ilies at Vadakankulam (1915) (jamp 217/463). The introduction to this work collects oral

histories on the family, and on p. 37 we find the record of the original nuclear family

of Gnanapragasam (also known, before conversion, as Chidambaram Pillai) and his wife

Anandavalli. This document will be the subject of more detailed study in Chapter Six.
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and recently canonized Tēvacakāyam Piḷḷai (1712–1752).39 As in Xiluei Naya-

quen’s case, the authority of Gnanapragasamoriginated fromhis close relation-

ship with a saintly figure. In fact, the histories of the two men, and their self-

fashioning strategies, are remarkably similar.40 Like Xiluei Nayaquen did for

Brito, Gnanapragasam dared to defy the wrath of the king, in his caseMarthan-

da Varma (1705–1758) of Travancore, in order to recover the mortal remains of

Tēvacakāyam—his turban and his sword—and take themback toVaṭakkaṉku-

ḷam,where they have been preserved until today.41 In this way, Gnanapragasam

and his descendants became leaders of the village, until their authority was

questioned and finally overthrown by another group, Christian Nadars, in the

late nineteenth century.42 Still, their story shows how in the eighteenth century

becoming a catechist could be a powerful way to mobilize the symbolic and

material resources of the Church, acquire local authority, and rise to leadership

over a community. It also shows how religious identity as Catholic catechists,

and social identity asVellalaswere constituted simultaneously at this time.This

hints at the role that Catholicism played in the Tamil country as a resource for

Vellalas to establish their leading rolewithin local communities throughout the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, as Susan Bayly has argued.43 With this

39 On Tēvacakāyam, see Bayly, Saints, Goddesses and Kings, 416–452; on the hagiographic

side, Rosario J. Narchison,MartyrDevasahayam:ADocumentedHistory (Nagercoil: Canon-

ization Committee, 2009). The similarity betweenXiluei Nayaquen andGnanapragasam’s

stories points to modes of expressing, and capitalizing upon, Catholic holiness in these

centuries; this is the subject of my current research project.

40 I use the term “self-fashioning” in the sense introduced by Stephen Greenblatt, Renais-

sance Self-Fashioning: FromMore to Shakespeare (Chicago and London: The University of

Chicago Press, 2005).

41 Although for Gnanapragasam, who lived half a century later than Xiluei Nayaquen in

the southern part of the mission, and therefore further away from the control of colo-

nial centers like Madras and Pondicherry, the saint in question was not a missionary but

a fellow layman. This, combined with the relative isolation of Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam, might be

among the reasons why the relics of Tēvacakāyam survived the suppression of the Soci-

ety, British colonialism, and independence, and are still in their original location within

an eighteenth-century chapel.

42 These later events have been recorded by Adrien Caussanel’s manuscript account Histor-

ical Notes on the Tinnevelly District, in two volumes (jamp 217/397–398). The history and

extant monuments of the Vaṭakkaṅkūlam Christianity are the focus of Ā. Civacuppira-

maṇiyaṉ, Kiṟittavamum cātiyum.

43 On the constitution of Vellala identity in the eighteenth century through conversion, see

Bayly, Saints,GoddessesandKings, 379–419 (esp. 413–414); onVellalas andProtestantChris-

tianity, Dennis Hudson, Protestant Origins in India. Tamil Evangelical Christians, 1706–

1835 (Grand Rapids and Cambridge: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2000).

More generally, on Vellalas’s claims in the eighteenth and nineteenth century, see Eugene
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quick sketch of the social identity of the catechists in mind, it is time to turn

to the early eighteenth century and the missionaries’ growing awareness and

positioning in relation to this group, a process that followed from, but also fos-

tered, self-awareness among the catechists themselves.

3 Bringing the Spiritual Exercises to theMission

During the Christmas season of 1718, the Jesuit missionary Carlo Michele Ber-

toldi gave Ignatius of Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises to his catechists for the first

time at Āvūr, a small village within the domain of the Toṇṭaimāṉ of Pudukottai

(Putukkōṭṭai).44 This is also the first time the sources record the practice of the

exercises in themission, even thoughmissionariesmust have done them in the

seventeenth century too. The following year, Bertoldi reported to the General

of the Society Michelangelo Tamburini (1648–1730) the impact of that retreat

on his catechists and on his own morale:

Towards the end of last year [1718], during the festivities for the Nativity

of Our Lord, I gave (tradidi) the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius in the

church at Āvūr to the catechists of this residence and their families, and

to the catechists of theMaravar region. It was clearly a success: that pious

work generated [in them] great devotion, contrition, and the intention

of reforming their lives. For many years I had been hesitant and uncer-

tain whether the Exercises should be given to neophytes of this kind. The

Irschick, Dialogue and History: Constructing South India, 1795–1895 (Berkeley: University

of California Press, 1994), esp. 93–94; on twentieth-century processes of Vellala identity-

making, Srilata Raman, “WhoAre theVelalas?Twentieth-CenturyConstructions andCon-

testations of Tamil Identity in Maraimalai Adigal (1876–1950),” in Idioms, Sacred Symbols,

and theArticulation of Identities in SouthAsia, eds Kelly Pemberton andMichael Nijhawan

(New York: Routledge, 2009), 78–95.

44 There is no information on the practice of the Spiritual Exercises in the sixteenth and

seventeenth-century internal missions of South India, even though Jesuit fathers of the

Madurai mission must have performed them. Some observations can be found in Igna-

cio Iparraguirre, Historia de los Ejercicios de San Ignacio, vol. 2, Desde la muerte de San

Ignacio hasta la Promulgación del Directorio Oficial (1556–1599) (Roma: ihsi, 1955), 202–

204. The only available study on the history of the exercises in Madurai is an article by

Léon Besse, La Pratique des Exercices de Saint Ignace dans l’ancienne Mission du Maduré

(Enghien: Bibliothèque des Exercices; Paris: P. Lethielleux; Reims: Action Populaire, 1910).

This relies on the two letters written by Bertoldi in 1719 and 1720 that I also use, and when

translating those letters from Latin, I have consulted the French translations included

there.
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favorable result drove awaymy fear, and stirred up inme the desire to pro-

mote this salvific work, since nothing is more useful, and more effective,

to extirpate vices and generate piety.45

Finally convinced of the necessity to introduce the practice of the Exercises

more widely in the mission, Bertoldi organized another retreat in 1719 in the

church of Ēlākkuṟicci, for the catechists of different residences. Other mis-

sionaries soon joined in his efforts. In the same year, Ignacio Cardoso (1682–

1734) imparted the Exercises to 160 Christians at Ēlākkuṟicci, and Costanzo

Giuseppe Beschi organized a retreat for 55 neophytes in his church at Vaṭukar-

pēṭṭai.46

Even though Bertoldi simply mentions giving Ignatius’ Exercises, the avail-

able sources all suggest that the retreats he organized in 1718–1719 followed the

model of group retreats for lay people that had become common in Europe

by the end of the seventeenth century, and were practiced in other missions

too.47 During these retreats, the priest led meditations inspired by Ignatius’

Exercises, but adapted to the needs of a secular audience.48 Yet in South India,

the spiritual transmission implicit in the exercises, and suggested by the Latin

verb tradere, always associated with this practice and used by Bertoldi too, was

45 Sub fine anni transacti intra dies festus Natalis D[omi]ni in hac Aurensi Ecclesia tradidi

Exercitia Spiritualia S[ancti] P[atris] N[ostris] Ignatii Cateq[uis]tis et famulis hujus Resi-

d[enti]æ, et cateq[uist]is Resid[enti]æMaravarensis. Res è voto successit; magna enimdevo-

tione, contritione, et mutandæ vitæ propositio piu[m] opus transegere. Ad multos annos

fluctuans, et hæsitans animo fui, num traderentur hujusmodi Neophytis Excercitia Spiritu-

alia. Felix eventus timorem abigens omnem exsuscitavit in me studiu[m] promovendi tam

salutare ministeria, quo nihili utilius, nihil fortius extirpandis vitiis, pietatis insinuandæ.

CarloMichele Bertoldi toMichelangelo Tamburini (Aur [Āvūr], 16 August 1719), arsi, Goa

20, ff. 135–136, here 135r.

46 Ibidem.

47 See Anna Rita Capoccia, “La casa di esercizi spirituali di Foligno (1729–1773),” ahsi 67, 133

(1998): 161–206; andNicolas Standaert, “The Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius of Loyola in the

China Mission of the 17th and 18th Centuries,” ahsi 81, 1 (2012): 104–105.

48 On the differentways of giving and receiving the Exercises, see Iparraguirre,Historia de los

Ejercicios, vol. 2, 42–45. Jesuits developed in the seventeenth century a “light version” of

the exercises (ejercicios leves), mostly targeting laypeople and focusing on the meditation

topics of the first week, as recommended by Ignatius in the annotation 18; an “open ver-

sion” (ejercicios abiertos) performed by individuals over a longer period of time, without

interrupting their daily business; and finally, the exercises made completely and de modo

perfecto, in four weeks and according to Ignatius’s book. The choice of the type of exer-

cises to give in each situation depended upon context; in Ipparaguirre’s words (and citing

Ignatius): “Un principio regulaba toda la actuación: el principio de la adaptación. «Según

que tienen edad, letras, o ingenio, se han de aplicar los ejercicios» (Ej. 18).” Ibidem, 43.
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meant only marginally for regular lay converts. It was mostly directed to the

catechists, to whom the missionaries also entrusted many of the spiritual and

social responsibilities concerning the life of the mission. Many aspects of the

diffusion of the retreats, including the spiritual literature they generated, can

only be understood by keeping their catechist audience in mind. So, in the rest

of the chapter we will use the biography of Bertoldi, and his trajectory in the

Madurai mission, to map the institutional context and the Tamil locations of

the transfer of spiritual and cultural authority from the missionaries to their

catechists, against the backdrop of political and social life in the Tamil country

at the turn of the eighteenth century.

Going back to 1719, Bertoldi describes how during the first retreat the cate-

chistsmeditated three times a day. Between thesemeditations, theywere often

overwhelmed by tears and contrition, and they would thus offer detailed con-

fessions of their sins. According to Bertoldi, such strong emotional reactions

were proof that God favored the practice of the exercises in Madurai, a favor

confirmed by the fact that, after a long drought, rain finally came during the

first retreat in 1718.49 The tone and contents of his narrative reveal an attempt

on thepart of Bertoldi to showhow theMaduraimission in the early eighteenth

century was still the community of saints envisioned by its founder Roberto

Nobili more than a century before. This is what miracles such as the sudden

appearance of rain were signaling—incidentally, this also alludes to the sym-

bolic power of rain in Tamil cultural poetics.

This spiritual community was finally becoming visible and articulating itself

socially through the retreats, with the catechists at its center. This happened

precisely (and conveniently) at the time when the Jesuits were under severe

attack from Rome because of the Malabar Rites controversy, and needed to

show proof of their apostolic efforts in South India.50 Still, there is no reason

49 […] nam ter per diemmeditabatur cum illis ex contritione, et lachrymis, ex distinctâ, et min-

utâ culparu[m] confessione, ex firmis renovandæ in melius vitæ, et usq[ue] ad mortem per-

severandi in Dei obsequio, et timore propositis, compertu[m] est uberam extitisse fructu[m]

in Exercitatis; licet multi essent miru[m] est quam reverente silentiu[m] servaverint, et mod-

estè processerint, ardenterq[ue] desideraverint in virtutibus proficere. […] Tam pium opus

sibi gratum esse speciali favore comprobavit Deus. Cum enim exercitantes propter summam

siccitatem atq[ue] an[n]onæ caritatem fame, et siti durius laborarent, magnam vim pluviæ

concessit, quæ in fossis arte concavatis adpluresmenses restagnaret. CarloMichele Bertoldi

to Michelangelo Tamburini (Aur [Āvūr], 16 August 1719), arsi, Goa 20, ff. 135–136, here

135r/v.

50 Županov (DisputedMission, 196) describes “utopian fragments producedby themissionar-

ies” in theMaduraimission,which “configured thepositionof a very Jesuit public selfhood,

grounded in social know-how and well equipped to assume leadership within the indige-

nous communities of new converts.”
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to doubt that the experience of the retreats was transformative for the cate-

chists, and that a great number of them attended the gatherings of 1718–1719 in

Vaṭukarpēṭṭai, Āvūr, and Ēlākkuṟicci out of enthusiasm. In a second letter writ-

ten in 1720, Bertoldi describes how even larger crowds gathered in Tuticorin

(Tūttukkuṭi), an important commercial town and aCatholic center on the Fish-

ery coast, where he traveled in early 1720 to administer another month-long

retreat.51

Unfortunately, we have no first-hand report regarding the exercises after

this date. The letters written by Bertoldi and the other missionaries involved

are not preserved in the Jesuit archives, and only the responses written by

General Tamburini survive.52 Still, thanks to four messages penned by Tam-

burini on September 1727 we understand that the practice of giving the exer-

cises to large groups of catechists was soon met with opposition within the

mission. Three of these messages were sent to Bertoldi, Beschi, and Antonio

Riccardi (1672–1735), another Italian Jesuit who was Superior of the Madurai

mission at the time. In the letter to Bertoldi, Tamburini expresses his con-

cern for the burgeoning hostility against the exercises, mentioning specifically

the troubles Beschi had to face in the course of the previous year because of

the retreat he had organized at Ēlākkuṟicci.53 In the second letter to Beschi,

Tamburini voices the same preoccupations, and reiterates his support of the

missionary and of the whole enterprise.54 In the third message for Riccardi,

the General mentions the hostility towards the exercises in the context of

the following, bitter evaluation of the state of affairs in the Madurai mis-

sion:

But, much as I dread the rage of the heathen [king] and his innate hatred

towards Christ,55 I fear even more internal disorders and conflicts, and

the opposition that has arisen against the Spiritual Exercises, thanks to

51 CarloMichele Bertoldi toMichelangelo Tamburini (Aur [Āvūr], 31 August 1720), arsi, Goa

20, ff. 141–142; a copy in Goa 20, ff. 143–144.

52 The loss of the letters written after 1720 is noted also in Besse, La Pratique des Exercices.

Besse, however, did not know of the extracts from Tamburini’s letters, transcribed and

organized in chronological order in the volume of the Epistolæ generalis regarding the

Malabar Province in arsi, Goa 1.

53 Michelangelo Tamburini to Carlo Michele Bertoldi, arsi, Goa 1, f. 54r/v. The General

acknowledges receipt of three letters by the missionary in 1720, 1725 and 1726, of which

the last two are lost to us.

54 Michelangelo Tamburini to Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi, arsi, Goa 1, f. 53v.

55 This is likely a reference to the hostility of the Maratha rulers of Thanjavur towards the

missionaries; see below, notes 79 and 80.
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which so many fruits have been collected, and the neophytes have devel-

oped a firmer stance against adversities, so that their triumph against the

tyrant shouldprovemore glorious.Yet in themidst of this,when their spir-

itual nourishment has been suspended and their ill-advised pastors have

drawn in various endeavors, how can they not fear the ultimate destruc-

tion? Until now, I was truly happy about this mission: a zeal for the sal-

vation of souls evidently burnt with it, and nomeans had been neglected

in order to obtain it. Peace, and the harmony of souls prospered, perhaps

to the point of generating envy in others; […] However, the situation has

completely changed. The souls of ourmembers are drifting apart, and the

‘national’ spirit begins to sneak in; howmany evils have grown out of just

one head!56

In this letter, Tamburini identifies among the evils behind the opposition to

the retreats the emergence of disagreements among missionaries from differ-

ent countries. Indeed, the three men to whom he wrote these friendly letters

were Italians, while main opponent of the practice of retreats, the Provin-

cial of Malabar Antonio Dias (1666–1726), was Portuguese. National differ-

ences had always been present within the Society. Historians have argued

that throughout the seventeenth century, for instance, Italianmissionaries had

the tendency to adopt the strategy accommodation, while Portuguese Jesuits

were often more directly involved with the Portuguese colonial enterprise.57

In eighteenth-century South India, this picture was further complicated by

56 […] at, quanvis ad Ethnici furorem, innatumq[u]e in Christum odium exhorruerim, magis

timui a domesticiis disturbiis, ac dissidiis, atq[u]e contrarietate cõmota in Exercitia Spir-

itualia, unde tot fructus colligebantur, firmioremq[ue] in adversitatibus constantiam con-

cipiebant Neophiti, ut gloriosiorem de tyranno reportarent triumphum: per id enim sub-

tracto spirituali subsidio, etmale consultis pastoribus in diversa studia tractis, quid ni ultima

strages pertimescatur? Ego equidem in istaMissione benemihi hucusq[ue] complacebam: in

illa quippe flagrabat salutis animarum studium, nullo prætermisso medio ad eam obtinen-

dam; vigebat ad aliorum fortasse invidiam pax, et animorum consensus; […] Mutata vero

modo scena, in diversas partes scinduntur sociorum animi, serpereq[ue] incipit nationalis

spiritus: quanta ab uno capite pullulabunt mala! Michelangelo Tamburini to Antonio Ric-

cardi, arsi, Goa 1, f. 54v–55r.

57 This distinction simplifies the complex relationship betweenmembers of the Society and

their countries of origin, analyzed in Luke Clossey, Salvation andGlobalization in the Early

Jesuit Missions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010). On the role of Portuguese

Jesuits in the construction of the Portuguese imperial imaginaire, see Chakravarti, Empire

of Apostles; on the different approaches of an Italian (Roberto Nobili) and a Portuguese

missionary (Gonçalo Trancoso Fernandes) to South India as a mission field, see Ines G.

Županov, “Aristocratic Analogies and Demotic Descriptions.”
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the fierce competition regarding jurisdiction over local Christians between the

padroadomissions of the Jesuits, such as theMaduraimission, the Propaganda

Fide missions responding directly to Rome, such as the Capuchin missions in

Pondicherry andMadras, and the Jesuitmission to theCarnatic, directly depen-

dent on the French crown. The problem of jurisdiction was closely related to

the question of whether accommodationwas a viable strategy in South India—

Propaganda missionaries in the Tamil region generally thought it was not,

unlike most Jesuits, and they were quite vocal about their opinion.58 The envy

to which Tamburini refers in this letter might indicate the hostility the Society

was facing at that time, and the virulent attacks thatmember of other religious

orders in India, especially the Capuchins, directed against the Society and its

style of evangelization.59 All of this, he claimed, had sprung out of one “head,”

or maybe “fundamental principle,” whose identity is not clear—but this might

be a reference to theMalabar Rites controversy, as the root of all evils befalling

the mission.

Returning to the retreats, the nature of the opposition they faced is further

clarified by the fourth letter that Tamburini wrote on the same day, addressed

to Antonio Dias.60 Tamburini begins this letter by praising the abundant fruits

of the exercises in Rome as well as in the Madurai mission.61 He then men-

tions his concern after learning that Dias had released three decrees to limit

their practice in themission. These decrees, recapitulated in the letter, forbade

missionaries from giving the exercises outside of their residence, giving them

to groups of more than thirty people, and giving them to those people who

had already taken them once.62 Tamburini orders the Provincial to suspend

58 Even though the article by Paolo Aranha (“«Glocal» Conflicts”) complicates this picture

by showing howCapuchins inMadras also adopted accommodationist strategies towards

the local British residents.

59 See especially Aranha, “ ‘Les meilleures causes embarrassent les juges.’ ”

60 Antonio Dias (1666–1726) was twice Superior of the Madurai mission, in 1705 and 1716.

He was also Visitor of the mission, and in this role, he spent many months at Āvūr in

1717. Léon Besse, Catalogus Missionariorum qui in veteri Madurensi Missione laboraverunt

(Trichinopoly: St. Joseph Industrial School Press, 1908), viii–ix.

61 Tamburini’s support of the practice of the exercises is coherent with his “forte zelo per la

propagazione degli Esercizi spirituali” that emerges from other sources; see Capoccia, “La

casa di esercizi,” 163.

62 1.a Nullus Missionariis extra propriam Resid.am tradat exercitia spiritualia: 2.a qui exer-

centur, non excedant numerum 20 aut ad sũmum 30: 3.a Tempore exercitatiorum denuo

adventantes, et ad aliquot dies meditationes audiendo exercitari volentes non admittantur.

Michelangelo Tamburini to the Fr. Provincial of Malabar [Antonio Dias], arsi, Goa 1,

ff. 55r–56r, here 55v.
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them immediately.63 He writes that missionaries are few, and among them,

even fewer have the strength and linguistic abilities to give the exercises; they

should therefore be allowed to travel. Finally, he orders Dias to support the

exercises in all possible ways.64 The issue of conflicting nationalities is never

explicitly mentioned, but Tamburini ends his message with an appeal for har-

mony within the mission. Tamburini was clearly displeased with Dias, as he

would also prove to be with his successor Emanuel de Silva. The sources show

that in 1729 he even attempted to have Bertoldi elected as the new Provincial

of Malabar, but the attempt failed—by then, having an Italian in charge of a

Jesuit Province under Portuguese patronage had become unviable.65

Still, Tamburini’s injunctions were effective with regard to the practice of

retreats. In a letter written the following year, on 21 February 1728, he mentions

learning that Dias had already retracted his decrees.66 In the same letter, he

shares his satisfactionwith the fact that Beschi’s good name had been restored,

and the missionary was finally able to go back to “the place from which he

had been called out,” that is the Madurai mission and more specifically the

Ēlākkuṟicci residence.67 Tamburini expresses similar feelings in another let-

ter, written on the same day to the missionary Louis Noël De Bourzes. He is

relieved that Beschi, after having spent the previous years in theMaravar region

to collect evidence for yet another inquiry related toBrito’s process of canoniza-

tion, had finally been reinstated and put in charge of the Ēlākkuṟicci church.68

Besides his interest in the practice of the exercises, Tamburini’s concern for

Beschi, for his fame and well-being, is remarkable—in Chapter Three we will

explore some of its possible causes.

For the time being, the situation was once again favorable, and the retreats

resumed. In the annual letter of 1730 João Vieira (b. 1695) writes that Beschi

organized a retreat for all the catechists of the Madurai mission, and describes

the daily activities during that retreat as follows:

63 […] æquum duco suspendi, imo interim supersedere (nisi aliud præter dicenda gravius

obstet) ejusmodi ordinationibus. Ibidem.

64 […] injungo, ut omni ope, omniq[ue] studio ubiq[ue] promoveat tam sanctum opus. Ibidem.

65 Information about the process of electing a new Provincial of Malabar after the death of

Emanuel de Silva (including the failed attempt to elect Bertoldi) can be found in arsi, Goa

1, ff. 61–63. The relationship between imperial padroado and Jesuitmissions to South India

(and especially the Madurai mission) is the focus of Chakravarti’s Empire of Apostles.

66 Michelangelo Tamburini to Manuel Machado (21 February 1728), arsi, Goa 1, f. 58r.

67 loco, a quo evocato fuerat. Ibidem.

68 I go back to the documents of the 1726 inquiry in the next chapter, when investigating

their connection with the composition of the Vētaviḷakkam.
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Half of the catechists of the wholeMission, by order of the superiors, met

at Ēlākkuṟicci for the Exercises of our holy Father St. Ignatius. This was

not without great labor for the Father, who had composed for this pur-

pose a skillful, elegant, andpowerful book inTamil—a languagehe knows

very well—that explains in an orderly and methodic way the duties and

obligations of the catechists, so that it was used as a spiritual reading for

eight days. Besides, [the Father] was always and tirelessly present for the

meditations at all hours, either joining in with a loud voice, or explaining

something in the lecture at hand. And to such a great labor corresponded

a proportionate result. Oneman, on the fifth day of the exercises, his voice

broken by sobbing, threw himself at the feet of the Father asking for per-

mission to leave, because, as he himself said, he was unable to bear the

weight of the truths that he had discovered in the meditations. In the

end, everyone purified their soul with a general confession, to the great

consolation of the missionary.69

First, this passage emphasizes once again the strong emotional responses of

the catechists, which will go as far as triggering, as reported in a later section

of this letter, the self-sacrifice of one of those who attended the retreat, a cer-

tain Rayen, who died while enthusiastically curing the sick.70 As we already

noted, by the early eighteenth century, catechists were often described as shar-

ing with the missionaries the desire of sanctification through self-sacrifice.

These descriptions were part of the Jesuit rhetorical move to fashion their con-

verts into saints, but clues scattered throughout the sources also point to acts of

self-fashioning by the catechists themselves, as in the case of Xiluei Nayquen.71

Secondly, when describing themanual used to give the exercises, Vieira is likely

69 Dimidia totius Missionis Catechistarum pars, superiorum iussu in eadem Elacurrichiensi

ecclesia S[ancti] P[atris]N[ostris] Ignatii exercitia obivit, non sinemagnoMissionarii labore,

qui, præterquam quod ad hoc ipsum ea, quam callet, Tamulicæ linguæ peritia, elegantia, ac

efficacia librumcomposuerat, catechistarummunera, ac obligationes ita partite, ac disposite

exponentem, ut per integros octo dies semper lectioni spirituali inserviret, horis omnibus

tum meditationis, cum elata voce contexendo, tum lectionis, aliqua subinde explicando,

semper adfuit indefessus. At laboris tanto par utiq[ue] fructus. Aliquis 5˚ exercitiorum die,

singultibus vocem prohibentibus, ad P[atr]is pedes provolutus abeundi facultatem postula-

bat, eo quod, ut ipse aiebat, agnitarummeditationibus veritatum ponderi ferendo jam esset

impar. Omnes denique cummaximaMissionarii consolatione generali confessione animam

expiarunt. JoãoVieira to Franz Retz (Calpaleam [Kalpāḷaiyam], 18 June 1731), arsi, Goa 54,

ff. 589–596, here 592v.

70 Ibidem.

71 On the relationship between Jesuits and their converts’ saintly self-fashioning, see Župa-

nov, DisputedMission, 195–236.
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referring to the Vētiyaroḻukkam, a book written by Beschi that we will explore

in the next chapter. For our purposes here, simply note how meditations hap-

pened through reading aloud. The catechists who attended these retreats were

expected to have a certain familiarity with literary Tamil, which would allow

them to read—mostly in group lessons, such as the one described here, but

likely in private too—the complex and abundant Catholic literature written by

this time for their edification.

The importance of nurturing literacy and even a certain amount of literary

refinement among the catechists emerges clearly in the annual letter of 1731,

compiled by Beschi. In this letter, the Jesuit laments that few catechists in the

mission could master the intricacies of literary Tamil. In order to remedy this

situation, in the 1730 he opened at Ēlākkuṟicci a school of classical Tamil, in

which the practice of the Spiritual Exercises was paired with rhetorical train-

ing.72 That Tamil literature and erudition could help the spread of Christianity,

asBeschi states almostnonchalantly in this letter, is not a straightforwardpoint.

Chapters Three and Four will be devoted to exploring the exegetical strategies

that allowed this conception to emerge. For now, we should note that this is the

first and last timeBeschimentionshis school of classicalTamil, and also the last

time Jesuit letters openly discuss the practice of the Spiritual Exercises in the

Madurai mission. The great political and social unrest of the 1730s and early

40s in the Tiruchirappalli and Thanjavur areas, paired with the acute phases

of the Malabar Rites controversy, changed the focus of the missionaries’ cor-

respondence. It is not unlikely that the classical Tamil school continued until

1742, when Beschi left Ēlākkuṟicci for Tiruchirappalli, but Jesuit sources do not

mention whether any of these practices and institutions—the Exercises, the

retreats, or the school—continued and spread independently frommissionar-

ies and their efforts.Mapping the circulation of the texts written in this context

might be our only way of addressing this question, a strategy we will explore in

Chapter Six. In the meantime, the next paragraphs will be devoted to teasing

out the articulation of this training project in the 1720s, and its locations.

72 Cum verò hujus in disciplinæ studio ipse pluribus consumptis annis, non litteratus quidem,

sed litterator videar, me tamulico gymnasio præficiunt […] sub finem, pijis Sancti Ignatij

exercitationibus exsecuti, divinis humanisque disciplinis veluti duplici armaturâ fortium

muniti, dimissi sunt. Costanzo Beschi to the General of the Society (Madurai Mission,

4 September 1732), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 597–602, here 600v. We will reflect further on the

school, and on this passage by Beschi, in Chapter Three.
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4 Spiritual Retreats between Italy and India

Many Jesuits contributed to the success of the retreats in the 1720s and early

30s, but the soul of the project was CarloMichele Bertoldi. This missionary has

received little attention so far, probably because the sources about his life are

sparse. Yet they suggest a trajectory that would lead him to become the pro-

moter of new forms of catechist training in Madurai. Born in Valperga, a small

town outside Torino, Bertoldi spent his formative years in the Jesuit Province

of Milan in northern Italy (Provincia Mediolanensis). He joined the Society of

Jesus in 1682 at the age of twenty, and in 1684 we find him in Genova working

as a catechist in the galleys, probably among convicted criminals sentenced to

work at the oar. Two years later he was still in Genova, but in charge of the cat-

echesis in the Church of St. Sixtus. Even after moving to Nice to continue his

studies, hewas tasked to teach the catechism to the youngdisciples of the Jesuit

College. Thus, from the beginning of his career within the Society, Bertoldi’s

role—maybe even his vocation—was to teach the catechism rather than to

work as a professor of Latin or rhetoric, as many of his companions did.73

In 1691, Bertoldi was still studying in Nice, but the following year he moved

to the Brera College in Milan, where he stayed until his departure for India. It

is not clear what his occupation was in Milan—oddly, even though he is listed

among the Jesuits residing there, his profile is nowhere to be found in the Cat-

alogi breves nor in the triennales for those years.74 In 1693, he expressed for the

first time to General Tirso Gonzales (1624–1705) the desire to become a mis-

sionary with a letter that contains many tropes of the indipetæ genre. Bertoldi

hadprobably had the occasion to hear stories about the Indieswhile inGenova,

since it was from that city thatmanymissionaries embarked from Italy towards

Lisbon, and from there to Asia. In 1693 he confessed that he had been nurturing

his missionary vocation for many years, and could not restrain anymore from

expressing his wish that, paraphrasing Ignatius’s Exercises, “when the time of

my death will arrive, I will be able to look back and count many years spent

for the love of God, the salvation of the souls and the glory of the Society in

the missions of the Indies, where my thoughts fly, and lives my desire.”75 For

73 Information from arsi, Med., 3 and 4, Cat. Brev. ProvinciæMediolanensis.

74 This is remarkable, because these catalogs included even the most unremarkable young

Jesuits, and suggests (to me at least) that his status within the Society might have been

unclear during those years.

75 Dio voglia ch’io possa in punto di morte contare molti anni di vita spesi per amore di Dio, e

per salute dell’Anime, e per gloria della Comp[agni]a nelle missioni dell’Indie dove volo col

pensiero, vivo col desiderio. arsi, F.G. Indipetæ, n. 521. This passage is a rephrasing of the
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some time, Gonzales avoided giving a clear answer—missionaries were care-

fully selected among the many Jesuits wishing for the Indies—but eventually

gave his approval. The two men had a final exchange of letters in September

1696,while Bertoldiwaswaiting to leave fromGenova for themission, andGon-

zales granted himpermission to recite the offices of the Blessed Sacrament and

Immaculate conception outside Advent and Lent times once in India.76

Bertoldi reached Goa in 1697 at the relatively old age of 37. After spending

two years on the Fishery Coast working among staunch Catholic Parava fish-

ermen, a common practice to acquaint newcomers with the Tamil context, he

entered the Madurai mission in 1699. The surviving annual letters have little

to say about his first years in the mission. He is mentioned for the first time

in the catalog of 1705, where he is listed among the missionaries ready to take

up administrative roles.77 A few years later, in the annual letter of 1708, Anto-

nio Dias describes him as already in charge of the Āvūr residence, where he

would spend most of his life, and Superior of the mission.78 Yet Bertoldi’s ini-

tial years were marked by two extraordinary events, both of them the result of

deep errors of judgment that would affect the relationship between the Jesuit

mission and the Church for years to come. The name of Bertoldi surfaces in the

documents relating to both these circumstances.

The first was the death of a Jesuit missionary, João Carvalho, in the prisons

of Thanjavur. In 1701, less than two years after joining the Madurai mission,

Bertoldi was one among three Jesuits captured inThanjavur and held prisoners

by the Maratha king Śahājī (r. 1684–1712).79 The reasons for this imprisonment

fourth rule for the distribution of the alms in the Spiritual Exercises: “[341] The Fourth:

Imagining how I will find myself on judgment day, I will think well how at that time I will

wish that I had carried out this office and duty of my ministry […]” Ignatius de Loyola,

The Spiritual Exercises and Selected Works, ed. George E. Ganss (New York and Mahwah:

Paulist Press, 1991), 208. I thank Pierre-Antoine Fabre, who alerted me to this reference.

76 Tirso Gonzales to Carlo Michele Bertoldi (10 September 1696), in arsi, Med. 38, f. 127v.

77 The catalogs of the Malabar Province (from the catalogus primus to the quintus) for the

year 1705 are in arsi Goa 29, ff. 161–169.

78 Antonio Dias to Michelangelo Tamburini (Madurai, 20 July 1709), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 484r–

494v.

79 Thehostility of theMaratha kings toward themissionbecamea topos of missionary letters

from the early eighteenth century onwards, and was mirrored by the criticism and com-

plaints of the missionaries against the Thanjavur rulers. King Ekoji i [Ekojī] (b. 1629), the

firstMaratha ruler, was depicted a tyrant (he tyranno, que nê comD[e]os nemcomos homes

tem lealdade) only concerned with accumulating money. See André Freire to F.G. Gio-

vanni PaoloOliva, AnnuadamissamdeMadurey dos annos 1679 680 e 682 (Cattur [Kāṭṭūr],

25 February 1682), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 401–414, here f. 401v. His successor Shahaji [Śahājī] (r.

1684–1712) was equally despised, but missionaries also noticed, although scornfully, his
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are not clear. According to the missionaries, it was simply the response to an

aggressive anti-Hindu play performed by local Christians in Thanjavur, which

irritated the king.80 According to other sources, including the diaries of the

Venetian self-made doctor and Pondicherry resident Nicolò Manucci (1638-

1717), the persecution had both deep origins and proximate causes. Among the

deep origins,Manucci lists several offenses that French Jesuits had perpetrated

against their Brahmin neighbors in Pondicherry. Offended, those Brahmans

retaliated by asking to their relatives and acquaintances in Thanjavur to ill-

dispose theMaratha king towards themissionariesworking there.81 Among the

three contingent causes identified by Manucci, the most striking is “an impru-

dent act of one of the reverend Jesuit fathers’ native catechists. […] The cate-

chist made so bold as to say several times in addressing the Hindu crowd, that

the father whom they saw and heard speaking their language was the brother

of, and of the same Society as, the Brahman priests of the Christians who dwelt

atTanjor, and consequently those referred towere this one’s brothers,members

of one and the same body or company. Thus they (the Tanjor fathers) must be

Pariahs, for he (the Pondicherry Jesuit), of whom he spoke was reputed such in

the minds of these peoples.”82

The Jesuit explanation andManucci’s analysis point to two different dimen-

sions of the mission. In the first case, the emphasis is on the enthusiasm of

local converts, and on the strength of popular forms of Catholicism. Manucci,

on the other hand, highlights the difficulty for themissionaries to control their

closer collaborators, their catechists. The independence and power of these

men appear as one of the pitfalls of Jesuit accommodation. In this case, they

made it impossible for the missionaries to manage their multiple identities,

passion for the arts: Shahaji gasta o tempo, não sô dedia mas grande parte da noite em ver

danças, e ouvir des cantes de molheres […] Francisco Laynes to F.G. Tirso González, Carta

annua damissão deMaduré do anno de 1701, ajpf, Fond Brotier, vol. 79, ff. 80–88, here 82r.

80 Speak about this imprisonment letters and reports by Francisco Laines (arsi, Goa 53,

ff. 18–19), Simão Carvalho (arsi, Goa 49, ff. 260–264) and Antonio de Barros. See also

Johnzacharias Anthonysamy, “The Foundation of Christianity in the Nayak and Maratha

Kingdom of Thanjavur and the Formation of the Diocese of Thanjavur” (PhD diss., Ponti-

ficia Università della Santa Croce, 2013), 170–171.

81 One (partial) account of the causes of the 1701 persecution is Nicolò Manucci, Storia do

Mogor, orMogul India 1653–1708, vol. 3, transl.William Irvine (London: JohnMurray, 1919),

309–333. According toManucci the Thanjavur persecution was connected with the ongo-

ing hostilities between Brahmans and Jesuits in Pondicherry. The responsibility laymostly

with the Jesuits and their methods of evangelization, which Manucci wittily but harshly

criticized; he was, after all, a good friend of the Capuchins in Pondicherry.

82 Manucci, Storia doMogor, 319–320.
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and their political and social ties with colonial as well as local powers in South

India. In other words, Manucci interpreted the persecution as the result of

a glitch in the carefully woven fabric of Jesuit missionary identities, which

included their conflicting roles as staunchly anti-Brahman in theFrench colony

of Pondicherry, and as Indian holy men in the Tamil inland.83 Unsurprisingly,

the Jesuits chose to mention the first reason when writing to their superior in

Rome.Whatever might be the causes of the arrest, Bertoldi was soon released.

His fellow missionary José Carvalho, on the other hand, died in prison in 1701.

From that moment onward, it was difficult for the missionaries to enter and

evangelize in the kingdom, and especially in the city of Thanjavur.

The second event was the publication of the decree of condemnation of the

Malabar Rites. In 1703, not long after being released from the Thanjavur pris-

ons, Bertoldi was chosen by Laines, the Superior of the mission, to travel to

Pondicherry in order to welcome the Apostolic Legate and Patriarch of Anti-

och Carlo Tomaso Maillard de Tournon (1668–1710), entrusted by the Holy See

to inspect the Asian missions and contribute to the solution of the Chinese

Rites. Bertoldi was selected because he already knew Tournon, probably from

his time at the Jesuit College in Nice.84 In June 1704, before leaving for China,

Tournon issued the decree Inter Graviores, forbidding many of the accommo-

dated practices adopted by the Jesuits in Madurai, including the use of ashes,

ritual baths, and the sacramental segregation of the Dalits. Shockingly, Bertoldi

figured as one of Tournon’s main informants.85 In other words, a missionary

who practiced accommodation, like most of the Jesuits in Madurai, became

an authoritative, although unintentional, source of condemnation of the Jesuit

accommodationist mission. This was clearly a scandal, and Jesuit documents

written in response to the Inter Graviores always tried to downplay the impor-

tance of Bertoldi’s conversations with Tournon, and to stress his ignorance of

the country. Still, the list of the sources used by Tournon for the elaboration

83 On the role of the Jesuits in Pondicherry, see Agmon, A Colonial Affair.

84 Giorgio dell’Oro, “«Oh quantimostri si trovano in questo nuovoMondo venuti d’Europa!».

Vita e vicissitudini di un ecclesiastico piemontese tra Roma e Cina: Carlo TommasoMail-

lard de Tournon (1668–1710),”Annali di storia moderna e contemporanea iv, 4 (1998): 305–

335.

85 The text of the Inter Graviores was included in the papal bull of condemnation of the

Malabar Rites, Omnium Sollicitudinum, first issued in 1744; and reprinted several times,

including in the Bullarium of Pope Benedict xiv, Benedicti xiv Pont[ifex] Opt[imus]

Max[imus] olim Prosperi Cardinalis De Lambertinis, Bullarium. Tom. i, in quo continen-

tur Constitutiones, Epistolae etc. editae ad initio pontificatus usque ad annum mdccxlvi

(Prati: in Typographia Aldina, 1845), 422–425, here 422.
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of his decree clearly includes a ten-page statement signed by Bertoldi. The

contents of the statements are unknown, since the dossier on which Tournon

prepared the Inter Graviores has not been found (we only have the index of

the volume as it existed in the eighteenth century).86 Yet there is no doubt

that Bertoldi, albeit unwillingly, contributed to shaping Tournon’s vision of the

Madurai mission.87

By condemning the practice of accommodation, the publication of the Inter

Graviores shook the foundations of the mission. Jesuits tried for decades to

have it revoked, before it was eventually confirmed by Pope Benedict xiv with

the bull Omnium Sollicitudinum in 1744. Among the immediate andmost vocal

opponents of Tournon’s decree was Francisco Laines, the Superior of the mis-

sion. Laines wrote his lengthy treatise, the Defensio IndicarumMissionum, pre-

cisely in response to the Inter Graviores. In the book, Laines lamented that

Tournon relied onuntrustworthy sources, among themBertoldi, whohad spent

only three years in the mission and could not possibly understand India very

well after such a short time!88 In support of this view, in August 1704—only

two months after the publication of the Inter Graviores—Bertoldi was asked

to testify along with other missionaries in Madurai against Tournon, and in

favor of Laines’ analysis of the strategies necessary for the mission. These wit-

nesses were annexed to the Defensio, together with the sworn statements of

the catechists. But can a ten-page report be canceled by a short statement,

86 The inventory of the documents used by Tournon to write the Inter Graviores, including

the statement by Bertoldi, can be found in apf, sc, Indie Orientali e Cina, Miscellanea 67.

I thank Paolo Aranha for this reference.

87 A new piece of evidence on the interaction between Bertoldi and Tournon was recently

brought to my attention. It is a petition presented by Bertoldi to Tournon, concerning

precisely some of the adapted rites missionaries were compelled to introduce in South

India. Among Bertoldi’s requests in this petition, the most striking one is perhaps that of

burning the bodies of dead Christians (cremandi defunctorum cadavera), thus following

the Hindu tradition; Biblioteca Casanatense di Roma (henceforth bcr), Ms. 1634, f. 1r. It

is not clear how this request related to the concession obtained by Roberto Nobili half

a century earlier to burn the bodies of his Brahman followers (on this issue see Aranha,

“ ‘Les meilleures causes,’ ” 264ff.). Still, the text of this petition points to the fact that when

Bertoldi met Tournon in 1704, he did so as the representative of the accommodationist

mission.

88 E duobusMissionariis a sua Excellentia appellatis, unus nempe P. CarolusMichael Bertoldus

nondum tribus annis in Missione versatus erat; & licet eo tempore non exiguam illarum ter-

rarum notitiam pro sua sagacitate adeptus esset, dubium nullum est, quin adhuc maiorem

deinde comparaturus fit; Missus Puducherium fuerat, non ad res Missionum exponendas,

sed ad salutandum nomine Provinciæ Malabaricæ Illustriss[imum] Patriarcham, cui igno-

tus non erat. Laines, Defensio Indicarvmmissionvm, 273.
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and dismissed as a misunderstanding? Until the dossier of the Inter Graviores

reemerges, questions such as what Bertoldi said to Tournon, or how that con-

tributed to the elaboration of the Inter Graviores, have no real answer. Yet it

seems significant that among all the witnesses in the Defensio, Bertoldi’s state-

ment is the only one that includes a strong conditional clause: “The rites and

customs under examination,” he swore, “are indeed necessary, considering the

current state of things.”89

So, we have aman, used to laboring as a catechist among convicts and young

noblemen alike, who immediately upon joining the mission was thrown first

intoprison, and then into thehands of aCurial prelate likeTournon. It is not dif-

ficult to imagine that hemight have been at a loss, and unable tomanage either

situation. Still, after the complaints that he probably shared with Tournon, he

kept worrying about his faux pas, and never raised his voice again. He spent the

rest of his life in remote residences of theMaduraimission, where he found the

sufferings his young exalted self yearned for, if we can trust a letter he wrote to

Tamburini in 1719 that describes the horrible living conditions of missionaries

and their converts after a famine in the Thanjavur region.90 Notwithstanding

his initial faux pas, Bertoldi cultivated a good relationshipwithTamburini, who

entrusted him with administrative roles over the years—he was Visitor and

Superior of the mission at least twice, in 1708 and 1718. He dedicated most of

his efforts in the late 1710s and in the 1720s to the educational project of the

retreats, in continuity with his activities in Italy.91 He was in charge of the Āvūr

residence for more than twenty years, and became known as Ñāṉappirakāca

Cuvāmi, the name by which converts and catechists always referred to him in

the 1726 inquiry for Brito’s canonization.92

With age came respect and fame of holiness, and the annual letter of 1728

reports that he often performed miraculous healing by the imposition of his

hands, thus winning the veneration of local Christians. During the last years of

his life, Bertoldi became weak and almost blind, and from the 1730s onwards

89 […] affirmo, & iuro in verbo Sacerdotis, prædictos mores, & ritus, considerato statu rerum

præsentium, esse valde necessarios, cùm ad conservandam rem Christianam, tùm ad con-

versionem Gentilium […] Testimony of Bertoldi in Laines, Defensio Indicarvm missionvm,

601.

90 Carlo Michele Bertoldi to Michelangelo Tamburini (Aur [Āvūr], 16 Agosto 1719), arsi Goa

20, ff. 135–136.

91 He is described in the catalogs as having a talent for teaching the catechists: adNeophytos

Madurensis excolandos non vulgari talento pollet, in the Catalogus 2.us SociorumProvinciæ

Malabaricæ anno Domini 1718, arsi Goa 29, ff. 189–190, here 189r.

92 See aav, Cong. Rit. Proc. 1697.
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figure 3 Map of the towns and villages of the Madurai mission along the Kaveri (18th century)

he needed the assistance of another missionary to manage his residence. Gio-

vanni Battista Buttari (1707–1757) helped him during his final years, and took

charge of Āvūr after Bertoldi died on 10 March 1740.93

5 Missionary Strategies and Tamil Locations

Even though Bertoldi traveled widely in the mission to impart the exercises,

the main center for the retreats was his residence at Āvūr. It was at Āvūr and

in the nearby villages in the Kaveri region, Ēlākkuṟicci and Vaṭukarpēṭṭai, that

missionaries developed this spiritual practice into a method for training their

catechists (Figure 3). What exactly made these locations, all of them old mis-

sionary stations, appear to be ideal centers for the development of this train-

ing?Dwelling on this question offers the opportunity to consider the role of the

mission, its institutions and members, in the natural, social and political land-

scape of the Tamil country in the eighteenth century and beyond. Any attempt

to study a process of localization cannot be separated from understanding, if

possible, imagining, the historical locations that were the scene of this process.

So, why andhowdid a remote hamlet such asĀvūr—located twenty kilometers

93 Bertoldi’s death notice is in arsi, Goa 29, f. 242v.
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south of Tirucchirappalli towards Pudukkottai, in the arid territories mostly

inhabited by kaḷḷars—become a center of Tamil Catholicism at the turn of the

eighteenth century?

Some sources claim that it all began in in the seventeenth century, when the

area was under the jurisdiction of the pāḷayakkārar of Pērāmbūr-Kattalūr, in

turndependent on theNāyakas of Madurai.94These rulers first grantedRoberto

Nobili the possibility of evangelizing in the village.95 Yet during the second half

of the century Āvūr was abandoned, if we are to believe the report of Manuel

Rodrigues, then in charge of the residence of Kāntaḷūr. He wrote in the annual

letter of 1682 that, when passing briefly through Āvūr, he had to leave almost

immediately due to the hostility of local kaḷḷars, strongly averse tomissionaries

and to Christians in general.96 The situation began to change in the 1690s, and

definitely improved when the Nāyaka ruler Vijayaraṅka Cokkanāta (r. 1706–

1732) ascended to power after the death of Queen Maṅkammāḷ (r. 1689–1705).

He donated vast territories under his jurisdiction to theToṇṭaimaṉ of Pudukot-

tai, who was then expanding and solidifying his power, and among these terri-

tories was Āvūr, which remained under the mostly benevolent jurisdiction of

the Toṇṭaimaṉ well into the eighteenth century.97

The French Jean-Venance Bouchet (1655–1732) was one of the first mission-

aries to be based at Āvūr, from 1696 until he was transferred to the Carnatic

mission in 1702. He brought to the village the statue of Mary that is still vener-

ated today, and built for her one of the few stone churches of the mission, thus

sanctioning the role of this otherwise remote hamlet as one of the main cen-

ters of Catholicism in the area.98 He also composed several devotional books in

94 The pāḷaiyakkārars, also known in English as poligars, are the little kings who shared the

rule over the Tamil country after the dissolution of the Vijayanagara empire in the sev-

enteenth century, until the British conquest of 1800. This political régime is the subject

of Nicholas Dirks, The Hollow Crown: Ethnohistory of an Indian Kingdom (Ann Arbor: The

University of Michigan Press, 1993); for an historical overview, see esp. 19–107.

95 K.R. Venkatarama Ayyar, AManual of the Pudukottai State. Volume ii, Part ii (Pudukottai:

Sri Brihadamba State Press, 1944), 1020.

96 Annua da missao de Madurey do anni de 1682 pera o nosso R.P. Geral, André Freyre to the

General of the Society (Varugapatti [Vaṭukarpēṭṭai], 14 May 1683), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 415r–

432v.

97 OnVijayaranga Cokkanāta, see R. Sathianathayer, Tamilaham in the 17th Century (Madras:

University of Madras, 1956). The donation of the territories to theToṇṭaimaṉ ismentioned

in the annual letter of 1708 (arsi, Goa 54, ff. 484r–494v). Toṇṭaimaṉ was the name of the

dynasty which ruled over the small kingdom of Pudukottai from the seventeenth to the

twentieth century; they are the focus of Nicholas Dirks’s The Hollow Crown.

98 On Bouchet, see Francis Xavier Clooney, Fr. Bouchet’s India, and Ines G. Županov, “La

science et la démonologie. Les missions des Jésuites français en Inde (xviiie siècle),” in
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Tamil, whichmight have inspiredBertoldi to follow inhis footsteps.99The latter

arrived in the village immediately after Bouchet, and from that time onwards

resided at Āvūr for almost forty years, notwithstanding his frequent travels. In

Āvūr, he survived droughts and famines, and the frequent passages of the sol-

diers mobilized by the campaigns of the Nāyakas and Maratha rulers in those

decades.He cultivated a good relationshipwith theToṇṭaimaṉ, somuch so that

in 1713 Irakunāta Rāya Toṇṭaimaṉ (1686–1730) gave him permission to move

freely around his territories.100 A few years later, after a passing army destroyed

the old church, the center of the village was moved from old to new Āvūr,

roughly a kilometer south of the original location, where Bertoldi’s successor

would build the stone church that survives there until today. By the late 1720s,

Christians from all over the mission would travel to Āvūr to receive the sacra-

ment of Penance, and thanks to Bertoldi’s presence the village went from an

isolated hamlet to being one of the spiritual and administrative centers of the

mission in the early eighteenth century.101 Besides, Āvūr was only two and a

Missions d’évangélisation et circulation des savoirs (xvie–xviiie siècle), ed. Charlotte de

Castelnau-L’Estoile et al. (Madrid: Collection de la Casa de Velázquez, 2011), 401–421. On

the church Bouchet built at Āvūr, see Niekamp, Histoire de la Mission Danoise, vol. 1, 216–

217: La plus considérable, qui est bâtie à Aûr, est de figure octogone; elle a une porte à chaque

face; elle est décorée d’unmagnifique Autel, situé à peu prés aumilieu de la nef. Au-dessus de

l’Autel est placée une statue d’environ trois piés de haut, qui represente l’ image de là Vierge

Marie: & plus bas, d’un côté est l’ image de St. Ignace de Loyola; de l’autre côté est l’ image

de St. Xavier: Vis-à-vis la statue de la Vierge il y a une lampe qui brûle jour & nuit. Ceux qui

viennent de loin pour faire leur dévotion prennent de cette huile & en emportent dans leurs

maisons, dans la pensée que cette huile a une vertu miraculeuse & surnaturelle […]

99 Somedevotional works inTamil attributed to Bouchet—Tarmanaṭakkai, Nallamāraṇam,

Ñāṉa cañcīvi, etc.—have been published by S. Rajamanickam, on the base of paper

manuscripts in the jamp (see the Bibliography). However, they have never been trans-

lated nor critically analyzed.

100 The Pudukottai State Manual tells that the Toṇṭaimaṉ “granted a charter to the Father

at Āvūr promising Christian debtors that sought refuge in the Church there freedom

from arrest.” K.R. Venkatarama Ayyar, A Manual of the Pudukottai State Volume ii, Part i

(Pudukottai: Sri Brihadamba State Press, 1940), 765–766. The patent ismentioned in Louis

Noël de Bourzes to Michelangelo Tamburini, Litteræ Annuæ Missionis Madurensis anni

1713 (Madurai mission, 25 July 1714), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 516r–541v. An anecdote on the conver-

sion of Maturanāyakam Piḷḷai, the ancestor of famous novelist Vētanāyakam Piḷḷai (1826–

1889), throws partial light on Āvūr’s fame in the eighteenth century. After suffering from

rheumatic pains for several days, the godAyyaṉār appeared toMaturanāyakam inadream,

and advised him to go to Āvūr. He did so, prayed in the village church, and talked with

the missionary there (either Bertoldi or one of his successors) who helped him to relieve

his pain. Positively impressed by the efficacy of Catholicism, Maturanāyakam converted

(Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm of Words, 171–172).

101 As emerges from the documents of the 1726 inquiry on Brito, preserved in aav, many cat-
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half days by foot from the Jesuit residences in the Maravar region. So, during

the decades immediately after themartyrdomof João de Brito, when the socio-

political situation in theMaravar was hostile to themissionaries, it served as an

administrative center for that region too.102

The importance of this village within the mission, combined with its isola-

tion, contributed to preserve local Catholic architecture and monuments dur-

ing the times of turmoil and war in the eighteenth century and beyond. The

location of old Āvūr, where Bouchet had erected his church andwhere Bertoldi

initially resided, is still marked by a graveyard with the tombs of five Jesuits,

nowadays surrounded by paddy fields. Locals claim that the very first Jesuit

priest of Āvūr, Fr. Luís deMello, is buried there. At the center of newĀvūr is the

church built in the mid-eighteenth century by Fr. Tommasini and Fr. Homem,

Bertoldi’s successors, and inside this building is the much-venerated statue of

Periyanāyaki mātā, installed at Āvūr by Bouchet and, according to local folk-

lore, named Periyanāyaki by Costanzo Beschi himself.103 In front of the church,

safely stored within a tall stone building, is probably themost ancient, and cer-

tainly themost beautiful Christian ritual chariot (tēr) of Tamil Nadu (Figure 4).

This was built in the mid-eighteenth century, and later enriched with intricate

wooden decorations representing the fight of angels and demons when, after

the suppression of the Society of Jesus, the Parish of Āvūr was administered

by a so-called “Goan priest” Periya Rāyappā (in charge from 1798 to 1818).104

Finally, not too far away from the church is the cemetery called Nantavaṉam,

where nine priests are buried, including Bertoldi and his successors Homen

echists as well as regular Christians traveled to Āvūr annually to receive the sacrament of

penance from Bertoldi, aka Ñāṉappirakāca Cuvāmi.

102 The close distance and ease of travel between Āvūr and theMaravar region emerge in var-

ious private letters of Fr. Giovanni Battista Buttari to his brothers and sisters, preserved in

arsi, Op. nn. 128 i–ii.

103 Local stories and a description of the monuments still standing at Āvūr are collected in

two publications by Antōṇi Ṭivōṭṭa, one in English and one inTamil, printed and available

in loco: Āvūr kōvil carittiram, and The History of Avoor Parish, The Ancient Mission Station.

The veneration of Mary as Periyanāyaki is particularly connected to Beschi, at least in pop-

ular culture; the church of Kōṉāṉkuppam is dedicated to Periyanāyaki and people claim

that the statue now inside the church was brought to the village by Beschi himself (more

on this legend in the next chapter, in connection with Ēlākkuṟicci).

104 This information, contained in the two pamphlets cited in the previous footnote, is

derived from the palm-leaf historical records of this church, which I could not access but

must still be in the possession of the Parish priest and the parishioners at Āvūr. These

manuscript sources are cited in Léon Besse, LaMission duMaduré. Historique de ses Pan-

gous (Trichinopoly: Imprimerie de la Mission Catholique, 1914), 95–117. The tēr, and the

chariot procession at Āvūr have been studied in Joanne PunzoWaghorne, “Chariots of the
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figure 4 Detail of the decorations on the chariot (tēr) at Āvūr

photo by the author

and Buttari. Their tombs are in fact mandapa structures, and represent one of

the few still-standing examples of the Dravidian style of architecture applied

to Catholic religious buildings (Figure 5). They are simple, but together with

a small number of other buildings in the same style, let us infer that Catholic

architecture in the eighteenth centurywas at least partially adapted to the local

context of themission.The catechistswouldwalk along thesedusty streets, dot-

ted with humble monuments in the shade of tall trees, during the breaks from

the spiritual exercises that would prepare them to go and preach in the other

villages of the Tamil country, to make them into many other Āvūrs.

Less central to the administrative life of the mission, the villages of Ēlāk-

kuṟicci and Vaṭukarpēṭṭai, where Bertoldi’s collaborators, especially Beschi,

organized retreats starting from 1719, were equally important Catholic centers.

In the period under consideration these three locations—Āvūr, Ēlākkuṟicci,

and Vaṭukarpēṭṭai—shared some features that made them ideal for hosting

the retreats for the catechists. First, they were safe spaces where missionar-

ies enjoyed a certain amount of protection from local rulers, the Toṇṭaimaṉ of

God/s: Riding the Line between Hindu and Christian,” in Popular Christianity in India: Rit-

ing between the Lines, eds Selva J. Raj and Corinne G. Dempsey (Albany: State University

of New York Press, 2002), 11–38.
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figure 5 The tomb where Bertoldi is allegedly buried in the Nantavaṉam cemetery at Āvūr

photo by the author

Pudukottai and the pāḷayakkārar of Ariyalūr, directly ruling over Ēlākkuṟicci.105

This was partially the result of a larger policy of mild support to the missionar-

ies that characterized the Nāyakas of Madurai, by then residing at Tiruchirap-

palli, under whose jurisdiction these two local kings were ultimately placed.106

Indeed, in Madurai Nāyaka territories, churches were able in the course of

the seventeenth century to enter local networks of patronage, and we know

from the annual catalogs that by the end of the century many local missions

and residences survived financially largely on the basis of donations from

local Christians and non-Christians alike.107 In other words, Christians were

105 The pāḷaiyakkārar of Ariyalur certainly patronized poets in the nineteenth century (see

Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm of Words, 131–132); but the role of this small court in the

eighteenth century is not well known. Some information on this small kingdom can be

found in the account of the Uṭaiyārpāḷayam ruler in A. Vadivelu, The Aristocracy of South-

ern India, vol. 2 (Delhi: Mittal Publications, 1984), 195–243.

106 It might be appropriate to recall here that it was the Madurai Nāyaka Kriṣṇappa ii who

in 1595 first invited the Jesuits to establish a mission at his court, then still in Madurai.

From that moment onwards, and notwithstanding occasional conflicts, these rulers were

generally more favorable to Jesuits than other local dynasties, especially the Bhonsle of

Thanjavur, who were extremely hostile to Christianity and its colonial implications in the

eighteenth century.

107 There are three locations where these donations were recorded, following Tamil usages,

on stones or copper plates: Ēlākkuṟicci, Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi and Carukaṇi. Augustine

Saulière, in Red Sand, 485, mentions that the church at Ōriyūr was also given to the

missionaries as a carvamāṉiyam. I analyze the Ēlākkuṟicci donation in the next chap-
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established social players in those regions, and the catechists were relatively

safe to meet and work there.

These villages were further located close to the border of the Thanjavur

kingdom, which after 1715 was completely inaccessible to missionaries due

to the hostility of the Maratha kings.108 As a result, the city and the sur-

rounding region were evangelized solely by catechists. Supporting and con-

trolling the Christians of that region thus became critical, even more so after

the establishment in 1706 of the first Lutheran mission in the coastal town

of Taraṅkampāṭi, better known as Tranquebar, in the early eighteenth cen-

tury. Soon after Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg (1682–1719) and his fellow mission-

ary Heinrich Plütschau (1676–1752) reached the town, they began to preach

and convert precisely in the territories of the Thanjavur kingdom, with the

help of a large number of catechists and collaborators they recruited over the

years. Ziegenbalg had already opened a school for his catechists in Tranque-

bar in 1716, and even though we do not know the curriculum and organiza-

tion of this school, it seems hardly a coincidence that Jesuits began organiz-

ing their retreats less than two years afterwards.109 The competition between

Jesuits and Lutherans was aggravated by the fact that the main conversion

target of Lutheran missionaries and catechists was, at least in the beginning,

Tamil Catholics. Even the catechists recruited by the Lutherans were often

Catholic catechists who decided to embrace Lutheranism, as in the case of

Rajanayakkan, oneof the crucial figures topromoteProtestantism inThanjavur

in those years.110

ter; the Carukaṇi copper plate is lost (it still existed in 1881, when it was mentioned in

the account on the The Cramam of Sarugani now in jamp 217/278, 7–8) but a copy of

the grant is now preserved in jamp 220/66. A partial transcription of this grant is in

Mosse, The Saint in the Banyan Tree, 41–42. A transcription of the Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi

inscription is included in Robert Caldwell, A Political and General History of the District

of Tinnevelly, in the Presidency of Madras, from the Earlierst Period to its Cession to the

English Government in a.d1801 (Madras: E. Keys, and the Government Press, 1881), 236–

237.

108 The Maratha kings’ hostility led to the persecutions of Christians, and to the imprison-

ment and death of José Carvalho in 1701 (see notes 79 and 80 above). After a period of

relative calm, the conflict resurfaced again in 1715 when Christianity was finally banned

from the kingdom.

109 See Liebau, Cultural Encounters, 111–112.

110 On Rajanayakkan, see A.R. Venkatachalapathy, The Province of the Book: Scholars, Scribes

and Scribblers in Colonial Tamil Nadu (New Delhi: Permanent Black, 2012), 213–214; and

Liebau, Cultural Encounters, 304–310. Several letters written by Rajanayakkan in 1728 for

the Lutheranmissionary Benjamin Schultze (1689–1760) are copied in Schultze’s diary for

that year in cul, ms spck/E2/1/1b.
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Neither Catholic nor Protestant missionaries could enter Thanjavur, but

their catechists could, and they did. They engaged in fierce spiritual battles

that often became rather tangible too. The reports of Lutherans and Jesuits

alike talk about threats, fires, and bitter conflicts, sometimes involving mem-

bers of the same family, in case some individuals decided to turn Protestant

without bringing their entire family with them. Jesuits were immensely pre-

occupied by the situation, which was as much a local as a global clash of

two faiths and the worldviews they brought with them. Indeed, Protestants

brought to South India forms of modernity—such as diary-writing, the print-

ing press, public schools, the predilection for vernacular rather than classical

languages—that were not part of Jesuit and Catholic culture in India.111 The

distance between Jesuits and Lutherans at this moment is well exemplified by

their contrasting attitudes towards the printing press, and the copious litera-

ture they wrote against each other, which circulated in completely different

ways. Despite their early attempts to introduce printing in Tamil, by the early

eighteenth century the Jesuits exclusively relied on Tamil traditional modes of

textual transmission, and they wrote and circulated their Tamil texts on palm

leaves, though they had occasional access to paper.112 Protestants, on the other

hand, beganprinting anddistributing extensively from the early 1700s onwards.

I will explore some implications of these choices in Chapter Four. Certainly, a

crucial strategy for opposing the Lutherans was to train good catechists, who

would be firm in their faith, spiritually aware of the risks of the Protestant

“heresy,” and endowedwith the theological and literary knowledgenecessary to

oppose Lutheran catechists. The retreats partially fulfilled this need, and their

locations at Āvūr, Ēlākkuṟicci, andVaṭukarpēṭṭaimade it so that themissionary

had an army of saintly warriors on the sidelines, ready to be thrown against the

Lutherans in the battlefield of Thanjavur.113

111 The literature on Protestant modernity in India is extensive; particularly interesting with

regard to textual practices is Hephzibah Israel, Religious Transactions in Colonial South

India. Language, Translation, and the Making of Protestant Identity (New York: Palgrave

Macmillan, 2011).

112 On the Jesuit press, see Bellary Shamanna Kesavan, History of Printing and Publishing in

India, vol. 1; and S. Rajamanickam sj, “Padre Henriques, the Father of the Tamil Press,” in

Proceedings of the Second International Conference Seminar of Tamil Studies, vol. ii, ed. Ron

Asher (Madras: International Association of Tamil research, 1917), 520–527.

113 The ferocious debates and the competition between Roman Catholic and Lutheran cat-

echists in the territories of Thanjavur are well portrayed in the letters sent by the cate-

chist Rajanayakkan to Schultze in 1728 (these are in cul, ms spck/E2/1/1b; the dossier is

unpaginated). In his first letter, Rajanayakkan describes his theological arguments with

a Catholic catechist who convinced Rajanayakkan to offer him a copy of the Tamil Bible,

only to burn it as a heretical book after the Lutheran catechist left. In the second letter that
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Finally, these locations were in the northern part of the mission, relatively

close to and easily in contact with Pondicherry. Even though the Madurai mis-

sion always remained under Portuguese padroado, by the early eighteenth

century Portuguese imperial control over their South Indian territories was

seriously undermined. The Dutch East India company controlled most of the

coastal cities once belonging to the Portuguese crown, and their favor towards

the Jesuits was fluctuating.114 The Catholic power on whichmissionaries relied

was the French crown, which was based in the colonial town of Pondicherry

and, at least until the Carnatic wars in the mid-eighteenth century, had great

hopes to increase its influence in the region. The French king also directly

sponsored one Jesuit mission to the Telugu-speaking territories of the Car-

natic, which was in many respects an offspring of the Madurai mission.115

Missionaries in Madurai often traveled to Pondicherry, and the importance of

this town further increased when Tournon published his decree there.116 The

ensuing controversy on the Malabar Rites developed mostly in Pondicherry,

where Jesuits had to articulate a compromise between their different roles

as accommodated local savants, priests of the colony, and counselors to the

reached Schultze on 27 of January 1728, Rajanayakkan wrote: Accordingly the [Catholic]

Catechists, being come toTanshaur, call’d the People together, and led themaway toElakurid-

shi.Where the Priest acquainted them that Rajanajakken was turn’d heretic; and ask’d them,

if they thought that Right? They reply’d, what wou’d you have us to do in it? The Priest made

Answer: if Rajanajakken wou’d come to me, I wou’d give him a Fitting Reception; but since he

abstains from so Doing, I leave him to Your Discretion. One of them saying, I will knock this

Rajanajakkan down. The Priest reply’d, But if you shou’d Chance to kill him, it will raise up

an Evil Report against us. (Non Credendo Credite. Believe it if you can) [Ed. This is a note of

Schultze, who translated the letter]. After this Intercourse, the People return’d to Tanshaur;

and at the Instigation of the Catechist N., Several of the Inhabitants out of those EighteenVil-

lages assembled, and went in a Body to Sinneien-paleam, the Village where I live, and offer’d

many Insults to my Parents, as also to demolish my House. But Some of Every Rank amongst

the Inhabitants of Sinneien-paleamprevented their carrying theirOutrage to suchanHeight.

The Priest mentioned in this remarkable passage is clearly Beschi.

114 See for instance Achilles Meersman, “The Catholic Church in Tranquebar and Tanjore

During the Formative Years of the Lutheran Mission,” ichr 1, 2 (1967): 93–112 for some

observations on the situation in Tranquebar.

115 To date, there is no comprehensive monograph on the Carnatic mission apart from the

introductory work by S. Joe Sebastian,The Jesuit CarnaticMission: A Foundation of Andhra

Church (Jesuit Province Society, 2004). Articles that focus on different aspects of this mis-

sionary enterprise are Murr, “Le conditions d’émergence” (on the relationship between

Jesuit missionaries and French orientalism); Županov, “La science et la démonologie.”

116 And vice versa, French missionaries who would go on to work in Pondicherry or in the

French Jesuit mission to the Carnatic would often get trained at Āvūr (see Besse, La Mis-

sion duMaduré, 95–97).
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French crown. In this context, their enemies accused themissionaries of allow-

ing pagan practices among their converts, and of double standards, as not-so-

subtly implied by NicolòManucci in his analysis of the Thanjavur persecutions

mentioned before. The vicinity of Pondicherry and the movement of people,

things, and information between this city and the missionary outposts in the

Kaveri region created a situation in which such opponents could easily gather

(and manipulate) information. Thus, missionaries had to lead their local com-

munities while also avoiding the spread of dangerous information, be it real

or fictitious, regarding the mission. In this context, training the catechists was

a crucial way of creating agents who could control the local, independent cir-

culation of Catholicism. As we shall see in the next chapter, catechists made

sure that local Christians would not relapse from Christianity into paganism

or, even worse, create their own synthesis between the two.

∵
In conclusion, we can now imagine the historical process of constitution and

organization of the catechists as a spiritual and social élite as centered around

a man and his collaborators, around a place, and a practice. Carlo Michele

Bertoldi began to give the Spiritual Exercises to his catechists atĀvūr in the early

eighteenth century, because his own training led him to do so. He introduced

the exercises as a way to shape and control his catechist’s thoughts and actions,

at a moment when their identity and role was becoming more important and

surfacing in multiple ways, including the early phases of Brito’s canonization

process. The exercises also helped the catechists to solidify their Catholic iden-

tity in opposition to Lutheran pressures at the time.This experiment took place

at Āvūr, which became at this very time a center of Catholicism in the region.

These spiritual practices were the first steps in the direction of training the

eyes andhearts of the catechists to readoldHindupoetrywithout faltering, and

new Christian poetry with devotion. Little by little, these men were fashioned

but also self-fashioned into an audience for Tamil Catholic literature written

by the missionaries, and into an army of potential Tamil Catholic poets. At the

turn of the eighteenth century, their voices remain almost invisible, hard to

recover, just whispers in the archive. By the end of the century, we find many

Catholic intellectuals reading, writing, and discussing Catholicism and its liter-

ature all over the Tamil region. Chapter Six will explore that later phase, which

is however unthinkable without the first steps taken a century earlier in the

context of the retreats. But what did the catechists do, exactly, during these

retreats?What types of exerciseswere undertaken?Whatwere thewords,men-

tal images, and sounds that surrounded them during this experience? The next
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chapter will address these questions, and read closely the texts written for the

spiritual retreats of this time. In a way, this philological strategy will mirror the

eighteenth-century practices of the exercises, becausewewill see that, over the

decades in the context of theMadurai mission, the dialogic nature of the Exer-

ciseswas transformed into a logic of reading.
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chapter 2

Tamil Manuals for Catholic Selves

In articulating the relationships between missionaries and catechists that we

explored in the previous chapter, didactic and devotional literature was key.

This chapter is devoted precisely to the exploration of three Tamil manuals

written by the missionaries for the retreats and the spiritual education of the

catechists in the decade when these were first introduced, between the 1720s

and 1730s. They are the Ñāṉamuyaṟci, “Spiritual Exercises,” Vētiyaroḻukkam,

“Discipline for the catechists,” andVētaviḷakkam “Illustration of the scriptures.”

These texts are in prose, but they go well beyond the writing attempts of the

previous century.1 Adopting a more refined literary style, they accommodate

for the first time a wide range of topics beyond the theological and the cat-

echetical, including historical narratives, sociological reflections and analysis

of emotions. Indeed, at least Beschi conceived of his prose as belonging to the

realm of literature, as wewill see in Chapter Fourwhen analyzing his grammat-

ical works.2 More central for our discussion here, the new topics are mobilized

in most of these works to record in writing the spiritual instructions that were

part of the conversation between the director and the catechists during the

retreats. In other words, the texts are inherently dialogical, addressing directly

their readers, and engaging them in textualized conversations.3

Such conversations really took place during the retreat at Āvūr that started

in 1718, traveling from the page or the palm leaf into the mouths and hearts of

the catechists, through the loud reading of the three texts listed above among

1 On earlier missionary prose in Tamil, see the Introduction. The role of missionary literature

in the birth of prose in Tamil has been sometimes overly stressed, especially by Catholic

scholars, as in Rajamanickam,The First Oriental Scholar; a more balanced discussion is Kamil

Zvelebil, Tamil Literature, vol. 10.1, A History of Indian Literature, ed. Jan Gonda (Wiesbaden:

Harrassowitz, 1974), 231–239. More recently, Sascha Ebeling has mapped the birth of literary

prose, especially the genre of the novel, in Colonizing the Realm of Words; and David Shulman

has analyzed the emergence of Tamil prose in connection with previous narrative literature,

and issues of literary realism, in Tamil: A Biography, 255–269.

2 See Chapter Four, especially pages 189–190.

3 On the historical processes of transformation of the exercises into a textual practice, see

Pierre-Antoine Fabre and Patrick Goujon, “The Spiritual Exercises in the Development of

the Society of Jesus,”The Acquaviva Project: Claudio Acquaviva’s Generalate (1581–1615) and the

Emergence of Modern Catholicism, eds Pierre-Antoine Fabre and Flavio Rurale (Boston: Insti-

tute of Jesuit Sources.), 29–42; Patrick Goujon, Les politiques de l’âme. Direction spirituelle et

Jésuites français à l’ époque moderne (Paris: Classique Garnier, 2019).

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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groups of retreatants led by a Jesuit. Because they were embodied in such a

way, these texts go far beyond the ventriloquism often attributed to Jesuit texts

of this time.4 These manuals did not speak in name of the catechists, but gave

them the very words through which they then could speak. In this regard, the

early eighteenth-century textual production is rather unique. There is only

one other spiritual manual, written in the seventeenth century and usually

attributed toNobili,which is knownunder the title of Ñāṉōpatēcam: irupatteṭṭu

piracaṅkaṅkaḷ, “Catechism in twenty-eight sermons.” This text was apparently

composed for the education of the catechists, and was quoted in the literature

we are about to explore.5 Yet this type of literature expanded exponentially

with the organization of the retreats, which offered a new site and newmodes

of reading. Linking the social, spiritual, and literary aspects of this enterprise,

the chapter shows that training catechists and élite Tamil converts to become

Catholic individuals relied heavily on transforming them into readers of this

new type of spiritual and dialogic literature.

This chapter also shows how, through reading and interiorizing the spiri-

tual conversations in these manuals, and through living the experience of the

retreats, catechists entered into a closer relationship with the mission and the

Church. This allowed for a transfer of spiritual charisma and social author-

ity from the missionaries to their catechists, which is either instantiated or

described in the textswewill read. Jesuits were few at this time, as Imentioned.

So, catechists had the task of preaching, catechizing, and managing the ritual,

spiritual, and social life of Catholic communities throughout the Tamil coun-

try.They alsohealed andperformedmiracles, thanks to thepowers theyderived

from their special affiliation with the mission and the Church. Yet the fact that

these laymen were the face, hands, and voice of Catholicism locally created a

certain amount of preoccupation among the Jesuits, who tried to control and

discipline themwhile at the same time imparting themwith the authority com-

ing with their occupation. These tensions and negotiations are at the heart of

the texts to which we now turn.

1 Creating a Catholic Self: The Ñāṉamuyaṟci

Even though the Jesuit letters do not mention the Tamil text used to give the

Spiritual Exercises at Āvūr, only one text containing Ignatian meditations from

4 On the alleged ventriloquism of Jesuit sources, see Ginzburg, “Alien Voices.”

5 This catechism by Nobili was cited by Beschi in his Vētiyaroḻukkam, as we will explore in a

moment; it was edited by S. Rajamanickam in 1965 (see Bibliography).
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the 1730s has survived. This is the Ñāṉamuyaṟci (henceforth nm), whose title

means precisely “spiritual exercises,” and which is furthermore attributed to

Bertoldi by various sources.6 The nm was first printed in 1843 in Pondicherry,

and the title page of this edition identifies the author as priest Ñāṉappirakācar

Cuvāmiyār from Āvūr, which was Bertoldi’s Tamil name.7 A palm-leaf manu-

script copied in 1825 by a certainCañcīvi, grandsonof the catechist of Kaṟaiyāṉ-

paṭṭi, also attributes the text to him.8 Finally, as early as 1730 an oldmanuscript

copy of the nm was sent to Paris, where it is still preserved, and shows that the

book existed and was in use precisely in the period of Bertoldi’s initial exper-

iments with the Spiritual Exercises.9 While the structure, sections, and topics

of the nm are the same across the available copies, there are also important

variations. For now, and in short, I think that the work of the first editors of the

nm in the nineteenth century is mostly reliable with regard to contents. How-

6 There is at least another book of meditations based on the Spiritual Exercises and written

in the eighteenth century, the Ñāṉattiyāṉaṅkaḷ. I agree with Besse (“La Pratique des Exerci-

ces”) that this is likely the work of missionary Giacomo Tommaso de’ Rossi, an important yet

forgotten Jesuit who was a prolific Tamil author.

7 Ñāṉamuyaṟci, 5.While the title page gives the author as Ñāṉappirakāca Cuvāmiyār, the intro-

duction refers to himasÑāṉappirakācaNātar. ÑāṉappirakācaCuvāmiyārwasBertoldi’sTamil

name, as proven by theminutes of the interrogation of the 1726 inquiry regarding Brito’s can-

onization (recorded in the original Tamil) where Christian witnesses called him that (aav,

Cong. Rit. Proc. 1697). See also Besse, “La Pratique des Exercices”. In principle, I accept the

attributionof thenm tohim, even though I think the textwas probably a collective enterprise.

For instance, both the language and the images in the book remind at times of those used by

Beschi in some of his prose work and in his poetry, sometimes strikingly so (as I show later

in this section). Yet there are also clues that Bertoldi conceived of its general structure, and

indeed the places where he worked in Italy—Genova, Nice, Milan—were important centers

for the organization of exercises for lay people. Considering how the nm was likely used by

different missionaries to give the exercises during the retreats of 1718–1719, including Beschi,

onemight envision a scenario in which the text was enlarged and polished over time by all of

them, even though Bertoldi had the original idea of the work.

8 The colophon further specifies that Cancīvi, grandson of the catechist of Kaṟaiyāṉpaṭṭi

Cavarimuttā Piḷḷai, copied the book for Lācaru, son of Ñāṉappirakācam Piḷḷai, and finished

doing so on the nineteenth day of themonth ofmārkaḻi in 1825. jamp, uncataloged palm-leaf

manuscript, f. 164v.

9 The text is still in the archives of the BnF as Indien 463. The old catalog of the library refers to

this manuscript as belonging to the Fonds ancien (n. xxiv) and gives it the date of 1750. The

date is unjustified, and probably wrong, because the Ñāṉamuyaṟci (spelled Gnana moarchi,

“livre pour donner la retraitte spirituelle”) is listed among the books sent by the Jesuits to the

abbé Bignon, librarian of the Royal Library in Paris, in 1730. Memoire des Livres Malabares et

Talanga envoyés en France par les Pères Jésuites de Pondichéry pour etre mis a la Bibliothèque

du Roy, BnF, naf 5442, ff. 5–6.
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ever, themep fatherswho ran theMission Press updated the language and style

of the text, as they did with much of the eighteenth-century devotional Tamil

literature they published in that period.10 Therefore in this section, I read the

1843 printed version to illustrate the structure and overall themes of the nm,

and give a general idea of the contents of the work. Yet I use a critically edited

passage to propose a closer reading that also considers language and style, and

add some remarks on the editorial process in the footnotes for thosewhomight

be interested.

At a first glance, it appears immediately that the nm is not a translation,

literal or otherwise, of Ignatius’ Spiritual Exercises. It is rather a book of medi-

tations inspired by the Exercises butmeant to be read by the retreatants, unlike

Ignatius’ text, meant for the priest giving the exercises.11 Moreover, the nm is

not a simple set of instructions for mental activities, but develops such activi-

ties on the page for the reader, andmimics the imaginative work that originally

happened through real conversation by means of a language rich in questions

and similes. In both respects, the nm is part of a global body of retreatmanuals

written in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, whenmembers

of Society of Jesus began to give the exercises to lay people, first in Europe,

then inAsia and SouthAmerica.12 Thesemanualsweremeant to be read during

retreats of varying lengths, and the topics of meditationwere usually those sug-

gested by Ignatius for practitioners of the first week. The nm follows a similar

model, and includes Ignatianmeditation on thenature of Hell and sin, together

with other topics more catechetical in aim, like particular and final judgment.

It is organized in seventy-six short sermons or meditations (uṇarttutal), which

are in turn divided into twenty-four exercises (muyaṟci). The retreatants med-

itated three times a day, as Bertoldi described in one of his letters, so the cate-

chists must have worked their way through three exercises a day, each of them

comprising three different topics of reflection.13 We know from the annual

10 See the Introduction for a discussion of such issues connected to sources and archives.

11 The same subversion of the model—with the reader being the retreatant instead of the

priest—can be traced to some French manuals for the exercises, and was adopted in in

China too. For an overview of both contexts, see Standaert, “The Spiritual Exercises,” 91–

93.

12 For the beginning of this movement in Europe, see Ignacio Iparraguirre, Historia de los

Ejercicios de San Ignacio, vol. 3, Evolucion en Europa durante el siglo xvii (Roma: ihsi,

1973). Standaert, “The Spiritual Exercises,” is a useful starting point to reflect on the sit-

uation outside of Europe; it contains an account of the practice of Spiritual Exercises in

the seventeenth and eighteenth-century mission to China, and of the accompanying lit-

erature in Chinese.

13 Since each of the 24 exercises (muyaṟci) is divided into three meditations, I initially
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letter of 1730 that these were read aloud by a group of catechists, and the mis-

sionary joined in every now and then with some explanations; so the retreats

were still not based on individual reading, a practice whose beginnings are dif-

ficult to map in South India.14

Bertoldi was certainly familiar with the existing body of retreat literature,

especially with the manuals produced in Italy in the decade just before his

departure. Among the texts that circulated in Italy in the late seventeenth cen-

tury, the nm shows analogies especially with the structure and the arguments

laid out in Carlo Ambrogio Cattaneo’s Esercizi Spirituali di Sant’Ignazio. Catta-

neo (1645–1705) was a Jesuit preacher and professor of rhetoric whowrote a set

of meditations based on the first week of the Exercises to be used during the

retreats for lay people he organized in Milan.15 These retreats were extremely

popular in the late seventeenth century, so much so that Cattaneo’s medi-

tations were collected and published posthumously by his students.16 Even

though the publication happened after Bertoldi’s departure for India, both

Jesuits lived in theCollege of Brera during the years 1693–1696. At that timeCat-

taneo had already begun to organize his retreats, and Bertoldi must have had

the chance to get acquainted with his argumentation and style.17 The first few

exercises of the nm closely mirror the organization of subject matter in Catta-

neo’s Esercizi, and there are even precise parallels between the two texts. Take,

for instance, the second point of the first meditation, which in both books is a

thought that the retreats would also last 24 days. I later realized from the letters that the

one-month retreats were based onmore than one text. So, considering that the letter talks

about three exercises per day (and not three meditations), and that catechists were after

all lay people, it is most likely that the nm was used for eight-day exercises. The introduc-

tion to the other book of Ignatian exerciseswritten in this centurymentions explicitly that

Christians should go through the full book once a year over eight days (Ñāṉattiyāṉaṅkaḷ,

3–4).

14 The history of reading in premodern India—silent or otherwise—is yet to be written,

and the role of Catholic practices almost completely unexplored. Still, the works by

R. Venkathachalapathy on the colonial period, such as “Reading Practices and Modes of

Reading in Colonial Tamil Nadu,” Studies in History 10, 2 (1994): 273–290, offer valuable

insights into Tamil reading practices in the earlier period too.

15 For an outline of Cattaneo’s life and works, see Gino Benzoni, “Carlo Ambrogio Cattaneo,”

in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 22 (Roma: Istituto dell’Enciclopedia Italiana,

1979).

16 The work was first printed on the basis of his notes in Venice in 1726, after Cattaneo’s

death. In the chapter, I use a later edition: Carlo Ambrogio Cattaneo, Esercizi Spirituali

di S. Ignazio (Venezia: Tipografia Emiliana, 1892).

17 The catalogs of the Society show thatBertoldiwas inBrera (Coll. Braydensis) in those years.

Cfr. arsi Med. 60, Cat.trien. 1693–1696, ff. 35v and 81r.
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reflection on God as final cause. Cattaneo begins the sections by asking: “God

didnot create you for your own sake, but for his sake. By creating you, hewanted

to have a son who would love and obey him; he wanted a servant who would

serve him. Do you understand? Ad hunc finem, ut DominumDeum suum laudet

ac revereatur. Don’t you owe this filial service to him, for many reasons?”18 In

exactly the same position within his text, Bertoldi mentions howman was cre-

ated to pray, obey, andworshipGod “like a slave obeys the orders of his lord, like

a son respects his father, like the subjects behave according to the ordinances

of their king.”19

Similar to Cattaneo’s Esercizi, and unlike other theological texts composed

by missionaries in Tamil, the nm is not weighed down by citations from the

gospels or the Church fathers. While such references do occur occasionally,

they mostly include examples, and the text seeks to elicit the understand-

ing, imagination, and emotional response of the readers by speaking to them

as directly as possible. Each meditation opens and closes with questions, for

instance, often in the first person—“is this liberation, or is this Hell?”, “Shall I

risk suffering in the fire of Hell for all eternity?”, and so on. This is typical of

the genre of the retreat manual. The other main rhetorical strategy in the text

is the frequent use of comparisons and similes, and it is precisely on this ter-

rain that the context of production of the text—theMadurai mission—begins

to emerge. For instance, to describe the crowded nature of Hell, Bertoldi writes

that people gathered there are “like a collection of sesame seeds in the oil press,

squeezed and crushed by the spinning of the plank; like coconut fibers, inter-

twined without interval; like creepers closely entangled, like straws of paddy

tied very firmly together, like thorns pressed and tied to other thorns.”20 These

similes clearly draw upon aspects of daily life in Tamil Nadu that were famil-

18 Cattaneo, Esercizi Spirituali, 12: Dio non ti ha creato per te, ma per sè. Creandoti ha voluto

farsi un figlio, perchè lo ubbidisca e lo ami: un servitore perchè lo serva. Intendi? Ad hunc

finem, ut DominumDeum suum laudet ac revereatur. E questa figlial servitù non la devi a lui

per tanti titoli?

19 Ñāṉamuyaṟci i, 2: taṉṉāṇṭavaṉukku aṭimaiy ēval ceykiṟāp pōlēyum, takappaṉārai peṟṟapiḷ-

ḷai caṅkikkiṟāp pōlēyum, irācāvukkup payantu avaṉ kaṟpittapaṭip piracaikaḷ naṭakkiṟāp

pōlēyum. For ease of identification of these citations across editions (see Bibliography),

I give the exercise (muyaṟci) in Roman numbers, and the meditation (uṇarttutal) in Ara-

bic numbers. For these shorter citations, I rely on the 1843 editionwith some insights from

Indien 463. The long passages from Ñāṉamuyaṟci xx, 3 that I analyze below, is critically

edited on the basis of the 1843 edition, Indien 463, and the uncataloged manuscript in

jamp.

20 Ñāṉamuyaṟci xi, 3: cekkiliṭṭa eḷḷu nerukkup palakai cuṟṟiyāṭukaiyil nacuṅki aṭarumāp pōlē-

yuṅ, katampai tirikkappaṭā niṟkaiyiṟ curuṅkumāp pōlēyuṅ, koṭiyāṉatu maṟukkaiyiṟ ciṟuku-
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iar to Bertoldi’s readers; later in the text, before arguing for the importance of

meditating upon death in order to gain amiddle ground for right discernment,

Bertoldi brings intoplay local examples of misperception: “If one tries to under-

stand what an elephant, a temple tower, or a mountain is by looking from afar,

the elephant will look like an ant, the temple tower like a straw, and themoun-

tain like an ant-hill.”

These analogies, while faithful to the spirit of Ignatius, contribute to the new

association of Catholic truths with the landscape of South India in the early

eighteenth century. The association works in two directions: on the one hand,

in the pages of the nm the Tamil landscape seems to speak the language of

Catholicism, and the nature surrounding the catechists is taken as revealing

universal Catholic truths. On the other hand, the nm itself trains and “Chris-

tianizes” the eyes of the catechists to look at the Tamil landscape as a code

to be deciphered according to Catholic truths. Yet, the text not only brings

into being for the catechists a Christianized natural environment, it also con-

tributes to the creation of a new textual environment. This is achieved through

frequent intertextual references to Tamil proverbs, passages from the Tirukku-

ṟaḷ, and sometimes to other Catholic texts in Tamil, written in different genres.

For example, in the eighth meditation of the nm we read: “If you want to go

fromTiruchirappalli to Kanchipuram, but you donot go north and instead start

walking towards the south, youwill never approach and reachKanchipuramby

taking just one step back, will you not? Similarly, if you abandon the path of lib-

eration and proceed on the road that leads to Hell, will you ever be saved?”21 In

this passage, the path to salvation is compared to the roads of the Tamil coun-

try on which catechists often had to travel in order to reach their communities.

At the same time, a very similar image is used by Saint Joseph to argue with an

opponent in the twenty-ninth chapter of theTēmpāvaṇi, Beschi’s epic poemon

the life of Joseph, and a crucial text for the education of the catechists that we

will explore at length in Chapter Five:

“When someone who intends [to reach] a country lying in the west but

has taken the wrong way, and gone towards the north for many days,

māp pōlēyum, vaikkōlāṉa tiṟukaviṟuka vicikkaiyilē neruṅkumāp pōlēyum, muḷḷukaḷ piṇitta

muḷḷukaḷōṭu oṭuṅkumāp pōlēyum […]

21 Ñāṉamuyaṟci viii, 3: nī tiruccirāppaḷḷiyiliruntu kāñcipurattukkup pōkavēṇṭumāṉāl vaṭat-

icai viṭṭut teṉticai nōkki naṭantāl orukkāluṅ kāñcipurattai aṇṭavum piṉvāṅki orē tāvuta-

lāṟ cellavumāṭṭāyallō? appaṭiyirukka mōkṣattiṟkup pōkum vaḻiyai viṭṭu narakattiṟ celuttu

mārkkattiloḻutiṉāṟ karaiyēṟuvāyō?
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hears: ‘This is not the way,’ yet he is not ready to abandon the initial road,

anddoesn’t follow the easternpath shown tohim—canwe sayhe is awise

person?” asked Joseph.22

Whenacatechist readandmeditatedupon thequestion in thenm,his thoughts

probably connected Tamil roads with ideas of liberation, and also with this

verse, that he could easily memorize and re-use during Sunday sermons or

while instructing the Christians entrusted to his care. In other words, insofar as

the nmwas part of a wider Catholic literary corpus, it mirrors these other texts,

as well as the local geographical and social environment, in multiple ways and

directions.23

Still another context is subtly implied by the selection of the topics in

the text. The initial two thirds of the nm include a series of meditations on

sins, death, and on the nature (iyalpu), darkness (iruḷ), thronging (nerukkam),

stench (pūti), (bad) company (tuṇai), hunger (paci), thirst (tākam), pestilence

(nōy), and fire (neruppu) that characterize Hell.24 These topics were suggested

by Ignatius for the first week of the Exercises, and they are present in most

retreatmanuals, but the emphasis given to them in thenmcreates a remarkable

symmetry between the beginning of the book, dedicated to meditating upon

Hell, sin, and death, and its last meditations focusing on the body after res-

urrection and the powers that Christians will obtain in Heaven. The intended

symmetry between the two sections is shown by the fact that they both end

with a special meditation, meditating, respectively, on Hell and Heaven. The

theological underpinning of the second part is Aquinas’ Summa Theologiæ, as

expected from Jesuit theology of this period, and the emphasis on the body

is also not new in the missionary context in India and elsewhere. And yet

the placement of this topic as the culmination of a course of Ignatian medi-

ations, together with the emphasis of the nm on immortality in connection

with a powerful resurrected body, points to the cultural and religious context

22 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 5: kuṭakku nēr vaikun tēyaṅ kuṇittaṉar ceppa māṟi | vaṭakkunēr neṭunāḷ

cella vaḻi at’ aṉṟ’ eṉṟu kēṭkiṟ | ṟuṭakkunēr taṭaṅ cellātāṟ ṟuyar alāṟ kāṭṭikiṉṟa | kiṭakkunēr neṟi

cellārō keḷviyar eṉṟāṉ cūcai.

23 I take reflexivity in a slightly technical sense here, as proposed by A.K. Ramanujan,

“WhenMirrors areWindows:Towards anAnthology of Reflections,”TheCollectedEssays of

A.K. Ramanujan, ed. Vinay Dharwadker (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2004) 6–33,

and as an indication that the nm was part of an inter-connected Catholic literary cor-

pus.

24 This is a rather long elaboration of the fifth exercise described by Ignatius, which is amed-

itation on the nature of Hell (Loyola, The Spiritual Exercises, 141–142).
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in which the text was written. More specifically, it points to the competition

between Christianity and coeval yogic concerns over the body and its sanc-

tification, as they were expressed in Tamil by the saint-poets knowns as sid-

dhas (cittar), whose poems were often cited by Nobili in the early seventeenth

century.25 Aside for these famous poets, in the village of early modern Tamil

Nadu the men called siddhas were mostly performers, healers, and magicians.

As specialists of daily and almost mundane aspects of the sacred connected

with the body, these local siddhas were also important competitors for the

missionaries, to whom Tamils attributed exceptional powers to heal and exor-

cise.26

And so, the description of the body in thenm repeatedlymobilizes a vocabu-

lary that resonateswith that of both siddha poets and siddhahealers, especially

with regard to the powers (citti) of the resurrected body, for instance in the sen-

tence: “Among theboons enjoyedby thebodies of the virtuouspeople, themain

ones are impassibility (aṭcayam), subtleness (cūṭcam), agility (ilaku) and light

(oṇmai).”27 This list of four powers is translated literally fromAquinas’ Summa,

but it also echoes siddha ideas regarding the subtle body (nuṇṇuṭal) and the

divine light (oḷi) traversing it.28 The choice of verb in the sentence—cittikkum,

from the same root that creates the words citti, “power,” and cittar—is a signal

of this analogy, indeed a “trigger” or keyword.29 The competition with siddhas

25 See Margherita Trento, “The Theater of Accommodation: Strategies for Legitimizing the

ChristianMessageinMadurai (c. 1610),” in The Acquaviva Project: Claudio Acquaviva’s Gen-

eralate (1581–1615) and the Emergence of Modern Catholicism, eds Pierre-Antoine Fabre

and Flavio Rurale (Boston: Institute of Jesuit Sources, Boston College, 2017), 109–127; and

Anand Amaladass, “The Writing Catechism and Translation Strategies of Three Jesuits

in South India: Henrique Henriques, Roberto de Nobili and Joseph Beschi,” in Translat-

ing Catechisms, Translating Cultures: The Expansion of Catholicism in the Early Modern

World, eds Antje Flüchter and Rouven Wirbser (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2017), 170–

194.

26 On Catholics, healing, and exorcism in Tamil Nadu see Sébastia, Les rondes de saint

Antoine, for an anthropological approach; and Ines Županov, “Conversion, Illness and

Possession: Catholic Missionary Healing in Early Modern South Asia,” in Divins remèdes.

Médecine et religion en Asie du Sud, eds Ines G. Županov and Caterina Guenzi (Paris: Édi-

tion de l'ehess, 2008), 263–300, for the historical role of Jesuit missionaries.

27 Ñāṉamuyaṟci xx, 1: nallār uṭam piṟkeytuvatāya varaṅkaḷuḷ vicēṣamāy oṇmai cūṭcam ilaku

aṭcayam ivai nāṉkuñ cittikkum.

28 The second part of the Ñāṉamuyaṟci summarizes Summa Theologiæ, iii, Suppl.Illæ, 82–

85. Even the Tamil vocabulary used by Bertoldi is a direct translation of Thomas’ Latin in

these four quæstiones: aṭcayam is impassibilitas, cūṭcam is subtilitas, ilaku is agilitas, and

oṇmai is claritas.

29 For a general introduction to the philosophy and literature of Tamil siddhas, see Kamil

Zevelebil, The Poets of the Powers (London: Rider and Company, 1973).
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and with yogic approaches to the body also constitutes the background of the

meditation on immortality (cākāmai), where the nm describes in ironic terms

failed attempts at increasing the life of this mortal body through mutually

contradicting techniques. Consider to the following passage from this medi-

tation:30

The gift of immortality consists in the life principle never abandoning the

body at any time. Because this boon alone is the undying source of enjoy-

ment of all fortunes connectedwith good virtues, this is called everlasting

life, that is, liberation (mōkṣam), according to the authority of the Bible

(vētam). People on earth, however, believe that there is nothing beyond

their own interests, desires, and pleasures—which are greater than the

earth they inhabit—anddonot subordinate all theirworks to goodmorals

30 Ñāṉamuyaṟci xx, 3: cākāmaiy eṉkiṟa varamāvat’ uyir orukkālum uṭampiṉ nīṅkāmaiy āku-

mē. ivvaram oṉṟē naṉmai ellāvaṟṟaiyun taḻuviya celvam aṉaittum iṉpaṅkaḷukku vaṟṟāt’ūṟ-

ṟumākaiyāl vētappiramāṇattilēmōkṣamāṉatu cattacīviyam eṉṟu kūṟappaṭṭatu. pārmicaiy-

ōrkaḷ tāmvāḻuñ cukattiṉummikka kaṇittalumviḻaittalum iṉittalumoṉṟum illai yeṉpavaṟṟai

paṟṟi yellāttoḻilkaḷaiyum oḻukkattukkup piṉvāṅkuvārum illai. uyiraik keṭuppatāy paci ṉōy

kuḷir veppam īram ulartal eṉṟu collappaṭṭa viparītamikutiyai nīkkum poruṭṭāṉa māḷikaiy

eṉṟum, vastira pōcaṉam ēṉam aviḻtam eṉṟum, ārōkkiyattaiy ōmpum uṟaipatiy eṉṟum, veku

cañcalatt’ uṭaṉē tēṭuvār makkaḷ. āṉāṟ ṟāñ cākāvaṇṇam ettaṉai varuntiṉālum vāṇāṭkaḷaic

curukki varuttuvar allāmal avaṟṟai nīṭṭavumāṭṭār. at’ ēṉ eṉṟāl uyiraip pēṇutalai nōkkiyav

upāyaṅkaḷ tāṉē yēṟṟakkuṟaittalākak koṇṭu vuṭampiṉaik keṭuttu vīviṉaip payakkum. paṭṭap

piṟaiyācam ivvākkaik kākātatiṉāl iḷaippāṟutal naṉṟ’ eṉpar. viṉaip paṭāmaiyiṉ pāramum

istūlamu mikāvaṇṇan toḻilkaḷaic ceyvar. maṉṉuyir acaiyāmaiyiṉ aḻiyāta paṭikk’ iyaṅku-

talāl ulāvā niṟpar. iyaṅkutalāl iḷaippu varal ōṇṇāt’eṉṟ’ acaiyār. uṇṭi mikutiyāl acīraṇam

piṟakkum eṉṟu payant’ ilaṅkaṇattaik kāppar. ilaṅkaṇattāṟ palavīṉam ākaiyā ṉiṟaiyap po-

cippar. tuyil ākum eṉṟ’ eṇṇiy uṟaṅkuvar. tuyilāṉ maṭiy eytutalāṟ cākaraṇamāy viḻippar.

avviccai yāṅkāram avā viḻaivu veṟupp’ eṉṉappaṭṭa pañcakkilēcattāṉu makiḻci tukka mac-

can tuṇivunaṉmai tiṉmaiy eṉpavaṟṟāṉum iṟutayamvirintuñ curuṅkiyumaṉameḻumpiyum

aṭintum ivvākkai pelattu melintum uyirai yōmpuvāṉ ṟoḻil aṉṟō? vaḻiviṟ kaṭumait taṉam ākic

cāviṟk’okkum. it’ aṉṟiyē iṟakkuṅ kālam eppaṭiyāṉālum varumēy eṉṟ’ aṟintatiṉāl māytaṟkup

payamē viḷivukku mikka tiṉmaiy eṉpatām. muttip pēṟu peṟṟārkaṇ ikkūṟiya turitaṅkaḷum

viparītaṅkaḷum ovvāk kiṟuttiyaṅkaḷum illātatiṉā ṉiṟaiy uyir uḷḷa celvattaiy eytuvar. ātalāl

vētapiramāṇattil eḻutiyavāṟē aṉal cītam vātañ caḷi puṉal āyācam viṭa maruntu paci tākam

narai tirai piṇi kēta mītūṟutal payam vekuḷi paṭaiy eṉṟum ivai mutaliya tīṅkukaḷ vīṭṭiṉkaṇ

ṇilaṉātalāṉ mōkṣattār vacciravākkaiyar ākiyum aḻiv’ iṉṟiy orē taṉmai yāka ennayattaiyuṅ

kāntu vāḻvārāmē. it’ ippaṭi yirukkaiyiṉ maṇṇulakil aḷav’ iṟanta cañcalattaiy uṭaiyav uyir

meyyoṉṟutalaip pēṇuvār makkaḷ. celvam ellāvaṟṟaiyu niṟainta cīviyattaik kaṉamāka matit-

tut tēṭa vēṇṭāmō? I use a critically edited version of this passage, based on BnF Indien 481,

pp. 136–137, as well as the 1843 edition and the uncataloguedmanuscript in jamp. The edi-

tion being still a work in progress, which I hope to publish separately, I use the edited text

here without the apparatus.
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(oḻukkam). Thinking that a housemight help them to keep away themany

afflictions that spoil life, such as excess of hunger, sickness, cold, heat,

wetness or dryness; and wishing for clothes, food, utensils, medicines, as

well as for a way to preserve their well-being, people pursue all these with

great anxiety. But, independently from how much they strive in order to

avoid death, (in doing so) they suffer and decrease the days of their life,

rather than increasing them.The reason is that themeans of nurturing life

themselves wear away and spoil the body, and result in death. Because

extreme efforts are not good for the body, it is well-known that resting

from them is good. Yet some people, in order to prevent the body from

becoming heavy and fat by not doing any work, will engage in activities.

For [their] spirit not to be destroyed by lack of movement, they will keep

moving andwalking around. But then, because they cannot get any rest as

they are [always] moving, they will stop moving altogether! Fearing that

because of the excess of food theymight get indigestion, theywill observe

fasting. But then, because they get weak due to fasting, they will eat a

lot! Thinking that sleep is good, they will sleep. But then, because they

sleep (toomuch), they become sluggish andkeep awake!The task of those

who seek to increase life is to control as the heart contracts and expands,

the mind falls and rises, the body weakens and strengthens respectively

as a result of the five afflictions known as desire, egotism, lust, avarice,

and hatred, and of happiness, grief, fear, courage, goodness, softness, and

love—isn’t it so? But this task has the nature of being enslaved to death

and therefore is the same as death. Besides, the fear of death that comes

fromtheknowledge that death is inevitable is overpowering,more so than

death itself. Among those who have reached Heaven, the sufferings, trou-

bles, and inconsistent behaviors I just mentioned are not present, and

therefore they will obtain the wealth of a full life. Moreover, as it is writ-

ten in the Bible, because in Heaven there are no evils (tīṅku)—such as

heat, cold, wind, chillness, fatigue, flood, poisons, hunger and thirst, old

age (grey hair andwrinkles), attachments and afflictions, obsessions, fear,

rage, hate—liberatedpeople, as they live inHeaven (vīṭu) andhave a body

of diamond (vacciravākkai), never perish, and enjoy all goodness without

variation in their nature. Things are this way, and yet people care somuch

about their bodily life that brings about endless sorrows! Shouldn’t they

reckon a life filled with all fortunes more important, and seek it?

Note how this text is far removed from the verbose theological prose that char-

acterized Nobili’s works, as we have seen in the introduction. The nm always

strives for brevity, and uses long lists as a rhetorical device to make a point—
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when it mentions all the ways in whichmen can suffer in this life, for instance,

this would have reminded the retreatants of the pains of Hell they had med-

itated upon in the previous days. Indeed, the central section of this passage,

which makes fun of people who attempt different methods to improve their

bodily life, such asmoving, immobility, and fasting, is almost elliptical. Certain

formal features of the text suggest the possibility that the missionary or cat-

echist in charge would have recited it by accompanying it with gestures. The

short sentences of the nm, combined with the colloquial and dialogic style,

make more sense when one imagines the text read out loud, with pauses and

emphasis. By contrast, Beschi’s own prose texts, to which we will soon turn our

attention, have a much more “literary” flow.

This passage is relevant to our discussion because it stages the competition

between twomodels of sanctity and immortality—theCatholic embracing ver-

sus the yogic rejection of death. It criticizes first of all the belief that mortal

bodies can be perfected and made immortal, by describing clumsy and fail-

ing human attempts at making life in this finite body longer, more stable and

pleasant. This is a flawed logic that brings about death, claims Bertoldi, with

no exceptions. On the one hand, nurturing the body forces one to delve in

material life, and on the other hand, if material comfort is rejected and the

body neglected, body and soul suffer, and death nevertheless arrives. Eternal

life, the text tells us between the lines, is qualitatively different frommortal life

and therefore cannot be achieved by means that are dependent on our mortal

body. Immortality can only exist in Heaven, and never on earth. The passage is

therefore a critique of generic yogic and siddha ideas of the body and immor-

tality, in favor of an orthodox Catholic view. Yet, the vocabulary referring to the

condition of the immortal body after resurrection weaves into the text a par-

allel, more nuanced approach. By describing a body without defects (tīṅkukaḷ

vīṭṭiṉkaṇ nilaṉātal), and diamond-natured (vacciravākkai), the text once again

gestures towards siddha descriptions of bodies that have attained powers.

In conclusion, then, this as well as the other passages we analyzed that focus

on the sanctified, immortal body, show how the practice of retreats was used

both to instill and to discipline the desire of self-sanctification in the catechists.

It is not by chance that most of the letters we mentioned in the beginning

include stories of catechists who, after taking the Exercises, began perform-

ing miracles, often underwent persecution, and gave up their life for the faith.

In 1730, for example, immediately after the end of the retreat, the catechist

Rayen (Rāyaṉ) lost his life while enthusiastically curing those who had been

infected by a pestilential disease at Ēlākkuṟicci, while being sick himself. Even-

tually he healed, but then a fever killed him. While Beschi mourned him, he

also admired his willingness to self-sacrifice, a trait that was also characteris-
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tic of the missionary vocation.31 From Beschi’s point of view, Rayen’s sacrifice

was a wondrous sign of the all-pervading holiness of theMadurai mission. One

wonders, however, what Rayen’s fellow catechists thought—were they able to

rejoice, like Beschi? Did they feel urged towards the imitatio of Rayen, and ulti-

mately of Christ? Or did the loss of a companion instill in them feelings of

doom, and sorrow? In many respects, while at this time the figure of the cat-

echist begins to be superimposed on the figure of the missionary, especially

with regard to self-sanctification, the nm shows the deep tensions underlying

this process. For one, it shows one fundamental difference betweenmissionar-

ies and their catechists. These had to be reminded that themodel of sanctity to

which they needed to aspire was different from those available locally, and that

they should rejoice in death—because unlike the siddhas, their reward did not

include a powerful body in this life, but a perfect one in the afterlife.

2 Disciplining the Catholic Self: The Vētiyaroḻukkam

The Ñāṉamuyaṟci allowed us a glimpse into the way retreats equipped the cat-

echists with tools to understand both their bodies and their souls in Christian

terms. It was not, however, the only text used in that context. In the annual

letter he wrote after the Exercises resumed in 1730, Vieira mentions another

manual for the catechists that explained in detail their occupation, the duties

and privileges connected to it. This text is titled Vētiyaroḻukkam, “Instruction

for the catechists” (henceforth vo). It was written by Beschi, and has been

immensely popular since the nineteenth century among Catholics and Protes-

tants alike, if we consider the number of reprints in the last three hundred

years.32 The vo is written in the sophisticated register that is Beschi’s signature

31 Accensi porro exercitiis fervoris signa deinceps extitere non pauca. Catechista quidamRâyen

nomine, consuetamproofficiomoribundis opemallaturus, pestilentiali, ac contagiosomorbo

minime territus obstantibus necquiquam cognatis, ac amicis, vitæ prodigus in apertum se

dedit discrimen: dumq[ue] per aliquot dies, totus in adjuvandis incumbit ægrotis, eâdem

correctus, febri lætus occubuit nobilis victima charitatis […] João Vieira to Franz Retz (Cal-

paleam [Kalpāḷaiyam], 18 June 1731), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 589–596, here 592v.

32 A list of the editions of this text is to be found in the Bibliography. Probably because of the

great number of printed editions available, not many manuscripts have been preserved. I

was able to consult a manuscript in goml, which is a paper copy of an older palm-leaf

manuscript made by Gopalakrishnan in 1953, but was far too brittle to be used exten-

sively. To the best of my knowledge, all the palm-leaf copies in goml have been lost or

misplaced. The only palm-leaf manuscript of this text I consulted is in theWeston Library

(wl) at Oxford, Ms. Tam. b. 62, but I did not use it systematically. In this section, I use and

refer to the page number of the Mission Press edition of 1934.
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prose, and its twenty chapters contain frequent citations from the gospels, the

Church fathers, and the lives of the saints. Unlike theÑāṉamuyaṟci, it addresses

the psychological and social dynamics involved in the catechist occupation

rather than the contents of the Christian faith. In other words, this manual

does not teach how to feel and think like a good Christian, but how to behave

like one. It has often been printed together with a short list of eight instruc-

tions on how a catechist should behave towards God, his own self, his family,

the missionaries, the Church, non-believers, and people in extreme need, as

well as in times of difficulty. The short introductory paragraph to these instruc-

tions claims that they summarize the contents of the whole vo, and should be

repeated daily—in a way, they too are spiritual exercises, to be performed in

themidst of everyday life.33 Finally, the set of literary tools connected to the vo

also includes a set of prayers and proverbs, called Ñāṉacūttiraṅkaḷ, that were

never printed but offer a good entry point into the specific vocabulary and the

narrative construed by Beschi in this set of works:

4. A catechist (upatēci) without compassion—a cloud without water.

5. A catechist (upatēci) without learning—a businessman without

capital.

6. A catechist (upatēci) without virtues—a dancer without legs.

7. Learning and virtue are the catechist’s (vētiyar) two hands.34

These aphorisms insist on some of the qualities foundational to catechist iden-

tity and describe them by association with classical Tamil images; for example,

the cloud is the standard metaphor for generosity. The seventh verse, with its

pairing of virtue (aṟam) and learning (kalvi), mirrors what Beschi wished for

the school of classical Tamil he opened in 1730 to achieve, namely to equip the

catechist with the knowledge of humanities aswell as theology (divinis human-

isque disciplinis). The Tamil words chosen by Beschi to translate those ideas—

aṟam and kalvi—are very important ethical concepts explored at length in the

Tirukkuṟaḷ, a Tamil classical text Beschi knew well and cited often. Even the

word oḻukkam in the title of the vo refers to a concept, sometimes translated

as “decorum”, explored at length in theTirukkuṟaḷ.35 The insistence on learning

33 Vētiyaroḻukkam, 173.

34 4. tayaiy illāv upatēci—taṇṇīr illā mēkam 5. kalvi yillāv upatēci—mutalillā vāṇikaṇ [sic]

6. puṇṇiya millāv upatēci—kālilāk kūttaṉ 7. kalviyum aṟamum vētiyarkk’ irukai. Ñāṉacūt-

tiraṅkaḷ, goml R 4425, f. 1r. In the manuscript, the set of prayers constitutes a second

appendix to the vo after the Vētiyar oḻukkac cōtaṉai.

35 The thirteenthdecadeof Tirukkuṟaḷ is on oḻukkamuṭaimai, thepossessionof decorum. See

George Uglow Pope, Tiruvaḷḷuvanāyaṉār aruḷicceyta tirukkuṟaḷ. The Sacred Kurral of Tiru-
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here opens up a perspective on the catechists that will be the theme of the next

chapter. More importantly right now, these aphorisms refer to catechists with

the two different words in use at that time: upatēci, by far the most common,

and vētiyar. The word vētiyar to indicate the catechists was first introduced by

Beschi precisely in the vo, and is the keystone onwhich thewhole book hinges,

aswell as the social and literary project it articulates. The essence of this project

appears already in the incipit of the vo:

Because teaching the scriptures (vētam) is one among the six occupations

prescribed for men of high birth, i.e., Brahmans, they are called vētiyar.

However, as this name is derived from the occupation, it would be cor-

rect to call vētiyar anyone who performs that occupation, irrespective of

the class into which they were born. Therefore, both the gurus (i.e., mis-

sionaries) who teach the Veda, and the catechists who are sent to preach

the insights of the guru’s Veda, should be called vētiyar.36

Beschi continues by saying that he has nothing to teach to the missionaries,

who already know so much, so the book will be for those vētiyar who are cat-

echists. These first few sentences are extremely dense and illuminate many

aspects of the process of rethinking and institutionalizing the occupation of

the catechists involved in the choice of renaming them vētiyar. First of all,

this noun refers to one among the six occupations traditionally attributed to

Brahmans already by the first commentators of the Tolkāppiyam, the oldest

grammar of Tamil, and included in most later grammars including Beschi’s

own Toṉṉūlviḷakkam. The context of this list as it appears in the grammars

is the classification of the elements (kaṟu) that belong to the different land-

scapes (tiṇai) of Tamil poetry.37 Therefore, the reference to this background

immediately positions the vo and the catechists it addresses, and for whom

it was written, within a Tamil scholarly classification of the world. Already in

the classical grammars, this was a classification that cut across the boundaries

valluva Nayanar, with introduction, grammar, translation, notes, lexicon and concordance

(inwhich are reprinted Fr. Beschi’s and F.W. Ellis versions) (NewDelhi andChennai: Asian

Educational Service, 2003), 20–21.

36 Vētiyaroḻukkam, 1:mēṟkulamaṉitarkkuriya āṟu toḻilkaḷil vētattaip potittal oṉṟākaiyil mēṟku-

lattōrai vētiyar eṉpar. āyiṉumippeyar toḻiṟ peyarāṉapaṭiyāl, antat toḻilaic ceypavaryāvarum

ekkulattiṟ piṟantārāyiṉum vētiyareṉṉappatuvatu niyāmāmē. ākaiyāl vētattaip pōtikkuṅ ku-

rukkaḷum, ivarkaḷiṭamāka vēta uṇarccikaḷaic colla aṉuppappaṭṭa upatēcikaḷum vētiyar

eṉṉappaṭuvārkaḷ.

37 Beschi, for instance, talks about these occupations in sutra 183 of his grammar Toṉṉūlvi-

ḷakkam; both the grammar and this sutra more specifically will be analyzed in detail in

Chapter Four.
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between the subjectmatter of poetry and the structuring of society, an ambigu-

ity that Beschi understood andmastered, as will become clearer when reading

his grammar Toṉṉūlviḷakkam in the next chapter.

The incipit of the vo also shows right away that Beschi has the intention to

reform this vision of the world, beginning with a completely different under-

standing of toḻil, occupation. For him, at least theoretically, being a catechist

was a matter of choice and had little to do with social status at birth. In fact,

becoming a catechist and a vētiyar could enhance the social standing of the

people chosen for this task. The possibility of this reform hinged, at least par-

tially, on the re-signification of the word vētam that had taken place in the

context of Tamil Catholicism. In the early seventeenth century the founder of

the Madurai mission, Roberto Nobili, had borrowed the word vētam to refer to

the complex networks of meanings, including the Christian holy book, i.e., the

Bible, the Christian revelation, and the doctrine of the Church.38 This resigni-

fication had been made possible in turn by the opening up of this word in the

context of Tamil devotion already in the first millennium, when the literary

works of Śaiva and Vaiṣṇava poets and devotees such as Nammāḻvar began to

be identified as Tamil Vedas.39 In this passage, Beschi fully exploited the poly-

semy of the word vētam and its social consequences.

Finally, and most importantly, the use of the noun vētiyar indicates that the

work of the catechists was chiefly that of teaching the vētam (albeit in its new

Christian meaning) and that implied an assimilation to the highest spheres

of Indian social hierarchy. Traditionally, spiritual teaching was considered an

occupation reserved for Brahmans and the title of vētiyar was used only for

38 The issue of translation and re-signification of words in the Christian missionary con-

text has received much attention; the classic study of the Tamil case is Bror Tiliander,

Christian and Hindu Terminology: A Study in Their Mutual Relations with Special Reference

to the Tamil Area (Uppsala: Antikvariat Thomas Andersson, 1974). On the word Veda in

the Christian-Tamil context, see also M. Thomas Thangaraj, “The Bible as Veda. Biblical

Hermeneutics in Tamil Christianity,” in Vernacular Hermeneutics, Bible and Postcolonial-

ism series, vol. 2, ed. R.S. Sugirtharajah (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 133–143.

39 On the development of Tamil devotional paths towards salvation, with a special empha-

sis on the idea of a Tamil Veda, see John Carman and Vasudha Narayan, The Tamil Veda:

Pillan’s Interpretation of the Tiruvaymoli (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989); and

Vasudha Narayan, The Vernacular Veda: Revelation, Recitation and Ritual (Columbia: Uni-

versity of South Carolina Press, 1994). Similar issues of translation and resignification of

Tamil words in aMuslim context are analyzed in Torsten Tschacher, “Commenting Trans-

lation: Concepts and Practices of Translation in Islamic Tamil Literature,” in Translation

in Asia: Theories, Practices, Histories, eds Ronit Ricci and Jan van der Putten (Manchester:

St. Jerome Publishing, 2011) 27–44; and Torsten Tschacher, “Can ‘Om’ be an Islamic Term?

Translations, Encounters, and Islamic Discourse in Vernacular South Asia,” South Asian

History and Culture 5, 2 (2014): 195–211.
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them. In the eighteenth century, many social and spiritual realities challenged

this privilege, and precisely in this century the Kaveri delta region saw the birth

and flourishing of Śaiva non-Brahmanical monastic institutions that became

important centers of learning. Beschi’s definition of the role of the catechist

must be read against this background as part of amore general tendency of cer-

tain castes, especially Vellalas, to become protagonists of spiritual and cultural

life in these centuries.40 As we saw at the beginning of this chapter, Catholic

catechists did use the spiritual andmaterial capital that came with their job to

establish their leading role, and the role of their families, within the commu-

nity.

Yet in this incipit, precisely because of their role as teachers, catechists are

not only assimilated to Brahmans but also to missionaries, as attested by fact

that the name vētiyar could apply to all these figures. So, the definition needs

to be further understood in relation to the evolving missionary understanding

of Indian hierarchies. Jesuits in the seventeenth century, starting with Nobili,

sawBrahmans as scholars and teachers.Throughout the century they fashioned

themselves as Brahmans, and this was an important part of the construction of

their identity as spiritual teachers. Yet by the late seventeenth century,mission-

aries had abandoned their claims to Brahmanical status, and actually sawBrah-

mans as theirmost bitter enemies. They fashioned themselves as non-Brahman

religious leaders instead, and called themselves paṇṭāracāmi, from paṇṭāram,

a word indicating a religious mendicant as well as, in the early modern period,

the leader of non-Brahmanical monastic institution.41 In this new guise, their

claims to purity and true revelation (vētam) were analogous to the claims of

non-Brahman, mostly Śaiva Vellala teachers of this period.42 Catechists who

40 Among the very few English works on the non-Brahmanical Śaiva institutions that devel-

oped in the Kaveri delta region from the sixteenth century onwards are Kathleen Iva

Koppedrayer, “The Sacred Presence of the Guru: The Velala Lineages of Tiruvavatutu-

rai, Dharmapuram, and Tiruppanantal” (PhD diss., McMaster University, 1990); Ead., “The

‘Varṇāśramacandrikā’ and the ‘Śūdra’s’ Right to Preceptorhood: The Social Background of

a Philosophical Debate in Late Medieval South India,” Journal of Indian Philosophy 19, 3

(1991): 297–314.

41 On the role of imitatio in the missionary context, and on the first Jesuit paṇṭāracāmi, see

Ananya Chakravarti, “TheMany faces of Baltasar da Costa: Imitatio and Accommodatio in

the Seventeenth Century Madurai Mission,”Etnográfica 18, 1 (2014): 135–158.

42 Śaiva Vellala’s self-fashioning strategies in the twentieth century are the focus of Sri-

lata Raman, “Who Are the Velalas?” For the eighteenth century, besides Bayly’s Saints,

Goddesses and Kings, see the Protestant-Vellala interaction portrayed in Dennis Hudson,

Protestant Origins in India. Tamil Evangelical Christians;Will Sweetmanwith R. Ilakkuvan,

Bibliotheca Malabarica: Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg’s Tamil Library (Paris and Pondicherry:

efeo/ifp, 2012).
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were trained to becomeCatholic teachers and community leaders participated

in thismulti-layeredprocess of identity-making. In spreading to them,however,

the strategy of social accommodation entered into new relationship and fusion

with trends in social mobility in the Kaveri delta and elsewhere. These Indian

men, the catechists, were not simply imitating the claims of contemporary

ŚaivaVellala teachers, whowere their brothers, friends, and neighbors.43 Those

claims were very much their own. The blending of the missionary strategy of

accommodationwith such local social and spiritualmovements, in the persons

of the catechists, is the most important social transformation to emerge from

Tamil Catholic literature.

Of course, the incipit of the vo still speakswith Beschi’s voice, and expresses

his expectations as much as it portrays the reality of the mission. What about

the agencyof the catechists, then, and their ownmotivations andexpectations?

A strategy to understand their perspective is to multiply sources, and read the

incipit of the vo together with the portrayal of catechists we find elsewhere.

We know from reports of the Lutheran missionaries, for instance, that “Cate-

chists, very much like Pagan priests, would apply ashes from cow dung to their

foreheads […] and the justification of this behavior is the example givenbymis-

sionaries who, similarly to Brahman priests, color their foreheads with a yellow

paste.”44 Adding to this description of catechists accommodation, the annual

letter of 1683 contains a long obituary for the catechist Gnanapragasi (Ñāṉap-

pirakāci), which begins as follows:

To facilitate the work of conversion this catechist disguised himself in all

possible ways. He left his country, changed his name—he took the name

of Gnanapragasi, which means Louis—and concealed (se disfarçou) his

caste; he ate neithermeat nor fish, but only ricewith somegreens and veg-

etables; he would bathe every day at dawn in the rivers or tanks, a thing

which in this country is considered a sign of great virtue and high nobil-

ity.45

43 For instance, the family history of catechist Cavarirāya Piḷḷai (a source to which we will

come back in Chapter Six), who later converted to Lutheranism in the nineteenth century,

tells that his ancestor Cuvāmiyaṭiyāḷ was the only girl and the only Catholic in her family;

hermany brothers were all Śaivas. See Yōvāṉ Tēvacakāyaṉ Cavarirāyaṉ,Upatēciyar cavari-

rāyapiḷḷai (1801–1874), ed. Ā. Civacuppiramaṇiyaṉ (Nākarkōyil: Kālaccuvaṭu patippakam,

2006), 75–76.

44 Les Catechistes, qui, à l’ exemple des Prêtres Payens, se poudrent le front avec des cendres

de fiente de vache, […] & ensuite ils s’autorisent de l’ exemple même des Missionaires, qui à

l’ imitation des Prêtres Bramins se teignent le front d’une terre jaune. Niekamp, Histoire de

la Mission Danoise, vol. 1, 223–224.

45 P[ar]a facilitar a converção se disfarçou em tudo este catequista, deixou a patria, mudou o
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The letter continues by listing the adversities Gnanapragasi faced in his

career, and his successes. Remarkably, he won the favor of a Maravar overlord

who offered him the administration of a village, and so hewas for a long time in

charge of this village, where he collected taxes, solved disputes, healed the sick,

and freedpeople from thepossessionof evil spirits (pēy). And yet thebeginning

of his career as a catechist and the subsequent successes was Gnanapragasi’s

initial disguise, which is also the most striking element in this letter. He con-

cealed his caste (se disfarçou na casta) and adopted a Brahmanical, or rather

pure, lifestyle—avoided fish and meat, bathed in the morning, and so on—in

a way that mimics similar and better-known processes of self-fashioning that

missionaries underwent in South India. Exactly like a missionary in the pro-

cess of accommodating, Gnanapragasi changed his name, his habits, and took

up a new identity. In his case, however, it was a Tamil person to re-position

within the complex social world of late seventeenth-century Tamil Nadu. Most

likely, the description of Gnanapragasi’s self-fashioning was part of a Jesuit

rhetorical strategy, and tailored to give the impression that accommodation

was one ineludible step in the path towards sanctity in South India. At the

same time this letter offers insights into the possibilities that opened up for

converts once they became catechists—they could create a new identity for

themselves.

This new identity was predicated upon the spiritual powers God and the

missionaries bestowedupon the catechists,which conferred in turn social pow-

ers crucial for the local spread of Catholicism. However, this transaction was

inherently problematic from the point of view of the missionaries, and raised

multiple questions for them. How could they control their catechists? How

could they instill in them obedience to the Church and humility vis-à-vis their

role? What could prevent the independent and non-orthodox circulation of

Christian ideas, which missionaries encountered multiple times and reported

in alarmed terms? Episodes of fake Christian gurus fill Jesuit letters of this

period, and the independent circulation of Christian ideaswas indeed a reality.

So, these questionsmust havebeenparticularly pressing in the early eighteenth

century, when the Malabar Rites controversy called into question the Jesuit

nome, chamandosse Nhanaprâgagi [sic], que val o mesmo che Luiz, e se disfarçou na casta;

não comia couza alguma de carne, nem peixe, mas somente arros come algumâs ervas, ou

legumes; lavavasse todos os dias de madrugada nos rios, ou nos Tanques, accão que nesta

terras se avalia por grande virtude, e singular grandeza. This passage is taken from a letter

of Rodrigo de Abreu, in charge of the residence of Mulipary (Muḷḷippaṭi) and included in

João de Brito to Charles de Noyelle, Carta Annua da Missão do Madurey do anno de 1683

(Madurai mission, 9 May 1684), arsi Goa 54 ff. 433–456, here 449v.
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ways of evangelizing and the strategies for the local spreading of Catholicism

they had been supporting for more than a century.

Proof of the missionary awareness of the dangers implied in the increas-

ing importance of the role of the catechists is Beschi’s repeated admonition in

the vo that, even though catechists could heal and perform miracles thanks

to the charisma given to them by God, this was not the goal of their job,

but simply a means to an end. Obviously, the spiritual powers of the cate-

chists, above all the ability to perform miraculous healing, crucially showed

their belonging to a community of saints that was slowly taking the form of

a social community in the Tamil countryside. Yet according to Beschi cate-

chists should strive to remain humble, and (most importantly!) respect the

authority of the missionaries.46 The vo includes a lively sketch of what could

happen if catechists lost sight of the origins of their power, and became arro-

gant:

Moreover, some men, as soon as they become catechists, think it’s now

their duty to show the greatness of their profession. So, they begin to

wear expensive clothes and jewelry, and when they go around the village

bringing a servant with them, in case someone doesn’t go to greet them,

they become angry and punish that person. In other words, they begin to

search for greatness in fear, and for fame in suffering. If asked why they

behave in that way, they would reply: “Our efforts are important, are they

not? If we do not do all this, who will respect the greatness of this occu-

pation?”47

In a world with competing models of authority, the figure of the catechist had

a liminal status. Catechists were no missionaries, whose chiefly spiritual role

was clear; they often had administrative roles at the village level, and could

also serve as healers, counselors, etc. Their authority derived from the spir-

itual investiture they received from the missionaries, and therefore should

be used differently from mundane authority.48 Yet once the charisma was

transmitted—and the practice of the spiritual exercises during retreats was

46 Vētiyaroḻukkam cōtaṉai (toward the gurus).

47 Vētiyaroḻukkam, 20: mīlavum cilar upatēcikaḷāṉavuṭaṉē taṅkaḷ uttiyōka mēṉmaiyaik kāṭ-

ṭavēṇṭum eṉṟu, vilaiyēṟappeṟṟa āṭaiyāparaṇaṅkaḷait tarittuk koṇṭu, aṭaippaikkāraṉ oru-

vaṉai kūṭṭik koṇṭu kirāmaṅkaḷai cuṟṟip pōkaiyil, taṅkaḷai kāṇa oruvaṉ varāt’iruntāl, avaṉaik

kōpittut taṇṭikkac caṅkaiyiṟ perumaiyum, viruntiṟ ciṟappun tēṭat toṭaṅkuvārkaḷ. appaṭi naṭ-

appatu eṉṉav eṉṟu avarkaḷai kēṭṭāl, eṅkaḷ uttiyōkam perit’allō? aṅkaḷaippaṟṟi it’ellāñ ceyyā-

mal ittoḻiliṉ māṭciyai matippatār?

48 This liminal space inhabited by the catechists allowed them to mediate between mun-
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precisely one crucial moment of such transmission—it belonged to the cat-

echists, and was theirs to use. The annual letter of 1713, for instance, reports a

bitter dispute between Hindus and Christians of the same Reddy (reṭṭi) caste.

This was managed and eventually solved by the catechists alone, chief among

themone Pappu Reddy (Pāppu reṭṭi), who skillfully led his community towards

mutual understanding.49 Beschi could only admonish such powerful men by

saying that: “Not only should people fear you for the modesty of your catechist

behavior, and for the truths you say; it is not appropriate for you to be feared on

account of your rage and your beatings. Being dreaded in this way is something

good only for men who seek honor in this world!”50

In order to understand their role, and remain humble both in front of God

and the missionaries who entrusted them with their jobs, Beschi suggests the

catechists read his book often.51 This suggestion, to be found in the last chapter

of the vo, provides crucial evidence that catechists were a literate élite within

the Madurai mission, and the literature composed by missionaries at this time

was meant chiefly for them. This argument will resurface in the next chap-

ters on Tamil rhetoric and Catholic poetry written in these years, but as for

the set of meditations contained in the nm and in the vo, they were certainly

meant to be read—either in the context of the retreats, or as aids for individual

meditation—by catechists who knew both Catholic doctrine and the Sanskrit

and philosophical vocabulary in which it had been coated since the time of

Roberto Nobili. Actually, in the seventh chapter of the vo Beschi mentions one

of Nobili’s catechisms, the Irupatteṭṭu piracaṅkaṅkaḷ, as an important reading

for the catechists.52 Clearly, by the early eighteenth century catechists had at

their disposal a whole devotional and theological corpus, beginning with the

works by Roberto Nobili and including the poetical works by Beschi we will

encounter in the next chapters. This corpus had a pivotal role in tying cate-

dane and sacred matters in ways that remind of the holy men described by Peter Brown,

The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and Function in Latin Christianity (Chicago: Chicago Univer-

sity Press, 1981), and the lively scholarship that engaged with that intervention.

49 Louis Noël De Bourzes to Michelangelo Tamburini, Litteræ Annuæ Missionis Madurensis

anni 1713 (Madurai mission: 25 July 1714), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 516–541, here 517v–518.

50 Vētiyaroḻukkam, 186: upatēci naṭakkum mēraikkuñ collum niyāyaṅkaḷukkuñ caṉaṅkaḷ añ-

cavēṇṭum allātē uṉ kōpattukkum uṉ aṭikkum payappaṭuvatu uṉakku yōkkiyamalla. ulaka

maṇiyakkārarukku ippaṭi añcukiṟatu cariyē.

51 Vētiyaroḻukkam, 163–164. See especially this passage about reading: iṉi nām eḻutiṉatai

nīṅkaḷ aṭikkaṭi vācittu uṅkaḷ mēl niṟkuṅ kaṭaṉait tīrkkavum, ellōraiyum āṇṭavar tiruppātat-

tiṟ cērkkavum ācaivaittu, uṅkaḷāl itaṟkuk kuṟai varātapaṭikku naṭakkavum, acca naṭukkat-

tōṭu pirayācappaṭak kaṭavīrkaḷ.

52 Vētiyaroḻukkam, 64.
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chists together into a spiritual and social group. Itwasmostly thanks to spiritual

works such as the nm and the vo that missionaries could hope to create and

shape the spiritual and social selves of their catechists, andmake them into vis-

ible models to display in front of large and diverse audiences, including Tamil

villagers andurban settlers inThanjavur andPudukottai regions, of howaTamil

Catholic person should be and behave.

3 The Dangers of a Self in Transition

The normative anxiety of texts such as the nm and the vo shows how mis-

sionaries wanted to control their catechists, who were after all recently con-

verted laymen. But what were the dangers of letting catechists work on their

own?What did missionaries fear? This appears with remarkable clarity in the

report Antonio Broglia Brandolini (d. 1747) wrote in 1720 in Lisbon, on his way

from South India to Rome to become the main advocate for the Malabar Rites

in front of the Papal Curia. Thinking that the annual letters of the previous

decademight be lost, Brandolini summarized the salient episodes in the recent

life of the mission, especially those where he played an active role, for his

superiors. Much of the document thus concerns the persecution of Christians

that took place in the southern residences of Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi, Kayattāṟu,

Kurukkaḷpaṭṭi, where Brandolini had worked, and Tenkasi (Teṉkāci) around

1714–1715.53 This persecution was mostly the doing of Yogananden (Yōkāṉan-

taṉ), a Vellala from the Tamil heartland who had been raised among Christian

Paravas on the coast, and as an unforeseen result developed a hatred towards

Christianity and the missionaries. Once he was back inland to work as an

advisor for local small kings, he tried very hard to oppose the spread of Chris-

tianity, and the work of Brandolini and Beschi. Once, Yoganandan found an

unexpected ally in an itinerant, low-caste preacher that Brandolini describes

as follows:

53 This report is summarized in Joseph Bertrand, La mission du Maduré d’après des docu-

ments inédits, vol. 4 (Paris: Librairie de Poussielgue-Rusand, 1851), 344–347. The origin

of the persecutions is also described in the annual letters of 1714 and 1715, which did

eventually reach Rome, contrary to Brandolini’s fears (and can be found respectively in

arsi, Goa 54, ff. 542r–549r; and ff. 550r–563v). The first letter mentions Beschi’s catechists

without naming any names; the second one mentions the figure of this meddling Par-

rea/Pariah, but again includes no names. This is why I chose to translate here Brandolini’s

account.
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On the Coromandel coast, they had baptized a lowly Pariah who, after

spending some time there, was even able to prattle a bit in Portuguese.

Due to the many complaints we sent to Rome, Your Reverence knows

well that missionaries in Madurai are deeply troubled whenever people

from the inland are baptized on the coast, because we have learned from

long experience that those conversions are mostly false, and done with

mundane, malicious aims. These are usually riotous people, or poor peo-

ple, or people of very low social status who pretend to belong to a higher

caste, and thus deceive thosemissionaries, who do not know them. These

people extort good alms from them, and once enriched and fattened

up, they go back to Madurai, abandon the faith, and become, so to say,

domestic enemies, launching against us the worst possible persecutions.

Indeed, so did this infamous Pariah. After receiving baptism, and substan-

tial alms, he went back to the inland, took the appearance of a fakir, a

Muslim penitent, and made a monstrous mix of Paganism, Christianity,

and Mohammedanism. He pretended to be Pagan among Pagans, Chris-

tian amongChristians, andMuslimamongMuslims, and fooled everyone.

Bymeans of these deceits, he provided for himself, and indeed, lived quite

comfortably. I do not knowwhy, but this infamous Pariah, who pretended

at that time to belong to the vēḷāḷa caste, came to the Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam

residence, where I was staying at that time, and with cunning, wretched

words, proclaimed that he was a sinner, and that after twelve years spent

living in thewrong, he nowwanted to reconcile with God. Hewas so good

at acting that he deceived the catechist of the noble caste of theRajaswho

was then in my service, and convinced him that he had truly repented.

Thus, the Raja, giving thanks to Heaven, with great relief ran to me to

convey the good news, and let me know about the sheep that had been

lost for so long, and now wanted to go back to its heavenly Shepherd. He

added that the man wanted to see me, and testify with his tears to the

greatness of his suffering, and that I should not deny to such a sincere

contrition the solace of my presence. I agreed to his requests unwillingly,

because due to some circumstances, and questions that I posed to the

Raja, I was suspicious of deception, and fraud. In spite of this, because I

didn’t want to offend the neophytes, I brought the fake penitent in front

of me; and I am telling the truth when I say that I had no blood left in my

veins, once I saw him pronounce the sign of the Cross in Portuguese in

front of our Christians, and mix that language with Tamil. I bluffed, and

pretended I did not understand. I told him in Tamil to speak a language

I could understand, and that as a first proof of his true repentance, he

should take off the fakir dress hewas wearing, andwear the clothes of the
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caste to which he claimed to belong. After doing that, he should prepare

to listen to the catechism again for fifteen days, and apply himself to other

works of piety and devotion, so as to gain the appropriate disposition for

a sacramental confession, and to appease the divine Justice, which he had

irritated through many excesses, as he himself admitted. That false peni-

tent seemed to agree to everything, so giving him some spiritual advice, I

pleasantly dischargedhim.Yet oncehe saw that by the evening Iwas send-

inghimneither alms, nor rice to cook,without saying aword to anyone, he

left Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam that same night—so we believe—and started walk-

ing towards the residence of Father Beschi, whichwas next tomine at the

time. Stopping in a place inhabited by many Christians, he changed his

appearance from that of a penitent to that of a catechist, and teacher, and

began to preach, and to show around a bag of books that he was carrying

with him, to make people believe that he was some sort of learned man.

Those Christians immediately sent word of the newly arrived “scholar” to

Father Beschi’s catechist, who was assigned to that region, and asked him

to come soon to examine the opinions of the man, because they thought

them to be suspicious. The catechist went immediately, and from his ini-

tial conversations with the Pariah, he recognized him immediately for

the scoundrel he was. After seeing the horrific mix of Christianity, Pagan-

ism and Islam that he was teaching, and filled his books, the catechist

scolded him harshly. Not satisfied with just that, he abandoned himself

to an inappropriate and imprudent zeal, confident in his nobility and the

power that Christians held locally, and ordered that the man be tied to a

tree and whipped, a bit excessively. After he untied him, he commanded

him to leave immediately. The Pariah obeyed, because he had no other

option at the moment, and left that Province where he had encountered

somanymisfortunes. Muttering and grumbling, he went straight towards

Kurukkaḷpaṭṭi, where Fr. Beschi was staying. After reaching there, with

harsh words and threats, he began to complain with the Father about the

beating that the catechist had unjustly inflicted upon him. Showing his

fresh bruises, he insisted that he wanted to be avenged, and especially

that he wanted back the books that the catechist had taken from him. For

some time, Fr. Beschi was uncertain about these unexpected accusations,

but after posing himmany questions, he somehow became afraid of what

might have happened. With sweet words he began to console the Pariah,

and promised him that he would grant him justice, in case he would find

the catechist—who shouldbe arriving any time—guilty.TheChristians of

Kurukkaḷpaṭṭi also intervened. Fearing that fromall this somepersecution

might arise, they tried to pacify the Pariah with many words and offers,
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even more so, since he was already pretending by then to be a Muslim,

and a fakir by profession. The Pariah appeared to be almost completely

appeased. Yet as soon as he heard that the royal armywas camped nearby,

he suddenly left, and secretly andwith great hurry ran to the campwhere

the high officials of the army—whowere almost all Muslims—were stay-

ing.54 There he began to cry and shout in despair. Then, showing to them

the bruises from the beating, he began the ill-fated narration of the story,

which he told from his own perspective, filling it with lies and calumnies.

He reproached the Muslims for the little zeal they had for their religion

and for the honor of their fakirs, then he went back to crying, praying,

imploring, and finally threatening thatMuhammadwould be outraged, if

they did not set about avenging him right away.55

54 Brandolini seems to refer to amilitary campaignundertakenby Sa ‘adatullahKhan,Nawab

of Arcot, possibly after conquering the kingdom of Senji in 1714. On the latter see Rao,

Shulman and Subrahmanya, Textures of Time, 140–183.

55 Erasi battezzato nella costa del Choromandel un vile Parrea, il quale trattenutosi colà alcun

tempo, aveva perfino imparato a cinguettare la lingua Portoghese. Per molti lamenti man-

dati a Roma, sà V[ostra] P[aternit]à molto bene, che li Missionari del Madurey sentono sino

all’anima, allorchè nelle spiagge maritime si battezzino Gentili de Paesi interiori; poiche la

lunga sperienza ci ha insegnato, che perlopiù quelle conversioni sono finte, ò fatte per fini

umani, e maliziosi, e di gente ò facinorosa, ò povera, ò dell’infima quisquiglia del Popolo, che

infingendosi di tribù nobile, ingannano que’ missionari inesperti, che non li conoscono, gli

truffano buone limosine, e di poi impinguati, ed incrassati ritornano al Madurey, lascian

la fede, e come nemici, dirò così, domestici, ci muovono contro le più orribili persecuzioni,

che immaginare si possa. E così fece di fatto questo infame Parrea, il quale dopo il battes-

imo, e dopo buone limosine, voltando al Madurei, e vestitosi dell’abito proprio de’ Fachirj,

che sono li penitenti de Turchi, fece un misto mostruoso di Gentilesmo, di Cristianesimo, e di

Mahometanismo, e spacciandosi co’ Gentili Gentile, co’ Cristiani Cristiano, e co’ Turchi Turco,

andava ingannado tutti, e con queste frodi sostentavasi e viveva molto agiatamente, e con

abbondanza. Venne non sò come quest’infame Parrea, che allora spacciavasi della tribù de

Velala, alla Residenza di Varacanculam, dove allora io stava, e con dolorose astute parole,

dicendo d’essere un Peccatore, che dopo dodici anni di vita mal menata si voleva riconcil-

iare con Dio, seppe così bene infingersi, che ingannò il Catechista della nobilissima tribù de

Raggi, che mi assisteva, e si fece credere vero Penitente. Quindi il Raggio, dando infinite gra-

zie al Cielo, con indicibile consolazione, corse a darmi la fausta nuova, e ad avvisarmi della

pecorella, per tanti anni smarrita, che voleva già ritornare al suo celeste Pastore. Aggiunse di

più, ch’ella desiderava vedermi, e con le sue lagrime testificarmi la grandezza del suo dolore:

che però [= perciò] non volessi negare ad un pentimento così sincero il sollievo della mia

presenza. Mal m’indussi a condiscendere alla richiesta, e per causa d’alcune circostanze, e

interrogazioni, che feci al Raggio, venni in gran sospetto d’inganni, e di frode. Con tutto ciò

perchè li Neofiti non si scandalizzassero, feci venire il finto Penitente allamia presenza; e dico

il vero, che nonmi restò sangue nelle vene, quanto il vidi in presenza de Cristiani farsi il segno

della Croce in lingua Portoghese, e mescolar quell’idioma col Tamulico. Dissimulai, e come
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This wonderfully vivid passage by Brandolini illustrates many of the trends

we have identified thus far. Notice first how the whole narrative is set against

the backdrop of the opposition between theTamil hinterland and the coast. On

the coast, missionaries under Portuguese or French protection did not need

to adopt the strategy of accommodation. Yet this left them in a double bind.

chi non l’intendeva, gli dissi nella lingua tamulica che parlasse in linguaggio dame intelligi-

bile, e che per prima prova del suo vero dolore, si spogliasse tosto di quell’abito di Fachire,

che portava indosso, e si vestisse nella foggia della sua tribù, di cui ei si faceva. Fatto poi

questo, si preparasse ad udire per quindici giorni il catechismo un’altra volta, e ad esercitare

in altre opere di divozione e pietà, per così disporsi ad una generale sagramental confes-

sione, e a soddisfare alla divina Giustizia irritata da lui con tanti eccessi, com’egli medesimo

confessava. A tutto mostrò di consentire il Penitente bugiardo perciò dandogli altri spiritu-

ali ricordi, il licenziai piacevolmente da me. Ma quando poscia vidde che sull’imbrunire del

giorno non glimandua [sic! =mandava] limosina di sorte alcuna, ne riso per cucinare, senza

dir niente ad alcuno in quella notte medesima come si crede, se ne partì da Varancacolam, e

fù caminando verso la Residenza del P. Beschi, allora confinante con la mia. Ivi fermatosi in

un luogo abitato da un numero considerabile di Cristiani, mutato già il sembiante di Pen-

itente in quello di Catechista, e Mastro, cominciò a far le sue prediche, e ad ostentare un

sacchetto di libri che seco portava, per farsi credere unArcifanfalo [=arcifànfano: a braggart,

a boaster] in scienza. QuèCristianimandarono subito l’avviso della venuta del nuovoDottore

al Catechista del P. Beschi assegnato àquella Provincia, ed il pregaronoa venir tosto ad esam-

inare i di lui dogmi, che ad essi già si rendevan sospetti. Si partì il catechista, e sin da primi

congressi, ch’èbbe col Parrea, riconosciutolo per quel Furfante ch’egl’era, e veduto l’orrendo

misto di Cristianesimo, di Gentilesimo, diMaometanismo, che insegnava, e leggevasi ne di lui

libri, non contento di averlo ripreso con acerbe parole, si lasciò trasportare da un zelo indis-

creto, e molto imprudente; e fidato nella propria nobilità, e nel potere, che colà avevano li

Cristiani, il mandò a legare ad un albero, e il fece sferzare anche con qualche eccesso. Indi

fattolo sciogliere, e minacciandogli ancor più grave risentimento, se continuasse a dissem-

inare dogmi si mostruosi, gl’intimò che si partisse tosto di colà. Ubbidì il Parrea, perchè colà

non poteva fare in altra maniera, e lasciando quella Provincia così infausta per lui, bron-

tolando, e fremendo, si portò a dirittura a Gurucalpàty, dove allora stava il P. Beschi. Ivi

giunto, con acerbe parole, e minaccie, cominciò a lagnarsi col P[ad]re, delle sferzate, che

ingiustamente gli aveva mandato a dare un suo Catechista; e mostrando le lividure ancor

fresche, instò, perchègli facesse giustizia, e particolarmente, perchégli facesse restituire i suoi

libri, che di soprapiù il catechista gl’aveva presi. A queste inaspettate querele restò non poco

sospeso il P[adre] Beschi; ma dopo varie interrogazioni, venuto in qualche timore di quello,

che per ventura poteva essere succeduto, si diede con dolci parole a consolare il Parrea, e gli

promise di fargli ogni giustizia, quando ei ritrovasse colpevole il catechista, il quale probabil-

mente non potrebbe molto tardare ad apparire colà. Vi s’interposero ancora li Cristiani, che

dimoravano inGurucalpaty, i quali temendo, che da ciò non nascesse qualche persecuzione,

con molte espressioni ed offerte procurarono di pacificare il Parrea; e tanto più, quanto che

egli si’infingeva già Turco di setta, e di professione Fachire; si mostrò il Parrea quasi miti-

gato del tutto. Ma però all’udire, che l’esercito reale era calato in que’ contorni, un giorno se

ne partì, e segretamente con tutta pressa correndo al campo acanti de supremi uffiziali delle

truppe, che quasi tutti eranoTurchi, cominciò apiangere, e a schiamazzaredadisperato. Indi
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On the one hand, their fellow Europeans thought the practices they adopted

inland were dangerously close to Hindu practice; and on the other hand, their

Tamil converts in the Madurai mission did not want to be mixed with the

impure parangis (Europeans) of the coast.56 The difficulty for the missionaries

in juggling this situation, and the method they used, is clear when Brandolini

admits, using a technical term, that he lied: Dissimulai (which I have rendered

with an actualizing expression, “I bluffed”).57 For the sake of the highest good,

i.e., keeping his converts happy, he avoided revealing to them that he was the

same as those foreigners on the coast. Yet he could not prevent people like the

Pariah (spelled Parrea in the report, from paṟaiyaṉ) of this story from mov-

ing across these spaces, and using the fissure between the two to their advan-

tage.

Even stronger than the fear of the risks represented by the Parrea are the

disgust and horror Brandolini expressed at of themix of religions that theman

had fabricated, which is repeatedly described as monstrous (mostruoso). The

Pariah became Christian among Christians, Muslim and among Muslims, and

Hindu (Gentile) among Hindus—which, by the way, goes to show how these

three religions coexisted closely in this space and time. This sentence in Bran-

dolini’s letter is a parody of St. Paul’s famous I am made all things to all men,

that I might by all means save some (1Cor. 9:22), which had become almost a

motto among Jesuit missionaries. Indeed, the Pariah’s methods were so dan-

mostrando le lividure delle percosse, diede principio alla funesta narrazione del fatto, che a

suo modo dipinse con mille bugie, e calunnie, rimproverò a Maometani il poco zelo che ave-

vanodella lorReligione, e dell’onorede lorFachiri, tornòapiangere, apregare, a scongiurare,

e finalmente a miancciare l’indignazione di Maometto, se non si accingevano ad una presta

vendetta. Antonio Broglia Brandolini toMichelangelo Tamburini, Lettera annua dellaMis-

sione del Madurey dell’anno 1714 e 1715 (Lisbon, 20 March 1720), arsi, Goa 54a, ff. 447–482,

here ff. 463r–464v.

56 Parangi (also spelled prangui, frangui, etc.) was a pejorative term used to refer to foreign-

ers; in South India, it almost always referred to the Portuguese. See the entry “firanghee”

in Henri Yule,Hobson-Jobson: A glossary of colloquial Anglo-Indianwords and phrases, and

of kindred terms, etymological, historical, geographical and discursive (London: J. Murray,

1903), 352–353.

57 On Jesuit dissimulation, see StefaniaTutino, “Jesuit Accommodation,Dissimulation,Men-

tal Reservation.” The issue of ideological dissimulation (nicodemismo) is important for

early modern Europe; Delio Cantimori, Prospettive di storia ereticale italiana del Cinque-

cento (Bari: Laterza, 1960) was the first to study the topic. A recent attempt to relate

nicodemism and accommodation is Paolo Aranha, “Nicodemism and Cultural Adapta-

tion: The Disguised Conversion of the Raja of Tanor, a Precedent for Roberto Nobili’s Mis-

sionary Method,” in Interculturation of Religion. Critical Perspectives on Robert de Nobili’s

Mission in India, ed. C. Joe Arun (Bangalore: Asian Trading Corporation, 2007), 105–144.
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gerous because, from a certain perspective, they were also familiar. This is the

confusion that the careful training of the catechists wanted to prevent. Appro-

priately, the one most keen on punishing the Pariah in the story is Beschi’s

catechist, because his role was specular yet diametrically opposite to that of

the deceiving fakir-turned-catechist. In order for the real catechist to be the

only true representative of Christianity locally, he had to unmask the impos-

tor. Moreover, we note that when the Pariah met with Beschi, what he wanted

back were the books he used to carry around in a bag. This shows once more

how catechist preachers were identified with learning and ‘books’ (most likely,

palm leaves). It also shows that literacy existed at the popular level, and that

catechists and their competitors, such as this Pariah, inhabited a non-élite lit-

erary sphere. The books of the Parrea, however, were as filled with confusion

as his words. Thus, controlling the content of books was as important as con-

trolling the work of the catechists, as the next chapter will explore.

Taking a step back from Brandolini’s own interpretation of these events,

what seems most evident is the Pariah’s ability to self-fashion. Here was a low-

caste man (and indeed Brandolini, betraying his favorable attitude towards

caste hierarchies, never calls him anything other than Parrea) who could pass

for aVellala, not unlike the catechistGnanapragasiwho, aswe sawbefore, could

pretend to be a Brahman, or Brandolini’s ability to appear not to be European.

In other words, mimicry at this time extended well beyond the missionaries,

and their catechists, if men like this Pariah could comfortably make a living

out of multiple, imagined identities. This was in contradictionwith the specific

Jesuit understanding of dissimulation and accommodation, of course, which

was tied to specific theological premises. What was jarring for Brandolini was

accommodation applied to matters of faith, and that none of the religious

belongings of the Pariah—Christian, Muslim, Hindu—wasmore real than any

other. The nemesis of Jesuits like him was this Pariah, a figure that was the dis-

torted reflection of their ownmissionary selves, a man navigating between the

culture on the coast and the one in the interior, mobile, defying the idea that

caste is immutable, with a certain amount of cultural capital, entrepreneurial,

and ready to get involved with local political powers. They wanted their cate-

chists to be dangerously like him, and yet not like him.

4 The Catholic Self and Its Other: The Vētaviḷakkam

Jesuits in Madurai had another nemesis: the competing Lutheran mission of

Tranquebar. So in 1727, during the time when the retreats were suspended,

Beschiwas askedby SuperiorDomingosMadeira to composebooks to show the
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errors of the Lutherans.58 Some years later, in 1730, another missionary men-

tioned that during Easter Beschi condemned in a public sermon at Ēlākkuṟicci

those Christians who had lapsed into Lutheranism. In doing so, he made use

of a book he had recently written refuting the errors of Lutheran heretics, both

theologically and linguistically (enhabile théologien et enmattre de la langue).59

Thebook composed in this shortwindowof timewas theVētaviḷakkam, literally

“The explanation of revelation” (henceforth vv), which Beschi finished writing

at Ēlākkuṟicci in the spring of 1728.60 This text, of which the missionary was so

proud he offered it as an example of his writing to one visitor at Ēlākkuṟicci

in 1730, is a systematic treatment of the theological points which Catholics

and Lutherans were debating at the time.61 It is part of a small corpus of texts

Beschi composed in these years, which includes the ad hominem attack against

Luther in the epistle “On the nature of the Lutheran flock” (Luttēriṉattiyalpu),

as well the Pētaka maṟuttal, a response to the anti-Catholic tract Akkiyāṉam

(Aññāṉam) written by Ziegenbalg in 1713.62 Beschi also wrote two letters (niru-

58 Prospero Giuliani to Michelangelo Tamburini, Ann. Malabarica 1728 (Guruccalpattini

[Kurukkaḷpaṭṭi], 17 August 1728). arsi Goa 56, ff. 653–656, here f. 656r.

59 “Lettre du P. Calmette a M. De Coetlogon, Vice-Amiral De France. A Ballabaram, le 28

Septembre 1730,” in Lettres édifiantes et curieuses concernant l’Asie, l’Afrique et l’Amérique,

ed. Louis Aimé-Martin (Paris: Paul Daffis, 1877), 598–610.

60 The manuscript of the Vētaviḷakkam preserved in BnF (Indien 481) was sent to Paris

already in 1730; see Henri Omont, “xxix Liste de manuscrits envoyés de l’ Inde par les

Jésuites (1729–1735),” in Missions archéologiques françaises en Orient aux xviie et xviiie

siècles. Seconde partie (Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1902), 1179–1192. The final colophon

in the manuscript tells that Tayiriyanātarācariṣi kurucuvāmiyavarkaḷ aka Beschi finished

writing the book at Elakuricchi on the 25th of the Tamil month of vaikāci (mid-May to

mid-June) in the year 1728. Many clues contained in the paratexts of Indien 481 make

me suspect that this is an autograph by Beschi, but a comparative analysis of Beschi’s

handwriting in Tamil is still a desideratum; so much so that there is an interesting—

albeit incomplete and mostly unreliable—Tamil Wikipedia page dedicated to this topic:

https://ta.wikipedia.org/s/pbg (consulted on 13/09/2021). Coincidentally, the first Mission

Press edition of the vv and all the subsequent reprints include the same colophon, so one

wonders whether the publication of this text was based on the French manuscript; and

whetherDupuis and theMission Press editorsmade the effort to use, in the case of Beschi,

what they considered to be autograph copies. In this section, for ease of consultation I cite

paragraph numbers (already in the manuscripts, and consistent in all editions) instead of

page numbers, but the text I cite is from the 1936 edition (see Bibliography).

61 The annual letter of 1731, written by Beschi, includes the story of a certainMudali (Mutali-

yār) who, after persecuting the Christians, finally became curious about their doctrines

and so asked Beschi about it; on the circulation of the vv and the episode of the Mudali,

see Chapter Four.

62 On this tract byZiegenbalg seeWill Sweetman, “Heathenism, Idolatry andRationalMono-

theism among theHindus: Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg’s Akkiyanam (1713) andOtherWorks

https://ta.wikipedia.org/s/pbg
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pam) on the subject of Lutheran ‘heretics’ (patitar), and a literary epistle on

the same subject that I will examine in the next chapter.63 Like all these works,

the vv makes use of deep learning and ferocious satire, and it often ridicules

the (little) knowledge of Tamil language and literature displayed by Protestant

authors, a trope that we will encounter in the next chapter too.

In this context of fierce competition between Catholics and Protestants in

the region of Thanjavur, the vv was again aimed at the catechists. The text pur-

ports to explain to them how to differentiate between the false revelation of

the Lutherans, and the true Christian (i.e., Catholic) revelation. True Christian-

ity was, explained Beschi, one and undivided. It had a long history in India

that had begun with St. Thomas and went all the way to St. Francis Xavier,

and continued into the present.64 Beschi was well aware that Christianity had

been in India before the arrival of Catholic missionaries, and claimed for the

Roman Catholic Church the heritage of St. Thomas and the Syrian Christians

of Kerala, thus claiming at the same time the Indianness of Christianity, and

the Catholic-ness of India. That the Tamil audience of Beschi was composed

more specifically of catechists is suggested first of all by the amount of infor-

mation regarding theology and Church history contained in the book, which

regular converts were most likely not expected to know. Moreover, Beschi tries

to tie this information to what were the shared religious experiences, and even

the sacred geography familiar to Catholic catechists in the early eighteenth

century. Themost striking example of this is the sectionwhere Beschi, after dis-

cussing miracles as signs of the true (i.e., Roman Catholic) Church, describes

the martyrdom of João de Brito—whom we encountered at the beginning of

the previous chapter—within the global economy of sainthood and salvation.

The passage begins by explaining the logic of his martyrdom:

A myriad of people all over the world have sacrificed their lives in order

to show that our Veda is the true Veda, and became martyrs (cāṭci).

But you don’t need to go to another country to look for such witnesses,

because right in this country the Lord chose Aruḷāṉanta Cuvāmi to give

you evidence of that. Aruḷāṉanta Cuvāmi wandered these kingdoms as

Addressed to Tamil Hindus,” in Halle and the Beginning of Protestant Christianity in India,

eds Andreas Gross, Vincent Kumaradoss and Heike Liebau (Halle: Verlag der Franck-

eschen Stiftungen zu Halle, 2006), 1249–1275.

63 These letters were printed only recently by Vi. Mi. Ñāṉappirakācar [aka V.M. Gnanapra-

gasam] on the basis of a single surviving manuscript in jamp; see the Bibliography under

Nirupaṅkaḷ.

64 Vētaviḷakkam, pāyiram.
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a missionary (kāraṇakkuru)65 for many years […] and after teaching the

true Veda of the Roman Holy Church, he made himself into a living

proof that true revelation exists in it alone and there is no salvation out-

side of it, and wrote this for you with his flowing blood as letters that

never fade away. On the fourth day of the month of māci of the year

1693, in the city of Ōriyūr in the Maravar country, he made up his mind

and with happy resolution, great compassion, and blissful desire, coura-

geously resolved to donate his life. He stretched out his fearless head

and offered it to his enemies, and became a martyr for our faith—didn’t

he?66

This passage uses a legal vocabulary that superimposes the semantic range

of martyrdom to that of witness, and testimony (cāṭci, literally eye-witness).

Obviously, this mimics the historical development of the Greek noun ‘martyr’,

literallymeaningwitness andusedby earlyChristians to indicatemartyrdom.67

65 The term is often used in the vo to distinguish the missionaries (vētiyar but also kāraṇa

kurukkaḷ) from the catechists (vētiyar insofar as upatēciyar). The brief discussion inVi.Mi.

Ñāṉappirakācar [aka V.M. Gnanapragasam], “Contribution of Fr. Beschi to Tamil” (PhD

diss., University of Madras, 1965), 181 does not refer to any specific model, but the expres-

sion is in use among Śaivas today. I ignore its source, but a simple search on Google will

show that the distinction between kāruṇa and kāriya kuru is often invoked as a Śaiva

teaching.

66 Vētaviḷakkam, 127: nammuṭaiya cattiya vētattai eṇpikka ulakameṅkum ataṟkāka valiyap

pirāṇaṉait tantu, kōṭākōṭi pērkaḷ cāṭci colliyirukka, nīṅkaḷ antac cāṭcikaḷait tēṭi puṟa nāṭ-

ṭiṟkup pōkāmal iṅkētāṉē ataṟkuc cāṭciyaic colli uṅkalukku eṇpikkumporuṭṭāka āṇṭavar aru-

ḷānanta [sic] cuvāmiyait terintukoṇṭār. inta aruḷānanta cuvāmi neṭuṉāḷāka ivvirācciyaṅkaḷ

eṅkum kāraṇak kuruvāyt tirintu […]. urōmāṉ tiruccapaip parama cattiya vētattaip pōtitta

piṉpu, atuvē meyyāṉa vētameṉṟum, atuvēyaṉṟi īṭēṟṟamillaiy eṉṟuntāṉē cāṭciyāka niṉṟu,

cintiṉa irattattiṉāl uṅkaḷukku māṟāta eḻuttāy eḻuti vaikka 1693-m āṇṭil māci mācam 4-n

tēti putaṉkiḻamai maṟavaṉ cīmaiyiluḷḷā oriyūrilē [sic] maṉam porunti makiḻnta maṉatōṭu,

uyarnta tuṇivōṭu, āṉanta ācaiyōṭu uyirai valiyat tarac cammatittu, koṭiyavarkaḷikku añcāta

talaiyai nīṭṭi tanti vētacāṭciyaṉārallō?

67 Theword derives from the Indo-European root *smar, which has themeaning of “observe,

remember” and is at the base of the Latin word memoria as well as the Sanskrit smṛti.

Beschi used the Tamil word cāṭci for the witness of martyrdom, again derived from the

Sanskrit, but referring instead to eye-witness (sākṣin). On the semantic values of this

term, and ideas of martyrdom among Tamils in Sri Lanka, see Peter Schalk, “Images of

Martyrdom among Tamils,” Oxford Handbooks Online (2016). Sākṣin is also a key philo-

sophical term in advaita vedānta, used already by Śaṅkara. It doesn’t seemBeschi had that

meaning in mind, and it is clear from his work that he did not know Sanskrit. He could,

however, have read Tamil Śaiva texts of advaita vedānta that use the word; see Eric Stein-

schneider, “Beyond theWarring Sects: Universalism,Dissent, andCanon inTamil Śaivism,”

55–59.
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And yet the new language makes the etymology present and once again rele-

vant. The twomeanings—that of witness and that of martyr—are both present

in this sentence, which almost acquires a double meaning and claims very

strongly that the way to give testimony of the Catholic faith in Tamil is indeed

martyrdom, an ideal to which all readers, that is, all catechists, could aspire in

the footsteps of Brito.

Besides, martyrdom was the only way towards sainthood open to the cate-

chists. At this time, Indian men were not ordained into the Society of Jesus,

and the Indian native clergy was viewed with suspicion, with the exception

of the Goan Oratorians, much appreciated for their clandestine apostolate in

Ceylon.68 In other words, at least in the internal regions of South India, there

was no form of priestly holy life open to the catechists, and becoming martyrs

was their only possibility for self-sanctification. Hence the importance of the

miracles they performed, which were tangible signs of their being martyrs and

saints in the making. In this perspective, the importance of Brito in keeping

together the catechist community becomes clearer. He offered them a model

of sainthood towhich they could aspire, and evenmore, amodel of martyrdom

accommodated to Indian culture. So, while theywere prepared by the exercises

to not seek death but simply to accept it as a way of being witnesses to their

faith, catechists still sought martyrdom. The vv shows this was also the only

path to heroic sainthood that Jesuit priests such as Beschi could offer to their

catechists. The necessity for the missionary to control the catechists becomes

even more urgent in this perspective, and yet the task was daunting: how were

they to control the inordinate appearance of charisma, and an army of saints

in-the-making?

The Catholic Church had a long history of absorbing and disciplining such

excesses. So, the vv appropriately continues by explaining how the miracles

performed thanks to Brito’s intercession are clear proof of the fact that the

Roman Catholic Church is the true Church:

[…] from the day Aruḷāṉanta Cuvāmi wrote with his blood that the law

of the Roman Catholic Church, and that alone, is the true universal law

(vētam), so that you all may know it, and until this very day, the Lord him-

self, for everyone to recognize without any doubts that what he wrote is

true, chose him as if impressing his unfading divine seal, and [through

68 On the Goan Oratorians, and their missionary role in Sri Lanka, see Ines Županov, “Goan

Brahmans in the Land of Promise: Missionaries, Spies and Gentiles in the 17th–18th Cen-

tury Sri Lanka,” in Portugal—Sri Lanka: 500 Years, ed. Jorge Flores (Wiesbaden: Harras-

sowitz and the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, 2006), 171–210.
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him] has been operating innumerable miracles, without pause. There-

fore, there is not even the need to speak—if anyone still doubts that the

Roman Catholic Church is the Church founded by Lord Jesus, the uni-

versal Church, and a necessary means for salvation, that person should

just go to the Maravar country, and inquire. It will be difficult to find a

town where miracles by the intercession of Aruḷāṉanta Cuvāmi have not

happened! If one’s reasoning is not faulty, having seen all this for him-

self, and having understood the necessity of joining and belonging to the

RomanCatholic Church, which shows through somanymiracles the path

towards salvation, that person will certainly join in.69

In this passage, Beschi continues to use a legal-theological language to explain

how God—the only one with the power to suspend natural law—performs

miracles in the name of Brito as if putting a seal (muttirai) of authenticity on

his witness of the true faith. This is also, by the way, the way catechists ought

to understand their own ability to perform miracles and healings as deriving

directly from God. The next few pages of the vv substantiate the claim that

miracles happen everywhere in theMaravar regionby listing a series of extraor-

dinary events, about which Beschi had learned while hearing the witnesses of

the 1726 inquiry for Brito’s canonization. This job was partially an excuse to

send him away from Ēlākkuṟicci and the organization of the retreats, as we saw

in the previous chapter, and yet it offered him the opportunity to gather crucial

information to understand and connect with the local community.

Among the miracles listed we find the healing of the daughter of Ātippaṉ, a

teacher in the school attached to the Jesuit residence in the village of Carukaṇi.

This is how Beschi describes the episode in the vv:

[…] carukaṇi eṉṉum ūrilē, kulattil iṭaiyaṉ, toḻilil upāttiyeṉṉum ātippaṉ-

ukkum avaṉ stirī āṉantāyikkum piṟanta pūvāyi 1722-m āṇṭil patiṉaintu

69 Vētaviḷakkam, 127: aruḷānanta cuvāmiyum urōmāṉ tiruccapai vētamāttiram potuvāy niṟ-

kummeyyāṉa vētameṉṟu nīṅkaḷ aṟiyat taṉ irattatiṉāl eḻuti vaitta nāḷ tuvakki, annāḷmaṭṭum

ivar eḻutiṉatu meyyeṉṟu cantekamaṟa evarum niccayikkumpaṭikku, āṇṭavar tāmē māṟṟap-

paṭāta tēva muttiraiyiṭṭāṟ pōl avarai kuṟittu maṭṭillāta putumaikaḷai viṭāmal ceytu koṇṭu

varukiṟār. ākaiyāl coṉṉayāvumpōtāmal, iṉṉamumurōmāṉ tiruccapai cēcunātar uṇṭākkiṉa

tiruccapai eṉṟum, evarukkuṅ karai ēṟa veṇṭiyatākip potuvāy niṟkuntiruccapai eṉṟuñ can-

tekappaṭuvār uṇṭāṉāl, maṟavaṉ cīmaikkup pōy vicārikkum pōtu, aruḷānanta cuvāmi vēṇṭu-

taliṉāl ākiya putumaikaḷaik kāṇāta ūraik kāṇpat’aritēy ākic calañcātiyātavaṉāl tāṉē teḷintu

moṭcak karai ēṟa attaṉai putumaikaḷāl eṇpikkap paṭṭa urōmāṉ tiruccapaiyil uṭpaṭṭu naṭak-

kavēṇṭiyat’ eṉṟu niccayam paṇṇit tāṉum naṭakkakaṭavāṉ.
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vayatuḷḷavaḷ, iruntāṟpōlē70 mayaṅki viḻuntu cettāṟ pōlē kiṭantapiṉpu,

eḻuntiruntu iruviḻi puṟappaṭa, irukaṇ vīṅki, pārvaiyuṅ keṭṭu akaṉṟa poruḷ

oṉṟaiyuṅ kāṇāmal, aṭutta poruḷaip pukai paṭarntāṟpōlat teḷivaṟak kaṇṭu,

iravil cuṭar viḷakku erittālumoṉṟaiyuṅkāṇāmal, pakaliṉumarukē āḷmuṉ-

pōṉāl oḻiya vaḻiyaik kaṇṭu cevvē pōka māṭṭāmaliruntāḷ. vanta mayakka-

mum, kuruṭun tāṉē karaintu nīṅkumōv eṉṟu iraṇṭu mātamum pārttuk

koṇṭirunta iṭattil atu nāḷukku nāḷ atikam atikamāki, maruntu oṉṟun tēṭā-

mal mikunta nampikkaiyōṭē aruḷānanta cuvāmi pāṭupaṭṭa stalattaic cē-

vikkap pōṉāḷ.71

In the village of Carukaṇi, Ātippaṉ, a teacher of the iṭaiyar caste, and his

wife Ānantāy had a daughter, Pūvāy. In 1722, when she was fifteen years of

age, while standing, she fainted and fell, and lay there as if she was dead.

After she stood up and opened her eyes, her pupils were dilated, and her

vision spoilt. She could not even see big things, and even during the day,

she could not follow the road and walk straight unless a person would

walk closely in front of her. Twomonths went by thinking that the confu-

sion and blindness that had befallen her would dissipate and disappear

by themselves, but instead of seeing, everything got much worse day by

day, and no medicine seemed to work. So, with great hope, she went to

pray on the place of the martyrdom of Aruḷāṉanta Cuvāmi.

Of course, once she reachedŌriyūr, Pūvāywas healed by the intercession of the

saint, an event that generatedmuchwonder in the village.As it happens,we can

compare Beschi’s text with a second version of the same story told by Ātippaṉ

himself, since his testimonywas recorded (in Tamil) in the 1726 inquiry. Hewas

also, together with three catechists, among the four witnesses who could write,

and thus sign, in Tamil. Here is what he said:

eṉ viṭṭilē campuvitta [sic, campavitta] putumaikaḷaiccolluvēṉ. 1722 āṇṭilē

eṉ makaḷ pūvāy kōvililēy iruntāppōlē mayaṅkic ceṟṟavaḷaippōl viḻuntāḷ.

caṟṟu piṟaku eḻuntiruntu kaṇmiḻi mikavum puṟappaṭṭu naṉṟāyoṉṟuṅ kā-

ṇātiruntāḷ. tūram oṉṟun teriyāteṉpāḷ. kiṭṭa māci paṭarntāppōlē teriyum

eṉpāḷ. pakalilē muṉ pōṟavaṉaik kiṭṭap piṉceṉṟāl oḻiya vaḻiyaṟiyāḷ. rātti

70 The expression iruntāṟ pōle is odd in this otherwise very polished and well written text,

but read together with the witness of Āṭippayaṉ immediately below, it is clear that Beschi

uses pōle as the colloquial variant of appoḻutu also found there. The sentence has iruntāṟ

pōle in all the editions I have consulted.

71 Vētaviḷakkam, 132.
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viḷakku veḷiccattilēyum oṉṟun teriyāmaṟ kaikoṭukka veṇṭiyiruntatu.

ippaṭiyiraṇṭu mācam pōy nāḷaikku nāḷ pārvai yatikamāyk kuṟaintu cat-

tiyaṉāta vupatēci yeṉṉaik kōpittu maruntu vicārikkac coṉṉāṉ. atukku

nāṉ māṭṭēṉ eṉṟu cakala viyāti tīrkku maruḷāṉanta cuvāmi pāṭupaṭṭa

stalattukkaṉuppuvatē kuṇameṉṟu nāṉ paḷḷikkūṭam avaicciruntu pōkka

kūṭāmal ippō ceṟṟu pōṉamaravaṉ uṭaiyappa cērvaikāraṉum cāṉāttiyaṉ-

pāyum paḷḷicavariyāyuṅ kūṭṭi yaṅkē makaḷai yaṉuppiṉēṉ.72

I will tell you some miracles that happened in my household. In 1722,

when my daughter Pūvāy was at the church, she fainted and fell, as if she

was dead. After a bit, she stood up, but the pupils of her eyes were very

dilated and she could not see anything well. From far away, she would

say, she couldn’t distinguish a thing. Closer by, a fog seemed to envelop

everything. She could not make out the road, unless she was following

closely someonewalking in front of her.Twomonthswent by like this, and

her sight was getting much worse day by day, and catechist Cattiyaṉāta

scolded me, telling me I should take care of her with medicines. I did not

think so, and decided that it would be good to send her to the place of the

martyrdom of Aruḷāṉanta Cuvāmi who can cure every disease. But I was

busy with the school and could not accompany her, so I sentmy daughter

there with Maṟavaṉ Uṭaippa, a soldier (who is now dead), with Cāṉātti

Āṉpāy, and with Paḷḷi Cavariyāy.

In this version too, Pūvāy is eventually healed by God at Ōriyūr. Notice first of

all how the two versions are very similar, and Beschi often uses the exact same

words as Ātippaṉ. He also strives for a colloquial tone, even though he sub-

stitutes here and there colloquial vocabulary (miḻi, māci) with more standard

forms (viḻi, pukai). Catechists and other Tamil Christians who would read (or

hear) the vvwould find in it a polished version of thewords of one of their own.

However, two differences stand out. First, in his testimony Ātippaṉ stresses his

own agency and faith, by telling how it was his idea to send Pūvāy to Ōriyūr. In

Beschi’s version, she simply decides that she will pray there. More poignantly

for us, Ātippaṉ’s version of the story includes a catechist, Cattiyaṉāta, who ful-

fills his role of community leader by scolding (kōpittu) him, and prompting him

to cure the girl withmedicines. Cattiyaṉāta behaves in thewaywehave come to

expect from a catechist—including the unmistakably brusque manners Ātip-

72 The witness of Āṭippayaṉ (Andreas in Latin) is in aav, Cong. Rit., Proc. 1697, ff. 85v–90v,

here 88v.
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paṉ attributed to him. In Beschi’s story, though, this reference is completely

absent. Thismight have been for the sake of brevity, but certainly, it would have

been inappropriate for a text whose readers were going to bemostly catechists

to say that one of them had failed to suggest the right remedy.

In conclusion, themiracles that Beschi collected and listed in vvwere part of

the Catholic geography of the Maravar region, and mark a space that converts,

especially catechists, at the same contributed to create and inhabited. Interest-

ingly, the vv takes for granted that these events were indeed miracles—Beschi

stresses the fact that he saw and spoke in person with the people who were

healed through those miracles, putumai—even though at this time the Jesuits

were still in the process of getting the Roman authorities to recognize Brito’s

martyrdom, and the miracles performed through his intercession (Figure 6).73

While the canonization of Brito was connected with long-term Church poli-

tics, and the Jesuits invested time and effort in having one of their missionaries

who practiced the Malabar Rites recognized as a martyr and eventually a saint

by the Church, the local role of Brito was different, and immediately effective.

He became part of the world of local Catholicism, sacralized the spaces inhab-

ited by the catechists, and was a powerful tool to create andmobilize catechist

identity (Figure 7). The miracles he performed when alive, and after his death,

were also proof of the truth of Catholicism in opposition to Protestant Chris-

tianity, its church, its missionaries, and its catechists. This text mostly offered

tools—from histories of miracles to theological explanations—to fight Protes-

tant catechists locally, on the ground of the Maravar and Kaveri delta regions.

It aimed tomobilize the catechists for the purpose of controversy against their

most direct opponents, Protestant catechists, and Beschi cleverly weaved this

antagonism into the narrative of catechist identity in the text.

5 Conclusions: Catholic Selves, Dangers and Discipline

At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the practice of the spiritual retreats

crystallized for the first time in the history of the mission the social, spiritual,

and cultural identity of Catholic catechists. The multiple roles of these men

clearly emerge in the sources of the period, which also record for the first time

the catechists’ own voices aswitnesses. Aswe saw in Chapter One, the different

73 The word putumai originally means something novel, fresh, and also uncommon or

strange (mw, 324). By the eighteenth century putumai meant, in the Catholic context, a

miracle, as is well attested in the literature.
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figure 6 Image of João de Brito included in the hagiography by João Baptista de Maldon-

ado sj, llustre certamen R.P. Ioannis de Britto e Societatis Iesu Lusitani, in odium

Fidei à Regulo Maravâ trucidati, quartâ die Februarij 1693 (Antuerpiae: apud

Petrum Iouret, 1697)

book in the public domain
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figure 7 Contemporary statue of Aruḷāṉanta Cuvāmi or Saint João de Brito in the new

church of Ōriyūr

photo by the author
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inquiries for Brito’s canonization and documents connected with the Malabar

Rites controversy include interrogatories and sworn statements of these lay-

men. Through these sources, we could glimpse at how catechists positioned

themselves vis-à-vis themissionaries, and imitated them, while also abiding by

local systems of caste solidarity and patterns of social mobility. Starting from

1718, thanks to the initiative of CarloMichele Bertoldi, the training and the role

of the catechists in the mission was further shaped by the spiritual retreats

organized at Āvūr and other villages of the Kaveri basin. Since the Society of

Jesus accepted into its ranks as a priest only one Indian before the suppres-

sion, becoming a catechist was the only form of spiritual investiture available

to Tamil converts at the time.74 The modes and implications of this investiture

included the transmission of many different types of charisma, from healing

powers to social authority. This transfer generated anxiety among the mission-

aries, and thedesire to control their catechists,whichwas strongly connected to

the establishment of training methods such as the retreats. At the same time,

everything we learn from missionary sources of the time points to a consid-

erable amount of self-fashioning on the part of the catechists. In the case of

Brito’s canonization inquiries, for instance, the catechists carefully navigated

the local context as well as the official Church procedure in a way that would

improve their social and spiritual standing. The first goal of Chapter One and

Chapter Two was to identify missionaries and their catechists as interlocutors,

and partners in such complex negotiations and conversations.

So, these chapters have explored the immediate contexts of these interac-

tions, at the crossroads of local and global processes. On the one hand, cate-

chists in Indiawere the local expressionof one crucial force in the global spread

of earlymodern Catholicism, that is lay people, whowere organized differently

from place to place and yet always a resource that missionaries all over the

globe were able to mobilize ad maiorem Dei gloriam.75 On the other hand, the

missionaries who organized the retreats did so against the background of local

competing Śaiva and siddha specialist groups, as well as powerful Śaivamaṭas

74 The only Indian Jesuit ordained before the suppression of the Societywas Luís Bramane, a

collaborator of Henrique Henriques in the sixteenth century (Županov, Missionary Trop-

ics, 259–267). The situation was different in Goa, where converted Brahmans had their

own (Oratorian) order, and the local priestMateus deCastro (1594–1677) becameaBishop.

For the latter’s adventurous story, see Giuseppe Sorge, Matteo De Castro (1594–1677). Pro-

filo di una Figura Emblematica del Conflitto Giurisdizionale tra Goa e Roma nel Secolo xvii

(Bologna: Edizioni Clueb, 1986).

75 On lay people in themission seeMaldavsky, Les laïcs dans lamission; on the Japanese case,

Hélène Vu-Thanh, Devenir Japonais. La mission jésuite au Japon (1549–1614) (Paris: Presses

de l’université Paris-Sorbonne, 2016), 147–174.
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or ātiṉam in in theKaveri region,whichwere specifically non-Brahmanical and

managed by Vellalas. These (mostly Śaiva) religiousmen and institutions artic-

ulated local connections between language, location, spirituality, and social

mobility in the context of a fragmented political order, that offered an impor-

tant model to the catechists, and the missionaries. We will return to this in the

next chapters.

The tensions, dialogues and negotiation between catechists and missionar-

ies emerge in the corpus of texts composed for the retreats. A remarkable stylis-

tic aspect of these texts is the fact that they were written in (relatively good)

prose. Of course, by the early eighteenth century, prose-writing was hardly a

novelty. Besides the many specialized forms of prose traditionally available in

Tamil, Jesuit missionaries had been experimenting with forms of devotional,

theological, and scholastic prose since the late sixteenth century. Yet the texts

we just read introduce new important elements. First, they show a certain

familiarity with a number of Tamil registers, from the philosophical to the col-

loquial, and their syntax and vocabulary are varied. As it appears fromhis gram-

matical text, Costanzo Beschi at least thought of his prose works as belonging

to the realm of high or literary Tamil. Moreover, these texts are dialogic, and

transpose into writing either the inner dialogue between catechists and their

own Christian selves in-the-making, as in the case of the Ñāṉamuyaṟci; or the

conversation betweenmissionaries and their converts, which Beschi almost lit-

erally includes in the Vētaviḷakkam. This dialogic nature is, on the one hand,

closely tied to the core of the Ignatian project in the Spiritual Exercises, which

were after all conversations between a retreatant and his guide. At the same

time, these textualized dialogues record for the first time the spiritual, social

and cultural mediations that were shaping Tamil Catholicism in those years,

and in this respect, they offer crucial insights into the different levels at which

the practice of the retreats contributed to shape the catechist identity.

Finally, all the texts we have seen—the Ñāṉamuyaṟci, the Vētiyaroḻukkam,

and the Vētaviḷakkam—contain spiritual and practical instructions that were

meant to fight the dangers of the liminal situation of the catechists. Thesewere

non-ordained men who held great social and spiritual powers among Tamil

Catholic communities that missionaries could hardly reach, let alone evange-

lize and discipline. The best solution was therefore to discipline the catechists

themselves, who in turn could work as agents to avoid the independent circu-

lation of Christianity (as in the case of the Pariah) and the lapse of Catholics

into Lutheranism. Among the many aims of this training there was the solidi-

fication of the catechists’ Catholic self around orthodox ideas and practices, in

order to allow them to resist local competing religious discourses and models

of the self, like those of the siddhas, the Śaivas, or the Lutherans. This chapter
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has considered such intersecting processes of social and spiritual mobility, as

well as disciplining, and has begun to explore the role of texts and textuality

in this context. The next chapter will take us to the world of Tamil grammar

and poetry. This was never too far away even in the preceding pages, insofar

as Tamil was the medium of communication and the world order implied by

most of the historical events I mapped. Throughout the chapters that follow,

the way Catholics wrote, read, and lived in Tamil will constitute the entry point

to understanding the complex relationship between missionaries, catechists,

and their locations.
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chapter 3

Catholic Poetics and Politics of Space

The sixteenth and last point of the Inter Graviores, the decree issued in 1704 by

Carlo Tomaso Maillard de Tournon against the practices of accommodation

in the Madurai mission, concerned literary practices. The decree prohibited

Indian converts reading non-Christian literature under pain of excommunica-

tion, unless they had special dispensation from the missionaries.1 This point

received little attention during the ensuingMalabar Rites controversy, because

neither Laines nor Antonio Broglia Brandolini, the procurator for themission’s

cause at the Roman Curia in the 1720s, ever asked for it to be revoked or soft-

ened. They claimed that on that point, Jesuit missionaries agreed with the

decree, and behaved accordingly.2 The issue was certainly minor when com-

pared with other pressing concerns, especially those regarding caste among

Catholics. That was a pervasive aspect of life in South India, and missionar-

ies in those years fought fiercely to be allowed to respect caste differences

among their converts.3 By contrast, most newly converted Christians were illit-

erate or had only partial access to written texts, evenwhen they enjoyed public

1 This interdiction is articulated in the sixteenth point of the decree. As I mentioned in the

previous chapter, I cite Tournon’s Inter Graviores as included in Benedict xiv, Bullarium, 422–

425.

2 The two books written by Antonio Broglia Brandolini to defend the Society from the accu-

sations and injunctions of Tournon’s decree—Giustificazione del praticato sin’ora da’ religiosi

della Compagnia di Gesù, nellemissioni delMadurey,Mayssur, e Carnate; presentata alla Santa

Sede Apostolica. In occasione del Decreto, loro intimato in Puduciery dalla chiara memoria del

Sig. Card. di Tournon a’di 8. di Luglio, dell’anno 1704 (Roma: Stamperia della Rev. Camera Apos-

tolica, 1724), and Risposta alle accuse date al praticato sin’ora da’ Religiosi della Compagnia di

Giesù, nelle Missioni del Madurey, Mayssur, e Carnate, in due libri diversi dal reverendissimo

Padre Fra Luigi Maria Lucino del Venerabil’ Ordine de’ Predicatori, Maestro di Sacra Teologia, e

Commissario Generale del Santo Ufizio in Roma, 3 vols (Cologne, 1729)—do not even address

the sixteenth point of the decree. Indeed, multiple documents in acdf show how Brandolini

considered this point outside of the scope of his legal action, including a note sent by Bran-

dolini to the Holy Office on March 31, 1733, which lists the points of Tournon’s decree that

the Society accepted without further specifications (Capi del decreto dell’Em.o Sig.r Cardinal

di Tournon, intorno a’quali non si supplica la S[an]ta Sede), in acdf, s.s., qq 1 m.

3 On the crucial role of caste in the Malabar Rites controversy, and the discussions regarding

the status of the low-caste paṟaiyar converts in the mission, Aranha argues that at stake in

the controversy was “the definition of the limits to which the Indian church could incorpo-

ratemechanisms of caste reproduction and caste division” (“Discrimination and Integration,”

189). See also Pavone, “Tra Roma e il Malabar.”

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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readings, oral narratives, and performances. And yet, was the relationship with

non-Christian literature in the Madurai mission really unproblematic?

Taking this question as its starting point, this chapter explores howmission-

aries read Tamil literature, how they explained it to their catechists, and how

they explained themselves and theCatholic faith in relationshipwith that liter-

ature. It also shows how in this process theymobilized Latin and Tamil models

of education, from rhetorical manuals to maṭam or monastic institutions, as

modesof social andpolitical engagement.A goodbasis for understanding these

developments is to read the entire sixteenth point of Inter Graviores, which

includes Tournon’s prescriptions regarding non-Christian, meaning primarily

Hindu, Tamil literature:

Finally, because of reading books that talk about the false religion, and

obscene and superstitious things, a poison creeps into the hearts of the

faithful, which not only offends the purity of their faith, but also corrupts

their morals, we greatly commend the zeal and hard work of those mis-

sionaries who either translated books containing the sacred doctrine of

the Catholic Church, and records (monumenta) of sacred things into the

Malabar language, that is Tamil, for the education of the Indian converts;

or composed new books, for their convenience and instruction. And to

those converts we explicitly prohibit the books of fables of the Gentiles,

and we forbid them from reading them, and keeping them, under pain of

excommunication latæ sententiæ, unless they obtain beforehand the per-

mission of their Parish priest, or of the missionary in charge of the cure

of their souls. To the discretion of these men, we entrust the faculty of

dispensation with regard to this matter, as well as to select for the use of

Christians some books free from obnoxious superstitions (if indeed there

are any) and not treating anything that goes against good morals, and to

allow their reading.4

4 Benedicti xiv, Bullarium, 424: Et demum, quia ex librorumde falsa religione, et de rebus obscæ-

nis, superstitiosisque tractantium lectura, venenum ut plurimum serpere solet ad cor Fidelium,

quo nonminus Fidei puritas offenditur, quammores corrumpuntur, magnopere commendantes

zelum, ac studiumMissionariorum, qui libros sacram Ecclesiæ Catholicæ doctrinam, rerumque

Sacrarum monumenta continentes, pro Indorum Christifidelium eruditione, in linguam Mal-

abaricam, seu Tamulicam transtulere, vel novos pro illorum commodo, et institutione compo-

suerunt; iisdem Christifidelibus expresse interdicimus fabulosos Gentilium libros, eosque legere,

et retinere prohibemus, sub pœna excommunicationis latæ sententiæ, nisi prius habita licentia

Parochi, seu Missionarii curam animarum exercentis, quorum prudentiæ committimus facul-

tatem super hoc dispensandi, et libros (si qui forte sunt) noxia superstitione vacuos: et nihil

contra bonos mores tractantes, pro Christianorum usu seligendi, eorumque lecturam permit-

tendi.
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Conspicuously, Tournon was worried about the connection between liter-

ature and pagan superstition. He thought Tamil books to be persuasive, and

therefore insidious for Christian converts, and took it upon himself to remind

Madurai missionaries of the danger such books represented. The long com-

mentary to Tournon’s decree written by Vigilio Saverio Manci (1666–1743), an

eccentric Jesuit who, after twenty years as a missionary on the Coromandel

coast, took a hard stance against the method of accommodation, agrees with

Tournon, and offers some further clues that the situation regarding Tamil liter-

ature on the groundwasmore complex than the depiction given by Laines and

Brandolini.5 The following passage, written around 1722, showsManci’s take on

the sixteenth point of the Inter Graviores:

This is a very good measure for Christians all over the world, and espe-

cially for thosewho, living in close proximitywith heathens, are in greater

danger of transgressing.Missionaries usually prohibit the reading of such

books, but they need to allow it for the catechists, so that they know

and understand the fables of the gentiles enough to be able to confute

them, and change the heathens’ minds. At times, from this need arise

scandals, because the catechists—whoare the greatest competitors of the

missionaries (sono gl’emoli maggiori delli missionarj)—abuse their power

(prevaricano), and cause others to overstep boundaries ( fanno prevari-

care).6 But this is no fault of the missionaries, nor of the license given

to the catechists. Besides, it is rare for Christians to read these books out

of curiosity. Still, the new prohibition contained in the Decree might be

useful to give themissionaries better judgement, andmake the catechists

more cautious.7

5 On Vigilio Manci and his role in the condemnation of the Malabar Rites, see again Aranha,

“Discrimination and Integration”.

6 While the verb “emulare” (from which the adjective “emulo” derives) means in modern Ital-

ian “to imitate”, in the early modern time it meant primarily concorrere, gareggiare, i.e.,

“to compete”. See Vocabolario degli Accademici della Crusca, 3rd edition (Firenze: Stamperia

dell’Accademia della Crusca, 1691), 598.

7 É ottimo q[ue]sto rimedio per tutti li Cristiani del mondo, e maggiorm[en]te per quelli, che con-

vivono con gl’Infedeli, e sono in maggior pericolo di prevaricare. Li missionarj proibiscono la

lettura di tali libri, e solo sono necessitati a concederla alli catechisti, perchè abbiano tutta la

congnizione, e notizia delle favole della Gentilità, per poter rispondere, e convincere gl’Infedeli.

Da q[ue]ste necessità alle volte nasce qualche scandalo, perchè gli catechisti med[esimi], che

perloppiù sono gl’emoli maggiori delli missionarj, prevaricano, et fanno prevaricare altri, ma è

senza colpa delli missionarj e della licenza, che gli vien data; Per altro rari sono de cristiani, che

per curiosità simettino à leggere q[ue]ti libri: nondimenoq[ue]stanuovaproibizionedelDecreto

puòmolto giovare, e à rendere li missionarj più oculati, e li catechisti più cauti, e li cristiani tutti
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The subtle yet suggestive irony of the passage is typical of Manci’s style.

Worthy of note here is the use of the Italian verb prevaricare in its intransitive

sense, implying both abuse of power and wrong moral conduct. The late Latin

verb prævaricare also had the meaning of secretly coming to an agreement

with a defendant during a trial, so as not to witness against him. This nuance

might be present in Manci’s passage, insofar as the catechists influenced by

“pagan” literature could be considered accusers in a religious controversy who

surreptitiously allied with an enemy deserving indictment.8 Crucially, in the

sentence where he describes the prevaricare of the catechists, Manci inserts

an appositional clause to say that as a rule the catechists competed with the

missionaries. Hence, the catechists happened to prevaricare—to abuse their

power, transgress the laws of Christianity, and adopt a wrongmoral conduct—

precisely because they wanted to impose their authority over that of the mis-

sionaries. To do so, they were possibly spreading the influence of Hindu lit-

erature among the Catholic faithful, rather than using it to oppose religious

adversaries.

This reading of Manci’s passage reveals a fissure behind the smooth surface

of Jesuit apologetical narrative, and clearly poses the question of the relation-

ship between missionaries, catechists, and Tamil literature, which will be the

focus of this and the next chapter.Whatwas the role of “pagan” literature in the

mission?Who read it, inwhat context, and how? Inwhatwaywas it persuasive,

and how could Catholic texts be equally or more persuasive? By raising these

questions, the Inter Graviores and Manci’s commentary invite us to reconsider

Catholic literary practices in Tamil, and to examine how Christian texts posi-

tioned in relationship to Tamil literature and literary theories in the eighteenth

century. We will see how at that moment, missionary practices of literary and

cultural translation went beyond lexical semantics (the word-to-word analo-

gies exploredby authors likeHenriques orNobili) to becomeamatter of literary

più scrupolosi. bcr,Ms 192, f. 61r. Another copy of this treatise, accompanied by letters regard-

ing Manci’s stay in Rome in 1723 (which solidified the positions against the Jesuits, and the

final condemnation of the Malabar Rites) can be found in acdf, St.St., qq 1-i.

8 The deponent verb prævaricari acquired a technical meaning in Roman law: Prævaricatorem

eum esse ostendimus, qui colludit cum reo, et translatitie muneri accusandi defungitur, eo quod

proprias quidem probationes dissimularet, falsas vero accusationes admitteret (“we show that

a prævaricator is the one who colludes with a defendant and in a negligent way acquits one-

self of the duty of accusing, inasmuch he dissimulates his own evidence, and admits false

accusations as truth”). SeeGlossariummediae et infimae latinitatis conditumaCaroloDufresne

Domino du Cange auctum aMonachis Ordinis S. Benedicti cum supplementis integris D.P. Car-

penterii, Adelungii, aliorum, suisque digessit G.A.L. Henschel …, vol. 6 (Niort: L. Favre, 1886),

475.
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genre, register, meter—in short, a matter of poetics or poruḷ. This transition

is embodied in the life and works of Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi, whom we

encountered in the previous chapter among the organizers of the retreats. Yet

in the 1730s and early 1740s he fulfilled many other roles, including educator,

court poet and counselor to local political players.

1 Jesuit Humanism and Devotion

The main events of Beschi’s life are well known, especially thanks to the biog-

raphy and articles written by the Jesuit missionary and scholar Léon Besse in

the early twentieth century.9 These works are invaluable sources of informa-

tion, albeit aimed at emphasizing Beschi’s missionary agenda in reaction to

what Besse saw as an excessive indigenization of his life story by local scholars,

especially Beschi’s nineteenth-century biographer Muttucāmi Piḷḷai.10 Follow-

ing Besse’s œuvre, the life of Beschi can be roughly divided into three periods.

The first one is the Italian period, from Costanzo Gioseffo Eusebio Beschi’s

birth in Castiglione delle Stiviere in 1680 until his departure for India in 1711.11

The years from 1700 to 1710 are particularly important in this context, because

Beschi spent them in the culturally stimulating environment of the Jesuit col-

lege of Santa Lucia in Bologna. He left Bologna in 1710, reached Goa in 1711,

and thereupon joined the Madurai mission. After a couple of years spent in

the southern villages of the mission, in the region of Tirunelveli, in 1716 he

9 For a review of the historiography on Beschi, see the Introduction. Besides his biog-

raphy, Father Beschi, Léon Besse wrote the important essay Chanda Sahib and Beschi

(Trichinopoly: St. Joseph Industrial School Press, 1909).

10 AppāvuMuttuccāmiPiḷḷai akaA.MuttusamiPilleiwas aCatholicVellala fromPondicherry

who worked at the College of Fort St. George until his death. Besides the biographical

sketch of Beschi’s life, first published in English (1840) and then in Tamil (1843), Muttuc-

cāmi authored many other Christian works. A short biography of this figure is found in

Simon Casie Chetty, The Tamil Plutarch, containing a Summary Account of the Lives of the

Poets and Poetesses of Southern India and Ceylon (Jaffna: Ripley & Strong printers, 1859),

55–56. Muttucāmi collaborated with Vittuvāṉ Cāmināta Piḷḷai, another Catholic Vellala

from Pondicherry who taught FrancisWhyte Ellis (1777–1819) (Chetty,Tamil Plutarch, 114–

115). I discuss both figures in Chaper Six.

11 Besse was unclear about Beschi’s baptismal name, and the names of his parents. These

doubts were clarified after I was able to access Beschi’s baptismal record, still in the Parish

archives of Castiglione, Battesimi, vol. 7 (ab anno 1667 ad 1683). See Ebeling and Trento,

“From missionary to pulavar,” n. 2. Even though these documents show that Beschi was

baptized with the unusual northern variant Gioseffo, in this book I use the standardized

form Giuseppe that he also used to sign when writing to his Jesuit companions and supe-

riors.
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was given responsibility for the Christians of the Thanjavur kingdom, among

whom he spent most of his missionary career. Until 1742, Beschi worked in

different villages—Vaṭukarpēṭṭai, Kōṉāṉkuppam—but mostly at Ēlākkuṟicci,

nearby the city of Thanjavur, where his literary, devotional, and social project

took shape. From the early 1730s onwards, he cultivated a close relationship

with general Chanda Sahib, andmoved toTiruchirappalli in 1742 to joinChanda

Sahib’s court, just before the latter’s defeat at the hands of the Marathas. We

have almost no information on the third period of Beschi’s life, from when he

was forced to leave Tiruchirappalli in 1742 until his death at Ambalakkadu in

1747.12

Keeping this chronological sketch in mind, some specific moments of Be-

schi’s biography are crucial to clarify the contradictions that emerge from the

competing biographical accounts, and to understand Beschi’s multiple local

identities—the learned Tamil pulavar, the initiator of mostMarian cults in the

Kaveri region, and much more—in the context of his overall trajectory. Par-

ticularly important for this endeavor are some hitherto little-studied sources

like the Epistulæ Generalium, registers of the letters sent by the General of

the Society in Rome to its members worldwide, and the surviving catalogs

of the Malabar Province.13 When reading closely the Epistulæ Generalium, for

instance, it is impossible tomiss that Beschi’s name appearswith extraordinary

frequency among the recipients of those letters, especially after the election of

Michelangelo Tamburini to the Generalate in 1706. This is remarkable, because

Beschi was not a nobleman. He came from a solid but middle-class family that

did not play any role in the life of the Society, unlike the families of many of

his confrères.14 The relationship between Beschi and Tamburini must there-

fore have developed independently, beforeTamburini becameGeneral. It likely

happened when Tamburini—originally fromModena, a town not too far from

Beschi’s native Castiglione—was head of the Venetian Province, and Beschi

12 On the date of Beschi’s death, see n. 44 in this chapter.

13 The use of Epistulæ Generalium (abbreviated as Epp. gg.) to reconstruct the relationship

between the central administration of the Society and its individual members has been

pioneered by Elisa Frei. The Epp. gg. are not cataloged together, but divided by Province;

usually, the letters sent by the general to members of a certain Province are collected in

the initial volumes of the series devoted to that Province in arsi. While living in Italy

Beschi belonged to the Venetian Province, and that is the series that I use for this section;

in the next section, I use letters written to missionaries in Madurai (part of the Malabar

Province) contained in the first volume of the Goa series.

14 Elisa Frei, “The Many Faces of Ignazio Maria Romeo, sj (1676–1724?)” analyzes a case in

which theGeneral’s letters reflect the important role a specific Jesuit and his family played

in the life of the Society.
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one of itsmembers working first in Ravenna, then in Bologna. Their correspon-

dence continued after Beschi left Italy for India, and even though Beschi had

few administrative roles in the mission, Tamburini wrote to him more than to

any other simple missionary in Madurai.

The early letters by Tamburini concern Beschi’s studies at the College of

Santa Lucia in Bologna. In those years, Beschi focused on grammar and rhet-

oric, as required by the Ratio Studiorum—a training that would, in hindsight,

help him to tackle Tamil grammar and poetry once in India, and ultimately

open his school.15 Another aspect that emerges from these letters, and seems

equally important to understanding his subsequent work as a missionary, is

Beschi’s deep involvement in the world of Baroque Catholic devotion. This

comes as no surprise to historians of Catholicism in the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries, yet historians of the Madurai mission have almost uniquely

stressed the theological approach of its founder Roberto Nobili, and Beschi’s

philological enterprise. The study of the global and local articulation of devo-

tional practices has been overlooked, or confined to the domain of anthro-

pology and folklore studies.16 Yet from the Epistulæ Generalium we know, for

instance, that as early as 1701 Beschi asked to be allowed to go on a pilgrimage

to the Santa Casa in Loreto, probably the most important Marian sanctuary

in Europe at this time.17 This was a rite of passage for many young Jesuits of

his generation. The answer of the then General Tirso Gonzales was positive,

but delegated the final decision to the Venetian Provincial—Tamburini him-

self, who would become general only five years later.18 We have no proof that

Beschi’s request was eventually granted, but it is likely that he went to Loreto

and the place made a strong impression on him, since more or less explicit

representations of the Santa Casa appear in many of the Tamil works he com-

15 It is possible to follow his studies in the catalogs of the Venetian Province (the Catalogi

breves of 1705–1711 are in arsi, Ven. 50 and the Catologi Triennale in Ven. 77–78–79), where

his roles as student and sometimes teacherweredulynoteddown.A summaryof the infor-

mation contained in these catalogs can be found in Gualberto Giachi, L’ India divenne la

sua terra (Milano: Editrice Missioni, 1981), 22–25.

16 The groundbreaking (if not always accurate) study of Muslim and Christian devotion in

South India by Susan Bayly, Saints, Goddesses and Kings, is an exception.

17 On the importance of Loreto for the Jesuits, see Vincenzo Lavenia, “Miracoli e memoria.

I gesuiti a Loreto nelle storie della Compagnia (secc. xvi–xvii),” in Figure della memoria

culturale. Tipologie, identità, personaggi, testi e segni, ed. Massimo Bonafin, special issue,

L’Immagine Riflessa. Testi, Società, Culture 22, 1–2 (2013): 331–348; on the role of this sanc-

tuary in the missionary imaginaire, see Chapter Five.

18 This information is in the reply of General Tirso Gonzales to Fr. Costanzo Beschi in

Ravenna (3 May 1701), arsi, Ven. 21, vol. 1, f. 58v.
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posed years later. In a similar vein, we read that in 1710, just before Beschi left

for India, Tamburini gave him permission to print a small devotional booklet

on the guardian angel, pending approbation of the revisers. Beschi had written

it together with his patron, Marquis Locatelli, whose sons he was educating in

Bologna.19

This devotional and emotional climate centered around pilgrimages and

devotion to saints and angels informed the missionary choices that Jesuits like

Beschi would take in South India. It also explains some of the changes in the lit-

erary life of themission in the eighteenth century, in comparisonwith previous

centuries. Francis Xavier famously brought along on hismissionary travels only

a breviary and a copy of De institutione bene vivendi by Marko Marulić, while

Roberto Nobili was mostly influenced by medieval scholastic literature such

as the works of Thomas Aquinas and Peter Lombard.20While these influences

never faded—in the previous chapter we saw, for instance, the importance of

Aquinas for understanding the Ñāṉamuyaṟci—in the eighteenth century mis-

sionaries in South India read and wrote different texts. They liked devotional

works, and were particularly fond of edifying stories and examples, which they

found useful while preaching in South India. So, the list of books that Giovanni

Battista Buttari, then stationed in the southernmost residence of the Madurai

mission, requested in 1749 from his sister, a nun in the small Italian town of

Osimo, included copies of L’utile col dolce, a collection of edifying stories by

the fellow Jesuit Carlo Casalicchio; Il divoto di S. Giuseppe fornito d’esempj, e di

pratiche fruttuose per venerarlo, a work of devotion towards St. Joseph by the

Jesuit poet and playwriter Giuseppe Antonio Patrignani; and the Mystica ciu-

dad de Dios, the life of Mary by the Spanish nun and mystic María de Jesús de

Ágreda.21

19 Non hò difficoltà che V.R.a dia alla stampa anche col suo nome l’operetta che mi accenna

sopra il S[ant]oAngeloCustode eperpropagare il cultodi esso, e sodisfarealladivotione e sua

e del Sig[no]re Marchese Locatelli che ve l’ha richiesta. Scrivo pertanto al P[ad]re Pro[vin-

cia]le che le assegni i revisori, e quando questi l’approvino le mandarò subito la facoltà &

la stampa. Michelangelo Tamburini to Giuseppe Costanzo Beschi in Bologna (21 October

1709), Ven. 21, vol. 1, f. 415v. It seems that in the end the book was not published, or at least

there are no traces of it anywhere in the archives.

20 See for instanceGiuliaNardini, “RobertoNobili’sVivāhaDharma. ACase of CulturalTrans-

lation,” inTranslatingCatechisms,TranslatingCultures:TheExpansionof Catholicism in the

Early Modern World, eds Antje Flüchter and Rouven Wirbser (Leiden and Boston: Brill,

2017), 223–251.

21 Perme: Prediche del Fabri, Mystica Citta di Dio, Casalicchio l’utile col dolce, Varii fogli di Sto-

rie, Il divoto di S. Giuseppe del P[adre] Patrignani, o altro libro che tratti di S[an] Giuseppe.

Fr. Giovanni Battista Buttari to his sister S. Maria Maddalena Buttari (Nemao [Nēmam],

29 October 1749), arsi, Opp. nn. 128 i, ff. 82–83, here 83r.
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Ágreda’s work was especially popular among missionaries in Madurai, and

appears in all the surviving lists of books they requested. Buttari asked for it, as

did João da Costa before him, andwewill see that Beschi’s literarymasterpiece,

theTēmpāvaṇi, was conceived as an elaborationuponÁgreda’swork.22As these

literary interests show, by the early eighteenth century missionaries were not

simply relying on their charisma, or arguing from a philosophical and theo-

logical standpoint that Christianity was the most rational religion, as Xavier

and Nobili had done before. They talked about angels and demons, miracles

and wonders, and used examples from the lives of saints and other emotion-

ally charged stories in order to inspire devotion, and to inscribe Catholicism in

the eyes, ears, and hearts of their listeners.

Devotion towards old and new saints, including Ignatius and Xavier them-

selves, also nourished the desire for self-sanctification that was such an impor-

tant element in the missionary vocation. Beschi began to feel the sting of this

desire, andwrote his first (lost) indipetawhile in Ravenna in 1701. General Tirso

Gonzales answered this letter in the usual cautious way, inviting Beschi to wait,

and work hard in the meantime.23 After moving in 1702 to the Collegio Santa

Lucia in Bologna, amuch bigger Jesuit institution, Beschi’s desire for the Indies

must have been further stirred byhearing stories of themission, andwitnessing

the departure of other Jesuits. One of his colleagues in the Collegio from 1703

to 1705, Alessandro Calini—originally from Brescia, and likely a relative of the

famous Jesuit writer Cesare Calini—became a missionary in South India just

a few years before him.24 Beschi wrote his second indipeta in 1706, precisely

around the time when Calini left. One sentence stands out in this other let-

ter, addressed to the newly elected General Tamburini: “Six years have already

22 Pedi hum Breviario da impressão mais nova que V.R. podesse achar, e com todas a vezes dos

sanctos novos. Hum jogo dos libros que compos SororMaria Jesu de Agreda sa via da virgem

purissima. Isto peno agora se for possivel acharse, e não estiverem proihibidos os taes libros.

Posso a V.R. muito particularmente se vir na sella Angelica, aonde tene principio e redem-

ção, que esta em Loreto se lembre de myn, e me recommenda a Sacratissima Raynha Mary,

o mesmo pesso a V.R. faça em Roma en todos os sanctuarios […] Letter of Carlo Colano to

João da Costa (Vaypem [Vypeenakotta, Vaippinkōṭṭa] 14 September 1696), aav, Cong. Rit.,

Proc. 1698, ff. 104–109, here f. 109r.

23 Tirso Gonzales to Costanzo Beschi in Ravenna (4 April 1701), arsi, Ven. 21, vol. 1, f. 54r.

24 ‘Alexander Calinus’ is listed, together with Beschi, among the Jesuits of the Collegio Santa

Lucia in Bologna in the following catalogs: arsi, Ven 50. Cat. Trien. 1705–1711, Catalogi

ProvinciæVenetæanni 1705, ff. 1–136; and arsi Ven. 78 Cat.Brev. 1703–1706,Catalogus Brevis

Provinciæ Venetæ Kal. Januarii 1703, ff. 1–48v. Even though the paucity of sources makes it

difficult to follow Calini’s career closely, we have the official records of the fourth vow and

the five simple vows that Calini took in 1713 in the church of Manappad (Maṇappāṭu) on

the Fishery coast in arsi, Lusitania 13, ff. 235–236. The annual catalog of the year 1722 says
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passed since I swore myself to the Mission among the unfaithful, with the let-

ter you know. I wrote to Your Reverence multiple times about this; and it is

not without great consolation, that I keep re-reading the loving replies, and the

great hopes, that you deigned to give me.”25 The previous General, Tirso Gon-

zales, did not write to Beschi after responding to Beschi’s first indipeta of 1701.

Here, Beschi is clearly addressing Tamburini as a long-term interlocutor, not in

his role as General. The passage must refer to an exchange of letters regarding

Beschi’s desire to become a missionary that happened when Tamburini was

still Provincial. This highlights how becoming a missionary was the result of

long-term networking efforts. Beschi was lucky to have his previous Provincial,

and clearly one of his supporters, become General during his lifetime.We find

in this letter also a reference to Beschi’s self-proclaimed skills as an orator—he

declares that if given the opportunity to argue for himself in person, he would

certainly win the cause, and convince Tamburini to allow him to leave for the

Indies.26

As a newly elected general, Tamburini could only reply to Beschi’s letter

in a vague, albeit positive, manner.27 One year later, however, he wrote again

to reassure him that sooner or later he would leave. From this second letter,

we also understand that Beschi was already explicitly requesting for the Mal-

abar mission (Malavare).28 It was extremely rare that missionaries would ask

for a specific mission, and even rarer that they would be assigned to it. Per-

haps Beschiwas influenced by his colleague in Bologna, AlessandroCalini, who

that Alexander Josephus Calinus died at Tindicallu, nowadays Dindigul, on 29 July 1721;

see Besse, Excerpta e Catalogis Provinci Malabarensis (1610–1752) (Trichinopoly: St. Joseph

Industrial School Press, 1910), 38, which offers a transcription of the section in arsi, Goa

29 concerning the Madurai mission.

25 Già sono sei anni, dacché m’obbligai alla Missione tra gli’ Infedeli con noto espresso. Più

volte ne ho scritto a V.P.; e non senza somma mia consolazione, ne vado tuttora rileggendo

le amorevoli risposte, e le grandi speranze, che si è degnata di darmi. Costanzo Beschi to

General Michelangelo Tamburini (Bologna, 3 December 1706), arsi, Ven. 99, f. 199.

26 Ma deh se io potessi venire in persona a piedi di V[ostra] P[aternità] e a viva voce esporle la

mia dimanda, mi da Dio fiducia, che vincerei la causa. Ibidem.

27 Still, Tamburini wrote to him twice in the year he was elected, with very similar messages.

The first time, he wrote in reply to another indipeta, now lost (Michelangelo Tamburini

to Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi (15 March 1706) Ven. 21, vol. 2, f. 341). The second time was

in reply to the indipeta we know: Michelangelo Tamburini to Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi

(16 December 1706) arsi, Ven. 21, vol. 2, f. 425r.

28 Quanti sono i vostri santi desiderii che tengo nelle replicate domande che mi fate della Mis-

sione dell’Indie, et in particolare del Malavare, altre tanti motivi hò ancora di consolarmi.

State x.ciò di buon animo, poichè alla prima congiuntura che ci sarà e non potrà tardare

molto, si adempiranno certamente le vostre brame. Michelangelo Tamburini to Costanzo

Giuseppe Beschi in Bologna (5 December 1707), arsi, Ven. 21, vol. 2, f. 576r.
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was by then a missionary on the Fishery coast; or perhaps his familiarity with

Tamburini made him daring with his requests. In any case, when in 1709 Tam-

burini grantedBeschi’s desire, he assignedhim to theMaduraimission,with the

strange additional reassurance that superiors in Goa would not stop him from

reaching his final destination. This remark suggests that Beschi had wished to

work in Madurai, and also expressed the fear to be held back in Goa instead.29

Coincidentally, Beschi’s attraction towards the Malabar mission developed

during the years when Francisco Laines had come back from South India, and

was in Rome to defend the Indianmission against Tournon’s accusations. Only

a fewmonths after granting theMaduraimission toBeschi,Tamburini accepted

another missionary, Antonio Broglia Brandolini, and entrusted his training to

Laines.30 This training was probably a well-engineered transfer of responsibil-

ities in the context of the burgeoning Malabar Rites controversy, considering

that after a short time in South India Brandolini would become the procurator

of the Madurai mission in Rome. In other words, the General most likely had

precise expectations from each Jesuit he selected for the mission at that deli-

cate time. So why Beschi, among the many Jesuit novices who dreamt of the

Indies?Was he chosen because he was a good scholar who had already proven

himself by authoring a book, but was not so exceptional as to be needed in

Europe? Did Laines specifically request someone who could devote himself to

the cause of local literature, since themission had not had anyone operating in

this field since the time of its founder Roberto Nobili?

When Beschi reached India, he entered the Madurai mission right away,

wearing the clothes of a paṇṭāram, a non-Brahman preacher, as all mission-

aries did by this time.31 He was first assigned to villages in the south, and his

29 Desiderando che l’Apostolico zelo diV[ostra]R[everenz]a che con tanto fervore lo chiamaalle

laborioseMissioni dell’Indie abbia tutto quelmaggiormerito chepuòavere inuna risoluzione

si generosa e di tanta gloria del Sig[no]re e profitto delle anime, espressamente le comando

in virtù di S[anta] Obedienza che vada allaMissione delMadurè; Ne dubiti punto che i supe-

riori di Goa siano per porre alcuna remora à quanto con precetto le ordino, e à queste gentili

sue brame. MichelangeloTamburini to CostanzoGiuseppe Beschi (September 1709), arsi,

Ven. 22, vol. 2, f. 407v.

30 Circa la partenza potrete intendervi col P[adre] Laines Proc[urato]r di quelle Missioni, alla

cui volontà mi rimetto. Michelangelo Tamburini to Broglia Antonio Brandolini in Parma

(13 April 1707), arsi, Ven. 21, f. 458v.

31 By the early eighteenth century, Nobili’s experiment of Brahmanical saṃnyāsi mission-

ary had failed, and Jesuits took up the role of non-Brahmanical paṇṭāram missionaries.

The history of this title in the pre-modern period is unclear, likely referring to non-

Brahmanical groups in charge of devotional practices in temples, but from the early

modern period onwards paṇṭāram has come to indicate the member of an atīṉam, a

non-Brahmanical monastic institution. In that context, we even see the development of
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residence at Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi was not too far away from Brandolini’s own

residence. It was Brandolini who witnessed his fourth and fifth vows in 1714.32

Beschi began studying Tamil poetry almost immediately upon entering the

mission, as remarked in the annual letter of 1715:

Father Beschi gave himself entirely to the study of Tamil poetry; for noth-

ing in the country is esteemedmore than this study. In the space of a few

months he made more progress in it than any other missionary since the

foundation of the Mission. The result is that he writes Tamil verses most

elegantly and he has made no despicable progress in reading the ancient

poets, which is the most difficult. From this study he will one day be able

to make a choice of beautiful maxims for the formation of a good man-

ners, andof excellent quotations as arguments in support of the faithwith

these people, who trust only their poets.33

Beschi would go on to perfect his literary abilities to the point of being rec-

ognized as a poet both by his fellow missionaries and by competing Lutheran

preachers. Whether his Hindu and Muslim interlocutors thought the same is

harder to assess, but his success in securingChanda Sahib’s support—our focus

in the next section of this chapter—is a strong indication that his scholarly per-

sona commanded general respect. Most official roles Beschi was ever given in

the course of his career were connected to his literary abilities. In 1726, at the

time of the controversy on the Spiritual Exercises that we analyzed in the pre-

a literature by such members called paṇṭāra cāttiraṅkaḷ; see Rafael Klöber, “What is Saiva

Siddhanta? TracingModern Genealogies andHistoricising a Classical Canon,”The Journal

of Hindu Studies 10 (2017): 217, fn. 10. Probably connected to this use is the adoption of the

title by Jesuit missionaries, in an attempt to go beyond the Brahmanical model of mission

inaugurated by Nobili (see Chakravarti, Empire of Apostles, especially 256–257).

32 The official records of the vows taken by Beschi in Kurukkaḷpaṭṭi in front of Brandolini on

28/10/1714 (the fourth vow of obedience to the Pope with regard to missions, and the five

simple vows) are in arsi, Lus. 13, ff. 293–294.

33 P[ater] Constantius Jos[ephus] Beschi totum se studiis tamulicæ pœseos addixit quibus

nullum in his terris majori in pretio est, tantumque in iis paucorum mensium spatio pro-

fecit, quantum nullus missionarium a missione conditâ, ita ut versus tamulicos p[er]ele-

ganter scribat, quodque difficilius est, in lectione veterum Poetarum haud spernendos pro-

gressus fecerit: ex quo deinceps tum ad mores instituendos egregia effata, tum ad fidem

confirmandam optima relatà ad istam gentem quæ suis Poetis unicè credit, argumenta

desumi possunt […]. Louis-Noël de Bourzes to Michelangelo Tamburini, Litteræ Annuæ

Missionis Madurensis anni 1715 (Varugapatti [Vaṭukarpēṭṭai], 23 July 1716), arsi, Goa 54,

ff. 550r–563v, here 551r. An alternative translation can be found in Besse, Father Beschi,

66–67.
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vious chapter, his Superior sent Beschi away from his residence, and assigned

him to work as an interpreter for an inquiry on the post-mortemmiracles con-

nected to João de Brito, in view of Brito’s canonization. The proceedings of

this inquiry, coordinated by the Bishop of Mylapore João Pinheiro, contain a

letter by Beschi that outlines the interrogation procedure. There, Beschi also

stressed his own exceptional mastery of Tamil by noticing that no one knew

the language in Rome, and therefore themissionaries decided to attach a Latin

translation of the inquiry to the Tamil originals. He also reported that the wit-

nesses were simple people, and yet he was sure they had been honest in their

declarations, because he could read their respect for the sacred oaths, and their

fear of excommunication in their faces, tones, and voices.34 The following year,

the new Superior of themissionDomingosMadeira asked Beschi towrite some

anti-Lutheran works in Tamil against the missionaries at Tranquebar. This led

to the composition of the Vētaviḷakkam and the other treatises at the center of

the previous chapter, which partially rely on information Beschi gathered from

catechists during this inquiry.

The inquiry on Brito’s death was connected with the Malabar Rites contro-

versy, as it implied the canonization of a missionary who practiced accom-

modation. It involved some of the most radical practitioners of accommo-

dation, first of all Beschi who worked to collect the witnesses, and Ippolito

Desideri (1684–1733), who was at the time living in Pondicherry after the fail-

ure of the Jesuit Tibetan mission. It was Desideri who brought the documents

of the inquiry from Pondicherry to Rome in 1727, and handed them to Bran-

dolini, by then the main advocate of the Madurai mission at the Papal See.35

Yet apart from the participation in this crucial process, Beschi’s name is virtu-

ally absent from the documents relating to the Malabar Rites controversy. He

was among the most successful practitioners of adaptation on the ground, but

he did not participate in the intra-institutional controversy over the adapted

rites. Was his local function too important to be compromised by institutional

quarrels? I doubt it. More probably, his intellectual successes were combined

with an unruly personality that made him unfit for such roles. Unlike previous

catalogs of the Venetian and the Malabar Provinces that describe him as tal-

ented in grammar and rhetoric, later catalogs contain many pointed and crit-

34 arsi, apg-sj 726—Meliapor 1720, ff. 9–12. This version of the record of the inquiry, kept

in arsi, is a copy of aav, Cong. Rit., Proc. 1697.

35 The bibliography on Desideri is extensive, but mostly focuses on his Tibetan mission.

On his role in Pondicherry, some remarks can be found in Enzo Gualtiero Bargiacchi,

Un ponte fra due culture, Ippolito Desideri S.J. (1684–1733): Breve biografia (Firenze: Istituto

Geografico Militare, 2008), 30–31.
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ical remarks. In 1718, he is described as amanwith “prompt intelligence, but his

maturity of judgment is a little bit shaky, but not inmatters of great importance;

the same applies to prudence—there is however hope for more prudence in

the future.”36 In the extensive Catalogus ad gubernandum of 1734, missionar-

ies evaluated their colleague’s readiness for administrative roles, and Beschi is

described as unwilling and unfit to take up any role in the administration of

themission.37 Among themany good attributes ascribed to him in this catalog,

including an exceptional (supra mediocritatem) intellect, are some troubling

traits. His fellow Jesuits described Beschi as lacking restraint over his passions,

missing an adequate love for poverty, and wanting in humility. Among the rea-

sons given for his unfitness for governance was also the excessive importance

he gave to his own affairs, his liberality with expenses and buildings, and the

frequent visits to powerful people.38 These descriptions strongly suggest that

Beschi’s colleagues were at least ambivalent with regard to the political role

he was beginning to play in those years thanks to his close relationship with

Mughal general Chanda Sahib, to which we now turn.

2 Kaveri Delta Politics

Shams al-Daulah Husain Dost Khān, better known as Chanda Sahib, was the

son-in-lawof theNawabof theCarnatic (based inArcot),DostAliKhān (r. 1732–

1740), and an important player in the political and military scene of the Kaveri

delta region from the 1730suntil his death in 1752.39 In the competitionbetween

colonial powers in the region that would lead to the Carnatic wars, Chanda

Sahib was an ally of the French, and on friendly terms with the French Jesuits

working in the Carnatic mission, whose headquarters were in Pondicherry.40

Beschimet him for the first time in 1733, when Chanda Sahib was leading a raid

36 Promptu ingenii est; maturitas vero judicii claudicat aliquantulum, sed non in rebus magni

momenti; idem intelligatur prudentia: spes tamen effulgit prudentiorem futurum […]. Cata-

logusSecundusSociorumProvinciæMalabaricæAnnoDomini 1718, arsi, Goa 29, ff. 189–190,

here 190r.

37 CatalogusPatrumDeQuibus inProvinciaMalabaricaacceptae sunt informationesadguber-

nandum anno 1734, arsi, Goa 29, ff. 216–226, here 224v–225v.

38 Minus aptus videtur ad gubernandum, præcipue propter nimiam rerum suarum existima-

tionem, faustum in expensis, et ædificis, et in visitandis magnatibus frequentiam. Ibidem.

39 One portrayal of Chanda Sahib as a local warlord is in Bayly, Saints, Goddesses and Kings,

156ff.

40 This detail is contained in the annual letter of 1733, which I could only access in the trans-

lation included in Besse, Chanda Sahib and Beschi, 8.
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against the Toṇṭaimāṉ troops nearby the Jesuit residence of Āvūr. The warlord

was immediately charmed by the missionary, and their relationship became

stronger over the years. While fighting in the Kaveri delta region in order to

get into Tiruchirappalli, Chanda Sahib tried to protect Catholic churches from

plundering by his soldiers. After he conquered the city in 1736, deposed Queen

Mīṉāṭci, and put on the throne the young Nāyaka heir held captive by his ally

Baker-Ali-Khan, the Nawab of Vellore, he sent Beschi to visit and entertain the

Nāyaka prince inVellore.41 In amessagewritten toBeschi in 1739, General Franz

Retz (1673–1750)—Tamburini’s successor in that role—discussed sending an

official letter and gifts for “the Turkish lord who ruled the armies of the Great

Mughal” (Sig. Turco, che comanda l’arme del Gran Mogor).42 Besse interpreted

the gifts as beingmeant forDostAli Khān, but Retz’s letter does not indicate the

intended recipient. It might have been Chanda Sahib, considering that accord-

ing to Jesuit catalogs Beschi was in Tiruchirappalli in 1739–1740.

In any case, in 1740 Dost Ali Khān was killed by the Maratha armies that

invaded the region at the request of the king of Thanjavur and the young

Nāyaka heir, Paṅkāru Tirumalai. Chanda Sahib lost Tiruchirappalli and was

captured by theMarathas.While he was imprisoned at Satara, his wife and son

were in custody in Pondicherry, until the Frenchwere able to have him released

in 1746, andhe could go back playing a role in the political life of the region.43 At

thatmoment, however, Beschiwas already far away from theKaveri delta,work-

ing and teaching in the college of Ambalakkadu where he would die in 1747.44

41 The episode is recounted in the annual letters of the years 1736–1737 (Toppi [near Cape

Comorin], 1 May 1739), in arsi, Goa 54, ff. 621–627. Translated excerpts are found in Besse,

Chanda Sahib and Beschi, 5–16.

42 Franz Retz to Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi (20 October 1739), arsi, Goa 1, f. 87v.

43 On the captivity of Chanda Sahib, his release, and in role in the Anglo-French wars, see

Sarojini Regani, Nizam-British Relations, 1724–1857 (New Delhi: Concept Publishing Com-

pany, 1988), esp. 24–59; this period is also covered in Edward James Rapson, The Struggle

Between England and France for Supremacy in India (London: Trübner & Co., 1887), 59–

74. On Chanda Sahib’s relationship with the French, see Catherine Manning, Fortunes

à Faire: The French in Asian Trade, 1719–1748 (Aldershot: Variorum Publishing Ltd, 1996),

esp. 203–218; and on the role of the war against the Marathas in the politics of the Nizam

of Hyderabad,MunisD. Faruqui, “AtEmpire’s End:TheNizam,HyderabadandEighteenth-

Century India,”Modern Asian Studies 43, 1 (2009): 5–43.

44 We have no account on the specific circumstances of Beschi’s death, but Jesuit obituary

records show that he died at Ambalakkadu on February 4, 1747. See arsi, h.s. 53 (Defuncti

1741–1750), p. 64. At first sight this would seem in contradiction with the fact that we have

an extant letter of General Retz written to Beschi on February 10, 1748 (arsi, Goa 1, f. 114)

in response to a letter written by Beschi in 1744. However, it is clear the news of the death

of Beschi had not yet reached Rome at that moment.
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Between the fall of Tiruchirappalli andhis death inKerala a decade later, Beschi

had tried to ask for more money and help for Chanda Sahib, but Retz had

refusedbecausehewaswell aware that the generalwas at that time in thehands

of the Marathas.

These are the main facts about Beschi’s involvement with Chanda Sahib

and the Arcot Nawab’s campaigns in the Kaveri region in the 1730s and early

1740s. While Beschi’s alignment with Chanda Sahib was likely part of the gen-

eral political strategy of the Jesuits in South India, in linewith French positions,

it is striking that even after the initial defeat of Chanda Sahib in 1740, and after

being sent away from the Kaveri region, to the Fishery coast and then Ambal-

akkadu, Beschi still sought help from the Father General to support Chanda

Sahib. The close relationship between the missionary and the military leader

is also at the center of the colorful early biographical sketch of Beschi by the

Tamil Catholic pundit Muttucāmi Piḷḷai, published in 1840. In this biography,

Muttucāmi claims that Chanda Sahibmade Beschi his diwan, offered him a gift

of four villages and their revenues, and as a consequence Beschi beganmoving

around on a palanqueen surrounded by a pompous retinue.45 Besse did not

agree with Muttucāmi’s account, and strongly denied that Beschi might have

accepted living in luxury at the court of Chanda Sahib. In his seminal article of

1909, he labeled Muttucāmi’s work as “evidently exaggerated, and due chiefly

to the vivid imagination of the Indian.” He further argued that while Chanda

Sahibmight have offered land to Beschi, and the title of diwan, no proof of this

existed, and both honorswould have been at oddswith Beschi’s vow of poverty.

Probably as a result of Besse’s judgment, Muttucāmi’s work has often been dis-

missed as a folk account, faithful to local Indian perceptions of Beschi rather

than to historical reality. But is the idea that Beschi accepted Chanda Sahib’s

financial support, and became a member of his retinue, really so far-fetched? I

believe it is not, and that reconsidering the social and political patterns of the

mission in South India, as well Beschi’s role at Ēlākkuṟicci, proves Muttucāmi’s

account to be quite coherent.

Beschi certainly considered Chanda Sahib the future ruler of the region,

and saw in him a good opportunity to adopt the typical top-down conver-

sion strategy of the Jesuits. His attitude was in keeping with a long-term Jesuit

project to access local networks of patronage, a project that missionaries had

been pursuing from the beginning of the mission. Although his identity is not

clear, we know that Roberto Nobili received financial and political help from

“Hemachatti,” a Telugu notable with a certain amount of influence at the court

45 Muttucāmi, Brief Sketch, 8.
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of Tirumalai Nāyaka.46 The Madurai mission continued to rely on the patron-

ageof local rulers afterNobili, alsobecause theonly fixed incomeof themission

came from few plantations the Society owned in Goa. Therefore, besides the

occasional gift from Europe or South America, local donations made up a sub-

stantial portion of the mission’s funds. Patterns of patronage also ran deeper,

and imply the participation of themissionaries and their catechists in the polit-

ical and cultural networks of certain regions. This is particularly evident in the

village of Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi, where the land of the local church was donated

to themissionaries in 1690 by the local ruler, the pāḷaiyakkārar of Eṭṭayapuram,

knownwith the title of Eṭappan. The donation is testified by an inscription still

visible on the façade of the church, and there is a rich oral tradition regard-

ing the patronage the Eṭappan offered to different religious groups.47 In the

eighteenth century, this little king ruled over a religiously diverse territory, and

sponsored Muslim, Hindu, and Christian towns and holy places. The cultural

life of the court was alsomultireligious, and some claim it was here that Umaṟu

Pulavar composed in the 1680s theCirāppurāṇam, a life of Muhammad in verse

that might have been among Beschi’s models for the Tēmpāvaṇi.48 A similar

case is the village of Carukaṇi, where the land to build the church and the

income from the surrounding fields were donated to the Catholic Church in

the late eighteenth century, during the time when Jesuit Giacomo Tommaso

de’ Rossi (1701–1774) was in charge of the village. This donation was later con-

firmed by the zamindar of Sivagangai, who ruled over Carukaṇi, and recorded

on a copper plate in 1800.49

These are only the most striking examples of what was part of the every-

day reality of the mission. Funds were often lacking, and one of the few ways

46 Rajamanickam, The First Oriental Scholar, 28; Županov, DisputedMission, 174–183.

47 The text of this inscription is transcribed in Caldwell, APolitical andGeneral History, 236–

237; on Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi and the stories surrounding this village, see A. Cūcai Celvarāj,

Putumai puṉita paralōka mātā tiruttala varalāṟu (Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi: Puṉita paralōka

matā tiruttalam, 2017); on Eṭṭayapuram, see G. Manonmani, “Ettayapuram—A Historic

Study” (PhD diss., Madurai Kamaraj University, 1999).

48 On Umaṟu Pulavar, see Ronit Ricci, Islam Translated, 57–58; Vasudha Narayan, “Religious

Vocabulary and Regional Identity: A Study of the Tamil Cirappuranam,” in Beyond Turk

and Hindu: Rethinking Religious Identities in Islamicate South Asia, eds David Gilmartin

and Bruce B. Lawrence (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2000), 74–97, and Tscha-

cher, “Can ‘Om’ be an Islamic Term?”

49 The first donation is attributed to the independent chieftains of Sivagangai, the Marutu

Pāṇṭiyār brothers, who fought against the British; this was confirmed by the first British-

installed zamindar, as shown in the copper plate inscription partially transcribed in

Mosse,The Saint in the BanyanTree, 38–49. On the history of Carukaṇi from its foundation

up to the early twentieth century, see Besse, LaMission duMaduré, 322–329.
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for the missionaries to access resources was to rely on the support of local

lords seeking to expand their authority by funding different types of educa-

tional and spiritual institutions. The alleged gift of four villages that Chanda

Sahib gave to Beschi follows this logic, as does the land donation that Beschi

received from the pāḷaiyakkārar ruling over Ēlākkuṟicci. In 1734—three years

after Beschi opened a Tamil school of rhetoric in Ēlākkuṟicci, as we will see

shortly, and one year after he met Chanda Sahib—the poligar of Ariyalūr,

RaṅkappaMaḻavarāyar, donated the landwhere theĒlākkuṟicci church stood to

the Catholic community in aeternum, as recorded in a stone inscription still in

theChurchpremises (Figure 8).50Ariyalūrwas thena small court that fell under

the jurisdiction of theNāyakas of Madurai, so the fact that in 1734Chanda Sahib

was already themost powerful man in the region, about to seize Nāyaka power

in 1736, might have had an influence on the donation. The inscription of this

donation is worth reading in full:

svasta śrī cālivākaṉa cakāptam, 1657 rākṣata varuṣam āṭi mātam 26 tēti

[śrīmāṉ] rācamāṉiyarācu śrī ariyalūr aracu nilaiyiṭṭa raṅkappamaḻavarā-

yar ēlākuṟicci ttirukkāvalūril vīraṇṇa tēvaṉ [pōkum] vaḻikkuk kiḻakku,

kōvilūr vaḻikkumēṟkuk kuṭṭaikkut teṟku, periya ērikku vaṭakkuppaṭṭayā-

vuñ caruvēcuraṉ kōvilukkuc cilācātaṉamākat tantōm, cantirātittavarai

kalluṅ kāviriyum pullum uḷḷavaraiyum cukamēy irukkavum, intat taru-

mattukku yātāmoruttaṉ vikātañ ceytāl kaṅkaikkaraiyilē kārām pacuvaik

koṉṟa tōṣattilē pōkakaṭavāṉ.51

Happiness and prosperity! In the rākṣata year, which is the year 1657

of cālivākaṉa era [corresponding to 1734ce], on the 26th day of the

50 The pāḷaiyakkārar of Ariyalūr certainly patronized poets in the nineteenth century, in-

cluding U.Vē. Cāminātaiyar’s father (see Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm of Words, 131–132);

but the role of this small court in the eighteenth century is not well known. Certainly,

the rulers of Ariyalūr were connected via marriage with the small king (later zamin-

dar) of Uṭayāṟ pāḷaiyam, see Vadivelu, The Aristocracy of Southern India, vol. 2, 195–

243.

51 Inscription recorded in January 2017. In consultation with G. Vijayavenugopal (efeo

Pondicherry), I made some changes to the version included inMuttucāmi, Brief Sketch, 9.

According to folk tradition, the king of Ariyalūr donated the land because he was healed

by the powers of the statue of Our Lady of Refuge (aṭaikkalamātā) installed at Ēlākkuṟicci

by Beschi. This story is recorded in Aruḷmiku aṭaikkala aṉṉai tiruttala varalāṟu (see §6.4).

The name of the king refers to his belonging to the maḻavar caste, which was ruling in

the region; see Rā. Pi. Cētuppiḷḷai, Tamiḻakam ūrum pērum (Ceṉṉai: Paḻaṉiyappā piratars,

1968), 89–90.
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figure 8 Stone inscription at Ēlākkuṟicci recording the donation of the

land of the church to the mission

photo by the author
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month of āṭi, the excellent lord Rācamāṉiyarācu Śrī RaṅkappaMaḻavarā-

yar, who steadily rules over Ariyalūr, has donated to the church of Caru-

vēcuraṉwith this stone inscription [the land] in Ēlākuṟicci’s Tirukkāvalūr

falling within Vīraṇṇa tēvaṉ road to the east, Kōvilūr road to the west,

the tank to the south, and the big lake to the north.52 This should be

enjoyed as long as the sun and the moon endure, and the stone, the

river Kāviri, grass and earth exist; and if anyone acts contrary to this

charity, may he incur the sin of killing a black cow on the banks of the

Ganges.

The inscription records the donation of land to the ‘temple of Caruvecuraṉ’

(carvēcuran kōyil), the local name of the Catholic Church after Roberto Nobili’s

choice to call the Christian God Caruvecuraṉ, Lord of all (Skt. sarva-iśvara).53

The boundaries identified by the inscriptions are still roughly the boundaries

of the church compound at Ēlākkuṟicci today, between the pond and the

local water tank. This is the area that Beschi renamed Tirukkāvalūr, literally

the “place of holy protection,” in honor of the statue of Mary as Our Lady of

Refuge (aḍaikkala mātā), which he installed in the church altar.54 The noun

aṭaikkala means refuge, and is likely inspired by one of Mary’s titles in the

52 Rāyar is the title used by these local rulers since Chola times (opposite to rāja, irā-

jarāja, and other imperial titles), and the Maḻavarāyar is an old family of such chief-

tains ruling over the Uṭayarpāḷayam region, in the city of Ariyalūr. I heard this infor-

mation from Y. Subbarayalu during a talk he gave at the netamil workshop “Glosses-

Lexicography-Semantics” in Pondicherry on 09/12/2017, titled “Dictionary of Epigraphic

Terms, Prospects and Problems.”

53 This, like many other lexical choices made by Nobili, was likely inspired by the literary

work of Thomas Stephens inMarathi. On Stephens, see Falcao,Kristapurana; Pär Eliasson,

“Mukti in Kristapurāṇa. How Thomas Stephens S.J. (1549–1619) Conveys a Christian Mes-

sage of Salvation in Words with Hindu Connotations” (ma thesis, University of Gothen-

burg, 2015); Chakravarti, Empire of Apostles, 178–227.

54 The statue of Aṭaikkala aṉṉai or mātā is at the center of a set of folk tales that connect

most of the churches instituted by Beschi in the Kaveri delta region. The founding myth

of Kōṉāṉkuppam talks about Beschi traveling in the forest with two identical images of

the Virgin, of which he lost one for some time, only to find it again in the place where

the church of Kōṉāṉkuppam was eventually built. This story allows for a second original

statue to exist, and both the churches of Vaṭukarpēṭṭai and Ēlākkuṟicci claim to host that

second statue—indeed, these villages both served as Beschi’s residence at different times

in the 1720s and 30s. Interestingly, other churches in the region like those at Vīrakkuṟicci

and Eṭappāṭi claim to have the second statue of that original pair, thus effectively creating

a network of churches of a specific form of Mary as Our Lady of Refuge, with a process

that mimics local processes of diffusion of Hindu devotion. I learned about these stories

during fieldwork in these villages in 2017 and 2018.
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Litaniæ Lauretanæ. In the famous sixteenth-century litany, she is refugiumpec-

catorum (“refuge of sinners”), and we know that Beschi had a special devotion

for Loreto.

The text of this inscription employs standard epigraphic formulas, and the

only remarkable element is probably themention of aVīraṇṇa tēvaṉ road. This

is a relatively common Sanskrit-derived Tamil name, and tēvaṉ can also be

a title used by people belonging to the Maravar and Kallar castes.55 Yet Mut-

tucāmi in his reading of this inscription transliterated the toponym as Vīrān

dēwān, interpreting tēvan as a non-standard spelling of the Persian title dēwān,

usually transcribed inTamil alphabet as tivāṉ.56Muttucāmimust have thought

that Vīraṉ/Vīraṇṇa was referring to Beschi—who, soon after composing the

Tēmpāvaṇi, took the nameof Vīra-mā-muṉivār, “the great heroic ascetic”—and

that the street surrounding the church at Ēlākkuṟicci must refer to him. This is

likely one of the reasons why Muttucāmi claimed that Beschi became Chanda

Sahib’s diwan.

Whether the inscription does refer to this title is difficult to assess, but the

role of Beschi at Chanda Sahib’s court was likely close to whatMuttucāmi envi-

sioned, and certainly more important than what Besse was ready to acknowl-

edge. First of all, we saw that Jesuit catalogsmention that in 1740 Beschimoved

to Tiruchirappalli to join Chanda Sahib’s court. Soon after Chanda Sahib was

taken captive by the Marathas, Beschi was removed from his residence in the

Kaveri region, and from the Madurai mission altogether. This points to the

close relationship between Beschi and Chanda Sahib: it is hard to avoid the

impression that the fate of the two men was closely intertwined. Moreover,

the details contained in a letter that the German missionary Johannes Walter

wrote from Anjengo in 1740—a letter published as early as 1755, but ignored

by Besse—confirmsmany aspects of Muttucāmi’s account.When reporting on

the situation of the Madurai mission and the support it received from a cer-

tain “Mahometan king,”Walter claims that the king’s main aim in approaching

Beschi was to use his literary fame to his advantage, in order to win the favor of

the Madurai Nāyaka heir. This claim aligns with other Jesuit reports mention-

ing that Chanda Sahib sent Beschi to visit the young prince, and themissionary

entertainedhimbyoffering a representationof theNāyaka genealogy.57The let-

55 These castes are nowadays collectively referred to as tēvar.

56 Muttucāmi, Brief Sketch, 9.

57 Beschi had drawn the genealogical tree himself, on paper, and the boy was very happy

to see his nobility so portrayed. See again the annual letter of the years 1736–1737 (Toppi

[near Cape Comorin], 1 May 1739), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 621–627; translated excerpts in Besse,

Chanda Sahib and Beschi, 15–16.
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ter continues by listing some of the standard information about Chanda Sahib.

He was favorable to the missionaries, and ordered his soldiers to spare the vil-

lages where they resided. He sought to ally himself to the French, and helped

them to access the Fishery Coast that was otherwise controlled by the Dutch

in Nagapattinam. The few sentences at the end of the passage confirm that

Chanda Sahib was, for a time, the patron of the mission, and indeed consid-

ered Beschi part of his retinue:

I can praise this Muslim king, who is very well inclined towards our

Christianity, even further. He has promised to our missionaries a fixed

yearly revenue to support their livelihood, which will benefit this needy

province, where poverty is indescribable. He always wants to have his

Father Beschi at his side, and the humble man, notwithstanding all his

objections, when traveling must avail himself, like other courtiers, of a

palanqueen, that is a litter, on which he is carried from place to place by

four people paid from the Royal Treasury, to accompany the king.58

The promise of a yearly revenue for themissionmust have been a strong incen-

tive for Beschi to cultivate this relationship, and Jesuits must have dreamt of

finally having a stable income and solid local patronage. This dream seemed

within reachwhen Chanda Sahibmade a substantial gift to themission in 1740,

just before his downfall.59 More importantly, this letter confirms that Beschi

58 Ich konte da von diesem Mahometanischen, unserem Christenthum sehr geneigten König

noch viel Lobwürdiges beysezen. Er hat unseren Missionariis zu ihrer Erhaltung gewisse

jährliche Einkünfften zugesaget, welches dieser bedürfftigen Provinz, dero Armut un-

beschreiblich ist, wol zu statten kommenwird. Seinen P[ater] Beski will er immer an der Seite

haben, undmuß sich der demütigeMann, wider alles sein Einwenden, auf denen Reisen, gle-

ich anderen Grossen des Hofes, eines Balankin oder Trag-Beths bedienen, in welchem er von

vier aus Königlicher Rent-Cammer besoldetenTrºgern vonOrt zuOrt, denKönig zu begleiten

getragen wird. Johannes Walter to his parents (Anjengo, 25 February 1740), in Franciscus

Keller et al., eds, Des neuenWelt-Botts […] Allerhand So Lehr als Geistreiche Brief, Schrifften

und Reise Beschreibungen: welche von denen Missionariis der Gesellschafft Jesu aus Beyden

Indien, undandernüberMeer gelegenenLändern,meistenheilsVonA. 1730 biß 1740 inEuropa

angelangt seynd (Wien: Leopold JohannKaliwoda, 1755), 109–110. I thank PaoloAranha for

pointing out this reference to me.

59 The gift is recorded in the Catalogus Quartus of 1740 as providential, due to the dire

condition of the mission’s finances at that time, wrecked by the Maratha attack to the

Portuguese territories on the IndianWest Coast: omnium Congruis consuluimus tùm non-

nullis pecunijs fænori acceptis, tùm largissimis eleemosinis, quas permanus piorum virorum

Divina Providentia benignissime elargiri dignata est, inter quas illa in primis numeranda,

quam usq[ue]. ad 350 S. Thomès Madurensi Missioni dedit Mogolensis exercitus Imperator

Santa Saibuj, qui Madurensi Regno potitus Missionarios nostros summo fovet amore. “We
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was among the grandees at Chanda Sahib’s court (Grossen des Hofes), and that

he did actually travel on a palanqueen, accompanied by four servants. In other

words, it confirms some of the allegedlymost folkloric passages of Muttucāmi’s

account, and suggests that theoralmemorieshe collectedarenotunreliable; on

the contrary, theymight prove helpful to rethink and refocus traditional biogra-

phies. The figure of Beschi begins to emerge, beyond the idealized figures of

the missionary or the orientalist, as that of a local pulavar turned politician.

His difficult character and the tensions with his fellow missionaries as they

are evident in the catalogs, combined with his strong investment in Chanda

Sahib suggest that he orchestrated a daring—albeit ultimately failed—attempt

to gain influence for himself, his catechists and the mission within the shifting

political and religious landscape of theKaveri delta in the early eighteenth cen-

tury.

3 AMirror for a Tamil Christian King

How exactly Beschi envisioned the connection between devotion, poetry, and

politics in South India is articulated in a clear, if unexpected, way in the Tēm-

pāvaṇi, the epic poem he wrote in honor of Saint Joseph.Without anticipating

much about the contents and formal aspects of the poem, which is the topic of

Chapter Five, we will explore here the thirty-sixth and last canto of the Tēmpā-

vaṇi. Here, Beschi introduces for the first time in his poem a character from his

recent history, Leopold i of Austria (1640–1705). The main events of his reign

are retold so to show that Leopold consecrated Austria to Joseph, and received

took care for the allowances of everyone, both through somemoney borrowed at interest,

and through most plentiful alms, which the Divine Providence condescended to bestow

by the hands of pious men. Among these alms, it has to be mentioned in the first place

the one that Santa Saibuj [= Chanda Sahib], commander of the Mughal army, gave to

the mission of Madurai, up to a value of 350 São Thomes [i.e., Indo-portuguese golden

coins with the effiges of the Apostle Thomas, aka pardãos de ouro]. After having taken

possession of the Kingdom of Madurai, he favours our missionaries with greatest love.”

Luís de Vasconcellos, Catalogi Provinciæ Malabaricæ anni 1740 (Manapar [Maṇappāṭu],

31 August 1740), arsi Goa 29, ff. 240–243, here 243v. On the Madurai mission’s finances,

with a mention of this donation, see Léon Besse, “Ancient Mission Finances,” The Exam-

iner, September 2 (1911). The economic history of theMaduraiMission, and of theMalabar

Province to which it belonged, is still to be written. A preliminary attempt was made

by Julia Lederle, Mission und Ökonomie der Jesuiten in Indien: Intermediäres Handeln am

Beispiel derMalabar-Provinz im 18. Jahrhundert, Studien zur AußereuropäischenChristen-

tumsgeschichte (Asien, Afrika, Lateinamerika) 14 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2009).
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in exchange a son and success in battle. So, Leopold provides Beschi’s readers

with the model of a successful Christian king devoted to Saint Joseph. In the

new Tamil setting created by the language and style of the Tēmpāvaṇi, Joseph,

Leopold, and their relationship further point to how Christian kingship could

and should function in the Tamil country.

The canto opens with Jesus visiting Limbo to take Joseph and the patriarchs

with him to Heaven. The ascension of the son and the assumption of his mor-

tal father to the house of the heavenly father is narrated with an abundance

of details. It takes place at dawn, as we learn from a nice morning verse that

uses the rhetorical device of imputing human feelings to natural and inanimate

objects, a figure called taṟkuṟippēṟṟavaṇi in Tamil, which we will encounter

again. So, they ascend:60

Desiring to see the rising of that light, the sun appeared right at that

time—and, as if saying “I have lost in this competition,” it blushed with

shame while rising slowly. The two great ones ascended emanating a

splendor rising beyond words.61

After they both reach Heaven, Jesus asks God the Father to give Joseph seven

spiritual gifts tomirror the virtues he displayedduring his lifetime.62These gifts

take the material form of a crown with seven gems, and will allow him to pro-

tect thosewhowill appeal to him. Exactlywhat kind of help Joseph can provide

to his devotees is made explicit in a set of verses that connect nicely with the

concerns for the body, and its health, that we explored in Chapter Two. Take

this one, for example:

60 In this case, the old commentary to Tēmpāvaṇi xxxvi, 15 mentions the time of the day

(Tēmpāvaṇi vol. 3, 371).

61 Tēmpāvaṇi xxxvi, 15: vill eḻuntatu kāṇa virumbiy aṉṟ’ | ell eḻunt’ iṇai tōrtt’ eṉa nāṇaliṉ |mell

eḻuntu civantatu mikkavar | coll eḻunta cuṭark koṭuv ēṟiṉār.

62 Beschi portrays the assumption of Joseph as happening with the body. The first line of

Tēmpāvaṇi xxx, 26 leaves no doubts in this regard: Jesus tells about Joseph that “Being a

manof suchmorality (takavu),withhis body, he cameupherewithme” (iṉṉāṉ iṉṉa takavu

uḷaṉāy eṉṉōṭu uṭal koṇṭu īṅku aṭaintāṉ). The belief in the assumption of Joseph body and

soul is a common feature of devotion to this saint, but less known than the assumption

of the Virgin Mary because it was never declared a dogma of the Catholic church. How-

ever, important theologians such as Francisco Suárez sj (1548–1617) supported this view.

A summary of the scriptural and theological arguments on the subject developed in the

early modern period can be found Edward Healy Thompson, The Life and Glories of St.

Joseph: Husband of Mary, Foster-father of Jesus, and Patron of the Universal Church (Lon-

don: Burns & Oates, 1891), 411–425.
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tāyēy okkav arun tayaiy okkum aṟā

nōyēy okka maruntiṉaiy okku nuḻai

pēyēy okkav araṇ piṇaiv’ okkum uyir

mīyēy okka viṭāt tuṇaiy okkum ivaṉ.63

Because of his compassion, he is like a mother; he is like a medicine for

incurable diseases, like a safe fortress against the infiltration of pēys, like

an unending companion to reach the heavens.

Joseph is compared here to a remedy (maruntu) against disease (nōy), which

refers to both the healing of the body as well as of the soul, two dimensions

never too far removed in the context of themission. Evenmore importantly, he

is compared to a safe fortress (araṇ piṇaivu) protecting his devotees against the

infiltrations (nuḻai) of the pēys. This is an explicit reference to the processes of

opening, and subsequent hardening of the self that catechists learned via the

Spiritual Exercises. After opening up to Christianity, allowing it to enter and

restructure their lives, new converts should use the help of angels and saints,

especially Joseph, toprotect their newCatholic selves fromtheattacks of ghosts

and demons. This protection was particularly necessary to discern the action

of evil spirits inside men, since misjudgment could lead tomadness, marginal-

ization, and even damnation, as any Jesuit would know all too well, after the

spiritual crises the Society faced throughout the seventeenth century.64 Indeed,

the verse immediately following this one refers to Joseph as conferring the

power to chase away the demons, one among the powers commonly associated

with the missionary as well as the catechist profession, as we saw especially in

the Vētiyaroḻukkam.

After explaining the gifts received by Joseph, the Tēmpāvaṇi turns abruptly

to showing how this protection functioned in history. The remainder of the

canto is thus devoted to the story of Holy Roman emperor (irōmaināṭiṉitāḷ)

Leopold (Leyuppōlt). In the first verse where he appears (xxxvi, 50), Leopold

63 Tēmpāvaṇi xxxvi, 45.

64 The problem of the discernment of the spirits was central to the spiritual experience of

Ignatius, who had to distance himself from the mildly heterodoxic experiences of the

Spanish alumbrados in the sixteenth century; see Susan Schreiner, Are You Alone Wise?

The Search for Certainty in the Early Modern Era (New York and London: Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 2011), esp. 271 ff. A crisis concerning mysticism and spiritual life among

French Jesuits is analyzed in the seminal work by Michel de Certeau, “Crise sociale et

réformisme spirituel au début du xviie siécle,”Revue d’Ascétique et de Mystique 41 (1965):

339–386.
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is described as the conqueror of the armies of the enemies (vempaṭaivel), a

standard turn of phrase in Tamil that here certainly refers to his victory in

the battle of Vienna, which stopped the advance of the Ottoman Empire into

central Europe in 1683.65 The following verses describe him as an ideal king, a

great devotee of Joseph, an ascetic, and an invincible warrior. The canto con-

tinues by narrating the development of a secret conspiracy organized against

Leopold by his enemies, until Saint Joseph appears to the king to warn him,

and so he is finally able to identify and vanquish those enemies. This might

or might not refer to the Zrinyi rebellion against Austrian rule in Hungary

and Croatia, which ended with the execution of the main agitators in 1671.

What is crucial for the development of the Tēmpāvaṇi is that Leopold, for-

ever grateful to Joseph, decides to relinquish to him the rule over his kingdom.

Although, after his advisors and ministers beg him to stay in some capacity,

he keeps for himself at least the role of mediator between the divine and

the worldly realm. The passage of authority from Leopold to Joseph is cele-

brated with pomp in the end of the canto. The king calls all of his vassals

to the capital, and organizes a ten-day celebration that includes the corona-

tion of a statue of Joseph, a festive procession (viḻā), and the enthronement of

Joseph.

The connection between Leopold and Saint Joseph would have appeared

obvious to most European readers in the eighteenth century, and the celebra-

tion in the Tēmpāvaṇi of Joseph as king in lieu of Leopold mirrors historical

events. Leopold put his hereditary lands, and then in 1675 the whole empire,

under the protection of Saint Joseph, an event later celebrated with the erec-

tion of a short-lived column inVienna in 1702, and commemorated in an anony-

mous painting made around 1690 and today in the Kunsthistorisches Museum

inVienna. Sources of the period also connect this consecration of the empire to

Joseph with the long-awaited birth of Leopold’s heir, who was named after the

saint.66 Moreover, the emperor had been educated by the Jesuits, and Jesuit

institutions were important centers of production of literature and art in his

praise, a corpus that Beschi must have known.67 Finally, via his step-mother

Eleonora Gonzaga, Leopold was directly connected with the Dukes of Man-

65 On themain events of Leopold’s life, I follow JohnP. Spielman, Leopold i of Austria,With 44

Illustrations (NewBrunswick,New Jersey: RutgersUniversityPress, 1977). Leopold’s victory

over the Ottoman empire is one among the most important tropes in the praise litera-

ture on Leopold i, as shown in Maria Goloubeva, The Glorification of Emperor Leopold i in

Image, Spectacle and Text (Mainz am Rhein: Verlag Philipp von Zabern, 2000).

66 Goloubeva, The Glorification of Emperor Leopold, 206.

67 Ibidem, 52ff.
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tua who ruled Beschi’s hometown of Castiglione delle Stiviere. Indeed, from

1708 onwards, a few years before Beschi left for India, Castiglione passed under

direct imperial rule. The choice of Leopold as the subject of praise is therefore

reasonable, almost logical, from the point of view of a Jesuit intellectual from

Castiglione such as Beschi. But still, this does not explain why he would praise

Leopold in Tamil, in the late 1720s.

Perhaps, this delayed enthusiasm was influenced by the presence on South

Indian shores of vessels belonging to the newly founded Ostend company, a

chartered trading company based in the Austrian Netherlands and active from

1722 until 1731, precisely the time in which Beschi was composing his poem.68

Between 1724 and 1725, vessels of the Ostend company certainly docked at

different ports of the Coromandel coast, including São Thomé.69 Was Beschi

hoping that the Holy Roman Empire, which he knew and admired, would take

up a political role in South India? There are no traces of this in the text, but the

temporal overlap seems uncanny.

Another striking aspect of this last canto is that it represents Leopold as

a Tamil king, carrying all the traditional insignia. He has the scepter and the

parasol, is honored by an ocean of smaller kings, organizes a splendid viḻā,

a “fest” or “festival,” builds a splendid statue of Joseph, and so forth. In other

words, Beschi portrays Leopold in a way that his readers could recognize, and

thus offers a model of local Catholic kingship.Why should small kings in Tamil

Nadu—like the pāḷayakkārar of Ariyalūr, for instance, or Chanda Sahib—not

follow this same, successful model? After all, entrusting his kingdom to Joseph

gave Leopold success on the battlefield and protection against internal ene-

mies, two equally important elements in the fragmented political landscape of

eighteenth-century South India. Finally, the donation of the empire by Leopold

to Joseph seems a (wishful) prefiguration of the political future of South India.

Beschi and his colleague clearly hoped that a local king would finally convert,

and allow themissionaries tomanage the spiritual life of his kingdom.This per-

spective plunges us into the political surroundings of the mission, and to the

concerns with local power and protection that were recurrent during Beschi’s

lifetime.

The Tēmpāvaṇi, and his other literary works, were key elements of his mis-

sionary strategy, aiming to find a balance between competing colonial power

and local rulers via his pulavar identity. We mentioned in the Introduction

68 Jelten Baguet, “Politics and Commerce: a Close Marriage? The Case of the Ostend Com-

pany (1722–1731),” tseg/ Low Countries Journal of Social and Economic History 12, 3 (2015).

69 See for instance the travels of the ship Charles ii mapped in Georges-Henri Dumont,

L’épopée de la Compagnie d’Ostende, 1723–1727 (Bruxelles: Le Cri éditions, 2000).
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how the connection between Tamil poetry and politics run deep, and poetic

discourse was the favorite form take by royal discourse in India across the cen-

turies. This chapter in the Tēmpāvaṇi was per se a political act in the context

of early modern South India, where poetry was an especially important site

of experimentation for new modes of praising the king. Praising Leopold i

of Austria might have been a way to introduce his figure to the Tamil audi-

ence, hoping that the Habsburgs would one day rule of the Tamil region. Or

perhaps it was the opportunity to offer to that same audience the image of a

perfect Catholic and Jesuit king, a man who had already died, and whose life

was ready to become a model. But, at the most basic level, the mere possibil-

ity of praising a Christian king via the language of Tamil poetry that began

with Beschi made the existence of such a king imaginable, and thus possi-

ble.

4 The Ēlākkuṟicci School of Rhetoric

Beschi’s attempt to gain political influence did not only entail his own self-

fashioning as a scholar-poet, a pulavarworthy of being the counselor of a king.

He also founded a school, thus appropriating the authority reserved for teach-

ers in the Tamil country. Indeed, the catalog of the Jesuit missionaries working

in the Malabar Province in 1734 describes Beschi’s main activity in the previ-

ous year with twowords: docuit Rhetoricam, “he taught rhetoric.”70 This laconic

statement refers to his role as headmaster of the school for the literary train-

ing of the catechists that the missionaries instituted at Ēlākkuṟicci in 1731, as

we learn from the annual letter of that year. The school offered a formalized

environment where the catechists could approach traditional Tamil erudition

with the prospect of using it as a tool for preaching, persuasion, and conver-

sion. In line with Tournon’s requests, it allowed for the study of Tamil literary

texts to happen in a safe environment controlled by the missionaries, who

could select the best passages—“free from obnoxious superstitions”71—from

those texts. Notwithstanding its brevity, the statement docuit rhetoricam also

provides insights on the purpose and curriculum of the school, at least in the

perspective of the missionaries.

First of all, it was a school of Tamil rhetoric, not literature. AsMarc Fumaroli

first pointed out, the category of literature has often been superimposed by

70 Catalogus 1.us PersonarumPronvinciæMalabaricæConfectumenseAugusti anni 1734, arsi,

Goa 19, ff. 207–209, here 208r.

71 See the passage of the Inter Graviores cited just above.
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modern critics onto a range of literary activities thatmost scholars in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, especially Jesuit scholars, would have defined

as rhetoric.72 The sermons and treatises many Jesuits wrote, in Europe like in

Asia,were first of all aimedat persuading their audiences, andwere thus rhetor-

ical rather than literary pieces.73 In our case too, Jesuit missionaries intended

to train their catechists so that they would acquire the technical set of skills—

rhetorical skills—necessary to please, convince and convert inTamil. The study

of Tamil literary texts was just one part of this overarching project. The pas-

sage referring to the school in the annual letter of 1731, written by Beschi in

1732 and mentioned in the previous chapter, should be read in this perspec-

tive:

Tandem hoc ipso annò in pago Elacurrici Tamulensium litterarum ludus

catechystis apertus est; siquidem cum nemo jam â catechistis esset, qui

sublimioris tamulici idiomatis aliquid vel nimium sciret: animadverten-

tes Missionaris hanc litteraturam divinæ legis non parum decoris, et ad

ejusdem propagationem non vulgare catechistis subsidium fore: com-

muni voto statuunt eligendos undequaque plures e catechistis, qui per

aliquod tempus huic studio operam præstent. Cum verò hujus in dis-

ciplinæ studio ipse pluribus consumptis annis, non litteratus quidem,

sed litterator videar, me tamulico gymnasio præficiunt. Eâ autem animi

alacritate, eâque diligentiâ omnes sese huic studio dedere, ut et ipsi brevi

non vulgari progressu hujus disciplinae artem adiscerent et me omni

prorsus levarent laboris tædio. Sub finem, pijis Sancti Ignatij exercita-

tionibus exculti, divinis humanisque disciplinis veluti duplice armatura

fortiummuniti, dimissi sunt.74

Finally, in the same year [1731] we opened a school for the exercise (ludus)

of Tamil erudition for the catechists in the village of Ēlākkuṟicci, since

there was no longer anyone among them who had the least knowledge

of literary Tamil. The missionaries, aware that such eloquence (litterat-

uram) could contribute in no small degree to the charm (decor) of the

divine law, and help the catechists to propagate it, decided by common

72 The classic study of this period is Marc Fumaroli, L’âge de l’ éloquence: rhétorique et «res

literaria» de la Renaissance au seuil de l’ époque classique (Genève: Librairie Droz, 1980).

73 Of course, this was not a clear-cut distinction, and teaching and persuasion were among

the aims of at least certain kinds of poetry; see the discussion below, p. 161.

74 Costanzo Beschi to the General of the Society (Madurai mission, 4 September 1732), arsi,

Goa 54, ff. 597–602, here 600v.
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accord to choose some among the catechists of all residences who for

some time would apply themselves to that work. As I have spent many

years studying this subject, and I am regarded not only as a learned man

but also as a teacher, I was appointed master of this Tamil academy. All

gave themselves to that study with such eagerness and diligence, that

they acquired mastery of that discipline in a remarkably short time,

and completely relieved the tedium of my work. Towards the end, per-

fected by the pious exercises of Saint Ignatius, armed with divine and

human sciences as if with the double armor of the strong, they were sent

away.

At a close reading, this passage contains a dense network of references to the

world of Jesuit humanism and rhetoric. We are introduced into this world by

the use of the word ludus (“play, sport, training”) to define Beschi’s school, a

word often used for grammar schools attended by young men in early mod-

ern Europe.75 Moreover, the subject taught at Ēlākkuṟicci was Tamil litteratura,

another keyword that in the early eighteenth century had not yet taken on

its contemporary meaning of “literature.” Rather, in this context, it meant elo-

quence.76 And indeed, in the very same sentence the letter mentions the prin-

cipal aims of Christian rhetoric in this period, namely to add beauty to the

expression of the divine law (in other words, delectare), in order to teach, and

convert, more easily (docere andmovere). In this context the word decor, liter-

ally beauty and charm, is crucial to understand Beschi’s own literary strategy,

whichwewill explore in the next chapter. The text continues to play on the two

complementary poles of delectatio and doctrina when mentioning the litteræ

humaniores together with the exercitia spiritualis as the two ways of fortifying

of the catechists—a double armor—before sending them to evangelize in the

Tamil countryside. This passage closely mirrors the Ignatian vision at the foun-

dation the Society of Jesus, namely the capability of its members to mobilize

humanistic as well as theological and spiritual knowledge for the greater glory

75 See for example the title of John Brinsley’s work, Ludus literarius: or, the grammar schoole

shewing how to proceede from the first entrance into learning, to the highest perfection

required in the grammar schooles … (London: Printed [by Humphrey Lownes] for Thomas

Man, 1612). On this important term, and on Jesuit schools of rhetoric as ludi, places of

exercise or practice, see Yasmin Haskell, Loyola’s Bees: Ideology and Industry in Jesuit Latin

Didactic Poetry (Oxford: British Academy and Oxford University Press, 2003), 321–327; see

alsoFrançois deDainville, “L’éducationpar le jeu,” in L’Educationdes jésuites (xvie–xviiie

siècles), ed. Marie-Madeleine Compère (Paris: Les Éditions de Minuit, 1978), 473–533.

76 Fumaroli, L’âge de l’ éloquence, esp. 21–22.
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of God. And yet in this conventional description, Tamil substitutes Latin. How

was this switch possible, and even desirable, in themissionary context of South

India? And what were its consequences?

The network of Jesuit humanistic ideas and key-terms must have made the

enterprise look familiar, even reassuring, to the readers of this letter in Rome.

These details inscribe the Tamil school within a global humanistic project they

could recognize, and in which the study of local languages was subsumed

within a larger Western rhetorical framework that nevertheless had the capa-

bility to interact with local learned tradition, and create a variety of hybrid

realities. As recently argued by Stuart McManus, in this period “Jesuit human-

ism became something akin to a ‘world philology’ […], not in its universal-

ity, but in its ability to interact with learned traditions from Asia, Africa, and

the Americas. This included multiple hybrid textual cultures, which we might

call ‘Indo-humanisms’ (borrowing the Iberian meta-geographical idea of the

‘Indies’), that became naturalized in the Christian societies that grew up in the

wake of Iberian expansion and Jesuit missions.”77 Within this framework, the

Ēlākkuṟicci school represents a case-limit, insofar as the Tamil language pro-

vided the grammatical and literary framework of the project. In most other

cases, Latin supplied the metalanguage that missionaries used to understand

the languages they encountered anddescribed throughout theworld.78 Indeed,

Beschi’s Latin grammars of Tamil, written for the use of his fellow missionar-

ies, showhowhenegotiated local grammatical knowledge in order to represent

Tamil in this global framework. By contrast, the Tamil textbook he composed

for the Ēlākkuṟicci school, the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam, subverts this balance. Beschi

incorporated in this grammar those elements of the Latin tradition that he

reckoned necessary for creating Christian poetry in Tamil. Yet, the overall pur-

pose of the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam is to make Christianity, its poetry and poetics, part

of the Tamil literary and grammatical tradition.

The urgency for Beschi, his fellow missionaries, and their catechists to be-

come proficient in literary Tamil, and to take active part in the Tamil cultural

77 Stuart McManus, “Jesuit Humanism and Indigenous-Language Philology,” 738.

78 The global, Latin-centered practices of eloquence supported by the Jesuits and studied by

McManus are related to (but not co-extensive with) what Sylvain Auroux has called the

diffusion of a grammaire latine étendue; see Sylvain Auroux, La révolution technologique

de la grammatisation (Liège: Mardaga, 1994), esp. 86–88, where he talks about missionary

grammars of already-grammaticalized languages. Other languages—chiefly Portuguese

and Spanish—also served as acrolects, i.e., linguistic varietis with a connotation of social

prestige, in different missionary contexts; for the relationship of Portuguese and Tamil,

see Cristina Muru, Missionari portoghesi in India nei secoli xvi e xvii: l’Arte della lingua

tamil. Studio comparato di alcuni manoscritti (Viterbo: Sette Città, 2010).
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world, is at the same time obvious and novel. The role of language acquisition

in Jesuit missionary enterprises has been stressedmultiple times. Likemany of

his colleagues, Beschi argued for the importance of local authors as a source of

topics and ideas to promote Christianity locally, and suggested that they could

function asauctoritatesuponwhichCatholics could rely to structure their argu-

ments, in a way analogous to the role Greek and Latin classics played in the

development Christian rhetoric in the West.79 In this perspective, it was cru-

cial for the catechists to learn Tamil grammar and literature in order to preach

effectively. As we will see more clearly in the next chapter, Beschi also aimed

to connect the Tamil realm of the literary with that of oratory and persuasion.

How the written and the oral dimension played into his plan to Christianize

79 Particularly revealing in this respect are two passages in Beschi’s Latin grammars that

draw this comparison explicitly: Ex iis [= i.e., hoc idioma et carmina] certius eorum fabu-

larumnotiones extrahere, ex iis, quas negare Indi nunquampraesument, rationes adducere,

ex iis certis per ipsos textibus veritatem probare unice poterimus. “Only from this language

and poems we will be able to extract more certainly the notions of their fables; to put

forward those reasons that the Indians would never presume to deny; to demostrate

the truth [= i.e., the Christian doctrine] through proved texts, by themselves.” Costanzo

Giuseppe Beschi, Clavis Humaniorum Litterarum Sublimions Tamulici Idiomatis, auctore

R.P. Constantio Josepho Beschio societatis Jesu, in madurensi regno missionario (Tranque-

bar: printed for A. Burnell, by the Evangelical LutheranMission Press, 1876), 160; Hierony-

mus manifeste ostendit et apostolum Paulum passim in suis epistolis poetarum carmina

adduxisse, et præstantissimos Ecclesiæ Patres, non modo secularium litterarum passim

ponere exempla, sed et propriis carminibus non polluisse quidem sed ornasse Ecclesiam.

Quod sane in his regionibus potissumum valet ubi, cum Indigenæ non tam rationi quam

auctoritati assentiantur, quid ex ipsorum auctoribus ad veritatem confirmandam adducam

præter poetarum carmina? Si quidem omnia carmine scripta sunt. “Jerome clearly shows

that even the apostle Paul occasionally quoted verses of poets in his letters, and that the

most excellent Fathers of the Church, not only interspersed examples from secular litera-

ture, but that also with their own poetical compositions did not contaminate the Church,

but rather decorate it. Certainly this applies in these regionswith greatest force, where the

natives are persuaded not somuch by reason, as by authority: whatwill I quote from those

same authors to confirm the truth, but verses of poets? It is so, because all those works are

written in verse.” Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi, Grammatica Latino-Tamulica, ubi de elegan-

tiori linguæ tamulicæ dialecto ெசநௐதமீழௐ dicto cui adduntur tamulicæ poeseos rudimenta

ad usummissionariorum Societatis Jesu. Prima editio. Accedit ejusdem operis anglica trans-

latio a Benjamin Guidone Babington anno 1822, Madraspatani primum edita. Nova Editio

(Trichinopoly: St. Joseph Industrial School Press, 1917), xi. I always cite Beschi’s Latin gram-

mars of Tamil on the base of their first edition, and indicate the page number. On the

constitution of grammatical and rhetorical knowledge in relationship with translations

of the classics, see Rita Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics, and Translation in the Middle

Ages: Academic Traditions and Vernacular Texts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

1991).
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Tamil is hard to assess. Certainly, homiletic was a concern for missionaries.80

As early as the seventeenth century, Roberto Nobili wrote a catechism orga-

nized in sermons (piracaṅkam).81 Some of the prose works we analyzed in

the previous chapter were conceived to be read out loud, and we know that

the Vētaviḷakkam was used by the catechists as inspiration for preaching.82 Yet

Beschi’smain concern remainedwithin the realm of textuality, and the accom-

modation of Catholicism to Tamil ilakkiyam, even when the circulation of his

works partially relied on orality and performance.

In general, unlike later Protestant missionaries who thought Tamil poetry

to be inherently pagan, Catholics never found the formal aspects of Tamil lit-

erature to be especially faulty, nor did they try to systematically introduce

new (prose) textual genres more appropriate to their message. The contents

of Tamil literature—the “Hindu fables” mentioned by Tournon—were vehe-

mently criticized, but poetry, meter and genres, sound and figures were all

considered neutral ground.83 Even when missionaries had preferences—and

they did, as shown by the attention Nobili devoted to siddha poetry, and Beschi

to the Tirukkuṟaḷ—they did not adhere to a rigid ethic of textuality, and never

deemed any expression of Indian textuality to be inherently bad.84 Their turn-

ing towards Tamil literature was informed by the principle of accommodation,

and by the belief in the possibility of both cultural as well as literary analogies

80 Sermons are an important Tamil Catholic genre at this time, as demonstrated by the

wealth of manuscripts, many of them produced in the eighteenth century, containing the

sermons by Giacomo Tommaso de’ Rossi.We encountered him in the previous chapter as

the probable author of a manual of Ignatian exercises, yet almost nothing had been writ-

ten on the figure of this important Jesuitmissionarywriter. For a list of existing references,

see Carlos Sommervogel et al., eds, Bibliothèque de la Compagnie de Jésus (Bruxelles: Oscar

Shepens and Paris: Alphonse Picard, 1890–1900), vol. 7, 170–171.

81 Nobili’s work is the Ñāṉōpatēcam: irupatteṭṭu piracaṅkaṅkaḷ, which Beschi considered an

appropriate reading for his catechists, as we saw in the previous chapter.

82 Ñāṉappirakācar, “Contribution of Fr. Beschi to Tamil” (PhD diss., University of Madras,

1965), 49–50.

83 On the concept of adiaphora, as applied to the realm of bodily practices instead of litera-

ture, see Županov, “Le repli du religieux.”

84 The approach of Catholic missionaries was starkly different from the Protestant atti-

tude described by Bernard Bate in his pioneering article, “The Ethics of Textuality;” and

in his posthumous book, Protestant Textuality and the Tamil Modern Political Oratory

and the Social Imaginary in South Asia, eds E. Annamalai et al. (Stanford: Stanford Uni-

versity Press, 2021). Taking inspiration from Bate’s contribution, but departing signifi-

cantly from it, this chapter shows how Catholic missionaries created a version of Tamil

rhetoric and persuasive speech that did not imply rupture with the Tamil literary tradi-

tion.
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and translation.85 Beschi did not shy away from equating kāppiyam with the

epic poem, and ulāwith elegy.86

Looking at this literary turn from a local perspective, the role of poetry in

the localization of devotion in the Tamil land, as well as the strong connec-

tion between poetry and spiritual and political authority, must have offered

enough reasons for Beschi and his catechists to fashion themselves as Tamil

savants or pulavar. Tamil bhakti poets were the first to use devotional liter-

ature as a technique to invent space, and create the geography of the Tamil

country, its temples and pilgrimage routes, by locating God in its fields, hills,

and seashores.87 From the Chola period onwards, Tamil poetry also had the

uncanny power to sing kings into being, as David Shulman has shown.88 The

role of poetry and imagination in the constitution of political power became

all the more central during the Nāyaka period, and even after the advent of

colonialism patronage of poets remained one of the main activities of local

courts.89 The social and political articulation of Tamil literature in the time

between Nāyaka and British rule awaits further exploration, but the political

and social fragmentation that characterized the eighteenth century saw the

proliferation of small courts, monasteries and sectarian institutions as literary

centers, and the intensification of the available connections between litera-

ture, social mobility, and political power.90 This was also the moment when

85 On cultural translation in earlymodern Europe, see Peter Burke and Ronnie Po-Chia Hsia,

eds,CulturalTranslation in EarlyModernEurope (Cambridge: CambridgeUniversity Press,

2007).

86 See respectively Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi, Clavis, 109 (ெபலெஙௐகாபௐபீயமௐ est apud Tamu-

lenses praecipuum carmen, ut apud nos Heroïcum); and Beschi,Grammatica Latino-Tamu-

lica, ubi de elegantiori…, 99 (Speciem elegiæ habent quam vocantஉலா seu மாைல).

87 Literature on this topic is extensive; the classics are Norman Cutler, Songs of Experience:

The Poetics of Tamil Devotion, Religion in Asia and Africa Series (Bloomington: Indiana

University Press, 1987);VidyaDehejia, Slaves of theLord:ThePathof theTamil Saints (Delhi:

MunshiramManoharlal, 1988). On Tamil cultural geographies, see Martha Ann Selby and

Indira Viswanathan Peterson, eds, Tamil Geographies. Cultural Constructions of Space and

Place in South India (New York: suny Press, 2008).

88 David Shulman, TheWisdom of Poets, 63–102.

89 On the Nāyaka period see Velcheru Narayana Rao, David Shulman and Sanjay Subrah-

manyam, Symbols of Substance: Court and State in the Nāyaka Period Tamil Nadu (New

Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1992), 169–219. On the court and the temple as different

locations of patronage of poets, see Velcheru Narayana Rao, “Multiple Literary Cultures in

Telugu: Court, Temple, Public,” in Literary Cultures in History: Reconstructions from South

Asia, ed. Sheldon Pollock (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2003),

323–382; for themodern period, Ebeling,Colonizing theRealmofWords, esp. 57–61 (temple

patronage) and 103–164 (court patronage).

90 Recent scholarship has emphasized the role of sectarian religious affiliations to under-
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a new alliance betweenTamil poetry and the Śaiva religion was forged, as testi-

fied by the number of ritual, theological, andmythological texts translated into

Tamil from Sanskrit as well as other South Indian languages.91 As will appear

more clearly while we proceed, these models and modes of authority-making

connected with Tamil, its grammar and literature, are a necessary background

to understand Beschi’s project, and his choice to fashion himself as a spiritual

guru, a scholar, and a poet, and his catechists as his followers.

And yet, even though—ormaybebecause—it brought together suchdiverse

cultural elements, Beschi’s Tamil school was a little-known and short-lived

experiment that never received a particular support fromRome. In 1734, Beschi

wrote to the new general of the Society Franz Retz a letter that contains what

is probably an indirect reference to the school. The letter is a heartfelt appeal

regarding the catechists and their education:

Besides their servants, of whom three at least are necessary, missionar-

ies used to maintain, according to their scanty means, one or two youths,

whowould be instructed and exercised so as to fulfill later on the office of

ministers of the gospel. Yet Father João Antunes, the Moderator of the

Province [i.e., the Provincial of Malabar], who, on the plea of poverty,

hardly allows even necessary expenses, lately prohibited this. If only this

mission could imitate at least the Carnatic and the Mysore missions;

which, for many years, have had a seminary where several well-chosen

young men are prepared for the post of catechists! All the missionaries

desire it ardently.92

stand Sanskrit literature, philosophy and theology produced in Tamil-speaking South

India during this period (Fisher,HinduPluralism); and the importance ofmaṭas, monastic

and sectarian religion institutions, always in relationship with Sanskrit learning (Valerie

Stoker, Polemics and Patronage in the City of Victory: Vyāsatīrtha, Hindu Sectarianism, and

the Sixteenth-Century Vijayanagara Court (Oakland: University of California Press, 2016)).

91 One striking element is the proliferation, from the sixteenth century onwards, of Śaiva

talappurāṇas in Tamil; see David Shulman, Tamil Temple Myths: Sacrifice and Divine Mar-

riage in the South Indian Śaiva Tradition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980). See

alsoOfer Peres, “TheTamil Life of Purūravas: AVernacular Adaptation of a SanskritMyth,”

Journal of the American Oriental Society 138, 2 (2018): 291–312; and Margherita Trento,

“Translating the Dharma of Śiva.”

92 Solebant missionarij, præter sibi inservientes famulos, qui tres necessariò sunt, pro mod-

ulo suo alere unum ulteriús aut alterum juvenem, qui obeundis, olim evangelicis minister-

ijs instructi proluderent. Sed P. Joannes Antunes Prov.æ Moder.or qui titulo paupertatis ad

sumptus vel necessarios, satis difficilis est; nuper hoc ipsum prohibuit. Utinam saltem hæc

Missio n[ost]ra, CarnatensemacMaissurensem imitaretur; quæ jamàmultis anni Seminar-

ium instituerunt, ubi plures scelecti [sic! = selecti] juvenes ad Cat[echist]æ munus instru-
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This passage remains vague on the means of educating the catechists that

already existed in the Madurai mission, mentioning only the one-on-one edu-

cation that missionaries used to give to their catechists. This shows how the

institutions of training we have encountered so far, the spiritual retreats and

the Tamil school, were not officially recognized, nor were they financially sup-

ported by the Society. Themissionaries had tomanage themwith their meager

funds. So, this plea for money in order to finance a seminary for the catechists

was probably a funding request for the school that already existed, albeit unrec-

ognized. It also introduces us to a recurrent theme in Beschi’s career, that is his

conflicting attitude towards excessive upholding of the vow of poverty. From

this moment onwards, the sources are silent about the school and the training

of the catechistsmore in general. This leavesmanyquestions unanswered.How

did the school work locally, and how long did it last?What was its curriculum?

How did the global rhetorical model mingle and mix with the local models in

practice? And who were the catechists in attendance? In the following section

wewill address some of these questions both directly and indirectly, by looking

closely at how Beschi’s background shaped the curriculum of his school, which

intersected at the same time with local concerns and models of literary and

religious education.

5 Ēlākkuṟicci as a ChristianMaṭam

The project of a school of literary Tamil at Ēlākkuṟicci tied together many ele-

ments, especially Beschi’s humanistic and devotional education, and the way

he acquired and negotiated local authority. While the school was part of the

global Indo-humanistic project sketched earlier, and drew upon Jesuit educa-

tional resources, it also allowed Beschi to mobilize the relationship between

poetry and power that was at the heart of Tamil literary culture. Beschi envi-

sionedan institution that, from the little informationwehave, sharedmany fea-

tures with contemporary educational models available locally. Among these,

the most influential reference was certainly the Śaiva maṭam or monastery.

As shown by Kathleen Koppedrayer, the term maṭam indicated the place of

residence of a religious lineage, usually attached to a temple, and organized

into a cluster of institutions including a shelter, school, and library. In the

untur. Missionarii omnes hocmaxime desiderant. Costanzo Giuseppe Beschi to Franz Retz

(Elacurrici [Ēlākkuṟicci], 8 September 1734), arsi, Goa 20, f. 195. An alternative translation

of most of this letter can be found in Besse, Father Beschi, 140.
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Tamil context, and precisely in the Kaveri delta region from the sixteenth cen-

tury onwards, these were often Vellala lineages. The Śaiva maṭam, and the

way it developed in the Tamil country, therefore offered a model of a non-

Brahmanical religious and cultural institution, in which Tamil learning was

paired with devotion to Śiva.93

Starting from this moment, and throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, maṭam schools became the site par excellence for the study of the

Tamil grammatical and literary tradition—men like Mīṉāṭcicuntaram Piḷḷai

(1815–1876) and U.Vē. Cāminātaiyar (1855–1942) were educated and worked at

such institutions.94 Beschi’s Tamil school borrowed from Śaiva maṭas the cur-

riculum, as we shall see in a moment, but maybe more fundamentally the

pairing of religion and Tamil learning, and inflected both in a Christian way.

This was perhaps the deepest and most structuring in the long series of influ-

ences that Tamil Śaivism exercised over the mission, which is a topic yet to be

explored. In view of these analogies, it does not seem a coincidence that the

first extant reaction to Catholicism in the Tamil country, in the form of a versi-

fied treatise written in the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century, comes

precisely from a Śaiva teacher at Chidambaram.95

Going back to Ēlākkuṟicci in the early eighteenth century, it is by keeping

this context in mind that the creation of the holy site of Tirukkāvalūr at the

outskirts of the village—and within that space, the Tamil school—appears

as a coherent project. Beschi conceived of it as a maṭam, of which he was

the master, and his catechists were the disciples. Indeed, maṭam is the tech-

nical word used by Beschi in the colophon of the Vētaviḷakkam, which he

composed “in the year 1728, on the 25th day of the month of vaikāci, in the

maṭam of Ēlākkuṟicci.”96 Moreover, Ēlākkuṟicci had, like most maṭam insti-

93 Koppedrayer, “The Sacred Presence of the Guru,” esp. 225ff. The Tamilmaṭam innovated

while building upon the earlier, analogous institution of themaṭha described in Sanskrit

literature.

94 See Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm of Words, 57–63.

95 This is the Pāppuvētavikaṟpam, refuted in A. Muttucāmi Piḷḷai,Vētavikaṟpatikkāram (Ceṉ-

ṉai, 1820). The treatise is still extant as a manuscript, of which I am currently preparing

and edition and translation. Earlier responses, chiefly Tuṟaimaṅkalam Civappirakācar

Cuvāmi’s Ēcumata nirākaraṇam, are nowadays lost. I discuss the few surviving verses of

this work in Chapter Six.

96 1728 āṇṭilē varuṣam vaikāci mātam 25 tētiyil elākuṟiccimaṭattil […] eḻuti mutintatu. BnF,

Indien 481, f. 152v. This colophon, together with two introductory veṇpā verses, are also

included in the first two printed editions of the Vētaviḷakkam (in 1842 and 1855, see Bib-

liography). Confusingly, the very same colophon is attached to the 1936 edition of the

Pētakamaṟuttal, printed as an appendix to the Vētaviḷakkam. It is possible, I think, that

the editor of the first edition had access to Indien 481, but the following editions (all of
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tutions, a temple with a powerful goddess, endowed land, several yearly pro-

cessions, and support from the local ruler.97 Like other maṭam in the region,

it received the patronage of a small king, the pāḷaiyakkārar of Ariyalūr, who

donated land to the temple of Caruvecuraṉ. While hosting a temple to the

Christian God and to Mary, Ēlākkuṟicci was also home to many other powerful

sacred beings, like Saint Quiteria, who were located in different places within

the sacred enclosure, and offered to Catholics a place for devotion, as well as

spiritual and literary instruction.98 This is well summarized in a stanza of the

Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam describing camūka ullācam, “joy in common cele-

bration,” a theme newly introduced in the kalampakam genre by Beschi. The

verse gives a description of the festival procession in honor of Aṭaikkala mātā

at Tirukkāvalūr:

All of you who wish for happiness, and search for a place of learning,

ongoing praise, wealth, and divine grace! All of you—the lame, the hand-

icapped, the childless—who are in great affliction, and suffer incompara-

ble pains! You should gather here, and praise and worship every day the

flower-feet of the compassionate Lady who grants salvation, the one who

is your refuge, and whose grace is boundless.99

So, from the point of view of its aims, the Ēlākkuṟicci school—aplace “of learn-

ing, ongoing praise, wealth, and divine grace”—was not very different from

contemporary Śaiva enterprises.What about the cultural project of the school?

What was the curriculum adopted by Beschi, and how did it relate to contem-

them in fact reprints, the main difference among them being the splitting of the sandhi)

did not know about it and simply moved the colophon around, from the Vētaviḷakkam to

the Pētaka maṟuttal.

97 The annual letter of 1731 mentions for instance a procession in honor of Saint Quiteria,

whose statuewas also at Ēlākkuṟicci. CostanzoGiuseppeBeschi to theGeneral of the Soci-

ety (Madurai mission, 4 September 1732), arsi Goa 54, 599v–600r.

98 I am currently preparing an article Saint Quitteria at Ēlākkuṟicci in relationship with the

Kittēriyammāḷ ammāṉai. A first draft of this was Margherita Trento, “Christian Epic and

Tamil Genres in the Eighteenth Century,” paper presented at the Conference of the Euro-

pean Association of South Asian Studies (ecsas), Paris, 08/26/2018. On Beschi’s poem, see

also Ā. Jōcap,Tēmpāvaṇi—kittēriyammāḷ ammāṉai. ōr āyyvu (Tiruccirāppaḷḷi: Tamiḻāyvut-

tuṟai tēciyak kallūri, 1999).

99 Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam, 38: kaḷi uḷi aruḷ poruḷ nikaḻ pukaḻ kalai nilai | nāṭuvir yārum

turainta tuyarāy | kaḻal il karam ila makar il nikar ila | nōkuvir yārum tiraṇṭu maruvīr |

karuṇaiyaḷ katiyiṉaḷ kaṉiviṉaḷ kaṭaiyilaḷ | pūvaṭi nāḷumpaṇintu toḻuvīr. Here I cite the num-

ber of the poem, and not the page number; the reference edition is in the Bibliography. I

read uḷi as uḷḷi, following the 1872 commentator.
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porary curricula in Śaiva schools? We have little direct information regarding

school curricula in South India in this period, and to the best of my knowledge

there are no administrative records surviving. Most of the information avail-

able is based on the canon of literary and grammatical authorities we can infer

fromcontemporary literature, and on later accounts of howeducation changed

in the nineteenth century as a result of the “rediscovery” of the ancient caṅkam

texts. Famously, U.Vē. Cāminātaiyar in his biography offered an overview of

the maṭam education he received in his youth, and of the books he studied

in that context, in order to stress the revolutionary changes the rediscovery

of caṅkam caused to his perception of what the Tamil literary canon was.100

The renewed focus on caṅkam would indeed provoke, in the long term, a rup-

ture in the history of Tamil education.101 Yet in the nineteenth century many

schools were still organized according to the early modern method.102 Their

grammatical curriculum relied on Naṉṉūl, the thirteenth-century grammar of

eḻuttu, at the same time phonology and orthography, and col, morphology, and

on the pāṭṭiyal grammars focusing on prosody and genres. The literary curricu-

lum included purāṇam and ciṟṟilakkiyam literature, along with classical Chola

works like the Kamparāmāyaṇam. The study of multi-text manuscripts that

contain anthologies of works probably used in educational settings of the type

I just described, while still in its infancy, confirms this curriculum. It also shows

that some earlier textswere alsowell-knownand studied, includingTamil epics

like the Cilappatikāram that have long been claimed as “rediscoveries” of the

Tamil renaissance.103

100 On the literary canon, see A.R. Venkatachalapathy, “ ‘Enna Prayocanam?’ Constructing the

Canon inColonialTamilNadu,”The IndianEconomicandSocialHistoryReview42, 4 (2005):

535–553; andNormanCutler, “ThreeMoments in theGenealogy of Tamil LiteraryCulture,”

in Literary Cultures in History, 271–322.

101 One that implied a great deal of cultural loss, as David Shulman has recently argued: Shul-

man, Tamil: A Biography, 298–307. In the interest of brevity, I use the word “rediscovery,”

but the history of the circulation of caṅkam poetry and other ancient Tamil texts before

they were edited in the nineteenth century by men like U. Vē. Cāminātaiyār (1855–1942)

and Tamōtaraṉ Piḷḷai (1832–1901) is yet to be fully explored. The manuscript transmission

of the caṅkam corpus, one of the most important sources to trace this history, is studied

in EvaWilden, Manuscript, Print and Memory. Relics of the Caṅkam in Tamilnadu (Berlin,

München, Boston: De Gruyter, 2014).

102 Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm of Words, esp. 37–54.

103 Jonas Buchholz and Giovanni Ciotti, “What a Multiple-text Manuscript Can Tell Us about

the Tamil Scholarly Tradition: The Case of uvsl 589,”Manuscript Cultures 10 (2017): 129–

144. On the Cilappatikāram never having disappeared but simply being a sectarian text,

see Christoph Emmrich, “The Ins and the Outs of the Jains in Tamil Literary Histories,”

Journal of Indian Philosophy 39 (2011): 599–646.
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The Jesuit letters and reports do not offer specific information about the

schedule and curriculumof the Ēlākkuṟicci school.We can safely guess that the

term litteraturawe encountered earlier covered both Tamil grammar and liter-

ature, but what exactly were the texts authorized to become part of Catholic

education needs to be inferred from a number of scattered citations. In the

Vētaviḷakkam, for instance, Beschi accuses the Lutherans of lying when claim-

ing to have mastered the whole of Tamil learning. The implication is obviously

that he had, and the titles he listed in this passage are indeed the standard lit-

erary and grammatical texts of his time:

This is what they [i.e., the Lutherans] write: “We came to this country, we

studied Tamil, we read all the books and the manuscripts written by the

people of this land, we examined them, and we saw that they are of very

many kinds”. As if theseTranquebar folks,whouse such a lowTamil, could

have seen, read and studied themselves Akattiyam, Tolkāppiyam, Naṉ-

ṉūl, the two poruḷ [i.e., Nampiyakapporuḷ and Puṟapporuḷ], Kārikai, [Taṇ-

ṭiy]alaṅkāram and all other grammars; the six orthodox [Śaiva] religious

systems (uṭcamayam), and the six unorthodox systems [puṟaccamayam,

again according to Śaivas]; the eighteenth purāṇas and the stālapurāṇas,

the sixty-four arts and sciences, the ninety-six properties, the Īraṭippayaṉ

[i.e.,Tirukkuṟaḷ] and theNālaṭippayaṉ [i.e.,Nālaṭiyār], theCintāmaṇi, the

Cilappatikāram, the Pāratam, the Irāmāyaṇam and all other poems,with-

out leaving anything out!104

With regard to grammar, we can integrate this list—including the mythical

grammar of Agastya, Tolkāppiyam, Naṉṉūl, and Taṇṭiyalaṅkāram—with the

references Beschi gives in the introduction to his grammar of highTamil, where

he discusses the sources for composing the work. There Beschi writes that

Agastya’s work is lost, and Tolkāppiyam extremely difficult to understand. So,

even though recognizing the importance of the latter, he admits that, like

almost everyone else, he got his education on the five branches of grammar

from other books: “These rules, which I laid out, are scattered in seven books,

and the Tamilians teach them copiously and in a confused way: 1. Naṉṉūl,

2. Akapporuḷ, 3. Puṟapporuḷ, 4. Kārikai, 5. Yāpparuṅkalam, 6. Pāṭṭiyal, 7. Taṇ-

ṭiyalaṅkāram.”105

104 Vētaviḷakkam, 120.

105 Beschi,Clavis, 159:Has, quas tradidi regulas, Septem libris dispersas fuse et confuse tradidere

Tamulenses: 1. நனௐபூலௐ, 2.அகபௐெபாலெளௐ, 3. டெறபௐெபாலெளௐ, 4.காரீைக, 5.யாபௐபலெஙௐகலமௐ,

6. பாடௐடீயலௐ, 7. தணௐடீயலஙௐகாரமௐ. This fuse et confuse is likely a citation from Vossius,
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This list is also coherent with the grammatical models Beschi used to com-

pose the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam, the main textbook for the Ēlākkuṟicci school. The

Toṉṉūlviḷakkam is a fivefold grammar (aintilakkaṇam), a grammar book aiming

to encompass all five branches of Tamil learning—phonology and orthogra-

phy (eḻuttu), morphology (col), poetics (poruḷ), prosody (yāppu) and figuration

(aṇi).106 The main authorities on which Beschi relied to compose these differ-

ent sections, often quoting them at length, are those he cited in the Vētavi-

ḷakkam and the grammar of high Tamil. There is one interesting exception, a

text that Beschi appears to have known on the basis of theToṉṉūlviḷakkam, but

neverdiscusses openly.This isVaittiyanātaTēcikar’s Ilakkaṇaviḷakkam, another

treatise composed in the first half of the seventeenth century and aiming to

cover the entirety of grammatical learning in three books.107 This grammar

must have been a competitor of Beschi’s book, considering that it aimed to

summarize existing knowledge, and was written to facilitate the education of

students, but within a Śaivasiddhānta milieu.108 Albeit technical in aim, the

Iḷakkanaviḷakkam was at the same time a sectarian work, insofar as it was a

product of the educational context sketched above.

The study of grammar implied the study of poetry, because traditional Tamil

grammar is the grammar of poetic language. A literary curriculum already

emerges fromtheVetaviḷakkam’s passagewecited, andBeschi gave a condensed

version of the same in another Latin grammar, the Clavis Humaniorum Lit-

terarum Sublimioris Tamulici Idiomatis (“The Key to the Classics in the High

Tamil Idiom,” henceforth Clavis). In both cases, he selected texts meant for a

Catholic readership. These are his reading suggestions for the missionaries in

the introduction to theClavis: “Hence they shall read the old authors, they shall

De Arte Grammatica, “many handed over many things, both copiously and in a con-

fused way” (multa multi tradiderunt, et fuse, et confuse); a sentence also cited in Gianbat-

tista Vico’s Scienza Nuova; see Autobiografia—Poesie—Scienza Nuova (Milano: Garzanti,

2000), 253.

106 The development of the aintilakkaṇam canon is studied in Giovanni Ciotti, “Tamil Ilakka-

ṇam and the Interplay between Syllabi, Corpora, andMultiple-Text Manuscripts,” in Edu-

cation Materialized: Reconstructing Teaching and Learning Contexts throughManuscripts,

eds Stefanie Brinkmann et al. (Berlin and Boston: De Gruyter, 2021), 315–352.

107 SeeKamil Zvelebil, Lexicon of Tamil Literature, Handbuch derOrientalistik 9 (Leiden-New

York-Cologne: Brill, 1995), 731; IndraManuel, Literary Theories in Tamil (with Special Refer-

ence toTolkappiyam) (Pondicherry: Pondicherry Institute of Linguistics andCulture, 1997),

89.

108 According to Zvelebil (Lexicon, 731), Vaittiyanāta Tēcikar wrote the Ilakkaṇa viḷakkam for

the education of the son of his (Śaiva) patron, Mīṭait Tiruvēṅkaṭanātar, and of his disci-

ples.
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read the masters of this poetry, namely the Cintāmaṇi, the Cilappatikāram,

the Rāmāyaṇam, the Pāratam, and the Nakiḷtam [aka Naiṭatam]. Among the

Christian manuscript texts, they shall read Aticayakāṇtam, Tirucelvarāyappu-

rāṇam,Tēmpāvaṇi, andTirukkāvalūr kalampakam.”109 Likely, this was the same

set of texts Beschi taught at Ēlākkuṟicci, considering that they are the main

sources of examples in the commentary of Toṉṉūlviḷakkam. Often Beschi priv-

ileged a specific section of a literary text. The Jain epic Cīvakacintāmaṇi, for

instance, is organized around explicitly sexual allegories and yet Beschi never

allegorized akam themes, so he preferred to cite gnomic stanzas, often from

the eighth moralizing chapter on liberation (mutti ilambakam). Moreover, the

literary works Beschi found excellent, including Cīvakacintāmaṇi, can all be

classified as peruṅkāppiyam or epic poems. He must have thought this to be

the most important among local genres, a judgment in line with Sanskritic

and Sanskritizing literary theory in Tamil that also resonates well with Jesuit

predilection for epic and didactic poetry in these centuries (more on this in

Chapter Five).

Among the Christian works Beschi endorsed, apart from his own texts, we

find two poems nowadays lost. The Tirucelvarāyappurāṇam was a retelling of

the story of Saints Barlaam and Josaphat, most probably written in Sri Lanka in

the seventeenth century.110The Aticayakāṇtamwas knownalso to the Lutheran

Ziegenbalg, but it has not been recovered yet.111 Incidentally, the connection

109 Beschi,Clavis, 161:Quare legant antiquos, legant hujus poëseosmagistros, v g.சீநௐதாமணீ—

சீலபௐபதீகாரமௐ—ராமாயணமௐ—பாரதமௐ—ெநாௐளௐதமௐ. Legant ex Christianis codicibus

அதீசயகாணௐடமௐ—தீலெெசலௐவராயபௐடெராணமௐ—ேதமௐபாவணீ—தீலெ காவளூரௐ

கலமௐபகமௐ.

110 Tiruccelvarāyar is the name usually attributed to prince Josaphat in Tamil, and this work

cited by Beschi was a retelling of the well-known story of Josaphat and Berleem. The

Tirucelvarāyappurāṇam is probably lost, but there is a later poem on the same topic,

the Tiruccelvar kāviyam, composed by the Śri Lankan poet Pūlākaciṅka Aruḷappanāvalar

and printed in 1896 (see Bibliography), which mentions its predecessor Tirucelvarāyap-

purāṇam in the introduction.

111 The Aticaya kāṇṭam was among the Catholic texts in the library of Ziegenbalg, who

described it as “a book of theology so highly respected among Catholics, not only because

of its subject matter, but also because of the grace of its verses, which is indeed the thing

to admire about it” (6. Adischeakandam ein theologisches Buch, so von den Katholiken in

großem Weth gehalten wird, nicht nur allein wegen der Materie, sondern auch wegen der

Zierlichkeit der Verse welches auch das meiste ist, das man darinnen zu admiriren hat. Wil-

helm Germann, “Ziegenbalgs Bibliotheca Malabarica,”Missionsnachrichten der Ostindis-

cen Missionsanstalt zu Halle 22 (1880): 1–20, 61–94, here 16). The book is also mentioned

in Daniel Jeyaraj, Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg: The Father of the Modern Protestant Mission.

An Indian Assessment (NewDelhi—Chennai: The Indian Society for Promoting Christian
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with Sri Lanka shows how the two sides of the Gulf of Mannar were part

of one Tamil-speaking world, and Catholic texts written on either side circu-

lated widely. Indeed, the oldest existing Tamil Catholic poem was written in

Sri Lanka, and the connection between these two Catholic corpora still awaits

proper study.112 Finally, among non-Christian texts, the collection of ethical

verses Tirukkuṟaḷ held a special place. Not unlike George Uglow Pope (1820–

1908) a century later, Beschi felt that that this work contained some Christian

truth and prepared the ground for revelation.113 We will see in the next chap-

ters how Beschi continuously went back to the Tirukkuṟaḷ for inspiration and

examples. He made this text his favorite terrain to experiment with the new

strategies of reading and interpreting the Tamil classics in the light of, and in

agreement with the Christian message he and his catechists aim to spread in

the Tamil country.

∵
In conclusion, Beschi was aware that Christians were not supposed to read

and use ‘pagan’ books, and he was trying to construe Tamil poetry and scholar-

ship as a neutral discipline—a discipline ready to be filled with new, Christian

significations. Carefully selecting his sources, throughout the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam

Beschi followed the grammatical trends of his time, allowing for instance great

relevance to prosody and ornamentation that were central to the pāṭṭiyal tra-

dition, and even accepted the rules related to the auspiciousness of certain

sounds. Yet at each step, he also integrated and negotiated in this grammar his

previous knowledge, based on his study of Latin grammar and rhetoric in early

eighteenth-century Italy.114 Each of these negotiations deserves to be treated

Knowledge and The Gurukul Lutheran Theological College and Research Institute, 2006),

138. To the best of my knowledge, no other information about this text is available. An

enticing piece of information I gathered recently in conversation with Torsten Tschacher

is that Aticaya purāṇamwas one of the titles of the earliest extant TamilMuslim texts, the

Āyiramacāla or “One Thousand Questions,” studied in Ricci, Islam Translated.

112 The oldest Catholic poem from a local poet, and using a traditional Tamil genre, is the

recently reprinted Ñāṉappaḷḷu (see Bibliography).

113 In the introduction to his translation of Tirukkuṟaḷ, George U. Pope imagines the author

of this work—who lived in Mylapore (Mayilāpūr), the ancient village where the Apos-

tle Thomas died and is likely buried, nowadays a suburb of Madras—as “pacing along the

sea-shorewith the Christian teachers, and imbibing Christian ideas, tingedwith the pecu-

liarities of the Alexandrian school, and day by day working them into his own wonderful

Kurraḷ” (Pope, The Sacred Kurral, iii).

114 Coincidentally, this tradition also attributed great importance to prosody and ornamen-
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on its own terms, and in the next chapter we will address directly the question

of the subject matter of poetry (poruḷ) and its organization.

This negotiation between the Tamil and the Christian traditions also shows

how the curriculum as Beschi devised it was a huge step towards reading Tamil

poetry in newways.Wewill soonmove our attention to some of Beschi’s strate-

gies for reading classicalTamil texts, as they emerge in thenew rules for poetical

composition that he offered in the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam. The protocol of reading

he envisioned further emerges in the way he used those rules in his own lit-

erary works. Before turning to these experiments, one last question regarding

the Ēlākkuṟicci school of rhetoric remains to be addressed—was it successful?

How can we assess whether it had any impact? There is no definitive answer

to these questions, but we have some clues as to the impact of Beschi’s work.

Certainly, the poems he wrote in this period, especially the Tēmpāvaṇi, circu-

lated among the catechists. Moreover, Lutheran sourcesmention that Catholic

catechists would use Beschi’s work, especially the Vētaviḷakkam, to prepare for

theological disputes. In short, aswewill discover in the course of the next chap-

ters, there was a direct correlation betweenVellala catechists, their intellectual

aspirations, and Beschi’s role as a grammarian, poet, and educator. These links

begin to emergemore clearly in the history of the composition and early circu-

lation of the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam, the grammar textbook Beschi composed for the

Ēlākkuṟicci school, to which we will turn next.

tation. The aṇiyatikāram in the tv, for instance, builds upon the theory and classification

of figuration in the Taṇtiyalaṅkāram, but introduce new figures of meaning (poruḷaṇi),

probably taken from the Latin tradition. I thank IndraManuel for discussing with me this

interesting topic, which I plan to explore further in the future.
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chapter 4

ATamil Grammar of Persuasion

During the long decades he spent as a missionary in the Tamil country, Cos-

tanzo Giuseppe Beschi fashioned himself as a Tamil poet, a pulavar, and com-

posed many literary works in conversation with the local literary milieu. The

depth of his learning and the sheer quantity of his writings have often puzzled

scholars of Tamil, whowonderedwhether he reallywrote the poems.1 Yet, iden-

tifying his possible readership is an even greater challenge than establishing his

authorship.Who in the eighteenth century could both possess the literary skills

required to read suchworks, and an interest inChristianity?Theprevious chap-

ter has hinted that Beschi’s readers were the catechists whom he trained in the

context of the retreats andof theĒlākkuṟicci school of rhetoric. Already spiritu-

ally trained through the spiritual exercises they performed in the context of the

retreats, as we saw in the first two chapters, these men had the education and

the permission to access Hindu texts, as mentioned by Vigilio SaverioManci in

his commentary to the Inter Graviores. What they needed were Catholic texts

that could also claim to belong in the realm of literature, in fact, to challenge

those other texts in private and public debates.

The school of rhetoric and classical Tamil that Beschi founded at Ēlākkuṟicci

in 1731 was particularly important in tying together spiritual, literary, and social

training for these catechists. The school taught them Tamil poetry and gram-

mar, including poetics, and offered them a Catholic version of both. It did so

by providing them at the same time with the grammatical tools to articulate

Christianity in the language of Tamil poetry, and the exegetical strategies for

reading Tamil literature and culture in a way that was coherent with their new

faith. These experiments in reading, and in speaking persuasively, are at the

core of Beschi’s traditional grammar of Tamil and the daring novelties this text

introduced in a largely conservative field. So, through a reading of the gram-

mar Toṉṉūlviḷakkam or “The illumination of the classics,” the textbook Beschi

wrote for the Ēlākkuṟicci school, this chapter maps the birth and development

of Tamil Catholic poetics as a local yet intercultural project that took place in

1 The question of Beschi’s authorship has been particularly debated among Indian scholars.

For a favorable opinion, see Meenakshisundaram, The Contribution, 324–335. The opposite

view, namely that Beschi’s works were not his, but were actually written by a local poet (often

identified with Cupratīpakkavirāyar) is most emphatically put forward in Arunachalam, An

Introduction, 276–279.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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parallel with the institutionalization of the catechists as a spiritual and literary

élite, and reflects on the implications of this process for the social and political

positioning of the Jesuit mission in the early eighteenth century.

1 A Textbook of (Christian) Tamil: The Toṉṉūlviḷakkam

There are no references in the letters written by Beschi and his Jesuit com-

panions in Madurai to the exact date of composition of the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam

(henceforth tv), nor explicit mentions of the role of this text in relation to

the Tamil school. Yet the tv was certainly written after the Tirukkāvalūr kalam-

pakam and the Tempāvaṇi, two texts Beschi composed in the mid to late 1720s,

as verses from these poems are used as examples in the auto-commentary of

the tv. In addition, Léon Besse in 1918 was able to access a manuscript of the

tv dating back to 1730, which makes the most probable date of composition

of this grammar the years 1729–1730, after Beschi wrote his poems, and just

before he opened the school of literary Tamil at Ēlākkuṟicci.2 After roughly a

century of circulation in manuscript form, the tv was the first book by Beschi

to be printed, in 1838 in Pondicherry. This early edition testifies to the impor-

tance of this work in the field of Tamil grammar. Indeed, the tv is one among

the few early modern aintilakkaṇam grammars, and it appears in all standard

lists of Tamil grammatical texts. The initiative to sponsor the publication of this

workwas taken by a certainAruḷāṉantappiḷḷai KumārarNellittōppuUpatēciyār

Mariyēcavēriyāppiḷḷai who was, according to the title-page of the 1838 edition,

an eminent personality among Vellalas (vēḷāḷakulōttuṅkar).

We have no information about this man apart from his name, which never-

theless contains important cluespointing to thenetworkof catechistswedelin-

eated in the previous chapter. His father’s name, Aruḷāṉanta, was the same as

João de Brito’s Tamil name and indicates devotion towards that saint, an impor-

tant figure for the constitution of catechist self-awareness, as we say in Chapter

One. Our editor’s main name, Mariyēcavēriyar, implies devotion towards Mary

and the Jesuit Saint Xavier, whose name was Tamilized as Cavēriyar. The title

2 Besse, Father Beschi, 219. I have not yet been able to locate this manuscript, but it originally

belonged to Paulinus a Sancto Bartolomaeo ocd (1748–1806), whose library is at present

scattered between different archives and libraries in Rome. It is therefore likely that the gram-

mar is still in the city. Incidentally, 1730 is the date of composition of this text according to

the Tamil version of Muttucāmi Piḷḷai’s biography (Vīramāmuṉivarcarittiram, 11). Unlike the

English version, theTamil text records the dates of all of Beschi’sworks, and they are generally

rather accurate.
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piḷḷai is a honorific referring in this case to theman’s Vellala caste.3Most impor-

tantly for us, Mariyēcavēriyāppiḷḷai identified himself as the catechist (upatē-

ciyār) of Nellittōppu, a suburb of Pondicherry that was donated to the Jesuits

in the mid-eighteenth century by Jeanne Albert (1706–1756), the wife of the

famous Governor of the French colonial town, Joseph-François Dupleix (1697–

1763).4 The title page adds that Mariyēcavēriyāppiḷḷai decided to approach the

son of Cuvāmimutaliyār, Vētakirimutaliyār, a pulavar learned in literary Tamil

(centamiḻ) and attached to the group of learnedmen (a school?) of the Church

in Pondicherry in order to edit the book.

ThisVētakirimutaliyār, the early nineteenth century editor, intervened heav-

ily on the text as it circulated as a manuscript, which included verses, sutras

(cūttiram inTamil), accompaniedbyBeschi’s owncommentary.MuttucāmiPiḷ-

ḷai was critical of this edition, and wrote in 1840 that the tv “was lately printed

at Pondicherry by one of the native Tamil Christians, but, I am extremely sorry

to say, it is quite incorrectly done, because the proof sheets of the work were

examined by an illiterate Hindoo, who, without understanding the plan of

Father Beschi, made several omissions and useless additions to the work.”5

Value-judgments aside, the editor certainly added topics that were not ini-

tially treated in the tv, gave new examples from literary works, and made cita-

tions from other grammatical works explicit. Although these interventions are

declared in the preface of the work, all subsequent editions are derived from

this version. The original commentary only exists in the manuscript transmis-

sion of the text, which continued in parallel with the printed circulation. In

order to bypass this nineteenth-century editorial intervention, which is inter-

esting in its own right but beyond the scope of this book, and to recover the pre-

1838 version of the text, in this chapter I rely onmanuscript rather than printed

editions of the tv. Among all the manuscripts available, however, only a few

are complete. Certain chapters of the tv, especially those on letters (eḻuttu) and

3 On catechist families in Pondicherry, see Agmon, A Colonial Affair, esp. 62ff. On the caste

of the catechists involved in the Naniyappa affair at the center of Agmon’s book, see Sanjay

Subrahmanyam, “Hybrid Affairs: Cultural Histories of the East India Companies,” 419–438.

Relying on David Shulman, “Cowerd or King?”, the latter points out that, notwithstanding

the title of piḷḷai, these catechists were either iṭaiyar or akamuṭaiyar (one of the three caste

belonging to the tēvar group, with kaḷḷars and maṟavar). The title page of the tv, however,

clearly states that the catechist was a Vellala, and indeed we know of a group of Catholic

Vellalas from Pondicherry who adopted the title of piḷḷai (like Muttucāmi).

4 Nellittōppu is still an important center for Catholic activities in Pondicherry; the history of

the local community and its mid-nineteenth century church is sketched in the website of the

parish: http://nellithopeparish.org (consulted 24/10/2021).

5 Muttucāmi, Brief Sketch, 21.

http://nellithopeparish.org
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words (col), had much wider circulation, while the section on poetics (poruḷ)

appears to have been copied less often. Partially because of this, I was not able

to collect enough evidence for a critical edition, and will be relying on a single

well-preserved manuscript instead.6 There are many possible reasons for the

uneven transmission, but I believe the main one is that Beschi in the section

on poetics departs more drastically from traditional theories.

As abundantly shown by Mi. Vi Ñāṉappirakācar [aka V.M. Gnanapragasam

sj], the five chapters of the tv rely heavily on previous grammatical work, but

they also imply a certain amount of negotiation between Tamil theories and

Beschi’s own ideas, derived from Latin grammar and rhetoric. The interven-

tions in the other chapters, however, are minimal when compared with the

novelties introduced in the chapter on poetics (poruḷatikāram).7 Already Mut-

tucāmi referred to this chapter to explain how Beschi “not only intended to

define the rules of grammar more concisely and accurately than the ancient

ones, but also by means of it to establish the Christian doctrine.”8 In other

words,when treating the subjectmatter of poetry, Beschiwas compelled to turn

to the Latin rhetorical theories that played such a crucial role in the Jesuit edu-

cational andmissionary enterpriseworldwide.This allowedhim tomarginalize

traditional Tamil understanding concerning the centrality of akam, the love

theme, which he found irreconcilable with a Christian vision of poetry and

poetics, as we shall when readingmore closely theTēmpāvaṇi in the next chap-

ter. In turn, this allowed him to tie the study of Tamil with ideas of persuasion,

6 The manuscript I am going to use is BnF, Indien 204, which is a complete aintilakkaṇam

manuscript and contains four out of the five chapters of the tv. Interestingly, the copyist

(or the assembler) of the manuscript thought that the Kārikai—the text upon which Beschi

relied to compose his chapter onmeters (yāppatikāram)—wasmore appropriate to the study

of prosody, and so substituted it for the relevant chapter of the tv. This manuscript belonged

to the French colonial officer and orientalist Édouard Simon Ariel (1818–1854), who collected

a remarkable library of Tamil manuscripts in Pondicherry; see Léon de Rosny, “La biblio-

thèque Tamoule de M. Ariel de Pondichéry,” Variétés orientales historiques, géographiques,

scientifiques, biographiques et littéraires (Paris: Maisonneuve, 1866), 177–224. In partial dis-

agreement with the description in the proofs of Vinson and Feer’s catalogs (BnF, Indien 577,

f. 49)—the most accurate, albeit incomplete, description of the Tamil manuscripts in BnF—

my exploration has shown that the manuscript contains almost the entirety of the tv, not

only the table of contents and the chapter on rhetorical figures (aṇiyatikāram). It seems

therefore a quite coherent textbook that simply inserts the Kārikai instead of one of Beschi’s

chapter. I chose this manuscript because it is relatively old and in good condition, but I envi-

sion working further on the textual transmission of the tv.

7 Chapter Seven of Ñāṉappirakācar’s dissertation (“Contribution of Fr. Beschi,” 215–267) is ded-

icated to an in-depth analysis of the tn and its relationship with previous Tamil works, and

includes very useful comparison tables.

8 Muttucāmi, Brief Sketch, 21.
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and practices of preaching and conversion. Beschi showed awareness of his

innovative choices in his own translation of the tv into Latin, the Clavis, writ-

ten in 1742. This is supposedly the last work he wrote before his death, and it is

useful in understanding the specific project of the tv, insofar as it shows Beschi

translating and adapting it for a Latin readership. In the Clavis, Beschi declares

that hewill not translate the initial section of the tv’s chapter on poetics (poru-

ḷatikāram), because it mostly relied on Latin rhetorical theories well-known

to his audience.9 The Clavis focuses on the second part of that chapter, where

Beschi summarizes traditional Tamil landscape (tiṇai) theories.

The chapter on poetics is therefore central for understanding theway Beschi

refashionedTamil grammar for his Indian audience—the catechists he trained

as preachers and spiritual leaders at Ēlākkuṟicci—and will be the focus of my

analysis. Before turning to that chapter, though, let us read the “common intro-

duction” to the whole tv, the potuppāyiram. This is the only paratext to appear

in all manuscript and printed versions of the grammar I have consulted, and it

gives important hints into the general plan of this work according to Beschi:10

nīr mali kaṭa ṟavaḻ11 nila mutaṉ maṟṟ’ aruñ

cīr maliy ulak’ elāñ ceyt’ aḷitt’ aḻippa

vallavaṉ āy mutaṉ maṭṭ’ īṟ’ opp’ etir

illavaṉ āy uyar iṟaiyōṉ oruvaṉaip

paṉmaiy oḻiyap paṇintēy irāv iruṭ

ṭaṉmaiy oḻiyat taraṇiyil tōṉṟiya

9 Beschi, Clavis, 51: Quare in libro, de quo supra,ெதானௐபூலௐவீள கமௐ dicto, nostras rheto-

rum leges sequendo plura de amplificatione scripsi: quae tamen hic, cum illius facultatis

magistros alloquar, repetere ineptum esset. “Hence, in the aforementioned book called

Toṉṉūlviḷakkam, I wrote many things on amplification, following our laws of the rhetors;

however, since I am addressing masters of that discipline, it would be useless to repeat

them.”

10 On the ciṟappuppāyiram and the nineteenth century economy of praise, see Ebeling, Col-

onizing the Realm of Words, 62–73. On paratexts in Tamil manuscripts, see Eva Wilden,

“Making Order in the Vaults of Memory: Tamil Satellite Stanzas on the Transmission of

Texts,”Kervan—International Journal of Afro-Asiatic Studies 21 (2017): 317–337; Ead., “Tamil

Satellite Stanzas: Genres and Distribution,” in IndicManuscript Cultures through the Ages:

Material, Textual, andHistorical Investigations, Studies inManuscript Cultures 14, eds Vin-

cenzo Vergiani, Daniele Cuneo and Camillo Formigatti (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2017), 163–192;

Giovanni Ciotti and Marco Franceschini, “Certain Times in Uncertain Places: A Study on

Scribal Colophons of ManuscriptsWritten inTamil andTamilianGrantha Scripts,” inTrac-

ing Manuscripts in Time and Space through Paratexts, eds Giovanni Ciotti and Hang Lin

(Berlin: De Gruyter, 2016), 59–130.

11 I correct taviḻ in Indien 204, f. 1r with the form tavaḻ found in all printed editions.
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ātava ṉikar iruḷakatt’ aṟav aṉṉāṉ

ōtiya maṟai nūl ōtiṉaṉ āki

yammeypporuḷ oṉṟ’ aṉaivarum uṇarac

cemmeypporuḷ at tirumaṟai vaḻaṅkav

amaittu uḷatt’ eḻuntav ācaiy uṭ ṭūṇṭic

camaitt’ uḷa yāvarun tāṅkat taruk’ eṉav12

ēviyatākav ippaṇiy ēṟṟi nūṉ

mēviyav aimporuḷ viḷakkal uṇarntu

virivilāt toṉṉūl viḷakkam eṉum peyartt’

ariyav āciriyar arun tamiḻc collip

piṟanūṉ muṭintatu peyartt’ uṭaṉ paṭuttiyum

puṟanūṉ muṭintatu poruttiyun tāṉ oru

vaḻi nūṉ muṭintaṉaṉ, vāyppu arummeymmaṟai

moḻinūlattar āy, mutirciṟapp’ iṇaiyil

virōmai nāṭṭiṉiṉṟ’ eytiya muṉiy aruḷ

virōtamoḻi tayai mēv’aka

nēra mātavattiṉ vīramāmuṉiyē.13

God has the power to create, protect and destroy the entire great world,

beginning with the land that ends into the ocean filled with water. He

has no beginning, measure, or end, nothing that can oppose and noth-

ing that is comparable to him. This one high God lowered himself into

one person to vanquish sin, like the sun that appears on earth to van-

quish the darkness of the night, and that man [Jesus] with the power

to destroy darkness is spoken about in the revealed scriptures. Speak-

ing about those scriptures, in order for everyone to understand their one

true meaning (poruḷ), in order to spread the holy book carrying that

beautiful truth, [Beschi] accomplished this work according to the com-

12 The sandhi between taruka and eṉa as tarukeṉa is not attested in grammarbooks but com-

mon in poetry. It is used in the Cilappatikāram, for instance, and found in contemporary

colloquial Tamil. I thank E. Annamalai for pointing this out to me.

13 BnF, Indien 204, f. 1r. After some initial unnumbered folia, containing prefatory stanzas,

the text begins with the potuppāyiram. However, the numeration of the folia in the begin-

ning is inconsistent. After this first one, certain initial folia are missing, and other ones

with unrelated numeration have been inserted (one can notice the different hand). The

numeration becomes rather regular and reliable in later sections, including the poru-

ḷatikāram from which I quote at length later. The manuscript is in the scriptio continua;

I restore word breaks, and mark the end of lines (aṭi) mostly following the printed edi-

tions. All the subsequent passages will be edited in this way, including punctuation, word

and verse line breaks, for ease of reading.
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mand: “Kindle inside a desire that takes root and grows in the heart,

and support anyone whose heart is thus on fire.” He understood how to

explain the five topics pertaining to [grammar] books, and calling this

faultless work an illumination of the classics (toṉṉūl viḷakkam), speak-

ing with the beautiful Tamil of the great teachers he took the conclu-

sions of previous books, and used them, making [them] to agree with the

conclusions of outsiders’ books,14 and accomplished this summary (vaḻi

nūl). He is the father of exegesis, a graceful sage rising from the coun-

try of Rome in a group of first greatness, one who did great penance

to gain a loving compassion for an opposing language, the great heroic

ascetic.

The potuppāyiram begins with a praise to God that portrays him with an

image adapted from the local pantheon—like the Hindu trimūrti, he creates,

preserves, and destroys. A few lines into the stanza this God becomes more

markedly Christian, as he lowers himself (paṇi) and becomes a person in order

to destroy sin.15 In this form—as a man—he is spoken about in those scrip-

tures that the author of the tv has the task of spreading in the world. Indeed,

Jesus, this incarnated God, is the beautiful truth (cemmeypporuḷ) revealed by

those scriptures. At this point there is a change of grammatical subject in the

text. Jesus (aṉṉāṉ) is the object of ōtiya, and therefore the object spoken about

in the scriptures. Beschi, on the other hand—the subject of the rest of the sen-

tence, and the author of the work—is the one tasked with reciting those scrip-

tures (ōtiṉaṉ). This complex sentence, presenting us Jesus as God incarnated

as well as the meypporuḷ of the scriptures, and Beschi as the one spreading

those scriptures, points to the key role of poruḷ in Beschi’s conceptualization

of Tamil grammar. The compound meypporuḷ, literally “true thing” or “true

meaning,” is a term inspired by Śaiva theology that Christians adopted early

on. Roberto Nobili already described the true scriptures and their preachers

asmeyvetam andmeykkuru.16 Considering that the potuppāyiram introduces a

14 The phrase puṟanūl seems to be in this context another adaptation from Śaiva vocabulary,

in linewith puṟaccamayam above (I thankWhitney Cox for bringing this tomy attention).

The repeated use of these categories suggests that Beschi needed a vocabulary of religious

and cultural difference, but he only possessed the hierarchical model of his Śaiva oppo-

nents. So, he adopted the language of inclusion and esclusion that was typical of Śaiva

sectarianism at his time (see Steinschneider, “Beyond theWarring Sects”).

15 The analogies between the incarnation and the avātaram logic had already been noticed

and exploited, first of all by adopting the word avātaram for incarnation, by Roberto

Nobili. See for instance Ñāṉōpatēca kuṟippiṭam, 78–84.

16 See Nobili’s discussion of the signs of the true Veda (mey or meyyāṉa vētam), amongh

which is the connection with a true guru (meykuru), in Ñāṉōpatēca kuṟippiṭam, 66–74.
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book on grammar, this seems to be a play on the multiple meaning of poruḷ as

a key grammatical term, referring to the subject matter of poetry, and a refer-

ence to Jesus as both the truth revealed in the scriptures and the true subject

matter of the scriptures. Beschi’s treatment of poruḷ is built upon this poly-

semy, as we shall see, to allow for his catechists to use Tamil to talk about

this specifically Christian poruḷ, and spread it (vaḻaṅka) among people in the

Tamil country. The following lines in the verse refer to the injunction Beschi

was given to spread this message. The phrasing of the injunction, especially

the reference to a fire that takes the heart, is likely to be an elaboration upon

the famous Ignatian phrase ite, inflammate, omnia, often translated as “go,

set the world on fire,” that Ignatius used as a close to his letter to the first

Jesuits.

The second half of the stanza addresses the composition of the tv directly,

and gives important insights on the role of this grammar, and of Tamil lan-

guage more in general, for Beschi’s missionary project. First of all, it stresses

howBeschi relied on the old (Tamil) teachers, namely traditional grammarians.

The works cited in the tv are those we touched upon in the previous section,

and many verses of the tv are simply citations from these texts, with a clear

preponderance of Naṉṉūl. In most cases, these citations and references have

beenmade explicit in thenineteenth-century enlarged versionof the commen-

tary, and Ñāṉappirakācar organized them in a useful table.17 Remarkably, the

nineteenth century commentator did not list the Ilakkaṇa viḷakkam among the

influences of the tv, thus replicating Beschi’s silence regarding this text. Yet

Ñāṉappirakācar duly noted some parallels between the tv and the Ilakkaṇa

viḷakkam, which are especially important in the poruḷ section. In a Catholic

perspective, the two grammars were likely in competition from early on, and

certainly so in the nineteenth century, when the controversies between Chris-

tian and Śaiva practitioners (mostly Vellalas, like the editors of this work) and

their respective educational models were at their height.18 As just mentioned,

the ultimate purpose of the tv and of the study of Tamil as expressed in the

potuppāyiram is to help everyone understand the true, i.e., Christian mean-

17 Ñāṉappirakācar, “Contribution of Fr. Beschi,” 222–223.

18 The figure of mission-educated Śaiva reformer andTamil authorĀṟumukaNāvalarwas key

in these processes; see for instance Richard Fox Young and S. Jebanesan, The Bible Trem-

bled: The Hindu-Christian Controversies of Nineteenth-Century Ceylon (Vienna: Sammlung

De Nobili, 1995); Bernard Bate, “Arumuga Navalar, Saivite Sermons, and the Delimitation

of Religion, c. 1850,”ieshr 42, 4 (2005): 469–484; RickWeiss, “Religion and the Emergence

of Print in Colonial India: Arumuga Navalar’s Publishing Project,” ieshr 53, 4 (2016): 473–

500.
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ing of the scriptures. The author, “the great heroic ascetic” Vīramāmuṉivar aka

Beschi, is described as aman learned in exegesis, or philology (moḻi nūl) applied

to revelation (mey maṟai), a turn of phrase that describes well the humanis-

tic project of the Jesuits in South India as elsewhere. Beschi’s heart is filled

with compassion towards a language, Tamil, that is traditionally contrary to the

scriptures, and so aims toChristianize it.19Hedoes so, argues this stanza, by rec-

onciling and bringing into agreement the teachings of old Tamil grammatical

books with foreign (Latin) books, thus creating a new and approachable syn-

thesis. The stanza thusmakes explicit that in the tv Beschi is Christianizing the

discipline of Tamil grammar by blending two traditions.

The potuppāyiram is a programmatic statement that does not apply to gram-

mar alone. Both in the Tamil land and in the Latinate world rhetoric and

literature, ilakkaṇam (grammar) and ilakkiyam (literature) were closely inter-

connected, and Beschi’s grammatical project is intertwined with the literary

project of the Tēmpāvaṇi. Reading the chapter on poruḷ is therefore particu-

larly useful to understand the connection between these multiple dimensions.

It also shows how, with Beschi, the field of Christianization shifted drastically

in comparison with earlier missionary attempts. By the eighteenth century,

missionaries in South India had been learning Tamil for more than a cen-

tury. They had studied the language, they had written grammars about it, and

composed dictionaries. They had authored theological and devotional texts in

Tamil, entertained heated debates on the semantics of certain words, and they

had discussed the pros and cons of translating versus transliterating sacred

Christian vocabulary intoTamil.20 Beschiwas inmanyways the inheritor of this

tradition, but hewas the firstmissionary to gobeyond the question of language,

and open up the question of textuality. As mentioned in the Introduction, he

was the first to ask: what is Tamil literature? Can Tamil literature be Christian?

Before him, missionaries took for granted that they could write texts in Tamil,

and never really reflected on the status of these texts, and on their belonging

(or not) to the realm of literature. Beschi devoted his life to this question, and

answered it by exploring the boundaries of literary and scientific genres both

in Latin and in Tamil—by writing Latin grammars of Tamil, and poetical and

prose texts in Tamil.

19 Alternatively,moḻi in this expression (virōtamoḻi) could also stand for opinion, thus point-

ing to Beschi’s argumentation skills.

20 The controversy between Gonçalo Fernandes Trancoso and Roberto Nobili in Madurai

revolved around, among other things, the appropriate vocabulary for Catholic prayers. For

an overview of the linguistic points involved in the dispute, see Rajamanaickam, The First

Oriental Scholar, 86–92.
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2 Amplificatio as Poruḷ

Beschi explicitly engaged with the question of literature in the third chapter

(atikāram) of the tv on poetics or poruḷ. After an invocation to God, the chap-

ter begins by examining traditional definitions of poruḷ as the subject matter

of poetry. Beschi declares himself unsatisfied with the works he consulted—

chiefly Nambi’s Akapporuḷ—and their exclusive focus on carnal love and war-

fare, as he perceived akam and puṟam. He therefore tries to subsume this lit-

erature and its rules within a larger framework, as we see in verse 144 and its

commentary:

144—cū—

poruṇū leṉpatu pukalporu ṇutaliya

vurippayaṉ paṭuttumā ṟuṇarttu nūlē.

—el—ivvatikāram poruṇūlilakkaṇattaiy uṇarttuvatākaiyil iccūttirattiṉ

kaṇṇē poruṇūlāvat’ eṉak kāṭṭutum. akaiyil iṅṅaṉa poruḷ eṉap paṭuvatu

tāṉ pirit’ turaippāṉ eṭutta poruḷaip payaṉpaṭak kūṟumpaṭiyaik kāṭṭu nūlē

yeṉak kaṇṭ’ uṇarka. ātalāṟ pulavarāl uraikkat takum poruḷāvaṉa aṟam

poruḷ iṉpam vīṭ’ eṉa nāṉku āyiṉum, ivaṟṟuṭ poruṇūṟ ṟanta centamiḻ uṇar-

ntōr maṟṟayāvum oḻiyav akapporuḷ eṉac ciṟṟiṉpam oṉṟaiyum puṟapporuḷ

eṉap paṭaiccēvakam oṉṟaiyum viritt’ uraikkiṉṟār. aṅṅaṉam, potuppaṭāt’-

uraitta nūl ciṟu pāṉmai yākaiyiṉ iṅkaṇ aṟamutaṉāṉkiṟk’ēṟpap potunūlā-

kav ivvatikāra mukiyum eṉavē koḷka.21

144. A treatise on poruḷ is a book that explains in a useful way

the essence of the subject matter (poruḷ) chosen to be expanded upon.

Because this chapter explains the grammar found in the treatises on

poruḷ, in this sutra we explain what a “treatise on poruḷ” really is.What we

call poruḷ here should therefore be understood as a treatise that explains

how to make good use of the subject matter selected to be elaborated

upon. In this regard, there are four types of matter appropriate for explo-

ration by the poets—law (aṟam), profit (poruḷ), passion (iṉpam), and

liberation (vīṭu). In spite of this, the connoisseurs of literary Tamil who

have written books on poruḷ have focused their explanations only on the

subjects of akam, which is carnal love (ciṟṟiṉpam), and puṟam, which

21 BnF, Indien 204, f. 74r–v.
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is warfare, ignoring anything else. Because these treatises do not cover

the whole subject matter, since these two [i.e., akam and puṟam] are

something of marginal importance, this comprehensive treatise should

be understood as covering all four subject matters beginning with law.

In the commentary, Beschi uses a well-known Sanskrit definition of the sub-

ject matter of poetry as consisting of the four “goals of human endeavor”

(Skr. puruṣārtha)—law (Skr. dharma, Tamil aṟam), profit (Skr. artha, Tamil

poruḷ), passion (Skr. kāma, Tamil iṉpam), and liberation (Skr. mokṣa, Tamil

vīṭu). He places the Tamil traditional poetological classification, based on love

and war—akam and puṟam—, as a sub-category within this larger frame-

work.22 By his time, this move was not unique, nor unprecedented. Tamil

grammarians had long been reflecting on the relationship between traditional

ideas on the subject matter of poetry as constituted by akam and puṟam and

Sanskrit influences based on the puruṣārtha division that appear (albeit in a

marginal position) already in the ancient grammar Tolkāppiyam.23 Among the

early texts Beschi certainly knew, the Tirukkuṟaḷ is divided into three books

corresponding to first three puruṣārthas. The Taṇṭiyalaṅkāram—the twelfth-

century Tamil version of Daṇḍin’s Sanskrit treatise on poetics often cited in the

tv—introduced the treatment of the four puruṣārthas as one of the character-

istics of the epic poem or peruṅkāppiam.24 Around the same time, the com-

mentators of Tolkāppiyam’s section on the subject matter of poetry (poruḷiyal),

beginning with Ilampurāṇar, proposed a substantial harmonization of San-

skrit and Tamil theories regarding this topic. As Jennifer Clare has shown, this

attemptwas likely promptedby the flourishing of post-classical literature in the

Chola period, which could hardly be described according to traditional akap-

poruḷ theories, and was strongly influenced by Sanskrit.25 So, Ilampurāṇar in

his introduction to the poruḷiyal defined akam and puṟam as a subset of the

22 The following discussion on the role of the puruṣārtha theory in Tamil poetics has been

shaped by several conversations with professor E. Annamalai at the University of Chicago

in March 2019. I am grateful to him for his time and patience in exploring these issues

with me—any mistakes or imprecisions are obviously due to my inability to understand

his insights.

23 Tolkāppiyam poruḷatikāram, sutra 411 (ceyyuḷiyal sutra 12): annilai maruṅkiṉa ṟamuta lāki-

ya | mummutaṟ poruṭku muriya veṉpa.

24 Taṇṭiyāciriyar iyaṟṟiya taṇṭiyalaṅkāram mūlamum paḻaiyavuraiyum (Ceṉṉai: Vai. Mu.

Kōpālakiruṣṇam ācāriyar kampeṉ, 1962), sutra 7. The puruṣārtha division also appear in

Yāpparuṅkalam viritturai, sutra 211, another text Beschi knew and used as a model for his

yāppatikāram.

25 The tensions and integration between the Sanskrit andTamil grammatical tradition in the

late medieval and early modern period are the topic of Jennifer Clare, “Canons, Conven-
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larger puruṣārtha classification, although for him these four categories do not

have the status of tiṇai or categories of poruḷ. Yet it was only in the seventeenth

century, in the aforementioned Ilakkaṇa viḷakkam, that an original grammar

proposed the integration of akam and puṟam within the puruṣārtha theory as

the framing of all Tamil poetry.26 In sutra 374, the Ilakkaṇa viḷakkam gives two

alternative yet parallel classifications of the subject matter of poetry—a three-

fold classification in aṟam, poruḷ and iṉpam (without vītu, as its considerations

are outside of the human domain), and the twofold classification in akam and

puṟam.27 In the following sutra, the Ilakkaṇa viḷakkam identifies akam as being

about worldly love (iṉpam) in the same way as Beschi in the commentary we

just read—albeit Beschi classifies it pejoratively as ciṟṟiṉpam, “carnal love.”28As

it emerges from these intertextual resonances, Beschi’s enterprise was inmany

ways parallel to, if not even partially inspired by the Ilakkaṇa viḷakkam.

The puruṣārtha theorywas therefore current at the timeBeschiwrote the tv.

But why did he adopt it, besides the obvious fact that he disliked akam’s focus

on worldly love? The key to his interpretation is the adverbial clause payaṉ-

paṭuttumāṟu in the verse above, literally “in a way that is useful/brings about

results.” In Beschi’s view—which is strongly reminiscent of Torquato Tasso’s

definition of the goal of literature as “to be useful while giving pleasure,” gio-

vare dilettando—the study of poetics should lead to composing literature that

is also useful.29 The Sanskrit theory of kāvya in its Tamil incarnationmust have

appealed to him precisely because of its didactic aspects, insofar as kāvya has

among its aims, besides the aesthetic, upadeśa or instruction ( jñāna-upadeśa

is, incidentally, the word used by Catholics to translate “catechism”).30 How-

tions and Creativity. Defining Literary Tradition in Pre-modern Tamil South India” (PhD

diss., University of California at Berkeley, 2011).

26 As noted in Manuel, Literary Theories in Tamil, 189.

27 Ilakkaṉa viḷakkam, sutra 374: pōkkaṟumarapiṉ poruḷeṉap paṭuvatu | nōkkarum vīṭu nuvaṟ-

cicel lāmaiyiṉ | aṟamporuḷ iṉpam ākum atuvē | akaṉum puṟaṉumeṉṟu āyiru pāṟṟāy | vakai-

paṭa vanta aṇinalam taḻī ic | ceyyuḷ iṭavayiṉ pulliya neṟittē. The Ilakkaṉa viḷakkam follows

Tolkāppiyam in positing the fourth puruṣārtha, liberation, mokṣa or vīṭu, beyond human

understanding, and therefore not a valid subject of poetry.

28 Ilakkaṉa viḷakkam, sutra 375: akameṉap paṭuvatu vakaiy oru mūṉṟaṉuḷ | iṉpam eṉṉum

iyalpiṟṟu āki | akattunikaḻ oḻukkam ātal vēṇṭum.

29 Torquato Tasso, Discorsi del Poema Eroico di Torquato Tasso e Lettere Poetiche dello stesso e

d’altri, particolarmente intorno alla Gerusalemme, Opere di Torquato Tasso, vol. 3 (Milano:

Società Tipografica de’ Classici Italiani, 1824), 21. This parallel is relevant because Beschi

was inspired by Tasso’s Gerusalemme liberatawhile writing his Tēmpāvaṇi, as I explore in

Chapter Five.

30 A discussion on the didactic purposes of kāvya can be found in Shonaleeka Kaul, The

Making of Early Kashmir: Landscape and Identity in the Rajatarangini (New Delhi: Oxford
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ever, Beschi’s preoccupation with explaining literature’s power to teach and to

persuade pushed him to go beyond Sanskrit models, and to introduce a new

poetological framework taken from classical theories of Latin rhetoric as they

had been reworked in Baroque Europe. In doing so, he saw Latin rhetoric and

Tamil poetics as parallel disciplines, especially in their treatment of subject

matter, figuration, and meter. This analogical view probably developed due to

the remarkable similarities between Western rhetoric in the Baroque period,

and Tamil (and, more generally, South Asian) grammar and poetics as they

developed in the post-classical period. Both emphasized the role of sound, for

instance, of complex meters, and figuration.31 More importantly, at Beschi’s

time the view prevailed among humanists “that poetry’s prime task was to

praise the virtues of the protagonists and to castigate their vices, in order to

ensure that, in the spirit of Horace, the poem provided both instruction and

delight.”32 In other words, in the Baroque Latinate world, the goals of Christian

rhetoric—instruction and persuasion—applied to poetry too. Hence, the rules

of rhetorical speech must have seemed appropriate to Beschi to help his cat-

echists understand the grammar of Tamil poetry with the prospect of using it

for preaching, instructing and persuading their audiences. Besides, rhetorical

theories offered the additional advantage of describing the contents of texts

independently from their metrical aspects, thus offering a version of poruḷ that

could include not only post-classical Tamil genres, but Catholic prose genres

too.

The next few paragraphs explore the specific theories introduced by Beschi,

especially amplification as a technique for reading local literature in a Chris-

tianized way, and composing new Christian literature. The tv incorporates

three main ideas from Latin rhetoric: 1.) The theory of the genera causarum

as the three main types of oratory, which he then implicitly identifies with

University Press, 2018), 41–46; and Anne Monius, “ ‘And We Shall Compose a Poem to

Establish These Truths’: The Power of Narrative Art in South Asian Literary Cultures,” in

Narrative, Philosophy and Life, ed. Allen Speight (Boston: Springer, 2015), 151–165.

31 On the importance of sound in the grammatical thinking of this period in South India, see

David Shulman, “Notes on Camatkāra,” in Language, Ritual and Poetics in Ancient India

and Iran: Studies in Honor of Shaul Migron, ed. David Shulman (Jerusalem: The Israel

Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 2010), 249–277; on the role of rhetorical figures

or alaṅkāras, see Anne Monius, “The Many Lives of Daṇḍin: The “Kāvyādarśa” in Sanskrit

andTamil,”International Journal of HinduStudies 4, 1 (2000): 1–37; Jennifer Clare, “Embrac-

ing Traditions: The Figure of Condensed Speech in Tamil,”Rivista di Studi Orientali xc, 1–4

(2018): 107–126.

32 Craig Kallendorf, “Rhetoric,” in NewPauly Supplements ii, vol. 8,The Reception of Antiquity

in Renaissance Humanism, ed. Chad M. Schroeder (New York and Leiden: Brill, 2017).
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poruḷ, i.e., the subject of all poetry 2.) The theory of the parts of speech, and

especially argumentation. 3.) Only after these two, he explores the theory of

amplification (amplificatio), as a strategy to elaborate upon the subject mat-

ter at hand by means of figuration, and other techniques. Interestingly, these

ideas do not really help in interpreting local poetry as such, and seem to have

been inserted in the perspective of using poetry within Christian sermons, and

of composing new poetry. One wonders whether one of Beschi’s plans was to

make his catechists into an army of Christian poets, as certainly the connec-

tion between grammar and poetical composition—parallel to that between

rhetoric and preaching—was not lost on him. Following the order of the tv,

the theory of the three genera causarum is expressed in two sutras that clarify

the ways in which the subject matter can be useful, and used within a text. The

first one introduces a threefold division of poruḷ:

145—cū—

vaḻakkut tēṟṟan tōṟṟa meṉavim

mūvakaip paṭumā moḻiyum poruḷē

—el—poruṭ kūṟupāṭ’ uṇarttutum. ākaiyiṟ kaṟṟōr piṟar payaṉpaṭa viritt’

uraikkat takumporuḷ ellām vaḻakkun tēṟṟamun tōṟṟamumeṉav immūṉṟu

vakaiyuḷ aṭaṅkum.33

145. Law-suit (vaḻakku), discernment (tēṟṟam) andpraise (tōṟṟam)—these

are three categories in which we can subdivide poruḷ.

We shall now explain theway to talk about the subjectmatter (poruḷ).We

can group all poruḷ that is worth being explained by educated people in

order for others to obtain results into three types—vaḻakku, tēṟṟam, and

tōṟṟam.

Whilemy translation is influenced bymy knowledge of the three genera causa-

rum—judicial, deliberative, and apodeictic speech—the three Tamil words

chosen by Beschi are important, polysemic words that point to different ways

in which poetry can make an intervention in social life, by offering ethical

norms (vaḻakku), by helping to form opinions (tēṟṟam), and by showing (good

or bad) examples (tōṟṟam).34 The following sutra in the tv lists the effects

33 BnF, Indien 204, f. 74v.

34 In the attempt to make sense of this threefold classification without knowing the Latin

theory, the nineteenth century commentator added the following sentenced at the end
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of these different types of poruḷ. The commentary elaborates on all three of

them and their subdivisions at length, offering practical examples. Let us read

together the sutra and the portion of the commentary concerning the genus of

praise:

146—cū—

nīti vaḻaṅkalu nilaipeṟat tuṇitalun

tīteṉa naṉṟeṉat teḷitalum ivaivaḻak

kāti mupporuṭ kākum payaṉē.

—el—kūṟiyamūvakaip poruṭkup payaṉaiy uṇarttutum. […] tōṟṟap paya-

ṉāvatu—eṭutta poruṭ kuṇan tōṟṟa viḷakki nallavai pukaḻtalum allavai yi-

kaltalum eṉṟ’ iruvakaip paṭun tōṟṟam eṉṟavāṟu. aṅṅaṉa mikapporuṭ cel-

vaṉ piṟarkk’ īyntillāṉ ākiyu maṟṟirant’ īkai vaḻaṅkiṉāṉ eṉṟ’ ivaṉ koṭaiyiṉ

arumai tōṉṟa viḷakkip pukaḻtalum taṉ ṟāyp paci kaṇṭ’ āṟṟāt’uṇṭāṉ eṉṟ’ ivaṉ

koṭumai tōṉṟa viḷakki yikaḻtalum, eṉav ivaiy iruvakait tōṟṟam eṉappaṭum.

ākaiyi ṉītitaṉ muṟai vaḻaṅkal vaḻakkiṉ karuttum aiyan tīrnt’ oṉṟiṟ ṟuṇital

tēṟṟak karuttum. tīyavu nallavum viḷakkaṟ ṟōṟṟak karuttumām eṉak koḷka

[…] coṉṉav immūvakaip poruḷum iyaṟṟamiḻāṉum icaittamiḻāṉum vēṟu-

pāṭ’ iṉṟi vaḻaṅkum.35

146. The practice of justice, the obtainment of judgment, and the discern-

ment betweenwhat is bad andwhat is good, these are the results of these

three poruḷ beginning with vaḻakku.

This is the meaning: We shall now explain the result of the three types

of poruḷ that we mentioned […] As for the result of praise (tōṟṟam): in

showing qualities of the subject at hand, tōṟṟam can be divided in two cat-

egories, the praise of good things and the condemnation of bad things. In

that way, in case there is a very richmanwho is not generous towards oth-

ers, we can either show the scarceness of his generosity through praise, by

saying that he is used to receiving gifts from others, or show his wicked-

of the commentary: ivaiyē oḻukkam, vaḻakku, taṇṭam, e-m kūṟuvar. vaṭanūlār ācāram,

vivakāram, pirāyccittam e-m kūṟuvar. This passage connects these three categories with

a subdivision of aṟam/dharma that belongs to Sanskrit dharmaśastra, and is also used

by the commentators of Ilakkaṇa viḷakkam’s poruḷiyal; Ti. Vaittiyanāta tēcikar, Ilakkaṇa

viḷakkam. poruḷatikāram—akattiṇaiyiyal (Tañcai: Caracuvati makāl nirvākak kamiṭṭiyi-

ṉarukkākak kaurava kāriatarici nī. kantacāmip piḷḷai avarkaḷāl veḷiyiṭappaṭṭatu, 1997), 96.

35 BnF, Indien 204, ff. 74v–75v.
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ness through reproach, by saying that even if he saw his own mother

hungry, he would give nothing. Therefore, one should understand that

[the three types of poruḷ] respectively have the purpose of arguing for the

implementation of justice in accordance with tradition, the purpose of

clearly determining something without any doubt, and to show clearly

good and bad things […] These three types of poruḷ belong without dis-

tinction to prose (iyal tamiḻ) and poetry (icai tamiḻ).

The division of oratory into forensic, deliberative, and epideictic is a com-

monplace, already present in the classical works of Cicero and Quintilian,

and always adopted after them in the Renaissance.36 It was explained at the

very beginning of Cipriano Suárez’s famous textbook of Latin rhetoric, De

Arte Rhetorica, in use in Jesuit schools from the sixteenth century to the mid-

seventeenth century. Beschi’s schematic and systematic presentation, how-

ever, is probably derived from the textbook that had supplanted Suárez and

was in vogue in the seventeenth and early eighteenth century, the Candida-

tus Rhetoricæ by the French Jesuit François-Antoine Pomey (1618–1673).37 This

work presents the information through questions and answers—for instance,

“What are the genera causarum, to which the orator can turn? They are three,

and namely the judicial, the deliberative, and the demonstrative, called in

Greek epideictic.”38 Even when Beschi’s commentary elaborates with abun-

dant examples, the overall structure follows Pomey’s presentation, as does the

sequence of the topics introduced, from the genera causarum to the parts of

36 On the typology of speeches in the Renaissance and early modern period, see Francis

Goyet, “Le problème de la typologie des discours,”Exercices de rhétorique 1 (2013).

37 The evolution of the curriculum and textbooks of rhetoric in the Jesuit schools of central

Italy has been carefully mapped in Andrea Battistini, “I manuali di retorica dei gesuiti,” in

La «Ratio Studiorum». Modelli culturali e pratiche educative dei Gesuiti in Italia tra Cinque

e Seicento, ed. Gian Paoli Brizzi (Roma: Bulzoni Editore, 1981), 77–120.

38 The whole passage on the genera causarum in Pomey reads:—Quot sunt Causarum Gen-

era, in quibus versari Orator potest? R. Tria haec. Iudiciale, Deliberativum, & Exornativum,

seu Demonstrativum, Graèce Epidicticum.—In quas partes dividitur Iudiciale Genus? R. In

duas; Accusationem scilicet, & Defensionem.—Quas habet partes, Deliberativum? R. Duas;

Suasionem,&Dissuasionem.—Quas sunt partesDemonstrativi Generis? R. Duae; Laus, and

Vituperatio. “—What are the species of rhetorics (lit. kinds of causes) which an orator

can be engaged in?—These three: judicial, deliberative, and embelleshing or demonstra-

tive, which is said epidictic in Greek. —In which parts is the judicial kind divided? R.

In two parts, namely accusation and defense.—Which parts does the deliberative kind

have? R. Two, persuasion and dissuasion.—What are the parts of the demonstrative kind?

R. Two, praise and reproach.” François Pomey, Candidatvs Rheotricæ sev, Aphthonii Pro-

gymnasmata. In meliorem formam vsumque redacta Auctore P. Franciso Pomey è Societate

Iesv (Antverpiæ: Iuxta Exemplar Lugduni Editum, 1666), 6.
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speech. The focus on these categories ultimately delivers the idea that the

purpose of any Christian literary composition in Tamil is that of convincing

and converting the audience. I chose to translate the extract in the commen-

tary exemplifying epideictic speech, that includes praise and blame, and their

effects, because of its importance in light of Beschi’s own literary project in

the Tēmpāvaṇi. As Hardison and Wicker have shown, the epideictic mode

of speech became in the Renaissance the guiding principle of epic litera-

ture, whose purpose was to praise the good and condemn the bad.39 This

is relevant because Beschi conceived the peruṅkāppiyam—the genre of the

Tēmpāvaṇi—as the Tamil equivalent of the epic poem.40 The ability to praise

virtue and condemn vice must have also been the guiding principle behind

Beschi’s reading of Tamil authors, considering that all the poems in his liter-

ary curriculumbelong to the pēruṅkāppiyam genre, aswe saw.41 Coincidentally,

praise was also one of the most important modes of post-classical Tamil liter-

ature.42

After discussing the genera causarum, Beschi introduces the parts of the ora-

tion (sutra 147), and explains in some detail the introduction (patikam), prob-

ably because it was an important section in Tamil theory too, also mentioned

in classical Tamil grammars. It is difficult to draw direct equivalences from this

list, but it seems likely that the following terms are on par: patikam and the

introduction (exordium); tokai and the outline of the argument (partitio); tuṇi

and the final invocation (peroratio). Then, Beschi spends some sutras (150–161)

elaborating upon kāraṇam, which is the development of the argument (argu-

mentatio), and includes here the theory of rhetorical loci. Aptly, Muttucāmi

describes this section as dealing with “logic.” In order to introduce this new

content, Beschi borrows from traditional vocabulary, and defines intrinsic and

extrinsic cause as akattiṇai and puṟattiṇai. This is not a misunderstanding on

39 This is explicitly theorized inTasso’sDel PoemaEroico. On praise and blame in the context

of sacred oratory in the Renaissance, see John O’Malley, Praise and Blame in Renaissance

Rome: Rhetorie, Doctrine, and Reform in the Sacred Orators of the Papal Court, c. 1450–1521

(Durham NC: Duke University Press, 1979).

40 As appears clearly in his discussion of Tamil genres in Latin. Chapter Five is devoted to

the Tēmpāvaṇi and discusses the issue of literary genre at length, especially the analogies

between the peruṅkāppiyam as conceived by Beschi and Christian epic.

41 This “moralizing” strategy was a common way of reading classical authors in the Renais-

sance. For one example of reading the classics—and specifically Virgil—in the sixteenth

century, see Craig Kallendorf,Virgil and theMyth of Venice: Books andReaders in the Italian

Renaissance (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999).

42 On praise and ciṟṟilakkiyam grammars, see once again Clare, “Canons, Conventions and

Creativity”; on the nineteenth century “economy of praise” Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm

of Words.
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his part, and we will see that he employs the terms in the traditional way later

on. This move seems instead to point to the old missionary strategy of lexical

resignification, often used with theological terms—recall the newmeanings of

the word vētam we encountered in the previous chapter. In this case, Chris-

tianity forces new meaning into old terms belonging to the technical realm of

literary composition, without however discarding the old meaning.

Throughout these sutras Beschi operates a similar resignification of the

terms iyaṟṟamiḻ and icaittamiḻ. The two terms are usually part of a triad (mut-

tamiḻ), and indicate belles-lettres andmusical composition, together with nāṭa-

kattamiḻ or drama. Beschi was well aware of this tripartite division, and used it

often. However, the commentary to the tvmakes often use of the doublet icai-

iyal, and this seems to imply a sharper distinction between poetry and prose.

This is particularly evident in the commentary to sutra 149, which includes the

example of a patikam Beschi composed to introduce a verse of the Tirukku-

ṟaḷ (34). Here, Beschi mentions that the patikam he just composed is in prose

(iyaṟṟamil), and for a parallel example in poetry (icai) the reader is directed to

the three initial verses of the Kamparāmāyaṇam.43 This slight semantic shift,

while marginal in the overall scheme of the grammar, is certainly the first mis-

sionary reflection on the role of prose within the ecology of Tamil literature,

and demonstrates how it was perceived (at least by Beschi) as anothermode of

expression.

It is only at the end of this complex rhetorical section that Beschi introduces

one sutra (162) and a long commentary on amplification proper, even though

in the Clavis he would define this whole initial section of the poruḷatikāram

as dealing with amplificatio. Amplification became hugely important in the

Baroque period, and from Philip Melanchthon (1497–1560) onwards it was sys-

tematized in many different ways.44 It was a typical aspect of both Latin and

43 icaittamiḻppatikatt’utāraṇamākak kampaṉ uraitta pati[ka]muppāp pāyirattaik kāṇka. av-

aṟṟuṇ mutaṟpāt teyvavaṇakkamum piṉṉirupāvuñ ceyporuḷ uraittalum, piṉṉāṟ pāviṉōṭ’

avaiyaṭakkamu, maṟṟavai taṉ katai māṭciyum arumaiyum payaṉum vantat’ aṟika. BnF,

Indien 204, f. 78r.

44 Gérard Genette, “D’un récit baroque,” in Figures ii (Paris: Éditions du Seuils, 1969), 195–

222, which is the classical article on amplification in the Baroque explores this technique

at the narrative level, is perhaps more relevant to the discussion on the Tēmpāvaṇi in

Chapter Five. On amplification, see also Peter Mack, A History of Renaissance Rhetoric,

1380–1620 (Oxford: OxfordUniversity Press, 2011); and the special issue of the journal Exer-

cise de rhétorique devoted to amplificatio in early modern France, especially Cendrine

Pagani-Naudet, “L’amplification dans le discours des grammairiens (xvie–xviie siècles),”

Exercices de rhétorique 4 (2014); and Stéphane Macé, “L’amplification, ou l’âme de la

rhétorique. Présentation générale,”Exercices de rhétorique 4 (2014).
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vernacular Baroque poetry, to the point of almost overgrowing inventio, and

Jesuits were particularly engaged in exploring and enlarging its boundaries.

Indeed, both Suárez and Pomey have large section on amplificatio, but the lat-

ter offers a much larger array of techniques and examples, including a list of

semantically related words useful for the purpose of amplification. In the case

of the tv too, the keyword of the section on rhetoric is virivu (in all its nom-

inal and verbal forms), because the whole section is really about explanation

and expansion, that is, the whole range of virivu.45 Indeed, virivu is the tech-

nical term Beschi chose to translate the Latin amplificatio, and his definition

of this term is a strong indication that his rhetorical presentation is derived

from Pomey rather than Suárez. As Battistini noted, Pomey did not adopt the

sophisticateddefinitionof amplificatiobyCicero that implied intensificationof

emotional reaction, but the simpler—almost banal—definition by Isocrates.46

For Pomey as well as for Beschi, amplification is a technique to expand upon

the subject matter, and enumeratio (another Latin term which could translate

virivu) is the most important aspect of this rhetorical strategy:47

162—cū—

viriveṉa vaṇivaḻi viritta taṉporu

ṭeriyavaik kaṭcelac cepputa leṉpa

—el—niṟutta muṟaiyāṉē virivāmāṟ’ uṇarttutum. viriv’ eṉiṉum parav’

eṉiṉum okkum ākaiyiṉ mēṟkūṟiya tiṇai mūvaintum ellāpporuṭk’ellām

vēṇṭiyavallavākiy oru poruṭk’uriya cilavuñ cila maṟṟ’oru poruṭk’uriyavā-

kaiyiṟ ṟāṉ viritturaippav eṭutta poruṭk’ ēṟpavaṟṟait terintu—pōrmukatt’

aṇikaḷaip palavakaiyūkamāka vakuttatu pōlak, kuṟitta payaṉaiy aṭaitaṟk’-

ēṟṟav oḻuṅkun teḷivumāmpaṭit terinta ñayāyaṅkaḷaip pakutta piṉṉar ēṟṟi-

ya cuvar mēṟ cittiram eḻutuvār pōlavum eḻuti ccuruṭṭiṉa paṭattai virip-

pār pōlavu’, muṟaiyiṟ kiṭanta neṭum vāḷ uruvi vīcuvār pōlavun—tāṉum

avaṟṟait taṉittaṉi virittukkāṭṭal vēṇṭum ituvē viriv’ eṉappaṭum. itaṟk’ain-

tām atikārattiṟ collappaṭum alaṅkāraṅkaḷē vaḻiyām. utāraṇaṅ kāṭṭa vitiyē

viḷaṅkum. […]48

45 According to a preliminary examination, verbal and nominal forms connected with viri-

tal appear 46 times throughout the chapter (which has a total of 57 sutras); among these

occurrences, 36 are concentrated the initial section on rhetoric (of only 19 sutras). This

doesn’t consider variations such as pirital, and other synonyms.

46 Battistini, “I manuali di retorica dei gesuiti,” 98.

47 Pomey, Candidatvs Rhetoricæ, 131–133.

48 BnF, Indien 2014, f. 183r.
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162. We call amplification the extended enunciation of the things we

know about the subject matter which is amplified by way of ornamen-

tation.

This [verse] explains amplification (virivu) according to the order we

established. Amplification is the same as spreading (paravu), but it is

unnecessary to apply all the aforementioned fifteen categories (tiṇai) to

all subject matters (poruḷ), since some of them are applicable to one sub-

ject matter, while others are applicable to other topics. Therefore, after

recognizing the elements that are suitable to the subject matter selected

to be expandedupon, one should showand explain themoneby one: sim-

ilar to subdividing the divisions of an army on the battle-front according

to the different types of possible arrangements; similar to thosewho draw

paintings on the walls they selected, after thinking about the methods

they know [from experience] to achieve the order and clarity necessary

to reach the objective that one has in mind; similar to those who spread

out a piece of cloth after it has been painted and rolled; or similar to those

who unsheathe and wave a long sword that was lying in its cover. This

is what we call amplification. The way to do so is through figuration (or

ornaments, aṇi), about which I talk in chapter five. When one shows an

example, the rule becomes clear.

In the commentary, Beschi says that one importantway of achieving virivu is by

means of figuration, or aṇi, which he will explain in the fifth chapter of the tv

(aṇiyatikāram). Yet he still gives an example of this technique as based on the

materials he has expounded thus far. So, immediately after this passage, most

of the commentary on sutra 162 is taken up by an essay on the same verse of

Tirukkuṟaḷ (34) that Beschi also used to build an example of patikam. The essay

is rather long, and strings together a series of examples from classical litera-

ture connected with the initial kuṟaḷ. These have the purpose of showing how

classical Tamil authors could be used within a prose passage explaining some

universal ethical arguments taken from Tirukkuṟaḷ. Considering that Beschi

deemed Tirukkuṟaḷ to be the closest Tamil literature had gotten to express-

ing Christian ethics before the arrival of Christianity, this essay in a way also

shows how to Christianize classical Tamil poetry. It offers one practical answer

to the question with which we began this chapter, concerning the relationship

betweennewCatholic literature and canonicalTamil texts, by showing how the

first could build upon the latter.This is particularly evident in the following self-

contained section of the essay that links verses from theCīvakacintāmaṇi to yet

another kuṟaḷ (272):
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aṉṟiyum, mīṇṭup piṟitiṉ vēṟoru cāṭci vēṇṭumō taṉakku meytāṉ uraippiṟ

puṟattaṟaccāyal pukaḻap piṟar meyt tiṟatt’ uḷan tammait tīy eṉac cuṭaccu-

ṭac ceṟivāymaruḷ aṟat teḷintumeymmai kaṇṭaṟivār aṟappayaṉ ācaiy uṭpaṭ-

ṭār itaṉālaṉṟō, vāṉuyar tōṟṟamevaṉ ceyyun taṉṉeñcan | tāṉaṟikuṟṟap-

paṭiy || eṉṟār aṉṟiyu, nīṭṭiyacaṭaiyumāki nīrmūḷki nilattiṟcērntu | vāṭṭiya

vuṭampiṉ yāṅkaḷ varakati viḷaikku meṉṉiṟ | kāṭṭiṭaik karaṭi pōkik kaya-

mūḷkik kāṭṭu ṉiṉṟum | vīṭṭiṉai viḷaikku vēṇṭum veḷiṟṟurai viṭumi ṉeṉṟāṉ

||49 nuṇṭukil vēka lañci neruppakam porunti | nōkki kkoṇṭupōy maṟaiya

vaittāṟ kontaḻal cuṭātu | māmō kaṇṭatti ṉāviyārtaṅ kaṭimaṉait tuṟantu

kāṭṭuṭ | paṇṭavā vuḷanīṅkā teṟpāvamō pariyumeṉṟāṉ ||50 iṅṅaṉē puṟattav

vēṭam aṉṟi yuḷḷat tūymai yillāmuṉivarkkuc cintāmaṇiyiṟ cīvakaṉ coṉṉāṉ,

vāṉōrpukaḻntu vaṇaṅkiyatuṟavun tāṉōrpayaṉilai tārātakattaḻu kkāṟuḷa-

tēleyeṉi lakattuḷaṟattiṉ pēṟuḷateṉpatu piḻaiyōveṉpār ||51 eṉpat’ ivaiyum

ittoṭakkattaṉa palavuṅ karippuṟattiṇaiyām ivvāṟ’ ēṉait tiṇai vēṇṭuḷi virit-

tuk kūṟuka.52

Besides, do youneedany further evidenceother than this? If one tells one-

self the truth, while others praise the exterior appearance of virtue, his

truthfulmindwill understand deeply, burning them like fire, andwithout

confusion—thosewho desire to obtain the fruit of virtue, they are people

who will find such truth. For this reason, has not he [Tiruvaḷḷuvar] said:

49 This is a citation from Cīvakacintāmaṇi 1431, but there are some minor differences com-

pared to U.Vē. Cāminātaiyar’s edition, that runs thus [bold is mine to underline these

differences]: nīṭṭiyacaṭaiyumāki nīrmūḻki nilattiṟcērntu | vāṭṭiya vuṭampiṉ yāṅkaḷ varakati

viḷaittu meṉṉiṟ | kāṭṭiṭaik karaṭi pōkik kayamūḻkik kāṭṭi ṉiṉṟum | vīṭṭiṉai viḷaikka vēṇṭum

veḷiṟṟurai viṭumi ṉeṉṟāṉ. Tiruttakkatēvar, Cīvakacintāmaṇi mūlamum maturaiyāciriyar—

pārattuvāci nacciṉārkkiṉiyar uraiyum, ed. U. Vē. Cāminātaiyar (Ceṉṉai: Kapīr accukkū-

ṭam, 1956), 728.

50 This is a citation from Cīvakacintāmaṇi 1434. The differences between this verse and the

one in the U.Vē. Cāminātaiyar’s edition are much deeper, and include the entire fourth

line of the verse. This is once again the standard edition, with the differences in bold:

nuṇṭukil vēta lañci neruppakam potintu | nōkki kkoṇṭupōymaṟaiya vaittāṟ kontaḻal cuṭātu |

māmē kaṇṭatti ṉāviyārtaṅ kaṭimaṉait tuṟantu kāṭṭuṭ | paṇṭaiccey toḻiliṟ pāvampaṟaikkuṟ-

ṟāṟ paṟaikkalāmē. The first printed edition of the tv includes the non-standard version of

this verse as it appears in BnF, Indien 204 (with someminor differences,mostly potintu for

porunti in line 1, like U.Vē. Cā.’s version). Indeed, the editors of the first tv edition in 1838

could not yet compare their verse with Cāminātaiyar’s first edition, which only appeared

in 1887.

51 Apparently, these two lines are also from the Cīvakacintāmaṇi but I wasn’t able to locate

then in U.Vē. Cā.’s edition yet.

52 BnF, Indien 204, f. 86 r/v. i inserted here vertical slashes to mark cited verses to help the

reader to recognize them, and follow my translations.
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“What is the point of an appearance which reaches beyond the heavens,

if there is fault in one’s heart, and one knows about it?” (Tirukkuṟaḷ 272)

And again: “ ‘Wearing long and matted hair, bathing in water, lying

on the ground, emaciating the body—if you say that we obtain salva-

tion from such things, then the bears that wander around the forest and

bathe in the rivers must also obtain liberation! Quit,’ said he, ‘such fool-

ish talk!’ ” (Cīvakacintāmaṇi 1431) “ ‘If fearing the burning of a fine cloth,

one places it within the very fire, won’t the fire burn the things that one

has taken to hide, when placed in it? If one has renounced a protected

house, and women with musk-perfume on their necks, and yet retains in

the wilderness the ancient desires, will his sins,’ said he, ‘be eradicated?’ ”

(Cīvakacintāmaṇi 1434)

Thus, in the Cintāmaṇi, Cīvakaṉ addresses an ascetic who, apart from

the garb of outward devotion, is devoid of inward purity. “If the heart

is impure, even renunciation—which is praised and worshipped by the

celestials—will beutterly useless. But if there is greatness of virtuewithin,

can there be any fault?” These passages and many others like these prove

what has been stated by direct examples. If any further illustrations be

required, they may be given at large.53

This passage is first of all a small sample of the ornate prose typical of Beschi,

the type of prose that he included in the domain of the literary. The first sen-

tence contains, for instance, phonetic and semantic word play hinging on the

similarity of the two words aṟam, virtue, and aṟu (inf. aṟa) “to end, cut.” More-

over, this passage expands on the kuṟaḷ by using the Cintāmaṇi—a connection

that was clearly intended by the author of the Cintāmaṇi himself, who used

words and ideas from the verses of the decade on imposture (kūṭāvoḻukkam) to

which kuṟaḷ 272 also belongs. This technique—citing ad hoc verses from clas-

sical literature to prove a point—was also in all probability among the most

immediate uses of Tamil poetry among Beschi’s catechists. Indeed, the overall

theme of the necessity of inner virtue is a Christian theme too, and Beschi will

use the same ideas (and the samewords) he pointed out here, and expressed in

both Tirukkuṟaḷ and Cīvakacintāmaṇi, to compose one verse of his epic poem

Tempāvaṇi:

53 This passage was already noticed and translated in Francis Whyte Ellis, Translation of

Tirukurral of Tiruvalluvar (Madras: College of Fort St. George, ca. 1819), 88–90. I consulted

this translation, which is not however literal. Ellis also noticed the connection between

the decade of the Tirukkuṟaḷ to which the verse 272 cited here belongs (kūṭāvoḻukkam, on
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caṭai vaḷar uruk koṭu tavirki ṉīr kuḷitt’

aṭai vaḷar vaṉattiṭaiy akaṉṟ’ ilāt tirint’

iṭai vaḷar kaṉikaḷōṭ’ iḷaṅ kiḻaṅk’uṇu

muṭai vaḷar karaṭikaḷ muṉivarōv eṉpār.54

Withbody growing longhair, they incessantly bathe inwater, theywander

boundless in the forest dense with leaves, and they eat the tender roots

and the fruits produced there—because of this, should we call stinking

bears “devotees”?

This passage, taken from a canto where the protagonist, Saint Joseph, encoun-

ters and converts a group of ascetics in the forest, shows how the grammar of

poetry Beschi outlines in the tv could guide the composition of new poetry. It

also shows Beschi’s favored technique of controversy. It is not difficult to see in

the verse of the Tēmpāvaṇi we just read a critique of the same Śaiva and sid-

dha practices that were the polemical goal of the Ñāṉamuyaṟci in the previous

chapter. In his poem, though, Beschi construed the critique of these forms of

Hindudevotion, as theywere embodied in generic yogic behaviors, out of Tamil

classical texts.

3 The Grammar of Society

After this excursus on rhetoric and amplification, which is rather complex but

not exceedingly long, the tv goes back to the treatment of traditional Tamil

poetological categories, introducing an independent enumeration of divisions

of time in seasons and their characteristics (kālavurimai). Beschi then contin-

ues by describing the classical divisions of land (tiṇai) and their distinctive

elements or karupporuḷ. However, he does not connect them with uris, the

emotional phases of the akam sequence, thus effectively severing the most

important connection within Tamil akam poetics. According to these, the ele-

ments of the natural world are connected with, and thus express, inner emo-

tions. Always in caṅkam poetry, but often in later compositions too, it is enough

for the poet to mention a certain animal, flower, or season, for the informed

reader to understand the inner feelings of the hero or heroine of the poem. For

instance, the hills with their forest are the setting for desire, and love affairs

imposture), and themes expressed both in the Cintāmaṇi and in Beschi’s Tēmpāvaṇi. See

Ellis, Translation of Tirukurral, 55 ff.

54 Tēmpāvaṇi xx, 124.
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before marriage—but the system of correspondences runs much deeper, and

is more sophisticated than such direct connections.55 Beschi undoes this deep

structure of Tamil poetry. As we will see in more detail in the next chapter, for

him nature does not speak the language of human emotions, but rather that of

devotion towards the Christian God.

Still, Beschi maintains the internal coherence of landscapes and their char-

acteristics (karu), and seems quite comfortable with the idea that a certain

place and time of day imply specific flora and fauna, characters, language reg-

isters, and occupations.56 In a way, this section is also coherent with the frame-

work of amplificatio, insofar as it offers lists of elements to be expected, and

used, in specific contexts, and could even be read in the spirit of Pomey’s list

of related words to be used as an aid for amplification. Moreover, the system

of landscapes offers him a way to engage with representations of Tamil soci-

ety. So, while talking about the occupations appropriate to the different social

groups, hence discussing caste, Beschi introduces an element of social critique

in line with the reform of the role of the vētiyar we explored in the previous

chapter.57 This might well be a nod towards his Vellala readership. Here is the

sutra related to the critique, which also offers a good example of how Beschi

summarized traditional theories in this section:

183—cū—

vaṉṉiyar58 maṉṉar vaṇikar cūttirar

eṉṉivar nālarkk’ iyalvaṉav uraikkil

55 The field of classical Tamil (including caṅkam poetry in connection with its poetics, as

expressed in the Tolkāppiyam as well as in the later grammars of akam) is too extensive

for a footnote. A classical overview of the principles of caṅkam poetics is A.K. Ramanu-

jan, The Interior Landscape: Love Poems from a Classical Tamil Anthology (Bloomington:

Indiana University Press, 1967); a renewed attention to caṅkam poetry from a philological

perspectivewas inaugurated by the pioneering study of EvaWilden, LiteraryTechniques in

Old Tamil Caṅkam Poetry: The Kuṟuntokai, Beiträge zur Kenntnis südasiatischer Sprachen

und Literaturen 15 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2006).

56 One wonders whether he saw analogies between the organization of the tiṇai in Tamil

poetics and Latin ideas of decorum or appropriateness; being culturally contingent, deco-

rum additonally offered a rhetorical frame for accommodation.

57 This passage was first noticed, and analyzed with respect to social innovations, in Ki.

Nāccimuttu, “Vīramāmuṉivar (1680–1747) toṉṉūl akapporuḷilakkaṇam kāṭṭum camat-

tuvakkalvik kolkai putumaiyum puraṭciyum,”Maṇaṟkēṇi 9 (2011): 33–41; and Id., “Vīramā-

muṉivar (1680–1747) toṉṉūl akapporuḷilakkaṇam kāṭṭum camattuvakkalvik kolkai putu-

maiyum puraṭciyum iraṇṭām pakuti,”Maṇaṟkēṇi 10 (2012): 35–39.

58 Nāccimuttu notices how vaṉṉiyar as a noun to indicate Brahmans is a novelty introduced

by Beschi.
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ōtaṟ ṟoḻil uritt’ uyarntōr mūvarkku

mallāta kalviy ellārkku murittē.59

If one has to articulate what is suitable for the four kinds of people

known as Brahmans (vaṉṉiyar), kings (maṉṉar), merchants (vaṇikar)

and śūdras, the occupation of reciting the Vedas is proper to the three

higher groups, but wisdom is everyone’s right.

In the commentary to this verse, Beschi adds that “according to the tradition

of this country [i.e., the Tamil country], certain occupations belong to certain

castes. Therefore, the recitation and study of the Vedas is entrusted to the first

three castes among these four, and not appropriate to śūdras.” He goes on high-

lighting that śūdras can nevertheless be scholars and spiritual teachers, even

with this interdiction of practicing Vedic recitation. He further notes that it

would bewrong to deny the true revelation (meymmaṟai) to someone, and that

anyone can attain it by following the tradition appropriate to their social group.

We find here once again the reference to Śaiva vocabulary—meymmaṟai—as

well an explicit attempt at grounding the role of śūdras as spiritual leaders and

teachers.60 This is particularly relevant because Vellalas were, like most Tamil

castes, śūdras, and Tamil Śaivism has a long tradition of Vellala spiritual lin-

eages. Moreover, as discussed in the previous chapter, during Beschi’s lifetime

Catholic catechists reconfiguredas a spiritual and intellectual élitewhose ranks

were filled mostly by Vellalas.

Beschi devotes the very end of the chapter to other traditional discussions,

including that on the different types of language registers. In this section, he

devotes just a single sutra (199) to traditional Tamil understanding of the sub-

ject matter of poetry as divided by akam and puṟam, and mentions briefly the

59 BnF, Indien 204, f. 96r. The second two lines in the verse are a citation fromNampi’s Akap-

poruḷ viḷakkam, 1 (akattiṇaiyiyal), sutras 69–70.

60 The commentary to the verse runs thus: niṟuttamuṟaiyāṉē cātiyurimaiyāmāṟ’ uṇarttutum.

ākaiyil antaṇar aracar vaṇikar cūttirar eṉav innāṭṭil vaḻaṅkum uyarcātiyiṟ peṟanta [sic,

piṟanta] nālvar ākimaṟṟavar iḻintōr eṉappaṭuvar eṉṟ’ uṇarka—innāṭṭuvaḻakkampaṟṟi yav-

vavaccātikk’ uriya toḻilai viḷakkutum—ākaiyi ṉāviṉāṟ kaḻkun [sic, kaṟkum] toḻiluḷ vētattaiy

ōtiy uṇartal antaṇar aracar vaṇikar eṉamūvarkkumurittēy oḻiya cūttirarkkut takāt’eṉavum

vētanūl oḻitt’ oḻinta kalvi yāvaiyum uṇarta ṉālvarkkum uritt’ eṉavuṅ kūṟuvār eṉak koḷka—

āyiṉum vāyāl uṇappaṭu muṭaṟkuṇā yārkkum potumaiyav ākaiyiṟ kātāl uṇappaṭum uyirkk’

uṇavākiyameymmaṟaiy ōtal cilarkku vilakal koṭumaiy aṉṟō—mīḷavumaṟaiyē parakati vaḻi-

yaik kāṭṭuvat’ ākaiyil aṉaivarum potuppaṭav akkatik kuriyarākap peṟanta piṉṉar avvaḻiy

uṇartal potumaitt’ aṉṟ’ eṉa vitippatu niṟaiyō. BnF, Indien 204, ff. 96r–v. This commentary
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connection between landscape, its karu, and uri—that is the different phases

of the love story. The opening line of the commentary to this sutra shows

how Beschi thought of the relationship between his grammar and these Tamil

theories: “Since by way of the explanation of poruḷ offered here an exception

(puṟanaṭai) arises, this [sutra] explains the gist of the theory of poruḷ as it was

given by traditional authors.”61 In other words, for Beschi akam and puṟam

are exceptions, marginal themes that wrongly became central in traditional

Tamil theories. At the same time, he recognized their cultural importance—

catechists could not ignore them if they wanted to appear truly literate in

Tamil—and by positioning them at the very end of the chapter, and referring

to them as puṟanaṭai, a well-known grammatical term, he offered his students

a key tomake sense of them in the new framework. Indeed, this chapter offered

them the possibility of understanding (and composing!) good Tamil poetry

without references toakam andpuṟam. Yet it also shows thatBeschi knew those

theorieswere important, and that his studentsneeded toknowabout their exis-

tence. On the opposite side of the spectrum, in the Clavis, while talking to a

Western missionary audience, Beschi introduced akam and puṟam theories at

the very beginning of the chapter on poruḷ, in lieu of the treatment of amplifica-

tio in the tv. Their treatment remains rather brief, but for this different public,

these theories represented theTamilwayof explainingpoetry theyhad to learn,

and reckon with.62

Beschi’s attitude towards the akam theme has been widely debated among

Tamil scholars, and Christian poetry in Tamil has often been regarded as lack-

ing precisely because it refuses to include akam elements. We will return to

the question of akam in the next chapter, and analyze how Beschi used and

negotiated Tamil theories in practice within his poems. The chapters of the tv

devoted to meter and figures are particularly important in this regard, since in

thosedomainsBeschi did follow traditional authorities very closely.Yet for now,

the poruḷatikāram has shown us that, after accepting most of the grammatical

rules of eḻuttu and col, and the technical aspects of subject-matter development

(the karu), Beschi boldly introduced the new idea that literature should per-

suade and be useful. He shifted the focus of traditional understanding of poruḷ,

is followed in the manuscript by the two examples (also included in the printed edition)

attributed to a certain Meymmaṟaiy āciriyār. The identity of this poet is unknown (see

Nācimuttu, “Vīramāmuṉivar (1680–1747) toṉṉūl akapporuḷilakkaṇam,” 10) but the name

is strongly reminiscent of Tamil Śaiva vocabulary.

61 īṇṭukkūṟiya poruṇūlvaḻip puṟanaṭaiyākaiyil iṅṅaṉa muṉṉōr tanta poruṇūṟ ṟokai yuṇart-

tutum. BnF, Indien 204, f. 104 r/v.

62 Beschi, Clavis, 50–51.
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while still aiming to be in conversation with the Tamil grammatical tradition,

and ultimately claiming a place within that tradition.

4 Ignorant Enemies

This literary identity and self-positioning of Beschi, and of his catechist stu-

dents, on the side of Tamil traditional learning, albeit with all the negotiations

we have just seen, clearly emerges in the controversy between Catholic and

Lutheran missionaries that developed in the 1730s. In the previous chapter, I

argued that the Vētaviḷakkam (vv), a text in which Beschi laid out Catholic

central beliefs in opposition toProtestant ones, also created anarrative of saint-

hood that would appeal to and mobilize his catechist audience. In the same

text, Beschi describes Protestantism as an erroneous, lowly version of Chris-

tianity, because of the inability of Lutheran missionaries to comply with basic

standards of literacy in the Tamil context. In other words, Beschi argues in

front of his catechist audience that the Lutherans’ bad Tamil is a reflection of

their wrong theological stance. This makes his—as well as their—knowledge

of the classical tradition, albeit reinterpreted in a Christian sense, a guaran-

tee of being on the right side of the controversy. As a result, variations on

the theme of Lutheran ignorance of Tamil displayed in the following pas-

sage are rather common in the vv, and in the other anti-Lutheran works by

Beschi:

On top of that, the Tranquebar people, who cannot even write the name

of their town properly in Tamil, decided to translate the holy book into

Tamil! Just as if hiding a shining gem in the mud, mixing poison to sweet

ambrosia, or dropping black ink to stain a beautiful painting, they cover

the truth of the Veda, spoil its essence, and introduce flaws that kill its

beauty. How can such people who do not knowTamil call Veda the books

they have written, in a language so rough that it disgusts our ears? We

know that up to this day, insofar as this is the Tamil country, the southern

language of Tamil is in use here, with the exception of a few things which

are in Sanskrit. And we have seen how the books of the Tranquebar peo-

ple are in such low Tamil that as soon as they read them, everyone begins

to laugh and mock them very hard.63

63 Vētaviḷakkam, 119: mīḷavun taraṅkampāṭiyār tamatu ūriṉ peyarait tamiḻil cevvaiyāy el-
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Throughout the vv, Beschi also tries to discredit the Lutherans’ knowledge

of Tamil—which they claim to possess in the introduction to their books—by

offering to his readers juicy vignettes, which bring in the catechists as cru-

cial players in this competition. For instance, how can Beschi be sure that

the Lutherans do not know Tamil? “I know,” he writes, “that when the letter

that I have written to my catechist arrived in their hands, because it was writ-

ten in literary Tamil (centamiḻ) they got together with their shastris and tried

hard for three days, but they could not read it! In the end, they had to give

up!”64

This line of argument is not unique to the vv. It underlines all the texts

Beschi wrote against the Lutherans in the 1730s, a corpus that includes four

works in prose that were composed in reaction to the books and pamphlets

printed in Tranquebar during those years. The vv is certainly the most impor-

tant among these works, and the one to address the question of Protestantism

in the most systematic way. Each of the chapters tackles one of the main the-

ological points of contention between the two Christian denominations, both

in the abstract, and with examples drawn from the local Indian context. The

vv was likely written in 1728, as testified by the earlier extant manuscript of

the text, and used by Catholic catechists as an inspiration for preaching and

debating against Protestant catechists.65 We have an idea of other ways in

which this text circulated thanks to the annual letter of 1731, where Beschi

reports a conversation he hadwith a certainMudali, one of theministers of the

Madurai kingdom who used to be an enemy of the Christians but, after losing

his employment, changed his mind and became curious about the missionar-

ies:

utamāṭṭātavarāki tēva pustakattait tamiḻuraiyākat tiruppiṉōmeṉṟu, oḷiviṭu maṇiyaic cēṟṟil

putaittāṟpōlavum, iṉiya amutilē nañciṉaik kalantāṟ pōlavum, vaṭivuḷḷa cittirattiṉmēl cari-

yauk kiḻitty mācu paṭuttiṉāṟ pōlavum, vēta uṇmai maṟaiyavum, ataṉ uyiraik keṭukkavum,

vaṭivaṟṟu mācu koḷḷavun tamiḻai aṟiyātavarkaḷ namatu maṉam nōkak koṭiya moḻikaḷāl eḻu-

tit tanta pustakaṅkaḷ vētameṉṉappaṭuvatō? innāḷ ivaraikkum innāṭṭut tamiḻāka vaṭamoḻi

cilavaikaḷaṉṟit teṉmoḻit tamiḻē vaḻaṅkiṉateṉṟu aṟivōm. ippōtu taraṅkampāṭiyar tanta pus-

takaṅkaḷai vācitta aḷavil kīḻmoḻit tamiḻummūṉṟāmvakaiyāka evarumnakai tikaḻumpaṭikku

muḷaittatu kaṇṭōm. As in the previous chapter, I cite the section and not the page number.

64 Vētaviḷakkam, 120: atēteṉil nāmē taraṅkampāṭiyār kāriyamāka nammuṭaiya upatēcikku

aṉuppiṉa pattiram avarkaḷ kaiyiṟ ceṉṟu, centamiḻc collāl eḻutappaṭṭatai tāṅkaḷun taṅkaḷ

cāstirikaḷum oruṅkuṭaṉ kūṭi, mūṉṟunāḷ varunti ataṉai vācikkamāṭṭāmal kaiviṭṭārkaḷeṉṟu

ārivōmē.

65 This manuscript (BnF, Indien 481) was sent to Paris in 1729, as attested by the ancient cat-

alogs of the Royal Library, and might contain Beschi’s autograph; see above, p. 114 n. 60.
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Being quite versed in the sciences of that country, during our conversa-

tion that lasted several hours, [Mudali] asked questions, out of curiosity,

on the nature of things, on the rule of literary Tamil, on their poetry, on

astrology, etc. […] He inquired eagerly, and examined for a long time a

book that I offered to him. This was titled Explanation of the Law [i.e.,

Vētaviḷakkam], in which three years ago I had endeavored, after expos-

ing the shameful origin of Lutheranism, to explain, as best as I could, the

principal truths of our faith, which are being called into question by the

heretics. […] As the volume I presented to him was written on paper, he

exclaimed at once that he had in his possession books of that kind which

had been sent to him fromTranquebar. ‘Read,’ said I smiling ‘and you will

easily learn the difference between ourselves and the Tranquebar peo-

ple.’66

It is easy to infer that Beschi’s smile was the expression of his self-confidence.

He was certain that the beauty of his articulated, literary prose, paired with the

strength and relatability of his arguments, would convince a learned man like

theMudali of the superiority of the Catholic faith over Protestantism. This pas-

sage also shows a competition between the difficult manuscript circulation of

Catholic works (Figure 9), which relied on personal connections and one-on-

one conversations, and the printed books that Lutherans freely distributed at

that time (Figure 10).

66 Et hujus regionis scientiarum non ignarus, protracto in plures horas sermone, non nulla de

naturâ rerum, de sublimioris tamulicæ linguæ præceptis, de eorum poësi de Astrologia aliis

que curiosè percunctatus, […] avidissime perquirebat […] ac oblatum a me librum diu ipse

perlegit. Erat autem liber cui nomen legis explicatio in quo tribus ab hinc annis turpi Luther-

anæ Sectæ origine paucis exposita, præcipua fidei n[ost]ræ dogmata quæ per id tempus

ab hæreticis in controversiam vocantur, quâ potui diligentia explicare conatus fueram. […]

quare cum et â me oblatum volumen papyro exaratum esset, exclamavit illicô se hujus modi

libros ab arce Tramgambariæ missos habere: ad hæc subridens ego, legas, dixi, et quanto â

Trangambariensibus distrahamur intervallo, facilè noveris. Costanzo Beschi to the General

of the Society (4 September 1732), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 597–602, here 597r/v. An alternative

translation is in Besse, Father Beschi, 109–120.While Beschi used “Mudali” as a first name,

in 1730 the French Jesuit Jean Calmette reported some bad news regarding the persecu-

tions against the missionaries in Tiruchirappalli perpetrated by an “homme du palais,

modely de caste et substitut du dalavai et général des troupes,” Jean Calmette to the Mar-

quis de Coetlogon (Ballabaram [Cikkabaḷḷāpura], 28 Septembre 1730), in Aimé-Martin,

Lettres édifiantes et curieuses concernant l’Asie, l’Afrique et l’Amérique, 603. The episodes

reported by Calmette and Beschi certainly refer to the same person, whose name we do

not know. What we do know is that he was a court official, and adopted the caste title of

mutaliyār, which Beschi used as the man’s personal name.
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figure 9 Title page and first folio of a manuscript copy of the Luttēriṉattiyalpu, BnF, Indien 489

photo by the author, courtesy of the bnf

Indeed, all the texts Beschi wrote against the Lutherans circulated in the

eighteenth century only as manuscripts. As we mentioned in the previous

chapter, besides the vv, these include the “Refutation of the schism” (Pētaka-

maṟuttal), a pointed response to a work by Bartholomaëus Ziegenbalg printed

in 1722 entitled “The schism of the Church” (Tiruccapai pētakam), and three

works in the epistolary genre that focus their critique more specifically on

the Lutheran mission in Tranquebar. These are the Luttēriṉattiyalpu, a ficti-

tious letter about “The nature of the sect of Luther” addressed to a local—

probably Hindu—friend, and two epistles written for the Catholic community

of Tirukkaṭaiyūr, a temple town located less than nine kilometers north of

Tranquebar, on the matter of Lutheran “heretics” (patitar).67 All these texts

showhow the competition betweenBeschi and the Lutheranswas riddledwith

odd silences. Apart from Ziegenbalg’s Tiruccapai pētakam, which addresses

explicitly the rivalry between Protestantism and Catholicism, there is no trace

that missionaries in Tranquebar responded directly to any of Beschi’s tracts.

They focused instead on producing and printing their translation of the Bible

and other works on Protestant beliefs, while ignoring contemporary Catholic

efforts.68 This attitude went hand in hand with the claim that, while Catholic

67 Once again, patitar is a term used by Tamil Śaivasiddhāntins to indicate outsiders who do

not follow the true (Śaiva) path.

68 This strategy of silence has been analyzed in Ines Županov, “Against Rites: Jesuit Accom-

modatio as Pietist Preparatio Evangelica in Eighteenth-Century South India,” in The Rites

controversies in the Early Modern World, eds Pierre-Antoine Fabre and Ines Županov

(Boston and Leiden: Brill, 2018), 364–395; competing modes of approaching science in

Will Sweetman and Ines Županov, “Rival Mission, Rival Science? Jesuits and Pietists in

Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century South India,” Comparative Studies in Society and

History 61, 3 (2019): 624–653. See also Sweetmanand Ilakkuvan, BibliothecaMalabarica, 10.
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figure 10 Tamil title page of the translation of the New Testament by Ziegenbalg,

published in Tranquebar in 1722

photo by the author, courtesy of the bnf
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missionaries in the previous century had worked hard and well—it is well

known Ziegenbalg produced his translation of the gospels into Tamil relying

heavily onNobili’s andotherCatholicworks—contemporary Jesuitswere igno-

rant and corrupted.69 And yet Schultze admitted in one letter that Beschi’s

mastery of Tamil was exceptional, and printed one of his grammars in Tran-

quebar, albeit with corrections.70

For Protestants too, then, mastery of language and the choice of language

register were a crucial battleground for the enmity between the two Christian

sects. This linguistic rivalry, and Beschi’s approach to it, are particularly clear

in the short fictional epistle Luttēriṉattiyalpu (henceforth lii), which aims to

both argue for and demonstrate Jesuit superiority in matters of language, lit-

erature, and theology. In the prologue, the lii claims to be the response to an

inquirymade by Beschi’s friend Cāttaṉ, curious to knowwho the Lutherans liv-

ing in Tranquebar were. Cāttaṉ is probably a fictional character, if we consider

that Cāttaṉ is the name of the narrator of the Maṇimēkalai and other classic

Tamil texts. Beschi’s response to Cāttaṉ is articulated in the form of a transla-

tion intoTamil, and careful exegesis of the passage inTheApocalypse of John (9,

1–2) concerning the fifth trumpet, and the coming of the Antichrist. According

to Beschi, the passage referred to Luther and to the evil deeds of his follow-

ers in Tranquebar. This is not an exegetical novelty. While the identification of

the Antichrist with the Pope was a topos of Protestant controversial literature

starting with Luther, various Catholic authors had opposed this interpretation

of The Apocalypse by identifying the Antichrist with Luther himself. Particu-

larly important and extremely popular in this context was the exegetical work

of the Flemish Jesuit Cornelis Cornelissen vanden Steen, better knownwith his

Latin name of Cornelius Cornelii a Lapide (1567–1637). In his commentary on

The Apocalypse, Cornelius a Lapide summarizes various readings of this pas-

sage, including those that identified the Antichrist with Luther, and lays out

some of the arguments upon which Beschi will elaborate at length in the lii.71

69 See Jeyaraj, Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg, 137–143; on Ziegenbalg’s assessment and use of ear-

lier Catholic translations, see Israel, Religious Transactions, especially Chapter Two.

70 Ñāṉappirakācar, “Contribution of Fr. Beschi,” 48. The passage he refers to is the following:

“He [a Catholic bishop] had a Pater with him who understands Malabar thoroughly, and

is so versed in it that he may be called “a Poet.” He called on me on December 30, when

I showed him our printed books, and especially the Malabar Bible. As might have been

expected, he made light of them, and thought it was not well to cast the Word of God to

the Heathens, as a pearl before swine. These were his own words.” Benjamin Schultze et

al.,Notices of MadrasandCuddalore, in the LastCentury, from the Journals andLetters of the

Earlier Missionaries of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (London: Longman

and Co., 1858), 27.

71 Cornelius Cornelii a Lapide, Commentaria in Acta Apostolorum, Epistolas Canonicas, et
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The two genres that Beschi mobilized in the lii—the epistle and the com-

mentary—were important humanistic genres. They were also particularly ap-

propriate for the Indian reception Beschi had in mind. By being part of an

ongoing conversationwith a local savant, in the formof letters exchange, the lii

shows howBeschiwas socializedwithinTamil cultural and intellectual life, and

how his mastery of Tamil allowed him to be in conversation with local schol-

ars. Moreover, as we shall see, the format of the commentary allowed Beschi to

translate the short passage of the Apocalypse in verse, in opposition with the

colloquial language used by the Protestants, and to elaborate upon it in prose.

This format was completely in line with standard exegetical and poetological

practices in Tamil, where poems of various natures were often accompanied

by long prose commentaries. This was different from the logic of texts such

as the Tamil Bible and the other tracts printed by the Lutherans, written in a

mix of colloquial, archaic and simply weird Tamil, in a genre difficult to pin

down. Very much like the theological treatises written by Nobili in the previ-

ous century, and even though the language they used was probably familiar to

the segments of themissionary informants’ population, these were completely

alien textual objects, a potpourri of histories, theological/philosophical com-

mentaries, and intercultural references that ultimately could not find a home

in South India. Beschi’s works, on the other hand, were completely different.

They followed a local logic of textuality, and it is interesting to see how the two

aspects—the social and the exegetical—function in further detail.

In the opening of the lii, Beschi describes the context for his letter exchange

with Cāttaṉ:

The foreign poet (puṟanilaikāppiyaṉār72) wishes for the abundance of

good things to befall Cāttaṉ, the speaker of cool Tamil. He [Cāttaṉ] sent

me a palm-leaf through the hand of Kēcariyaṉ. I immediately removed

the seal, but before I could begin reading, Kēcariyaṉ told me about the

distressing events thatmy friend had just suffered. As I listened and ques-

tioned again and again the news that [Kecariyaṉ] reported, I laughed

frantically, three times more than his previous suffering. If you ask what

Apocalypsin (Antverpiae: Apud Iacobum Meursium, 1672), 170–172. Cornelius a Lapide

builds on previous controversial Catholic and especially Jesuit literature on the issue of

the Antichrist, including works by Saint Roberto Bellarmino. Beschi does not cite Lapide,

and I am pointing out the connection just to show how his exegesis of Apocalypse 9 was

nothing new.

72 The expression puṟanilaikkāppiyaṉār looks like it could be Beschi’s nickname, and con-

sidering the polysemy of the word puṟam, it could be translated alternatively as “a poet

from a foreign (puṟa) land (nilai)”; or a “poet of unorthodox books (puṟanilai).”
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the messenger Kēcariaṉ said—he said that five days before, Cāttaṉ had

gatheredmanypoets, whowere standing in the shade of the grove of cam-

paka trees with fragrant flowers. While they were discussing the merits

of what the ancestors had written with a method that took many days,

a lowly person came from the eastern sector and offered [them] a book,

saying it was the Tamil means (payaṉ) for salvation.73

The word ‘book’ (pustakam) is important here, as it clearly refers to a printed

text appearing in the midst of that gathering of traditional Tamil scholars, and

creates a stark contrast with the palm-leaf (ōlai) letter that Beschi received in

the beginning, and with the palm leaves on which the lii would circulate until

the mid-nineteenth century, when it was finally printed.74 Beschi’s friend is

immediately fascinated by the exceptional regularity of letters and columns in

the book, and by the title page engraved with shining gold.75 Curious about the

text delivered in such a beautiful form, he calls his fellow scholars and begins

to read it to them; but he cannot go beyond the first line. The language of the

text is so bad, ungrammatical and coarse, that he first develops burning pain

in his eyes, tongue, and ears. Then he is struck with the realization that the

foreigner in front of him has deemed such a low idiom worthy of being called

Tamil. The thought makes him extremely angry, and so he throws the book at

the man and chases him away. We begin to understand now why Beschi can-

73 Luttēriṉattiyalpu, 1: puṟanilaikkāppiyaṉār kuḷun tamiḻ cāttaṉukku ellā naṉmaiyil ciṟappu

uṇṭākavum. kēcariyaṉ kaiyil tāṉ varaviṭṭa ōlai vantu, mēliṭṭa poṟiyai nīkki, nāṉ atai vāciyā

muṉṉē kēcariyaṉ collattāṉ muṉpaṭṭa cañcalak kavalai aṟintēṉ. avaṉ coṉṉa ceytiyai mīṇṭu

mīṇṭu viṉavik kēṭka, nāṉum niṉṟa yāvarum tāṉ muṉ varuntiṉataṟku mummaṭaṅkāka ma-

kiḻntu nakaittōm. tāṉ varaviṭṭa kēcariyaṉ coṉṉatēteṉil, aintunāḷ muṉ tān pulavar palarum

cūḻntu, naṟumpūñ caṇpakac cōlainiḻalil niṉṟu mūttōr uraitta payaṉkaḷai neṭunāḷ piṭitta

muṟaiyōṭu ārāyntirukkak kīḻtticaiyiṉiṉṟu oru kiḻmakaṉ vantu meṟkati tarum tamiḻppayaṉ

itenṉṟu oru puttakattait tantāṉām. I cite from the 1936 edition of this work (which I have

comparedwithBnF, Indien 489)mentioning the sectionnumber instead of the page num-

ber, since the text is divided into sections in all printed editions (see Bibliography).

74 The relation betweenBeschi and the Lutheranmission inTranquebarwith regard to print-

ingwas a complexone; theCatholicmissiondidnot have aprintingpress in the eighteenth

century, and the Protestants printed Beschi’s grammar of koṭuntamiḻ in 1738, with his ini-

tial approval. A love/hate relationship with printing surfaces again and again in the lii,

and is mirrored in the letters of the period (see note 75 below).

75 The Jesuits were struck by the beauty of the texts printed by the Lutherans in a way very

similar to the lii. Prospero Giuliani, editor of the annual letter of 1728, candidly admitted:

“we wish we could oppose books to books, but means fail us” (nobis libros libris opponere

cupientibus modus deest), showing awareness of the advantages given by printing. Pros-

pero Giuliani to Michelangelo Tamburini, Ann. Malabarica 1728 (Kurukkaḷpaṭṭi, 16 July

1728) arsi, Goa 56, ff. 653–656, here 656r.
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not stop laughing … After regaining his breath, he goes back to the ōlai, where

he reads the same story, plus one last sentence: his friend tells him he discov-

ered those wretched people who insulted Tamil so badly are called Lutherans,

and they live in Taraṅkampāṭi (also known as Tranquebar).76 “Who are they?”

he asks Beschi. This is the innuendo that Beschi needs to begin his response,

whichwill be a ferocious letter filledwith gossip, biblical exegesis, and sarcastic

remarks.

This introductory frame nicely illustrates the social and intellectual environ-

ment in which Beschi imagined himself. Notice first of all how the gathering

of poets takes place in a rural landscape, that somewhat idealizes the locale

from which Beschi himself was writing. There are once again no explicit refer-

ences to fellow poets and patrons, as in the Tēmpāvaṇi—even Beschi’s friend

is mentioned only by first name. And yet this position doesn’t entail intellec-

tual insularity. The epistolary exchange that constitutes the lii (be it fictitious

or real) shows how Beschi imagined himself in conversation with the world

of Tamil learning even while writing outside the immediate social network

of the pulavars. In other words, through his work and his day-to-day intellec-

tual exchanges Beschi still claimed membership in the Tamil division of the

Republic of Letters.77 Certainly, in the lii both his Catholic message and his

anti-Lutheran critique were articulated from within that space. This appears

all the more clearly in the way Beschi decides to write his explanation, in the

genre and style he selected. Claiming that if he was simply stating his opinion,

people might think that he was speaking out of hatred, he decides to rely on a

biblical passage that talks about Luther—The Apocalypse’s passagementioned

before. He first translates the passage, and then comments upon it, section by

section. Let us look at the first two verses of this passage, first of all in the Latin

vulgate version thatwould have been the source of Beschi, and then in theKing

James English version:

(1) Et quintus angelus tuba cecinit: et vidi stellam de caelo cecidisse in

terram, et data est ei clavis putei abyssi. (2) Et aperuit puteum abyssi: et

76 “Tranquebar” is how Lutherans spelled (in European languages) the name of the little

coastal town of Taraṅkampāṭi, where their mission was located. In the Vētaviḷakkam,

Beschi asks humorouslywhether peoplewhocannot properly spell thenameof their town

can be trusted on other, more important, matters.

77 We can read in this perspective his encounter with the Mudali. The scholarship on the

Republic of Letters is large, and in recent years, has tended to enlarge its geographical and

chronological scope; on Jesuits in this context, seeMordechai Feingold, Jesuit Science and

the Republic of Letters (Cambridge MA and London UK: The mit Press, 2003).
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ascendit fumus putei, sicut fumus fornacis magnae: et obscuratus est sol,

et aer de fumo putei: […] (Apocalypse 9, 1–2)

And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from Heaven unto the

earth: and to himwas given the key of the bottomless pit. And he opened

the bottomless pit; and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of

a great furnace; and the sun and the air were darkened by reason of the

smoke of the pit.

A few years before Beschi decided to translate this passage into Tamil in the

lii, the passage had already been translated by Ziegenbalg and included in his

Tamil version of the New Testament printed at Tranquebar in 1722:

añcām cammaṉacāṉavar tārai yūtiṉapotu orunaṣcettiram vāṉattilē ni-

ṉṟu pūmiyilē viḻukiṟattaikkaṇṭēṉ atukkup pātāḷattiṉuṭaiya tūkukkut tiṟa-

vukolak kuṭukkappaṭṭiruntutu + 1 + avar pātāḷattiṉuṭaiyaturakaittiṟantār

appo turakilē niṉṟumakā aṭuppiṉuṭaiya pukaikkāṭu polē pukai yeḻumpit-

tutu antat turakiṉ pukaiyiṉālē cūriyaṉum ākācamum antakāramāyppoc-

cutu.78

When the fifth angel played the trumpet, I saw a star falling from the sky

to the earth. To it was given the lock to open the pit of Hell. It opened

the pit of Hell. Then, the smoke arose from that pit, similar to the thick

smoke of a great furnace. The sun and the sky were darkened because of

the smoke from that pit.

This translation by Ziegenbalg displays, like the rest of his Bible, a colloquial

register of Tamil, which is evident from the choice of words and their spelling,

up to the syntax. For instance, we find that both the particle of comparison pol

and the instrumental case -āl (in pukaiyiṉālē, for instance) appear regularly

with the emphatic suffix -ē, even when no emphasis is intended. This is a com-

mon feature of contemporary spoken Tamil, but in written Tamil they should

appear in their original form. Moreover, we see in this sentence the colloquial

formpoccutu, instead of the formal pōyiṟṟatu, used to indicate a change of state.

78 Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg, Novum Jesu Christi Testamentum ex originali textu in linguam

damulicam versum opera & studio Bartholomæe Ziegenbalgii & Joh. Ernesti Gründleri,

Serenissimi Daniæ regis Friderici iv. ad Indos Orientales Missionariorum. Editio Secunda

Corectior & accessione Summariorum cujusvis Capitis auctior (Tranquebariæ: In littore

Coromandelino Typis Damulicis Missionis Danicæ, 1722), 1000–1001.
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Finally, the syntax is strongly paratactical, almost broken. Instead of using the

temporal or causal subordinate clauses typical of good—written and oral—

Tamil, the text uses finite verbs connecting them with particles such as appo,

“at that moment.” In comparison with this text in colloquial, extremely simple

Tamil, the poetical translation of the very samepassage offered by Beschi in the

lii is all the more striking:

mītticai niṉṟu kīḻvīḻnta voḷimīṉ

ṟītticaivāyiṟ ṟiṟakkuṅ kōlvāṅki

yatticait tiṟantuḷi yātavaṉ mukamutal

etticai veḷiyelām iruṭpaṭap pukaiyeḻī i […]79

A bright star that fell down from the sky took the keys to open the doors

of Hell, and when it opened that door, the rising smoke obscured the sun

and the whole sky in all directions […]

This verse is appropriately in the akaval rhythm, that is in the aciriyappāmeter

that characterizes continuous narration in Tamil. Since this is a passage from

the Bible, by all accounts an urtext ormūlam in need of exegesis, and not itself

a commentary (urai), Beschi appropriately translates it into literary Tamil (cen-

tamiḻ). The verse achieves remarkable brevity, while displaying the nice alliter-

ations and the initial rhyme pattern (etukai) typical of Tamil poetry. Moreover,

the translation is rather accurate, but more concerned with being appropri-

ate than being literal—for example, unlike Ziegenbalg, Beschi does not trans-

late the Latin puteus into Tamil as a hole or a pit, but refers to it as a direc-

tion (ticai) and a door (vāyil). The rest of the ninth book of The Apocalypse

is translated in the same way, and the short poem has a total of twenty-three

lines.

The whole of the lii is a prose commentary to this aciriyappā poem, that is

the translation of Apocalypse 9. Beschi explains first of all that the fallen star

was precisely Luther, who decided to abandon his role as a monk and to reject

the Catholic Church. He then continues to interpret the rest of the passage in

light of the global situation within the Church, citing well-known topoi of con-

troversy in Europe—such as the fact that Luther got married, etc.—as well as

local events that happened in Tranquebar. Throughout the book, Beschi insists

with great emphasis on the evilness of the Tamil books printed by the Luther-

ans, which are beautiful on the outside, but filled with both lies and bad Tamil

79 Luttēriṉattiyalpu, 5.
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sentences on the inside. Yet the best example that Beschi offers in this book

of how to recognize real Christianity remains his alternative translation of this

passage from The Apocalypse, coated in his lively satirical commentary. Upon

reading the two alternative translations, who could have any doubt on what

the true text of the Bible really was, and what its vulgarization? This is also

probably the best expression of Beschi’s overall project—tying together with a

univocal relationship orthodox Christian beliefs and practices with good liter-

ary Tamil.

5 Conclusions: Tamil Poetry and the Grammar of Persuasion

Using the figure of Beschi as a node, this and the previous chapter have untan-

gled the multiple threads that contributed to the development of Catholic

poetics, and a Catholic literary culture in Tamil in the early eighteenth century.

The focus on this cultural process has offered someclues on the social andpolit-

ical positioning of the Jesuit mission in South India in this period. First among

them is, once again, the importance of a non-Brahmanical, Vellala sphere for

the spiritual, social, and literary life of Catholicism in the Kaveri delta region.

We sawhowespecially the pattern of circulation of Beschi’s texts inmanuscript

and print, and the few references to a possible readership contained in theToṉ-

ṉūlviḷakkam, the textbook he composed for the Ēlākkuṟicci school of Tamil,

point to a catechist Vellala élite that was taking shape precisely at thismoment.

This connects with our observations in the previous chapters regarding the cat-

echistswho attended the spiritual retreats at Āvūr. The occupation of these cat-

echists emerges, step by step, as involving spiritual as well as literary training,

and a transfer of authority from the missionaries to their local helpers in both

domains. This picture is further complicated by the connections between the

mission and local political powers—both indigenous rulers and colonial pow-

ers, especially the French crown—and the economic and political advantages,

and sometimes disadvantages, that these alliances gave to both the mission-

aries and their collaborators. We will continue pursuing this lead in the next

chapter when considering the readership and circulation of Beschi’s master-

piece, the poem Tēmpāvaṇi.

The Ēlākkuṟicci school and the texts that Beschi composed in that context,

the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam and the anti-Lutheran works Vētaviḷakkam and Luttēri-

ṉattiyalpu, also show how Catholic cultural identity became entwined at this

time with Tamil ideas and practices of grammatical and literary learning. Well

beyond the Indo-humanism theorized by McManus, these texts reconfigured

Catholic literary practices under the umbrella of Tamil textuality and learning,
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a sphere that we could define in Tamil as pulamai. This association is particu-

larly striking when reading Beschi’s anti-Lutheran texts, insofar as it allowed

him to articulate his critique of Protestantism from two authoritative—and

in his understanding commensurable—points of view: his belonging to the

Catholic Church, and his belonging to the learned circle of Tamil pulavars.

The liminal case-study of the Ēlākkuṟicci school equally stretches the bound-

aries of Jesuit Indo-humanism, and shows how Beschi’s grammatical and liter-

ary choices, while connected to the global development of Latin eloquence as

articulated by the mission, were meant to make Catholic discourse relevant in

the Tamil sphere. The cosmos they aimed to inhabit—granted, by modifying

and converting some its assumptions—was coextensive with the cultivation

of Tamil language and literature in the early eighteenth century, and spread

over contemporary Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka. Beschi accepted the grammar of

Tamil as the organizing discursive principle in this cultural sphere, but modi-

fied one crucial aspect of its poetics—hemarginalized traditional understand-

ings of the subject matter of poetry as divided in akam and puṟam, and intro-

duced the idea that literature should be useful and convince the audience.

Again, we will pick up this theme in the next chapter.

The idea of the persuasive power of Tamil literature pervades the sources

of this period, and is a central theme in this chapter. Tournon clearly thought

that Hindu texts in Tamil had the power tomake converts vacillate in their new

faith, and prohibited them. Beschi also recognized that Tamil poetry was pow-

erful, but thought its power of persuasion could offer to the missionaries and

their catechists important avenues for communicating the Christian message

effectively. By selecting passages from Tamil literature, and inserting them in

the new framework of “useful” literary themes, he showed how the Tamil liter-

ary tradition could work in favor of the mission. In doing so, he made explicit

for the first time the connection between literary language and persuasion,

via some imported rhetorical techniques. Bernard Bate has argued that this

connection, which informs much of contemporary Tamil political oratory, was

first drawn by nineteenth-century Protestants in their sermons and tracts. The

Toṉṉūlviḷakkam demonstrates that Catholics in the eighteenth century, and

especially Beschi, already made the connection. However, they did so with-

out the Protestant moralizing attitude towards textuality. They thought Tamil

poetry could perform the job of persuading its public to embrace Catholicism,

and they did not envision any literary rupture. Related to this power of per-

suasion of Tamil literature is the concern with expressing praise and blame,

in connection with the necessity of presenting good Catholic models in Tamil.

Incidentally, the power of praise had already emerged as a crucialmodeof early

modern literature inTamil, and this is relevantwhen analyzing Beschi’s literary
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works. Indeed, the complex negotiations sketched in this chapter take on anew

life when reading the epic poem Beschi wrote in this period, the Tēmpāvaṇi, to

which we turn in the next chapter.



part 3

Catholic Poetry in a TamilWorld
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chapter 5

Writing for Eighteenth-Century Catechists

On 12 January 1721, the French Jesuit Noël de Bourzes wrote to Étienne Souciet

(1671–1744) in Paris that his fellowmissionary Memmius Renée Gargam (1686–

1754) was studying Tamil “with Father Beschi, that is, with the father of flow-

ers.”1 The enigmatic epithet, le pére aux fleurs, becomes clearer when reading

another letter that de Bourzes wrote to Souciet a few days earlier, where he

thanked him for the care with which he had bought and sent to India some

flower seeds. De Bourzes added that “the Father on whose behalf I asked for

those [seeds] found them very expensive, and what is annoying is that the

majority of the seeds you sent lost their vitality during the journey. This is as

much as I can say on thematter for now, since after those flowers arrived I have

yet to meet with the Father for whom they were meant. I am keeping your let-

ter to show it to him. I have no doubts he will understand, since he is a very

understanding man.”2

These lines offer another glimpse into the strong personality and concern

with money that were typical of Beschi, as we learned in Chapter Three. As for

the flower seeds, some Jesuit residences in India had decorative andmedicinal

gardens, since missionaries often doubled as spiritual healers and physicians

(Figure 11).3 But what use could Beschi have for imported flowers in the village

of Ēlākkuṟicci? This detail is all themore intriguing if we pair it with the follow-

ing verses in praise of Mary in the Tēmpāvaṇi, the poem on Saint Joseph that

Beschi wrote in 1726:

1 Noël de Bourzes to Étienne Souciet (Culupatti [Kalluppaṭṭi], 12 January 1721), ajpf, Fond

Brotier 86, f. 47.

2 Le P. pour qui je les ay fait venir les a trouvées bien chères, et le facheux est que la plupart de vos

semences ont perdu toute leur force en chemin. C’est tous ce que je peux vous écrire maintenant

sur l’article, car depuis qu’elles sont venues ces fleurs, je n’ay pu me rencontrer avec le P[ère]

pour qui elles sont venues. Je garde votre lettre pour la luymontrer. Je nedoute pas qu’ il n’entende

raison, car il est fort raisonnable. Noël de Bourzes to Étienne Souciet (Maduraimission, 10 Jan-

uary 1721), ajpf, Fond Brotier 86, ff. 45–46, here 45v. This passage was also transcribed (albeit

with some corrections to De Bourzes’ original eighteenth-century spelling) in Julien Vinson,

“Notice sur quelquesmissionnaires jésuites qui ont écrit en tamoul et sur le tamoul au dernier

siècle,”Revue de linguistique et de philologie comparée 32, 2 (1899): 101–146.

3 A rare painting of the Jesuit house at Chandernagor, for instance, shows the garden attached

to the Jesuit house and the Church compound, while it was being attacked by clouds of

grasshoppers (BnF, Estampes, od 59, no. 24).

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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figure 11 Jesuit house in Chandernagore (Bengal) with its decorative garden, threatened by a cloud of

grasshoppers

photo by the author, courtesy of the bnf
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[Mary], whose beautiful feet spread a light surpassing the bright moon,

is like an unwithering flower beyond comparison. In order to show the

goodness of that virgin who defeated lust, is luminous, and has a mind

purer than the sun, a hundred [angels] left at her feet garlands of white

lilies (ilīli) in bloom, similar to her own banner that gives protection,

spreading scent, and overflowing with dripping honey mixed with the

fresh pollen of their blossoms.4

Her power is a gift fromHeaven, defeating the beauty of words. Ahundred

angels, wishing for their love to surpass their usual condition, in order to

show her goodness, and her love towards the only Lord who created all

beauty, carried blossoms of cool, sweet and thick roses (irōcai), spreading

petals redder than the color of blood, and presented them as an offer in

front to her, venerating her small feet brighter than the sun.5

That good woman, whose beauty shows the goodness of Heaven, offers

support to thosewhose hearts are spoiled by sin, for everyone in this wide

world to live happily. To show her ever-growing good mercy, a hundred

[angels] worship her bright feet, offering garlands of scented open lotuses

(kamalam) that bloom in the pond that gives refuge (aṭaikkalam) to all

kinds of waters, running there after flowing for long from their springs.6

These verses are part of a vision through which Joseph finally dispels his

doubts about Mary’s immaculate conception. Convinced of her holiness, he

sees groups of angels honoring her feet with flowers, which is a traditional way

of expressing devotion in South India.7 Yet the flowers that the angels offer to

4 Tēmpāvaṇi viii, 50: nīmam [sic, tīmam] uṭait tiṅka ṭuṭaitt’ oḷiyaip pāynta nēr aṭiyāḷ nēr aṟap

pū viḷḷā vaṇṇaṅ | kāmam uṭaitt’ oḷiy uṭuttuc cuṭariṟ ṟūya karuttil amai kaṉṉi nalaṅ kāṭṭutaṟkē |

tāmamuṭait taṇ ṭātumaṭuv uṭaittuc cāyttamatu veḷḷamoṭu vācam vīciy | ēmamuṭait taṉi virut’

eṉṟ’ alar cuvētav ilīliy eṉu mālai patatt’ oru nūṟ’ uyttār.

5 Tēmpāvaṇi viii, 51: irutiy eḻiṟ paṭuttiya vāṉ varattu vallāḷ ivar vāṉōr nilai kaṭantav aṉpu viñcak

| karutiy eḻiṟ paṭuttiyav oṉṟ’ āya entai kaṇṇiy amai nēya nalaṅ kāṭṭutaṟkē | kurutiy eḻiṟ paṭuttiya

centāt’ulāvuṅ koḻun taṇ ṭēṉ irōcaiy eṉuṅ kōtai koṇṭu | parutiy eḻiṟ paṭuttiya cīṟ’ aṭiyaip pōṟṟip

paṇiy āka muṟ paṭaittār oru nūṟ’ aṉṟō.

6 Tēmpāvaṇi viii, 512: vīṭ’ aviḻtta nalaṅ kāṭṭumvaṉappi ṉallāḷ viri puvimaṉṉuyirkaḷ elām iṉp’uṟṟ’

uyyak | kēṭ’ aviḻtta neñciṉarkkum uṟuti ceyyuṅ kiḷarntaṉa taṉ ṟayāpa nalaṅ kāṭṭutaṟkē | nīṭ’

aviḻtta vāy iṭattup pirint’ ōṭum paṉ ṉīrkk’ ellām aṭaikkalaṅ cey vāvi pūtta | tōṭ’ aviḻtta viraik

kamala mālai māṟṟic cūṭiya tā ṭoḻukiṉṟār oru nūṟ’ aṉṟō.

7 On flowers and garlands in India, see Jack Goody, La culture des fleurs, trad. Pierre-Antoine

Fabre (Paris: Seuil, 1994), 372–405.
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Mary—white lilies, roses, and lotuses—are not conventional in Tamil poetry.

Strikingly, the first stanza mentions the white lily (lilium candidum), a flower

unknown in eighteenth-century South India, but commonly associated with

Mary’s purity and chastity in the Catholic tradition.8 Beschi had to coin a new

word to refer to it, even though he generally avoided transliterating Latin or

Portuguese terms, and favored translation instead.9 In this case, though, the

symbolic significance of thewhite lily and its associationwithMary and Joseph

could not be translated, but only transplanted. The second flower, the rose, was

also uncommon in Tamil poetry, but well known in the region by Beschi’s time

in association with Islamic culture.10 By contrast, the third flower, the lotus,

was and is among the most common in Tamil literature. It is also the flower

blossoming at the feet of Mary as worshipped at Ēlākkuṟicci with the name

of Aṭaikkala mātā, Mother of Refuge. The third verse is really about this local

form of Mary, as also indicated by the reference to her name with the noun

aṭaikkalam (“refuge”), and to the pond with which she was associated, which

still exists in Ēlākkuṟicci today.

We do not know exactly which seeds Souciet sent to India, but it is tempt-

ing to imagine that Beschi wanted to include white lilies and red roses in his

8 Other varieties of the lilium family, as well as flowers belonging to other families but com-

monly referred to as lilies (like fire lilies or water lilies) were common in India, but rather

different in habitat, color, and overall aesthetic.

9 The question whether to transliterate technical terms was debated in the early seven-

teenth century, when Roberto Nobili rejected the transliteration of Portuguese terms

into Tamil introduced by his predecessor, Henrique Henriques, and substituted them

with Sanskrit-derived technical terms. Some observations on this topic can be found in

the Introduction. Nobili’s main justification of this choice was published and discussed

by Pierre Dahmen in Roberto Nobili, Première Apologie; it should be read in the con-

text of missionary linguistic strategies analyzed in Županov,Missionary Tropics, 232–258;

Ead., “ “I Am a Great Sinner”: Jesuit Missionary Dialogues in Southern India (Sixteenth

Century),” Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 55, 2–3 (2012): 415–

446.

10 In the verse cited Beschi describes red roses, which symbolize martyrdom and resurrec-

tion in the Catholic tradition; see Mia Touw, “Roses in the Middle Ages,”Economic Botany

36, 1 (1982): 71–83. However, it is unclear whether red roses were widely available in South

India in the eighteenth century. As explained to me by Nicolas Roth (whom I thank for

his time and expertise) in an email conversation on 06/16/2019, “roses in 17th and 18th

century India would have therefore been mostly pink, semi-double damasks—the kind

of rose used for rose water and often depicted in Persian and Mughal art—or the white

musk roses native to the Himalayas, Rosamoschata and Rosa brunonii, known as sevatī or

seotī in North Indian vernaculars. The one other kind available at least by the mid-18th

century would have been some form of the China roses (Rosa chinensis), which have the

important characteristic of being able to flower year-round,which theywould later impart

to the desī gulāb or ‘country roses’ mentioned above.”
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flower garden to show them to his catechists.11 Regardless of whether this really

happened, reading the episode of the flower seeds together with the Tēmpā-

vaṇi suggests that the religious changes that Beschi and the other missionaries

introduced in South India cut across both the mundane—in this case, the

natural—and the literary spheres. Beschi’s import of new flowers was at the

same time the import of new botanical species, and new standards of compar-

ison. In this chapter, I read Beschi’s masterpiece, the Tēmpāvaṇi, in this vein.

I explore the way this meticulously crafted poem connected European and

Tamil literary worlds, but also the mission and the natural, social and cultural

worlds surrounding it. I focus especially on literary conventions and innova-

tions in the poem as clues as to the perspective of the eyes meant to read the

text.12 These were, I argue, the eyes of the catechists we already encountered.

To understand their possible modes and habits of reading, this chapter stays

close to the poem, its logic and subject matter. The next chapter will explore

the circulation and reception of the Tēmpāvaṇi in the eighteenth-century, and

the role of this poem in creating a literary and social identity for the cate-

chists.

One caveat before plunging into the poem. The Tēmpāvaṇi is a pastiche of

Tamil, Latin, Italian, and generic Christian influences. As Julien Vinson (1843–

1926) once wrote, il y de tout dans le Têmpâvaṇi, and it is difficult to avoid

the temptation of hunting for citations and references.13 Previous scholars

have done so, but this is not the aim of this chapter.14 The following pages

attempt to grasp the coherence of the poem, and to make sense of the his-

torical world of the eighteenth-century mission as it was articulated within

it.15

11 That Ēlākkuṟicci had a flower garden is clear from themention of a servant in charge of it

( famulus qui florum hortis curam habebat) in the annual letter of 1731, written by Beschi

(Maduraimission, 4 September 1732), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 597–602, here 600r.Whether it con-

tained imported species, and how were they imported, is mostly unknown besides the

reference to the seeds I discuss here. It should also be noticed that roses in this period

were propagated mostly by cutting, and not through seeds.

12 Baxandall, Painting and Experience, esp. 29ff. and 151–153.

13 Vinson, “Le Tasse dans la poésie tamoule,” 53.

14 Apart from the pioneering article by Julien Vinson, “Le Tasse dans la poésie tamoule,” the

most systematic attempt to recover the influence of the Church fathers andWestern epics

in theTēmpāvaṇi is the doctoral dissertation by Jesuit Father A. Lūrtucāmi, “Tēmpāvaṇiyil

mēṉāṭṭu ilakkiyat tākkam” (PhD diss., Ceṉṉai palkalaik kaḻakam, 1998).

15 Even though I have read and translated many cantos (paṭalam) of the Tēmpāvaṇi, I was

not able to read the entire work in the original, which is very long (3,615 viruttam stanzas).

In order to orient myself in the text and its overall narrative, I could nevertheless consult

a number of aids, including the detailed table of contents at the end of vol. 3, 409–428;
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1 Christian Epic and Tamil Peruṅkāppiyam

Let us begin with some basic questions. What type of text is the Tēmpāvaṇi?

What genre does it belong to? At a first glance, Beschi’s masterpiece is a peruṅ-

kāppiyam (“long poem”), a long narrative poem following the life of a hero, in

this case Saint Joseph, from birth to death. This genre was defined relatively

late in Tamil, in relationship to the Sanskrit genre of mahākāvya. With time it

also came to refer to earlier poems, like the Cilappatikāram, that deviate sub-

stantially from the list of the genre’s defining elements as they appear in the

twelfth-century Taṇṭiyalaṅkāram.16 Beschi knew this list, which includes the

four puruṣārthas as the main subject matter of peruṅkāppiyam. He incorpo-

rated it in the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam, he summarized it in Latin both in the Clavis

and in the Grammar of High Tamil, and he followed it closely when writing his

poem.17 But why did he decide to compose a peruṅkāppiyam? Considering the

difficulty of this long and complex genre, with the Tēmpāvaṇi he was likely try-

ing to acquire the status of a poet-scholar or pulavar. Indeed, the oral tradition

reports that Beschi received his Tamil title of Vīramāmuṉivar (“the great heroic

sage”) only after composing his peruṅkāppiyam in 1726, and its commentary in

1729.18

Beschi must have also found it appealing that the subject-matter of peruṅk-

āppiyam is defined as one or more, but never all of the four puruṣārthas. This

S. Rajamanickam sj, The Poem Tempavani by Joseph Beschi, S.J. A Tamil Epic on St. Joseph

(Montréal: Centre de Recherche et Documentation, 1994); the summary by Ārōkkiyacāmi

Piḷḷai, Tēmpāvaṇik karupporuḷ allatu arc. cūcaiyappar māṉmiyam (Tirucciṉāppaḷḷi: Arc.

cūcaiyappar toḻiḻcālai accāpīsil patippikka paṭṭatu, 1912); and the detailed table of con-

tents in jamp 220/14. As I was revising this book, an English translation of the whole

poembyDominic Raj appeared in print (see Bibliography).While I have occasionally con-

sulted it, all translations from the Tēmpāvaṇi in this as well as the other chapters are my

own.

16 These are: 1. praise to God (vāḻttu), invocation (vaṇakkam) and/or main topic (varu-

poruḷ); 2. the four puruṣārthas (nāṟporuḷ); 3. a great hero (talaivaṉ); 4. certain descriptive

units that should come in the beginning, like mountains (malai), sea (kaṭal), country

(nāṭu), city (nakaram), seasons (paruvam), and the two lights (irucuṭar), i.e., the sun

and the moon; 5. certain life-situations, like good marriage (naṉmaṇam); 6. messengers

(tūtu), ministers, etc. 7. division in sections called carukkam, ilambakam, etc. 8. finally,

a peruṅkāppiyam must be the work of savants (kaṟṟōr). This list relies on the discus-

sion of Tamil epic poetry in Zvelebil, Tamil Literature, 128–131; and Taṇṭiyalaṅkāram, sutra

7.

17 Toṉṉūlviḷakkam, sutra 256; Beschi, Clavis, 109; Beschi,Grammatica Latino-Tamulica, ubi de

elegantiori …, 98–99.

18 Muttucāmi, Brief sketch, 10; this is narratedmore extensively in theTamil version, Id.,Vīra-

māmuṉivarcarittiram, 8.
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is the subject matter he envisioned as appropriate to all poetry in the Toṉṉūlvi-

ḷakkam, as we learned in the previous chapter, and indeed, the Tēmpāvaṇi can

be seen as dealingwith all puruṣārthas excluding only iṉpam.19 Besides,most of

the Tamil literature Beschi admired and recommended to his students belongs

to this genre. The heroes of these poems offered to Tamil readers ideal mod-

els that fulfilled some of the didactic purposes Beschi considered foundational

to poetry, since ethical instruction (upatēcam) was inherent to the kāppiyam

genre both in Tamil and Sanskrit.20

The Tēmpāvaṇi is also an epic poem, at least within the inclusive bound-

aries that were elaborated in the seventeenth and eighteenth century through

heated debates on Aristotelian genre theory vis-à-vis the new epic poems in

European vernaculars, often connected to chivalric romance.21 Beschi himself

created a parallel between these Tamil andWestern genres in the Clavis, where

he wrote that “the peruṅkāppiyam is the main type of poem among the Tamil-

ians, like the epic poem (carmen heroicum) among us.”22 He also noticed differ-

ences between the two genres—the plot of the peruṅkāppiyam, for instance,

follows the hero’s life from birth to death, the “natural order” (ordo naturalis),

instead of beginning in medias res.23 Yet, with the obvious adaptations with

regard tometer and figures, theTēmpāvaṇi agreeswithTorquatoTasso’s famous

definition of epic poetry as “the imitation of an illustrious action, elevated and

perfect, and told with noble verses, with the purpose of edifying while giving

pleasure (edificar dilettando),” whose specific mode of operation is to generate

wonder (maraviglia).24 Crucially, Tasso’s definition shares with the peruṅkāp-

19 Obviously, the marriage of Joseph and Mary has a chaste character (see canto vi on their

married life), so effectively the Tēmpāvaṇi does not include any sustained representation

of marital love.

20 Beschi himself explains the didactic aim of the peruṅkāppiyam, in Clavis, 109: haec autem

omnia ea arte et stylo disponi ac distribui debent, ut, qui legunt, ad amorem virtutis ac boni

honesti, utilis, delectabili et aeterni excitentur. “All these things must be set and arranged

with such an art and style that those who read them be incited to love virtue, and what is

good, honourable, useful, delightful and eternal.”

21 For an overview on the reception of Aristotelian genre theory in Italy, in the context of the

development of Italian epic poetry from Ariosto to Tasso, see Daniel Javitch, “The Assim-

ilation of Aristotle’s Poetics in Sixteenth-Century Italy” and “Italian Epic Theory,” in The

Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, vol. 3, The Renaissance ed. Glyn P. Norton (Cam-

bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 53–65 and 205–215.

22 Beschi, Clavis, 109:ெபலெஙௐகாபௐபீயமௐ est apudTamulenses praecipuum carmen, ut apud nos

Heroïcum. Beschi seems here to have caught on an analogy, particularly interesting in the

context of the parallel processes of vernacularization in Europe and India highlighted by

Sheldon Pollock, The Language of the Gods, 469–470.

23 Beschi, Grammatica Latino-Tamulica, ubi de elegantiori…, 98.

24 Tasso, Discorsi del Poema Eroico, 20–21.
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piyam the didactic purpose that was so central to Beschi’s own understanding

of poetry. We will return to this dense formulation later in this chapter, espe-

cially to the question of the relationship between epic poetry, reality, and won-

der.

For now, it is also worth mentioning the Aristotelian categories of plot

(mythos), character (ethos), thought (diánoia), and diction (lexis), at the core

of the theory of the epic genre in early modern Europe. Particularly impor-

tant among them, and crucial in the economy of Beschi’s poem, is diánoia.

Once again according to Tasso, a poet and critic that Beschi knew well, epic

diánoia aims “to demonstrate, explain, move affects (such as mercy, wrath,

dread), praise and belittle, and make known the greatness and the insignifi-

cance of things. Therefore, this component of poetry includes almost every-

thing rhetoric usually deals with: to such an extent, poetry or poetics is larger

than rhetoric.”25 After having explored the interplay of literary and rhetoric the-

ories in theToṉṉūlviḷakkam, it is impossible tomiss howBeschimust have been

especially interested in this aspect of epic poetry, which included and coin-

cided with rhetoric.26

Thus, theTēmpāvaṇi is at the same time a peruṅkāppiyam and an epic poem,

and the simultaneity of this double generic belonging is key for understanding

the work. Yet in his masterpiece Beschi also transcended the peruṅkāppiyam,

in a way analogous to what Christian authors did for the classical epic when

they transformed it into a Christian genre. The category of the Christian epic,

discussed but not unanimously theorized by early modern critics and poets,

has recently been explored in a series of articles by Marco Faini on the basis

of the existing corpus in Latin and European vernaculars.27 Faini has defined

25 Tasso,Discorsi del PoemaEroico, 146: […]dimostrare, il solvere, ilmover gli affetti (come sono

la misericordia, l’ira, il timore), l’aggrandire e il diminuire, o il farci conoscer la grandezza e

la picciolezza delle cose. Laonde in questa sola parte della poesia si contengono quasi tutte

le cose di cui si tratta nella rettorica: tanto la poesia o l’arte poetica è più ampia della rettori-

ca.

26 On the contributions of rhetoric to literary criticism and poetics, see George Kennedy,

“The Contributions of Rhetoric to Literary Criticism,” in The Cambridge History of Literary

Criticism, vol. 4, The Eighteenth Century, eds Hugh B. Nisbet, George A. Kennedy, Claude

Rawson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 349–364.

27 See Marco Faini, “ ‘Heroic Martyrdom Unsung’: The Tradition of Christian Epic in Renais-

sance Italy and the European context,”Wolfenbütteler RenaissanceMitteilungen 32 (2008–

2010): 135–152; Id., “La tradizione del poema sacro nel Cinquecento,” in La Bibbia nella

letteratura italiana, vol. 5, DalMedioevo al Rinascimento, eds GraziaMelli andMarialuigia

Sipione (Brescia: Morcelliana, 2013), 591–608; Id., “La poetica dell’epica sacra tra Cinque e

Seicento in Italia,” The Italianist 35 (2015): 27–60.
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Christian epic as having a strictly biblical topic, while also displaying most,

or all the structural elements characterizing the epic genre.28 Beschi’s Tēmpā-

vaṇi falls squarely within this definition. Moreover, argues Faini, “in the self-

consciousness of writers, Christian epic was thought to be a means to excel

Antiquity by introducing true religion in its highest literary genre.”29 This state-

ment could easily apply to Beschi’s plan in the Tēmpāvaṇi. In his case, though,

European classical antiquity was two steps removed—albeit present, as shown

by thenumerous allusions toVirgil.30Theancient authorsBeschi aimed to extol

were first of all classical Tamil authors like Kampaṉ, with whom he appears to

feel in competition in his grammar of literary Tamil.31 In substituting Western

classics with Tamil classics, Beschi used a strategy already available in Latin lit-

erature to make a Tamil literary genre into a favorite mode of expression for

Christianity in Tamil Nadu.32 The Vaittīsvaraṉkōyil episode we encountered at

the very beginning of the Introduction points to links such as this one, which

Beschi forged.

2 Worldly Publics, Divine Patrons

The Tēmpāvaṇi begins as every peruṅkāppiyam ought to begin, that is with an

introduction, pāyiram in Tamil, fulfilling multiple functions. It opens with an

invocation to God (kaṭavuḷ vāḻttu), whose first syllable is the auspicious cīr,

and goes on to introduce the hero of the poem, Saint Joseph, whose name is

translated alternatively as Cūcai or Vaḷaṉ (“the prosperous one”).33 The choice

of Saint Joseph is in line with the growing devotion towards his figure in this

period, especially among the Jesuits, but is at the same time original.34 The

28 Faini, “La poetica dell’epica sacra,” 27.

29 Faini, “ ‘Heroic Martyrdom Unsung,’ ” 137 (quote originally in English).

30 Lūrtucāmi, “Tēmpāvaṇiyil mēṉāṭṭu ilakkiyat tākkam,” 220–267.

31 Particularly striking is Beschi’s remark that he was able to include in his poemmore can-

tam, i.e., vaṇṇam variations than Kampaṉ (see footnote 101 in this chapter).

32 At the same time allowing the Christian epic to exceed the Western epic, transforming

it into a global literary genre in conversation with extra-European languages, genres, and

literary cultures; a transformation which is not at center of this study, but would deserve

further reflection.

33 The auspiciousness of certain syllables in certain positions is part of the larger concern

with appropriateness, poruttam, at the center of pāṭṭiyaḷ grammars. Beschi includes this

aspect under yāppu (see Toṉṉūlviḷakkam, sutra 284–294; and Beschi, Clavis, 120ff.).

34 Devotion to Saint Josephdeveloped in the seventeenth century among the Jesuits: seeNon

Faesen, “The Great Silence of Saint Joseph: Devotion to Saint Joseph and the 17th Cen-

tury Crisis of Mysticism in the Jesuit Order,” in Instruments of Devotion: The Practices and
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Tēmpāvaṇi is the first—and to the best of my knowledge the only—epic poem

entirely dedicated to this saint in any language.35

Reading along the introduction, in stanza 5 Beschi begins to plead for the

compassion of fellow pulavars when reading his faulty work. This show of

humility signals that the introduction has transitioned into the section on

appeasing the assembly (avaiyaṭakkam), which played a central role in the

economy of praise of the early modern and modern Tamil literary world.36 As

was common, Beschi uses the occasion to show off with humble verses that are

also proof of his mastery over Tamil language and conventions:

muṟaiyaṭut tarunū lōruṇ mūḻkiya vuvappi laṉṉa

tuṟaiyaṭut taḷḷi yuṇṇun tuṇi vilā ṉeṉṉai nōkkiṟ

kuṟaiyeṭut taṉaiyeṉ ṟaṉṉār koṭuñciṉat tuṟukka ṉaṉṟō

paṟaiyeṭut tulakaṅ kēṭpap paḻit teṉai nakaikka ṉaṉṟō.37

muṟai aṭuttu aru nūlōr uṇ mūḻkiya uvappil aṉṉa

tuṟai aṭuttu aḷḷi uṇṇum tuṇivilāṉ eṉṉai nōkkiṉ

kuṟai eṭuttaṉai eṉṟu aṉṉār koṭum ciṉattu uṟukka ṉaṉṟō?

paṟai eṭuttu ulakam kēṭpa paḻittu eṉai nakaikka ṉaṉṟō?

Those who compose difficult books in accordancewith tradition are hap-

pily immersed [in the ocean of amṛta]. If, when they see me, a man with

no presumption, as I reach their harbor and eat a handful, they say “you

took too little,” and with cruel anger chastise me, is this a good thing? If

they ridicule me with drums, so that the world hears them and laughs, is

this a good thing?

This self-deprecating yet sophisticated stanza contains a reference, likely inten-

ded, to the following verse in the analogous section of Kampaṉ’s Irāmāvatā-

ram:

Objects of Religious Piety from the Late Middle Ages to the 20th Century, eds Laura Katrine

Skinnebach and Henning Laugerud (Aarhus: Aarhus University Press), 137–150, which is

a response to de Certeau, “Crise sociale et réformisme spirituel.” Devotion to Joseph also

spread in mission territories, and Saint Joseph was declared, for instance, Saint patron of

China in 1668; see Liam Brockey, Journey to the East. The Jesuit Mission to China, 1579–1724

(Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 2007), 133.

35 Joseph played, of course, a large role in many poems dedicated to Mary in this period.

36 On the avaiyaṭakkam, see Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm of Words, 74–76.

37 Tēmpāvaṇi, pāyiram, 5.
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tuṟaiya ṭutta viruttat tokaikkavik

kuṟaiya ṭutta cevikaḷuk kōtilyāḻ

naṟaiya ṭutta vacuṇanaṉ māccevip

paṟaiya ṭutta tupōlumeṉ pāvarō.38

tuṟaiy aṭutta virutta tokaik kavikku

uṟai aṭutta cevikaḷukku’ ōtil, yāḻ

naṟai aṭutta acuṇa naṉ mā cevi

paṟai aṭuttatu pōlum eṉ pā arō?

When sung into the ears, which are the receptacles of poetry in its various

types, tuṟai and viruttam, my stanzas are like the beating of the drums in

the ears of good acuṇam birds who drink the honey of the yaḻ—are they

not?

It is immediately evident from the length of their lines that the two verses use

different meters, Beschi’s the longer six-metreme āciriyaviruttam, and Kam-

paṉ’s a four-metreme kaliviruttam. Still, notice howBeschi uses the same etukai

rhyme as Kampaṉ, repeating the second syllable -ṟai at the beginning of each

line. He follows Kampaṉ also when repeating the sound -ṭut- after the rhyme,

even though in Kampaṉ we have the more elegant repetition of a whole word

(aṭutta) as the second metreme (cīr) in each line, while Beschi only repeats

the final sounds of his first metreme, construing another type of rhyme called

iyaipu. Besides these formal assonances, both verses also mention the paṟai

drums. Kampaṉ compares his own poetry to the music of the paṟai, while

Beschi describes the same drums as the instrument of his detractors. In a way,

this antagonistic reference sets the tone of the poem, and shows how Beschi

was in competition with traditional Tamil poets and wanted to outdo them,

especially Kampaṉ.

The Introduction then switches to explaining the origins of the work (nūl

vanta vaḻi), andmentions themost important source of inspiration for Beschi’s

work:

In the city called Ágreda (ākirta), excelling in beauty because of its gar-

dens, a virgin, exalted by praiseworthy boons that have no comparison

38 Kampar, Srīmatkamparāmāyaṇam. teyvīkam poruntiya kaviccakravarttiy ākiya kampanāṭ-

ṭāḻvār aruḷicceytatu. mutalāvatu pālakāṇaṭam (Ceṉṉai: Nirañcaṉavilāca acciyantiracālai-

yiṟ patippikkappaṭṭatu, 1913), pāyiram, 8.
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on earth, walked, rose through difficult penance, embraced the feet of

the mother of God, and worshipping them with great love, she reached

wisdom—did she not?39

The words she said through a vision exceeding the five senses, and sur-

passing in greatness [anything] on earth, were sweet, and flowed from

her graceful open mouth! Her conduct was strait and virtuous, as hap-

pens among people with perfect words, her moral conduct was excellent,

and showed the truth of the scriptures.40

Like themoon among the stars bestowing coolness, she shone among the

women with rare excellence, and not only this—free from any imperfec-

tion generating sin, she obtained the vision of the Heaven of our Father

with the assembly of the celestials, and she became like a light for the

teachers of the scriptures (vētiyar).41

These verses refer to María de Jesus de Ágreda (1602–1665), Ākirta in Tamil,

the Spanish mystic and author of the Mystica ciudad de Dios, a book on the

life of Mary on which the plot of the Tēmpāvaṇi is closely modeled. Beschi

often relied on Ágreda’s version of the story of the holy family, which advo-

cates for Mary’s immaculate conception and is rich in details, miracles, and

divine interventions, rather than on the simpler narration of the gospels.42

In its amplification of the life of the Blessed Virgin, the Mystica ciudad also

offered a rich narrative on the otherwise evanescent figure of Joseph.43 Beschi

further believed Ágreda’s book to be the result of a divinely inspired vision, as

39 Tēmpāvaṇi, pāyiram, 7: aṭaviyāl vaṉappil vāyntav ākirtav eṉum nakarkkuṭ | puṭaviyāl uva-

mai nītta pukaḻ varatt’ uyarnta kaṉṉi | naṭaviy ār tavattil ōṅki nātaṉaiy īṉṟā ṭāḷait | taṭaviy

ārv’ uyarap pōṟṟit takavu aṭaintu iruntāḷ aṉṟō.

40 Tēmpāvaṇi, pāyiram, 8: poṟaiy uḻi ciṟappil vāynta pulaṉ ṟavir kāṭci taṉṉāl | aṟai moḻiy iṉi-

mai kāṉṟav aruḷ aviḻ vāyiṉāḷē | niṟai moḻi māntar pūtta nīrmaiyōṭ’ oḻukal ceytu | maṟai moḻi

vāymai kāṭṭu māṇp’uṭaiy aṟattiṉāḷē.

41 Tēmpāvaṇi, pāyiram, 9: cīt’ aruḷ uṭukkaḷ ūṭu tiṅkaḷaip pōlak kaṉṉi | mātaruḷ ariya māṇpāl

vayaṅkiṉāḷ aṉṟit taṉṉiṟ | kōt’ aruḷ kuṟaiyaṟṟ’ umparkuḻuviṉukk’ entaiyaṇṭam |mīt’ aruḷ kāṭci

pūttu vētiyarkk’ oḷiyē pōṉṟāḷ.

42 Beschi follows Ágreda even with regard to the exact moment of the immaculate concep-

tion, as noted in Rajamanickam, The PoemTempavani, 72–73.

43 An anthology and rearrengement of the material on Joseph in the Mystica ciudad is pro-

vided by Augusto Alpanseque Frías, San José en la «Mística Ciudad de Dios» de Sor María

de Jesús de Ágreda: Ordenamiento biográfico (Madrid: Hermanos Augusto yMaría del Car-

men Alpanseque Frías, 1978).
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clear from the verses, and as the nun herself always claimed even when her

person and books became the object of inquisitorial investigations.44 Notice

how he describes Ágreda as possessing good moral conduct and words, a pair-

ing which is also key to his project of expressing Christianity in good literary

Tamil.

In general, Jesuit missionaries in the eighteenth century were fond of

Ágreda’s work, her book offering them a retelling of the gospels steeped in the

world of Baroque Catholic devotion. Moreover, the figure of Ágreda was rele-

vant tomissions on account of hermost famousmiracle, namely her appearing

in front of missionaries and their indigenous converts on the Mexican frontier

without ever leaving her convent in Spain.45 The possibility of bilocation and

relocation of devotion represented by this miracle is a founding feature of the

missionary project, and of the literary recasting of the history of salvation in

the Tēmpāvaṇi. In connection with this possibility, the choice of words at the

end of stanza 9 is particularly telling. Here, Beschi compares Ágreda to a lamp

for the vētiyar, a key-word we analyzed in Chapter Two. In Beschi’s view, all

the teachers of the divine revelation were vētiyar, including missionaries and

their catechists, but in the Vētiyaroḻukkam he particularly associated the word

with the job of the catechist. The mention of vētiyar in this introduction thus

plunges us into the context of the Madurai mission, and the catechists who

read these verses certainly understood vētiyar as a reference to their own daily

work.

44 On the figure of María de Ágreda, her political role during the kingdom of Felipe iv,

and her literary works, see the work of Ana Morte Acín, who also sketches the his-

tory of the wide circulation of the Mystica ciudad in Europe and America: Misticismo y

conspiración. Sor María de Ágreda en el reinado de Felipe iv (Zaragoza: Institución Fer-

nando el Católico, 2010), 422–423. On the inquisitorial investigation on Ágreda’s work,

see Joaquín Pérez Villanueva, ‘Algo más sobre la Inquisición y Sor María de Ágreda: la

prodigiosa evangelización americana’, Hispania sacra 37, 76 (1985): 585–618; Clark Cola-

han, ‘María de Jesús Ágreda: la novia del Santo Oficio’, in Mujeres en la Inquisición: la

persecución del Santo Oficio y el Nuevo Mundo, ed. Mary E. Giles (Barcelona: Ediciones

Martínez Roca, 2000): 191–209. However, there is substantial documentation on Ágreda

and herMystica ciudad in the Archives of the Roman Inquisition, still waiting to be stud-

ied in detail. See for instance acdf, s.o., St. St., O 3-b, 3-c and 3-d. On female mystics in

seventeenth-century Spain, and their writings, see Isabelle Poutrin, Le voile et la plume.

Autobiographie et sainteté féminine dans l’Espagne moderne (Madrid: Casa de Velázquez,

1995).

45 Further information on Ágreda and the “new world” via the analysis of a geographical

treatise she wrote is found in Clarck Colahan, The Visions of Sor María de Agreda:Writing

Knowledge and Power (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1994).
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We will return to the strategies by which Beschi relocated the story of the

holy family in the new Tamil context. For now, reading along the introduction,

Beschi describes the love of the Virgin Mary for her homonymous daughter

María de Ágreda:

To show the greatness of that tender vine, she gave her her own sweet

name, to show howmuch she loved her, she bestowed upon her number-

less boons. She wears the shining sun on her body, her foot tramples on

the white moon, and her head is surrounded by [a crown of] stars—she

is the divine mother!46

Herewe find, right at the beginning of the poem, an image of Mary as Aṭaikkala

mātā orMother of Refuge. She wears a sundress, a crown of twelve stars, and is

standingon the crescentmoon.The sameelements are recurrent in the songs of

theTirukkāvalūr kalampakam, “Themixed-bag of Tirukkāvalūr,” a poemBeschi

dedicated entirely to Aṭaikkala mātā at Ēlākkuṟicci.47 Listen for instance to the

following stanza:

You are a vine where flowers blossom, you are adorned with bright sun

rays as golden leaves (taḻaiyā), you are a peacock wearing as feathers

(taḻaiyā) the shining stars on your head, and you have sprouts (taḻaiyā)

as lotus-feet oozing honey on the cool moon—you queen, and mother!

Tirukkāvalūr is great because of the splendor of your three shining orna-

ments.48

46 Tēmpāvaṇi, pāyiram, 10: iḷaṅkoṭimāṭci kāṭṭav iṉiya taṉṉāman tantu | vaḷaṅkoṭunaṭpukāṭṭa

varaivila varaṅkaḷ īntāḷ | viḷaṅk’oḷiyuṭuttamēṉi veṇmatimitittapātam |uḷaṅkuṭu cūṭṭuñceṉ-

ṉiy uṭaiyavaḷ paramatāyē.

47 Among the shorter poems, two are, like the kalampakam, in honor of Aṭaikkala mātā:

Aṭaikkalamālai, and the Aṭaikkalanāyaki mēl veṇkalippāvum karuṇāmparap patikam. For

information on the editions of these texts, see the Bibliography. Especially the connection

between the Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam and the place is so strong that the poem is today

painted on thewalls of the church compound at Ēlākkuṟicci. A third, short poem in honor

of Mary asmater dolorosa is the Aṉṉai aḻuṅkal antāti, recently published asMotherMary’s

Song of Affliction by Constantine Joseph Beschi S.J. Edited and translated in English with an

Introduction byAnandAmaladass S.J. andAntony S.V. (Chennai andTiruchirappalli: Tamil

Literature Society, 2018).

48 Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam, 31: pōt’aviḻ pūṅkoṭiyāy ceṅkatir pūṇṭāḷ poṟ ṟaḻaiyā | mīt’aviḻ mīṉ

ṟaḻaiyākkoṇṭāṇmaññaiyāyveṇmatiyait | tāt’aviḻ tāmarait tāṭ ṭaḻaiyāvuṟṟā ṭāyaracāḷ | cītaviḻ

muttaḻai nīḻaliṟ kāvalūr cīrttatuvē.
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This taḻai verse, typical of the kalampakam genre, relies on the conventional

background story of the hero gifting a leaf-dress (taḻai) to the heroine via her

friend.49 Here Beschi builds a verse that relies upon the polysemy of the word

taḻai, but also reinterprets this convention usually based on akam themes—

more on this type of move later. In the first line, taḻaimeans “leaf,” in the second

“peacock feather,” and in the third line “sprout.” Each line is also built around a

different metaphor. First, the young virgin Mary is compared to a tender vine,

and her sundress to the golden foliage on that vine. Second, she is compared to

a peacock with a crown of feathers, in turn compared to the crown of stars sur-

rounding her head. Finally, Beschi describes her lotus-feet that rest upon the

moon in comparison with a tender sprout. Notice that the coexistence of the

moon and an open lotus at her feet is miraculous, since in Tamil poetry (and

in reality, too!) lotuses close up at night, and so the appearance of the moon is

antithetic to lotuses in bloom.50

This iconography of Aṭaikkalamātā is inspired by theMystica ciudad, where

Ágreda portrays Mary as the divine woman in the Apocalypse of Saint John.51

49 Beschi in tv, sutra 258 lists the following elements as part of kalampakam: 1. a song on

the hero’s prowess, puyam; 2. the girl’s game-song, ammāṉai; 3. a swing song, ūcal; 4.

a hunter song, maṟam; 5. a siddha song, cittu; 6. a song on time, kālam; 7. a song on a

singing/dancing girl,mataṅka (see Beschi,Clavis, 111); 8. a song on a bee-messenger, vaṇṭu;

9. a messenger song, tūtu; 10. a song onmagic and illusion, campiratam; 11. a song on one-

sided love, kaikkiḷai; 12. a song on penance, tavam; 13. a song with word-play, maṭakku;

14. a song about the wind, kāṟṟu; 15. a bard’s song, pāṇaṉ; 16. a song of the fortune-teller,

kuṟam; 17. a song on the leaf-dress, taḻai; 18. a song on waiting, iraṅkal; 19. a song on the

cold, kuḷir. Compare the slightly different list in David Shulman, “Notes on Tillaikalam-

pakam,” in South-Indian Horizons. Felicitation Volume for François Gros on the Occasion of

his 70th Birthday, eds Jean-Luc Chevillard and EvaWilden (Pondicherry: ifp/efeo, 2014),

160.

50 Beschi himself stresses this point in the first stanza of the playful ammāṉai that follows

the verse just read. See Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam, 32: cīrtta tiru kāvaṉalūrt tēvaṇaṅku tāṭ

kamala | nīrtta tirut tiṅkaṇ mē ṉiṉraṉa kāṇ ammānai | nīrtta tirut tiṅkaṇ mē ṉiṉraṉav eṉṟ’

ām ākil | ārtta tiru vaṇṭ’ uvappav āṅk’alarāv ammāṉai | pōrtta tiruc cōtiy iṉp’appōt’alarum

ammāṉai || “The lotus feet of the divine woman of famed Tirukkāvalūr,—they stay on the

moon beautiful with good qualities, look, ammāṉai!—If you say they stay on the moon

beautiful with good qualities,—then they don’t blossom for the bright and beautiful bees

to rejoyce, ammāṉai?!—Because of the sun she has covered herself with, the sweet buds

blossom, ammāṉai!”.

51 See chapters 8–10 of the Mystica ciudad, in María de Jesús Ágreda, Mystica ciudad de

Dios, milagro de su omnipotencia, y abismo de la Gracia, historia divina y vida de la Vir-

gen Madre de Dios, Reyna y Señora Nuestra Maria Santissima, restauradora de la culpa de

Eva, y medianera de la Gracia, manifestada en estos ultimos siglos por la misma Señora à

su esclava Sor Maria de Jesus (Amberes: Cornelio y la viuda de Henrico Verdussen, 1722),

31–53.
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The twelfth chapter of the Apocalypse (12, 1) begins with the description of

a woman “clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her

head a crown of twelve stars.” It continues by narrating how this woman gave

birth to a child, and fought with a dragon with the help of angels. Art histo-

rian Patrizia Granziera has argued that Beschi used this apocalyptic image of

Mary in his poetry, but sponsored instead the worship of a clean, immacu-

late virgin at Ēlākkuṟicci.52 I agree with Granziera on this point, but the old-

est statue of Mary at Ēlākkuṟicci has nevertheless a lot in common with the

woman of the Apocalypse. She is wearing the sun and a crown of stars, and

standing on the crescent moon (Figure 12). True, she does not seem to be

trampling on a dragon or a serpent, and instead she is peacefully resting on a

pedestal decorated with lotus flowers. Yet under the thick layers of pastel color

that characterize contemporary Church aesthetics in Tamil Nadu, we can still

see serpents (nāgas) in the niches of the eighteenth-century altar where the

statue is located (Figure 13).53 In otherwords, devotees could and can recognize

this statue as representing the goddess sung in the Tēmpāvaṇi and the kalam-

pakam.54

After introducing Aṭaikkala mātā, the Tēmpāvaṇi turns to her special rela-

tionship with María de Ágreda, who wrote down in her book whatever was

dictated to her directly by the Virgin. Beschi then explains how his own work

52 See Patrizia Granziera, “Christianity and Tamil Culture: Father Joseph Beschi and the

Image of the Virgin Mary,” Toronto Journal of Theology 27, 2 (2011): 249–266, esp. 253ff.

53 On a systematic appropriation of nāgas in the rich iconography of Goan churches, see,

Ines Županov, “The Pulpit Trap: Possession and Personhood in Colonial Go,”res: Anthro-

pology and Esthetics 65–66 (2015): 298–315.

54 The kalampakam includes a verse that mentions explicitly her crushing a snake. See

Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam, 8: puyaṅkav uruvāl viṉai nañc’ umiḻntu puḻuṅkiya pēy | uyaṅka

mitittut tavattāl veṉṟāy eṉav oṇmatiya | mayaṅk’ār pakaiyiṉukk’ añci vant’ uṉ tava vākaiyiṟ

ṟāṉ | muyaṅkav aṭaikkalaṅ koṇṭat’ ōr kāvalūr mūt’ uyirē || “In the form of a snake, the devil

was boiling with anger, and spitting the poison of karma—you crushed him, so that he

would suffer, and conquered him through your penance. The bright moon, afraid of those

enemies endowedwith thepower to bewilder, came to theplacewhere your penancewon,

and took refuge there while embracing you, O unique ancient life in Tirukkāvalūr!” This

verse refers to two stories at once. On the one hand, Mary killing the devil in the form

of a snake is a Catholic topos inspired by various biblical passages, especially the chap-

ter of the Apocalypse we just read. On the other hand, the enmity between moon and

snakes originated, according to Hindumythology, with the episode of the serpent-demon

Rahudrinking the gods’ ambrosia. So, in his literary productionBeschi imaginedAṭaikkala

mātā, the goddess of Ēlākkuṟicci, also as the woman of the Apocalypse. This goes against

Granziera’s claim (“Christanity and Tamil Culture,” 253) that in this text Beschi portrays

the peaceful version of Mary, in contrast with the militant version in Tēmpāvaṇi viii, 7–

21.
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figure 12 Statue of Aṭaikkala mātā in the church at Ēlākkuṟicci

photo by the author
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figure 13 Detail of a niche with a nāgamotif in the same altar

photo by the author
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is positioned vis-à-vis that relationship: “Eager to make the effort, I too will

write down the things shewrote.”55 In other words, theTēmpāvaṇi is conceived

as a retelling, or rather, the amplification in Tamil of Ágreda’s work, in turn

inspired by divine revelation.56 Finally, after having thankedGod, excused him-

self in front of the assembly of fellow poets, and introduced the twoMaryswho

guided his literary enterprise, Beschi returns to his hero:

He is exalted in the heart, filled with rare greatness due to abundant

penance according to the great sacred books; he protects the [Lord who

is the] protector of the earth; he is the one with a fragrant beautiful

vine—in order to tell his story, I strung together the fresh blossoms of

that vine in unfading clusters [or: a bouquet of sweet songs] in Āriya-

ṉūr.57

We see here the main iconography of Joseph throughout the poem, as a man

carrying a flowering stick, which according to the Legenda Aurea blossomed

with white lilies when he was chosen as Mary’s husband. Beschi also offers

in this verse the only reference to a possible place of composition or perfor-

mance of his poem, a city called Āriyaṉūr. This name has been associated

from the early nineteenth century with Kōṇāṉkuppam, andmodern commen-

tators have been influenced by the strong local tradition connecting this village

with the Tēmpāvaṇi.58 However, no proof exists in support of this claim. I am

55 Tēmpāvaṇi, pāyiram, 12: varuntiya nacaiyā ṉāṉum varaintavai varaintu kāṭṭa […].

56 Conveniently, Ágreda’s book told the story of Jesus and theholy family in a version thatwas

translatablewithout challenging the ecclesiastical prohibition of translating the Bible. On

the prohibition of Bible translation into vernacular language in the Counter-Reformation,

see Gigliola Fragnito, La Bibbia al rogo. La censura ecclesiastica e i volgarizzamenti della

scrittura (1471–1605) (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1997).

57 Tēmpāvaṇi, pāyiram, 13: cīriyamaṟai nūṟpūṇṭa ceḻun tavatt’ ariyamāṭci | nēriyavuḷattil ōṅki

nēmi kāttavaṉaik kāttu | vēriy aṅ koṭiyōṉ kātai viḷampav akkoṭi viḷ paim pū | āriyaṉūriṟ ṟēm-

pāvaṇiy eṉappiṇittal ceyvām. This verse plays, like a fewothers in the poem, on the double

entendre implicit in the title of the Tēmpāvaṇi, which can be read both as an unfading

bouquet (tēmpā aṇi) or a cluster of sweet songs (tēm pā aṇi).

58 The oldest attestation of this tradition is again Muttucāmi, Vīramāmuṉivarcarittiram, 6:

kōṇāṅkuppam eṉṟa āriyaṉūr. Yet Muttucāmi also claims that the donation recorded in

the Ēlākkuṟicci inscription was from Raṅkappa maḻavarāyar who ruled over Āriyāṉur

(Vīramāmuṉivarcarittiram, 7). This is a misreading, though, as I show in Chapter Three,

and the inscription has Ariyalūr instead (which is coherent with the title of the ruler,

maḻavar). Besides, at the time of Beschi Kōṇāṉkuppam was under the jurisdiction of

the pāḷayakkārar of Perūr, Muttuccāmikkaccirāya, who himself was subordinate to the

king of Ariyalūr (under whose direct rule was Ēlākkuṟicci). The latter in turn paid tribute
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inclined to interpret Āriyaṉūr either as a generic noun for a city of noble men,

āriyaṉ, or as an alternative spelling of Ariyalūr, where resided the small king

who donated the land of Tirukkāvalūr to the mission some years after Beschi

completed his poem.59

3 Angelic Time and the Relocation of Devotion

Not unlike Italian Renaissance paintings portraying biblical scenes in themore

familiar hills of Latium, the first cantos of the Tēmpāvaṇi describe the coun-

try of Palestine and the city of Jerusalem as yet another region and city of

literary Tamiḻakam. This is the result of Beschi’s following the Tamil rules of

poetics and genre. The descriptions of natural and urban landscapes oper-

ate in Tamil within a rigid set of possibilities, and peruṅkāppiyammust begin

with descriptions of land and city. So, in the beginning of the Tēmpāvaṇi, the

clouds pour rainwater that, flowing through the country of Palestine, traverses

all the traditional Tamil landscapes: mountains (kuriñci), forests (mullai), the

country (marutam), and finally the seashore (neytal). Elsewhere, Beschi also

portrays the wilderness of pālai, especially in connection with the journey of

the holy family through the Sinai desert to reach Egypt. Even though the land-

scape in this first canto is stereotypically Tamil, and invariably benevolent—in

the country of Palestine, people live in peace and harmony with animals and

plants, and have no enemies—Beschi also describes local nature with an eye

for detail and species, as we would expect from a lexicographer who was keen

to import flower seeds from Europe:60

to the pāḷayakkārar of Uṭaiyārpāḷayam (Vīramāmuṉivarcarittiram, 6). My hunch is that

Kōṇāṉkuppamwas an important devotional center for Pondicherry Catholics (the village

is very close to the French colony) in the nineteenth century, and this reflects in Mut-

tucāmi’s account; yet it is undeniable that Beschi spent time there, and had a connection

with the place.

59 Themainproblemwith theĀriyaṉūr-Ariyalūr identification is that theTēmpāvaṇi spelling

begins with long ā, but Beschi might have purposively elongated the ā to fulfill the metri-

cal demands.

60 Beschi wrote Latin and Portuguese dictionaries of Tamil, and a Tamil-Tamil one, the Cat-

urakarāti; see Gregory James, Colporuḷ. A History of Tamil Dictionaries (Chennai: Cre-A,

2000), 105–114. For editions of the Caturakarāti, see the Bibliography; a book-length study

of this work is Cū. Iṉṉāci, Caturakarāti ārāycci (Maturai: Patipput tuṟai, maturai kāma-

rācar kalaik kaḻakam, 1976).
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Palmyra trees, tall areca-palm trees with their long leaves, iron-wood,

mango, makiḻ, jackfruit, and cuḷḷi trees, jujube, sandalwood and saffron

plants—should not we mention that they grow [there] in many gar-

dens?61

This verse lists different botanical species, from palm trees to precious scented

plants, usually associated with different landscapes and emotional conditions

in Tamil. Beschi mixes them here to indicate the material and spiritual wealth

of Palestine, but more generally, in the Tēmpāvaṇi natural descriptions eschew

Tamil traditional systems of correspondences betweennature and other orders

of meaning, codified in the theories of akam and puṟam. Mountains and forests

are not associated with love encounters, nor countryside with marriage, and

so on. Nature is entirely reoriented towards devotion to the Christian God, it

expresses the love of the created world towards its creator, and moves accord-

ing to God’s will.

Especially in the first two cantos of the poem, the nāṭṭuppaṭalam (“canto on

the country”) and the nakarappaṭalam (“canto on the city”), Beschi achieves

this vision of nature as participating in God’s providential plan with the help

of two literary techniques. First, the many metaphors in the Tēmpāvaṇi are

often construed with more or less recognizable Christian tropes as standards

of comparison. This is a well-known strategy in Tamil, already popularized by

Śaiva poets when they recast traditional akam genres such as the kōvai in a

devotional mode.62 In some cases, these metaphors refer directly to Catholic

images, like the Virgo lactans compared to the earth in verse 9, but more often

they introduce generic virtuous models in line with Christian ethics, often

resonating with the Tirukkuṟaḷ. Another recurrent technique is the use of a

figure (aṇi or alaṅkāram) known as taṟkuṟippēṟṟavaṇi, literally “the ascrip-

tion of the function of an object [unto another],” corresponding to the San-

skrit utprekṣā or “flight of fancy.”63 In Tamil, the name is also the definition

of this figure that usually revolves around avoiding the natural explanation

of a certain phenomenon, like dawn, by attributing it to the intention of oth-

erwise inanimate elements, such as the moon or the stars.64 The following

61 Tēmpāvaṇi i, 37: ōlaikaḷ kiṭanta nīṇ kamukoṭum paṉai | pālaikaḷ mā makiḷ palavu cuḷḷikaḷ |

kōlaikaḷ cantaṉaṅ kuṅkumam pala | cōlaikaḷ kiṭantaṉa tokuppa vaṇṇamō.

62 See Cutler, Songs of Experience, esp. 86–91.

63 Compare the discussion of the mental operation implied by Sanskrit utprekṣā in David

Shulman, More than Real: A History of the Imagination in South India (Cambridge: Har-

vard University Press, 2012), 53–62.

64 Beschi in the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam (sutra 346) uses the word ūkāñcitam instead of taṉ kuṟippu

eṟṟa aṇi, even though his inspiration remains Taṇṭiyalaṅkāram, sutra 12.
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verse is a nice example of taṟkuripeṟṟavaṇi, taken from the description of

Jerusalem in the nakarappaṭalam:

“Such a beautiful, golden, elevated city does not belong to this world, but

rather to the divine world abounding in wealth! It will clearly take up res-

idence there!” As if thinking so, and placing silver fetters to detain it in

this world lapped by the ocean, the water lilies grow in the long ditch sur-

rounding the walls that reach up to the sky.65

The first two lines of the stanza imagine the thoughts of the water-lilies

(kuvaḷai) growing in the moat surrounding the walls of Jerusalem. The flow-

ers, afraid that the city might leave this world for Heaven, where it belongs,

surround it like silver chains in order to keep it from disappearing. This is a

taṟkuṟippēṟṟam-explanation for the abundance of white flowers that, together

with the shining water of the moat, look like silver fetters surrounding the

city in a circle. The verse might be a reference to the Augustinian idea of a

heavenly Jerusalem, but certainly shows nature as involved in glorifying its cre-

ator.

Both techniques I justmentioned, Christian-basedmetaphors and the taṟku-

ṟippēṟṟavaṇi, are also used in the following verse describing, once again, the

walls of Jerusalem:

kōt’ akaṉṟ’ aḷikkuvār aruttik koḷkai pōṟ

ṟīt’ akaṉṟ’ arun tiru nukarac ceṉmiṉ eṉṟ’

ēt’ akaṉṟ’ aṇikkulatt’ ilaṅku māṭaṅkaḷ

mīt’ akaṉṟ’ acai koṭi viḷippa māṉumē.66

Similar to the type of attachment of those who give without interrup-

tion, as if saying “Proceed, and experience the great riches hiding no evil!”

on top of the mansions that shine with gems without any impurities, the

large waving banners seem to invite [people] in.

65 Tēmpāvaṇi ii, 8: pūvulak’ iyalp’ aṉṟ’ am poṟ poli maṇi nakaram poṉṉ ār | tēvulak’ urit’ eṉṟ’

aṅkaṭ ṭeḷintu pukkiṭum eṉṟ’ āḻi | tāv’ ulak’ irutta veḷḷit tā ṭaḷaiy iṭṭatē pōṟ | kōv ulav’ iñci cūḻnta

kuvaḷai nīḷ akaḻit tōṟṟam.

66 Tēmpāvaṇi ii, 19. As it emerged in conversation with N. Govindarajan (whom I thank

for his insights), the verb ceṉmiṉ is problematic, because cel means “to go” (and not “to

come”) so technically the banners are not calling people inside the city. They are proba-

bly gesturing people to go somewhere, maybe telling them to follow the direction of their

movement.
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The first line of this verse compares the banners on top of the wall to people

who are without attachments, since they are generous to the point of giving all

the time. Besides referring to the Christian quality of charity, this line points to

anumber of verses in theTirukkūṟaḷ that emphasize the importanceof giving.67

What is striking here, though, is the second half of the verse, which contains

again a taṟkuṟippēṟṟavaṇi. The banners waving on the walls seem to invite visi-

tors to proceed and enjoy the happiness and wealth of the city, which hides no

evil. This image is particularly powerful because it builds upon a very famous

passage in theCilappatikāram, where thebannerswavingon thewalls of Madu-

rai seem to warn Kaṇṇaki and Kōvalaṉ about the sorrows and tragedy that will

befall them if they enter the city, as if trying to stop them from entering.68 Our

verse inverts the image, thus adding a third layer of complexity to Beschi’s lit-

erary strategy. It shows how the creation—including indirect, human creation,

like cities andhouses—participates in theplanof the creator, and is benevolent

towards Christians, through the use of figures such similitude and taṟkuṟippēṟ-

ṟavaṇi. It simultaneously showshow this reconfigurednature is connectedwith

a new type of Tamil poetry, which builds upon but also transcends the works

of classical Tamil authors.

These passages show that Beschi knewandunderstoodTamil poetical codes,

the language of tiṇai as well as that of alaṅkāram, and used both to blend

Christianity into the local natural landscape as it was represented in literature.

In a way, while the Ñāṉamuyaṟci we analyzed in Chapter Two attempted to

reconfigure the eyes of the catechists so that they would see the working of

the Christian God in the nature surrounding them, the Tēmpāvaṇi presents in

front of those same eyes a Christianized nature in action. But how to under-

stand the connection between the mission, that is the physical movement of

Christianity into the Tamil land, and the literary reconfiguration of nature in

theTēmpāvaṇi? How to think of imported flower seeds andTamil verses as part

of a coherent project? Embeddedwithin Beschi’s poetical corpus, the history of

the miracle of the journey of the Santa Casa to Loreto offers a powerful model

for this physical and cultural translatio.69

67 See especially decades xxii and xxiii, which Beschi also translated into Tamil (Pope, The

Sacred Kurral, 230–231).

68 See Iḷaṅkōvaṭikaḷ, Āciriyar iḷaṅkōvaṭikaḷ iyaṟṟiyaruḷiya cilappatikāram (Ceṉṉai: Tirunelvē-

lit teṉṉintiya caivacittāntanūṟpatippukkaḻakam, 1969),maturaik kāṇṭam, puṟañcēri iṟutta

kātai, 189–190: pōr uḻant’ eṭutta ār eyil neṭuṅ koṭi | vāral eṉpaṉa pōl maṟittuk kai kāṭṭa. “The

tall banners on the beautiful walls that ward off war flapped as if raising a hand to stop

them, as if saying ‘Don’t come.’ ”

69 On the relationship between theories of translation and translatio studii et imperii in

the middle ages, see Natalia Petrovskaia, “Translatio and Translation: The Duality of the
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The Santa Casa in Loreto is allegedly the Nazareth house where Mary was

born, grewup, and livedwith Joseph and Jesus. According to Catholic tradition,

the angels saved the house from destruction during Muslim rule in Palestine

by carrying it first to the Rijeka, in today’s Croatia, and then to its final des-

tination on the hilltop town of Loreto in Italy’s Marche region. Indeed, from

the sixteenth century onwards a small brick house possibly from Palestine was

enshrined in a monumental Baroque church in Loreto, and the town became

an important center for pilgrimage. The place was so dear to Beschi that the

translatio of the Santa Casa is among the events Jesus reveals to Joseph in

the Tēmpāvaṇi, while prophesying about the future glory of the country of

Italy:

I wield the only one cakra, and the whole world is the temple where I

am enthroned. How will I show the nature of that country, whose riches

exceed those of the incomparable ocean surrounding the earth? Cross-

ing the waters, I will make our home go there, andmake it a refuge in this

world—there, in the country of Italy, I willmake this house shine brighter

than the disc of the sun!70

“After those who raise flags with the crescent moon became rulers here,

everyone suffers greatly. They oppose the path of theVeda, andwill surely

destroy this house!” Thinking so, the angels will take it, and traveling with

the speed of their wings, they will cross the cool ocean. Then, in the good

country of Italy, they will place it on top of a mountain to shine as a lamp

given by God, like the sun.71

Concept from the Middle Ages to the Early Modern Period,”Doshisha Studies in English

99 (2018): 115–136; for the early modern relationship between England and America as

shaped by these categories, Kristina Bross, Future History: Global Fantasies in Seventeenth-

Century American and British Writings (New York and London: Oxford University Press,

2017), esp. 28–32. The case I study is related but different; I try to show how translatio in

the case of Loreto and themission did not imply unidirectional movement, but rather the

simultaneous coexistence of the Church in many particular locations.

70 Tēmpāvaṇi xxxii, 25: ōr āḻiy uruṭṭiya nāṉ vīṟṟirukkuṅ kōyil eṉakk’ ulakil ākip | pār āḻiy oṉṟ’

iṇaiyāp paṭar celva nāṭṭ’ iyal yāṉ pakarvat’ eṉṉa | nīr āḻi kaṭant’ aṅkaṇṇ im maṉai ceṉṟ’

aṭaikkalamē nilattiṟ ceyt’ āṅk’ | ōr āḻiy iraviyiṉ ivv ill ilaṅkac ceyum ittāliya nāṭ’ aṉṟō.

71 Tēmpāvaṇixxxii, 26:piṟai tantakoṭiyuyarttōrpiṉp’iṅkaṇṇāṇṭ’ evarumperit’ aḻuṅka |maṟai

tanta neṟi nītt’ im maṉaikk’ aḻiv’ ām eṉṟ’ itaṉai vāṉōr ēntic | ciṟai tanta vicaiyoṭu pōy teṇ

kaṭalaik kaṭant’ ittāliya naṉ ṉāṭṭil | iṟai tanta viḷakkāka malai neṟṟiy iraviyaip pōl ilaṅkav

uyppār.
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These verses describe the risks the Santa Casa will face in Palestine under

Muslim rule, its journey to Italy, andhowafter reaching Loreto itwould become

a refuge for everyone in this world.72 The word employed for refuge is

aṭaikkalam, which by now we have learnt to identify as a key-term in the Tēm-

pāvaṇi. Indeed, Beschi conceived of Tirukkāvalūr, and of Mary as present there,

as the foremost place of aṭaikkalam in the Tamil country. This shared func-

tion is the first clue as to the analogy between Beschi’s small church on the

banks of the Kaveri and the holy house in Loreto, a connection reaffirmed in

the Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam. Listen to the following verse, which elaborates

upon themaṟam theme and reports the speech of a hunter who is offended by

the inappropriate marriage request to a woman of his tribe:

nāṇi pūṭṭiya cāpam ēntiya vīra veṅkara vēṭaṉār

nāṇav uḷ cuṭu tīya col ko(ṇ)ṭu nammaiy eḷḷiṉar āraṭā

cēṇi pūṭṭiya kompar ēntiya tēṟal ūṭṭiya kāvalūrc

cīriṉāḷ oru tēva māṉ oru cīyamē karuvuṟṟakāṟ

pāṇi pūṭṭiyav eṅka ṭārmalai paṟṟiy eṅ kuṭil eytiṉāḷ

pātam ūṉṟiyav āy iṟāmarai pūtta kāṭ’ eṉav āy aṭā

tūṇi pūṭṭiyav ampu pōl avaḷ pukka ciṟṟil alarnta pūt

tūya tēṉ ukav iṉṉum vāṭilai cūḻntu vāḻttiṭa vaṇṭarō.73

Who are those who ridicule us with wicked words that burn, and shame

our hearts—us, hunters with heroic fiery hands, carrying bows with fas-

tened bow-strings? The beautiful one in Tirukkāvalūr, where honey trick-

les from branches reaching up to the sky, that unique divine deer, when

the only lion [Jesus] was in her womb, took shelter on our hill in bloom

and filled with honey, and reached our hut. Then, you know, the house

where she set her feet became like a grove blossoming with lotuses! Even

now, the flowers that blossomed in the little house she entered, like an

arrow in its quiver, drip honey, and do not whither, and the angels sur-

round the place singing her praise.

72 This is one among the few scatteredmentions of Islam in the Catholic texts of this period;

yet these two religious communities were contiguous in the Tamil land at this time, and

missionaries even observed how Tamil people would not convert easily to Islam, in order

to understand what strategy to deploy (see especially Louis Noël de Bourzes to Michelan-

gelo Tamburini, Litteræ Annuæ Missionis Madurensis anni 1713 (Madurai mission, 25 July

1714), arsi, Goa 54, ff. 516r–541v).

73 Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam, 15.
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This little poem is quite complex, and refers at the same time to the nativity

and to the Santa Casa now in Loreto. First, the poem talks about Mary taking

refuge in a grotto (kuṭil) on the hunters’ hill while pregnant, and this is certainly

a reference to the birth of Jesus in a hut. The second part of the poemmentions

first a house (il), and then a small house (ciṟṟil) that the commentators iden-

tify with the house of the holy family in Nazareth. The description of angels

surrounding the place is a strong clue in favor of this interpretation, since the

common iconography of the Madonna of Loreto portrays her standing on the

top of her house, surrounded by angels. What is new and unexpected about

this verse is the location of the Santa Casa on the Tamil hills populated bymaṟ-

avar hunters. This brings tomind the recent study by Karin Vélez, which shows

how after the first relocation from Palestine to Italy via Croatia, the Santa Casa

continued its journey.Thanks to Jesuitmissionaries, replicas of the Loreto sanc-

tuarywere erected in the territories of their north, central, and southAmerican

missions.74

In the case of South India, we have an example of literary relocation that

might have corresponded to a material one, if, as it seems, Beschi conceived

of the church at Tirukkāvalūr as another Loreto. The Santa Casa thus offers a

model for thinking about our initial question regarding the connection

between the physical movement of the mission into the Tamil land, and the

literary reconfiguration of nature in the Tēmpāvaṇi. First, the Santa Casa is

present in multiple places at once—in Palestine, where the fourth wall of

Mary’s house is still standing; in Italy; and in the “new world.” Yet while trav-

eling from one place to the other, the house is also translated into new archi-

tectural codes, from a middle-eastern brick house to a white marble Baroque

church, from an American wooden chapel to a humble hut on a Tamil hill.

More poignantly, the physical journey of the Santa Casa shows how the house

of Mary went from being a fragment of the gospel narrative, which prefigures

and yet is different from the history of themission, to becoming an actual actor

in that history. In other words, the Loreto story relies upon but also explodes

the Christian hermeneutical mechanism of figuration—which is crucial in the

Tēmpāvaṇi—byeliminating the spatial and temporal distancebetween the two

elements of that mechanism. The house of Mary in Nazareth is not just a pre-

figuration of the place of protection that churches dedicated to her will be in

the future. It is really present in Loreto, as well as in the many Loreto replicas

74 See the useful maps in Karin Vélez, The Miraculous Flying House of Loreto: Spreading

Catholicism in the Early Modern World (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2019), 4–

6.
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around the world.75 Analogously, descriptions of landscape in the Tēmpāvaṇi

are not simply a form of accommodation to local norms of literary represen-

tation (granted, they are also that) but rather the description of a Christian

natural and spiritual world really present in themountains, rivers, and fields of

the Tamil country.

This simultaneous presence of the Santa Casa in multiple places is possi-

ble because its journey occurs in the infinite, instantaneous time of the angels.

The angelic transportation allows a plurality of Loretos to exist at the same

time, because the angels are not within time. This logic, which at first glance

may appear alien to us, is an integral part of Beschi’s world. In the Tēmpā-

vaṇi, the reoriented Tamil nature we have explored is populated by Christian

forces that defy the logic of human time and human space. When moving

from the descriptive to the narrative level, we encounter characters previously

almost unknown inTamil, like angels and saints, often engaged in a cosmic fight

against demons.76 The fight is already won by God, as the story of his human

incarnation in the Tēmpāvaṇi itself repeatedly demonstrates, but nevertheless

real. Instrumental to this victory at the same time within and outside the time

of history are the angels, ubiquitous figures in the poem, who guide Joseph’s

every step from his childhood until his death. In the fourth canto, for instance,

the young Joseph is heading towards a mountain covered with forest, wishing

to renounce theworld and to live there as an ascetic. On his way, he encounters

an angel disguised as an old hermit, who convinces him with wise words that

remaining virtuous while living in the world has more merits than renouncing

the world altogether:

“The jasmine, which blossoms when the clouds are dark, is exceptionally

fragrant. When a ship fears the blowing of strong winds, will it accumu-

late any wealth? Will the desired victory be achieved by retreating and

not engaging in battle? Aren’t you a young man looking for beautiful wis-

dom?” asked the elderly man.77

75 Throughout this passage I use the category of “presence” in a strongway, to indicate a God

that is really present in the Tamil land, inspired by the recent, groundbreaking work by

Robert Orsi, History and Presence (Cambridge MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard Univer-

sity Press, 2016).

76 Some of these supernatural beings—especially angels—had of course already become

part of theTamil literary landscape thanks toMuslim authors. Thewords used by Catholic

poets to identify angels, such as vāṉōr, vāṉavar, cammaṉacukaḷ, would offer a good entry

point to study the connection betweenChristian and earlier translation strategies byMus-

lim authors.

77 Tēmpāvaṇi iv, 30: kār mukatt’ alaru mullai kaṭi mukatt’ imaikkum vaṇkāl | ūr mukatt’ añcu
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After a long conversation along these lines, the old man disappears. Joseph

understands that he was an angel sent by God to guide him, turns back, and

continues his life that will lead him to marry the young Mary. This is just one

example of the multiple ways in which angels take an active part in the history

of salvation retold in the Tēmpāvaṇi. Elsewhere in the poem, Gabriel delivers

God’s messages, while other angels worship, help, advice, or simply accom-

pany the holy family throughout their journey. Innumerable verses in the poem

are hymns of praise sung by the angels in honor of Joseph, Mary, or Jesus, like

the three verses that opened this chapter. Another, perhaps more peculiar role

that angels fulfill in the Tēmpāvaṇi is that of storytellers. It is thanks to angels,

and their explanations during the travels and ordeals faced by the holy family,

that we learn about old-testament stories, and other episodes unrelated to the

main plot. In this role as well, they create a short-circuit between biblical time,

the story of the gospels, and the Madurai mission. In short, it is impossible to

overemphasize the importance of angels in the poem, and in the articulation

of a Catholic cosmology in the Tamil country.78

4 Tamil Demons and ChristianWonder

Angels have yet another function in the poem, that of protecting men and

women from the attacks of the demons (pēy). This ability of the angels plays an

important role within popular Catholic devotion in South India, which is mir-

rored in literature. The Italian Jesuit Giacomo Tommaso de’ Rossi, for instance,

devoted awhole book of Tamil sermons toTuesday devotions to the angels, and

sometime in the nineteenth century the façade of the church he erected in the

village of Carukaṇi was covered with a bas-relief depicting archangel Michael

and his army of angels defeating the demons.79 Around the same period, the

ritual chariot (tēr) of Āvūr was covered in carvings represented the same fight

between angels and demons, aswe observed in ChapterOne. Similarly, popular

Catholic performances from the eighteenth century onwards, most famously

nāvāy uṭait tiruk koṇaruṅ kollō | pōrmukatt’ etirā nīṅkiṟ puṇarumō viḻainta veṟṟi | ērmukatt’

uṇarviṟ ṟērntav iḷavalōy eṉṟāṉ mūttōṉ.

78 Angels are important in Catholic devotion more generally (remember how Beschi wrote

a poem on the custodian angel). Baroque treatises on the angels have been collected in

Carlo Ossola, ed., Gli angeli custodi. Storia e figure dell’ «amico vero» (Torino: Giulio Ein-

audi Editore, 2008).

79 A good (and the only available) analysis of Giacomo Tommaso de’ Rossi’s works is Cāmi-

muttu, Ciṉṉa cavēriyār.
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Easter plays (paskā nāṭakam) and plays of the sepulcher (kallaṟai nāṭakam),

almost invariably beginwith longdialogues and skirmishes betweenangels and

demons.80

In these staged confrontations, demons are often the most intriguing char-

acters, probably because, unlike the universal and benign forces of the angels,

they are intimately connected with the imperfect human world they con-

tributed to creating. In the Tēmpāvaṇi, this is mostly the Hindu world of eigh-

teenth-century South India. How does the text establish this connection? First

of all, and maybe somewhat banally, demons in the poem are always called

either pēy, picācu, or sometimes more esoterically kuṇuṅku. These are the

names of the ghosts that populate Kāli’s retinue, most famously portrayed in

the Kaliṅkattupparaṇi. More poignantly for us, these are also the names used

to identify the supernatural forces responsible for possession in Tamil villages,

as studied by anthropologist Isabelle Nabokov.81 Indeed, demons retain in the

Tēmpāvaṇi the tendency to possess vulnerable women, as we will see shortly.

Yet this is only one among the many tricks at the disposal of Beschi’s pēys, a

word referring to Tamil ghosts as well as to the fallen angels of the Catholic

tradition. In this second role, they are actually the cause for the spread of all

those wrong beliefs that Beschi and his confrères would have identified as

“Indian paganism,” including popular village beliefs and practices, and more

élite expression of Hinduism. In other words, demons are not identified with

the Hindu gods, but they create the illusion of the existence of those gods, and

can act as ones if need be.

We read about demons especially in the cantos describing the flight of the

holy family into Egypt, and the time they spent there in the city of Heliopolis.

This episode takes up very little space in the gospels and in Ágreda’s Mystica

ciudad, but grows disproportionally in Beschi’s version of the story.82 Joseph

80 On the tradition of Catholic nāṭakam, see the PhD dissertation by Em. Es. Kānti Mēri,

“Tamiḻakattil, kiṟistava nāṭaka araṅkukaḷil pāskā nāṭakaṅkaḷ—Christian theatres inTamil-

naduwith special reference to Passion plays” (PhD diss., Putuvai palkalaik kaḻakam, 1992);

on the kallaṟai nāṭakam performed at Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi, see Ā. Civacuppiramaṉiyaṉ,

Kallaṟai vacakappā (kūttunāṭakam) (Pāḷaiyaṅkōṭṭai: Nāṭṭār vaḻakkāṟṟiyal āyvu maiyam,

tūya cavēriyār (taṉṉāṭcik) kallūri, 2007). While visiting the village of Eṭappāṭi in August

2017, a ten-years old boy proudly showedme his “pēy dance,” which he had performed dur-

ing theprevious year’s Easter drama, in theopen-air stage adjacent the eighteenth-century

village church; onEṭappāṭi and its theater, seeA. Jekkap, “Puṉita celvanāyaki aṉṉai ālayam

paṅku varalāṟu,”Mariyiṉ aṉpumariyiṉ makattuvaṅkaḷ 2, 3 (2014): 9–12.

81 Isabelle Nabokov, Religion Against the Self: An Ethnography of Tamil Rituals (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 2000); see the discussion later in the chapter.

82 The text of theMystica ciudad (without counting the notes to the text) takes up just above

one thousand pages in the 1722 edition I have consulted, of which only about 30 are dedi-
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sets out for Egypt with his family in the fourteenth canto, and returns only

in the thirtieth canto. This means that seventeen out of the thirty-six cantos

of the Tēmpāvaṇi are set either on the way to Egypt, or in Egypt. This liter-

ary device offers Beschi the occasion to introduce a number of biblical and

non-biblical digressions. It is among these cantos, for instance, that we find

the retelling of Tasso’s episode of Roland in enchanted forest, first identified

by Vinson.83 Above all, the flight into Egypt allows Beschi to stage the con-

sequences of the arrival of Jesus and the holy family in a non-Christian land.

The barebones narrative structure follows Ágreda’s version of the story, includ-

ing the long journey, the ruin of local pagan temples when Jesus steps into

Egypt, the council of the demons who want to understand why they have been

dethroned, and the subsequent battle between the armies of Hell and the holy

family.84

Yet Beschi adds a number of details, such as descriptions of the meeting

between the demons and their king (pēykkaracaṉ), partially inspired by the

council of the demons in Tasso’sGerusalemme Liberata.85 Beschi’s demon king

is as fearsome as Tasso’s Pluton, his mouth spewing forth flesh and fire, his eyes

shot through with blood, although this shared image is complemented in the

Tēmpāvaṇi by a number of local elements. Beschi’s king of demons has Śiva’s

dreadlocks and Ganapati’s elephant trunk, his fangs are like crescent moons,

his beard is as messy and intricate as coconut fibers, and he brandishes a tri-

dent with the power to shake the eight directions (xxiii, 6–8). This pastiche

of a king presides over an assembly of frightened, nasty and competitive pēys

whoarequick to lose their tempers, and fight among themselveswith grotesque

results.

Beschi’s work is unique in imagining such skirmishes and lengthy argu-

ments. His pēys fight fiercely to decide who among them was the most suc-

cessful in deceiving people in the past, and they shout and jump at each other

until their king asks each of them to enumerate their evil deeds. The winner of

this demonic context is predictably Cattaṉācu (likely the transliteration of Ital-

cated to the flight intoEgypt.The sameepisode takesup tenverses in the secondchapter of

Matthew’s gospel (Matthew 2:13–23). The importance of this episode in the various histor-

ical reconfiguration of Christian sacred geography, especially during the middle ages, has

been shown by Lucette Valensi, La fuite en Egypte. Histoires d’Orient et d’Occident (Paris:

Seuil, 2002).

83 Vinson, “Le Tasse dans la poésie tamoule.”

84 Ágreda,Mystica ciudad, vol. 2, 204–236.

85 Torquato Tasso, La Gerusalemme Liberata di Torqvato Tasso. Con le Figure di Bernardo

castello; e le Annotationi di Scipio gentili, e di Giulio gvastavini (In Genova, 1590),

35–37.
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ian satanasso), the demon responsible for the creation of the corrupted gods

of India. By describing Cattaṉācu’s deeds, Beschi embeds in the Tēmpāvaṇi a

virulent attack against Hindu gods andmyths, in verses that are hard to read—

they offend something that many people held dear and true in the eighteenth

century, as much as they do today—but are important to understanding the

polemical aims and the readership Beschi envisioned for his work.86 This is

Cattaṉācu speaking:

I gave you a country streaked by rivers filled with gold, and surrounded by

mountainswhere parade dark clouds filledwith thewater from the ocean

holding precious stones. There, through deceits that create sin, I spread a

darkness that killed wisdom, Imade it a country full of vices, and brought

worship to you.87

Those who try counting the gods that arose there, they are bewildered!

Thosewhobehave like the gods theyworship, they become sinners! Those

who tell the story of those debauched gods, they are ashamed! Those who

behave like the gods of such stories, they get themselves killed!88

Crying in dismay because of the death of one’s wife, adorned with the

lovely moon; getting beaten, and running away from the wife; carrying

one’s wife on the head; smearing on one’s forehead, like an ornament, the

blood fromher vagina—this is one game, I told them, showing the nature

of the god who wears such ornaments.89

86 Too often editors and translators of early modern Jesuit texts have removed this type of

passages. See an explicit instance in AnandAmaladass and Richard FoxYoung,The Indian

Christiad: A Concise Anthology of Didactic and Devotional Literature in Early Church San-

skrit (Anand, Gujarat: Gujarat Sahitya Prakash, 1995), 105: “While translating this work,

some sections […] are omitted. The reason is simply that these sections are of a polemical

nature, befitting the time in which they were written with their underlying conquering

attitude to other religions. They do not interest us at the moment.”

87 Tēmpāvaṇi xxiii, 56: kāc’ ulāṅ kaṭali ṉīruṅ kār ulām varaiyuñ cūḻntu | tēc’ ulāñ cintu kīṟun

tēyamēy eṉakkut tantāy | āc’ ulāṅ kuṭilatt’ aṅkaṇṇ aṟiv’ aṟav iruḷaiy uyttu | māc’ ulān tēyam

ākki vaṇakkamēy uṉakkuk koṇṭēṉ.

88 Tēmpāvaṇi xxiii, 57: ēṟṟiya tēvar eṇṇill eṇṇuvar kalaṅku vārum | pōṟṟiya tēvar oppap

purikuvar pukar koḷvārum | āṟṟiya tēvar kātai aṟaikuvar veḷku vāruñ | cāṟṟiya tēvar pūṇṭa

takav’ uḷōr tamaik kolvārum.

89 Tēmpāvaṇi xxiii, 58: puṉainilāv aṇiy illāḷaip pōkkalāl araṟṟi māḻkal | maṉaiviyāl aṭi paṭṭ’

ōṭal maṉaiviyait talaiyiṟ ṟāṅkal | aṉaiyaḷ kālpiṉiṟṟuc cennīr aṇiy eṉa nutaliṟ pūcal | iṉaiy

elām pūcit tēvarkk’ iyalum ōr viḷaiyāṭṭ’ eṉṟēṉ.
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Coveting women who are common possession; lusting for the wives of

others, and entering [their] flowers, naturally dripping with sweet honey,

thus appeasing the heat from Kama’s arrows; giving the back, shame-

fully hiding, in fear of his bow arched like a crescent moon—these are

the sports of the gods, I told them, establishing them as lawful scrip-

ture.90

The description of Cattāṉacu’s evil deeds continues, insisting on the gro-

tesquely sexual nature of Hindu gods, and on the bad model they offer to peo-

ple, who nevertheless worship them, carrying them around in jubilant, noisy

processions (viḻā) (xxxiii, 63). The other way in which the stories concerning

these false gods spread, tells Cattāṉacu, is by being painted on the high walls of

local temples:

When women with long eyes hiding the tips of swords look at the sto-

ries of the gods on the temples that hide the face of the sky, after hiding

their faces because of shame, shame removed, due to the confusion gen-

erated by their adorned faces, I made them fully worship the protagonists

of those stories.91

Beyond the aggressivenature, this set of verses is important for anumberof rea-

sons. First, and most strikingly, it shows the obsession with sexuality and sex-

ualized bodies that permeated such a large part of the early modern Catholic

mission.92 Among the most common tropes in the letters and treatises by mis-

sionaries who had to negotiate their place in tropical India were the constant

worries about the lust and concupiscence which they saw embodied in Hindu

myths, art, and literature, and which were quick to captivate the minds and

souls of their converts. These were paired with concerns for the body and its

fluids, which are also evident in the textual production surrounding the Mal-

abar Rites controversy and the local customs that convert Christians could

90 Tēmpāvaṇi xxiii, 59: potu muṟai makaḷir nāṭal puṟa maṉai viḻaital taṇṇa | matumuṟai

malaruṭ pukkumatucakaṉ kaṇai vepp’ āṟṟal | vitumuṟai kuṉi viṟk’añci veṉṟarav oḷittu nāṇal

| itu muṟai maṟaiyi ṉāṭṭiy iṟaiyavarkk’ ilīlai eṉṟēṉ.

91 Tēmpāvaṇi xxiii, 64: cēṇ mukam putaitta kōyiṟ ṟīṭṭiya tēvar kātai | vāṇmukam putaitta nīṇ

kaṇ maṭantaiyar kaṇṭa kālai | nāṇ mukam putaitta piṉṟai nāṇam aṟṟ’ ataic ceytōrai | pūṇ

mukam putaitta maiyaṟ polivoṭu vaṇaṅkac ceytēṉ.

92 A broad overview on the history of the early modern Church and sexuality is Merry

Wiesner-Hanks, Christianity and Sexuality in the Early Modern World: Regulating Desire,

Reforming Practice (New York: Routledge, 2000), esp. 178–212.
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keep.93 Missionaries never tired of examining the different substances used to

draw tilakam on the forehead, for example. Their efforts were mostly geared

towards justifying the purity of dried cow-dung, a substance they allowed their

own converts to use, but some texts produced in this context went as far as

describing red tilakam with reference to menstrual blood.94 This is uncannily

reminiscent of Beschi’s description of the godwith a lover standing on his head

in verse 58, a distorted version of Śiva’s iconography.95 In Hindu lore, this lover

is none other than the sacred river Ganga, but in this verse, she becomes a

woman whose menstrual blood (kāl piṉiṟṟi cennīr, literally “the red water from

the womb”) runs down his forehead.

This set of verses also offers a representation of Śiva that, notwithstanding

the many distortions, reflects the early modern developments in Śaiva sectar-

ian affiliation as they have been recently mapped by Elaine Fisher and oth-

ers. Besides Śiva being recognizable as the god in stanza 58, who wept for the

death of his wife Sati and holds a lover on his head, the poem refers to his

tiruviḷaiyāṭal or sports, a key-term connected with the narrative of the sixty-

four sports of Śiva that had become canonical by the seventeenth century

thanks to Parañcoti’s Tiruviḷaiyāṭal purāṇam. Fisher discusses the Tiruviḷai-

yāṭal purāṇam as representing the crystallization of a widespread narrative

that exceeded the boundaries of the textual domain, and unrolled from lan-

guages into paintings and performances, to became one of the first recogniz-

able examples of public religion in South India. Beschi’s work testifies to the

public dimension of this narrative cycle, especially in the final two stanzas

of Cattāṉacu’s speech. In stanza 63, Cattāṉacu mentions how false gods are

brought around in jubilant procession, a reference to public festivals like the

93 Indeed, for Jesuits in Southern India “the connection between blood, fertility, and sanc-

tity was quite threatening, precisely because the equation was correct from their point of

view, except that fertility, ideally, led to abundance in the celestial, not in the terrestrial,

world” (Županov, Missionary Tropics, 180). The relationship between holiness and bodily

fluids, especially blood and semen, in South India was first thematized in Shulman, Tamil

Temple Myths.

94 See for instance the first treatise published by Brandolini after his arrival in Rome to take

up the cause of the Malabar Rites (Giustificazione del praticato, 165 ff.) that discusses the

substance of the ashes.

95 In fact, the topos was associated by Catholic missionaries to different Hindu deities.

Paolo Aranha told me in a personal communication (09/15/2021) that some Franciscans,

opponents of the Jesuits in the Malabar Rites controversy and with a limited experi-

ence of India, testified to the Roman Inquisition, at the same time in which Beschi was

active in India, that the red tilakas worn by Vaiṣṇava devotees referred to the menstrual

blood that allegedly flew on Viṣṇu’s forehead, as he was carrying his wife on his shoul-

ders.
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famous cittirai festival in Madurai. In stanza 64, translated above, he boasts

that such stories (katai) are painted on temple walls, thus persuading even

shy women to adore the false gods. Indeed, by the late seventeenth century

representations of the games of Śiva had appeared in various temples in the

Tamil country, including Chidambaram.96 It is interesting that the target of

mural paintings was, according to Beschi, women. This might be a reversal of

the Catholic idea that images were books for the simple-minded and the igno-

rant, useful for explaining them the history of salvation. It might also reflect a

sociological reality, and women might have been the ones to enjoy the paint-

ings outside the temples, probably because they could not enter as often as

men.97

Finally, butmost importantly for our discussion, the fact that Beschi decided

to represent the tricks of pēys and picācu as being at the origin of more or less

identifiable Śaiva myths and practices tells us quite a bit about his intended

public. First of all, these verses imply that the readers of the poemswould have

a certain knowledge of Śaivism. After all, for a verse about menstrual blood

flowing down fromŚiva’s head to be effective—to generate repulsion, as well as

a sarcastic smile at the idiocy of thosewhomight believe such amonstrum to be

a god—the readerhad to compareBeschi’s versionwith theoriginal image.This

is another clue in the direction that the missionaries’ main competitors on the

ground were mostly non-Brahmanical Śaiva teachers. As we will see in Chap-

ter Six, the few eighteenth-century vēḷāḷa converts and catechists about whom

we have some information converted from Śaivism. On the one hand, the fact

that the verses are so bitterly hostile implies that readers would share the same

opinion as Beschi, and would agree in condemning Śaiva beliefs and stories.

As we saw in the introduction, unlike the work of Nobili, who one century ear-

96 Fisher, Hindu Pluralism, 248 (n. 105).

97 Paintings are important for Beschi,who spends quite some timewriting about them.Com-

pare the verse we just read on the bad effects of paintings with this other one on the

paintings in Jerusalem: Tēmpāvaṇi ii, 44: tuṉṉarum eḻil ceyy iṉp’uṇum viḻikkuñ curuti nūl

iṉitiṉiṟ kāṭṭap | poṉṉ arum iḻaiyā ṉirainirai cuvariṟ puṭaitt’ eḻap palavuru kiḷampav | uṉṉ’

arum vaṉappiṟ kiḷar oḷi vāyntav uyir peṟa cittiran tīṭṭi | piṉṉ aruṅ kaviṉ kaṇṭ’ ayarv’ uṟiy

uraiyum imaippum illāyiṉam ātō. “To show the sweetness of Vedic books to the eyes, that

feed on the love creating beauty hard to approximate,many sculptures, carvedwith crafts-

manship out of gold, appear hanging on the walls in rows. While paintings are drawn,

as if they were alive with intense brilliance, because of their beauty that appeals to the

thought. Seeing such a sweet beauty, caught by bewilderment, one cannot talk, nor blink.”

See also the canto on a mansion of paintings (Tēmpāvaṇi xx) and compare the impor-

tance of painting in configuring early modern South Indian imagination (Shulman,More

than Real, esp. 24–50).
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lier was speaking to a community-to-be with the meager support of a hand-

ful of individual converts, and thus averted open polemics, the Tēmpāvaṇiwas

meant to be the social glue of an existing social and religious community. At

the same time, virulent polemics were a feature of South India’s multireligious

life in the early modern period and well into the colonial period.98 Intellectu-

als and poets from different religious communities read and responded to the

carefully crafted attacks of their competitors, and it is likely not by chance that

Beschi’s work was at the center of one such controversy between Catholics and

Śaivas at the turn of the eighteenth century.

Leaving these polemical stanzas aside for now, let us follow the pēys after

they stop fighting among themselves, and decide to emerge from Hell to wage

war against the holy family. This will be a pointless effort, since devils cannot

harm Jesus and his holy parents. However, before ending the canto on their

defeat, Beschi devotes dozens of verses to describing the fire, smoke, andnoises

of the demonic armies erupting fromHell, and theway the demons showoff by

attacking each other in bloody duels. The following two stanzas are but a small

sample from this long virtuoso section:

puḻuvāyvaḻi kaṇvaḻi kaivaḻiyum puṉalotta verittira ḷūṟṟuṟanīṇ

maḻuvāyvaḻi vēlvaḻi vilvaḻiyummaliyakkipu kaippama tattavuvāk

keḻuvāyvaḻi pāypari vāyvaḻiyuṅ kiḻipaṭṭaka ṉattiṭi yotteritī

vuḻuvāyvaḻi maṇvaḻi vāṉvaḻiyum veruvuṟṟaḻa laccamar kāṭṭiṉavē.

puḻu vāy vaḻi, kaṇ vaḻi, kai vaḻiyum puṉal otta erittiraḷ ūṟṟu uṟa; nīṇ

maḻu vāy vaḻi, vēl vaḻi, vilvaḻiyummali akki pukaippa; matatta uvā

keḻu vāy vaḻi, pāy pari vāy vaḻiyum kiḻipaṭṭa kaṉattu iṭiyottu eritī,

viḻu vāy vaḻi, maṇ vaḻi vāṉ vaḻiyum veru uṟṟu aḻala; camar kāṭṭiṉavē.99

From their worm-filled mouth, their eyes, and their hands flames of fire

flow, like a river. The heavy fire from their bows, spears, and the tips of

their long axes creates smoke, and the mouths of rutting elephants and

leaping horses glow like lightening breaking through that thick cloud. As

they fall down, they burn and scare both the earth and the sky, and wage

war.

98 A classical study on the subject is Kenneth W. Jones (ed.) Religious Controversy in British

India: Dialogues in South Asian Languages (Albany: State University of New York Press,

1992).

99 Tēmpāvaṇi xxiv, 25.
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mēkaṅkaḷ melintaṟa vēkumeṉā mēkantuṟu kiṉṟiṭi vēkumeṉā

mākaṅkaḷa ṭaṅkilum vēkumeṉā vāṉiṉṟiri veñcuṭar vēkumeṉā

nākaṅkaḷo ṭumpuṉal vēkumeṉā nālvampalo ṭuṅkaṭal vēkumeṉā

vēkaṅkaḷu ṇarntuḷam vēkumeṉā vēkaṅkoṭu venticai yōrporuvār.

mēkaṅkaḷ melintu aṟa vēkum eṉā, mēkam tuṟukiṉṟu iṭi vēkum eṉā,

mākaṅkaḷ aṭaṅkilum vēkum eṉā, vāṉiṉ tiri veñcuṭar vēkum eṉā,

nākaṅkaḷoṭum puṉal vēkum eṉā, nāl vampaloṭum kaṭal vēkum eṉā,

vēkaṅkaḷ uṇarntu uḷam vēkum eṉā, vēkam koṭu venticaiyōr poruvār.100

As the clouds burn to fade anddisappear, as the thundering that resonates

in the clouds burns, as the entire sky burns, as the sun that crosses the sky

itself burns, as the streams and the hills burn, as the ocean that expands

in the four directions burns, as the mind also burns by conceiving of that

heat, the people of the burning direction fight furiously.

In this couplet depicting the armies of pēys appearing at the horizon, the long

lines of the āciriyaviruttam offer Beschi the opportunity to playwith sound and

rhythm, employingdifferent types of ornaments knownas vaṇṇam.101 In stanza

25, for instance, besides the initial rhyme, we see the two letters vaḻi repeated

at the end of the first and second foot in line 1, 2, and 4, as well as in the mid-

dle of the third foot, an effect called iyaipu. In verse 26, the final repetition of

the same metreme vēkumeṉā in third and sixth position, with the sole excep-

tion of the final line, creates both assonance and a very specific cadence. Many

verses in this passage display similar vaṇṇam ornamentations that help create

the soundscape of the battlefield, and contribute to representing the armies of

the devils as a wondrous, if monstrous, appearance.

This takes us back to the issue of themeraviglioso, and to Tasso’s definition

of the epic poem as creating wonder. The definition of the Christian realm of

wonder was hotly debated in late-Renaissance and Baroque Europe. Could it

include the gods of Greek and Roman mythology? What about devils, ghosts,

fairies, and other supernatural beings? Tasso was adamant in saying that epic

100 Tēmpāvaṇi xxiv, 26.

101 The importance of mastering vaṇṇam for Beschi is clear from his boasting, in the gram-

mar of literary Tamil, that he used more cantam variations (rhythms depending on vaṇ-

ṇam) than Kampaṉ (Beschi, Grammatica Latino-Tamulica, ubi de elegantiori …, 84; Idem,

AGrammar of the High Dialect, 94–95); moreover, the final paratext (an āciriyam verse) of

the Tēmpāvaṇi lists the number of vaṇṇam in the poem (90) together with the number

of verses (pā) and cantos (paṭalam), thus showing how this was considered an defining

feature of the poem by its early readers.
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should offer a plausible (verosimile) representation of the world, which meant

for him a representation of the world as animated by Christian forces. Beschi

adheres to this vision, and in theTēmpāvaṇi avoids any Latin or Indianmythol-

ogy. He uses instead all the elements of the Christian meraviglioso at his dis-

posal, including angels and saints, thewondrous results of asceticism and faith,

miracles, but also devils and their tricks, visions and false dreams, and the illu-

sions of the human mind. Whenever the text takes up this enhanced formal

and imaginative mode, it is usually paired with an intensified use of figures of

sound and meaning, and effectively triggers attraction or repulsion, praise or

blame, thus generating via emotional responses the didactic effect that Beschi

set out to achieve with his poem.

5 Staged Conversions

Turning our attentionback to Joseph,Mary, and Jesus, the relationshipbetween

their history and the history of the mission is at the core of the cantos devoted

to the flight of the family into Egypt. As already mentioned, this episode

is short in Ágreda’s account, but takes up several cantos in the Tēmpāvaṇi,

and offers Beschi the occasion to describe the holy family living in a pagan

country. After settling in the city of Heliopolis, young Jesus asks his father

Joseph to evangelize the people of Egypt in order to save them from the tricks

of those devils who attacked them when they entered the country (xxvii,

9–18). This leads to the three long cantos to which we now turn (xxvii–

xix), which stage the conversations between Joseph and the people of Egypt,

and address in the meantime some of the most pressing issues facing mis-

sionaries and their catechists in South India. However, these dialogues are

not merely instrumental acts of ventriloquism of Beschi’s present in South

India.102 We should take seriously the fact that the Tēmpāvaṇi is a retelling of

a sacred history, the history par excellence for every Christian, and that Beschi

thought his poem to spring from a divinely inspired vision of that history that

Mary gave to María de Ágreda and, indirectly, to him. The best way to explain

the relationship between Beschi’s present and that history, without banaliz-

ing any of the two dimensions, is through the exegetical strategy of figura-

tion.103

102 On Jesuit ethnographic modes of writing and ventriloquism, see Ginzburg, “Alien Voices.”

103 I use the concept as it has been explained in Erich Auerbach, Time, History, and Lit-

erature: Selected Essays of Erich Auerbach (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014),
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According to Erich Auerbach, “figura is something real and historical which

announces something else that is also real and historical.”104 In this perspec-

tive, the Egyptian conversations and the experience of themission in theTamil

country are equally real, and most importantly for us, they talk about one

another. Since the Madurai mission was prefigured by the missionary activity

of Joseph in Egypt, discussing issues central to Tamil Catholicism offers Beschi

a way to understand, and talk about, the experience of Joseph. In turn, figu-

ration allows for the conversations between Joseph and the people of Egypt as

Beschi imagined them tobecome realistic representations of possiblemodes of

Christian interior life in the Tamil country, and of themoral predicament faced

by new converts in theMadurai mission. Significantly, Joseph’s interlocutors—

amendicant, Civācivaṉ; a soldier, Vāmaṉ; and an old woman, Curami—are all

from lower-class backgrounds, if we can at all apply this category to the early

modern Tamil region. Certainly, they are far removed from Nobili’s Brahman

interlocutors, and yet they are confrontedwith the existential dilemma implied

in the choice of embracing or rejecting Christianity. With a move that Auer-

bach has identified as typical of Christian realism, these chapters explore the

depth of the choice that Christianity forced these humble characters to make,

and they dwell in the possible tragic nature of the outcome. In a way, they are

a recasting of Tamil interior life, akam, in a Christian mode.105 Most conspicu-

ously, the inner life of the self in theTēmpāvaṇi is not anymore a life of love and

feelings, but rather of faith andchoice. Byoffering a vivid imageof suchanalter-

native interior landscape, these cantos acquire a meta-poetical tone that will

be particularly evident in the second conversation between Joseph andVāmaṉ;

but let us proceed in order.

5.1 The Temptations of Rebirth

In the first conversation with the people of Egypt, narrated in canto xxvii,

Joseph begins by explaining the importance of charity through the story of

Tobias, but after a point his main interlocutor becomes an ascetic whose name

and appearance remind us of the Tamil Śaiva practitioners of the earlymodern

period:106

65–113 (a recent edition of his famous 1938 essay Figura); and Id., Mimesis: The Repre-

sentation of Reality in Western Literature (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003),

73–76.

104 Auerbach, Time, History, and Literature, 79.

105 Auerbach,Mimesis, 50–76; and 521–524.

106 Tēmpāvaṇi xxvii, 80: kōlam iṭṭav aṅkak kuṭam ottu avaṇ | cūlam akk’ aṇi kokk’ aṇi tokk’ aṇi

| cāla mikka tavatt’ urut tāṅki naṟ | cīlam aṟṟa civācivaṉ ceppiṉāṉ.
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Then, similar to a pot with designs tomake it beautiful, wearing a trident,

bead necklaces, crane feathers, and swinging earrings, thus assuming the

appearance of a great ascetic, but without the good behavior, Civācivaṉ

spoke.107

Immediately after making his appearance, Civācivaṉ raises two difficult ques-

tions, which allow Beschi to confront two theological issues central to the

Malabar Rites controversy, and to the ethical and social life of the Madurai

mission. First, Civācivaṉ asks St. Joseph, do souls reincarnate? If they do not,

how is it possible to explain social hierarchy, and the fact that certain peo-

ple are poor and suffer, while others are wealthy and live a happy life? Joseph

replies to the question of rebirth with the arsenal of theoretical weapons the

mission had been developing in India and elsewhere for more than a cen-

tury.108He states that souls are tied to a bodyonly once, and afterwards undergo

individual and final judgment. So eternal Heaven and Hell are the punish-

ment and reward of the souls, not rebirth. The second question by Civācivaṉ

is trickier. How can one justify injustice and social differences without rebirth?

Here, the poem aligns with the Jesuit answer to this question at the time.

Social hierarchy was considered part of God’s creation plan, not dissimilar

from the natural order, and did not imply any value judgment on the crea-

tures:

Have all moving beings one nature, all the trees the same fruit? On earth,

does the soil give everywhere the same crop? Do we all have the same

face? [Human] conditions are many, but faultless, glorious virtue is com-

mon to all castes. It is just one, without gradation, and should be per-

formed everywhere. The wise men know that exterior differences are

really nothing.109

107 This is another reference to theTirukkuṟaḷ-Cīvakacintāmaṇi tropewe analyzed in Chapter

Four.

108 On the issue of rebirth for Jesuit missionaries throughout Asia, see Francis X. Clooney,

“Jesuit Intellectual Practice in EarlyModernity: The Pan-AsianArgument against Rebirth,”

in The Jesuits and Globalization: Historical Legacies and Contemporary Challenges, eds

Thomas Banchoff and José Casanova (Washington: Georgetown University Press, 2016),

49–68.

109 Tēmpāvaṇi xxvii, 99: calatt’ ellām ōr nilaiyō tarukk’ ellām ōr kaṉiyō taraṇiy eṅkum | nilatt’

ellām ōr viḷaivō namakk’ ellām ōr mukamō nilaiyum pall āyk | kulatt’ ellām potu niṉṟu kuṉ-

ṟāc cīr aṟam oṉṟē kuṟai oṉṟ’ iṉṟi | pulatt’ ellām ākum eṉiṟ puṟa vikirtam oṉṟ’ eṇṇār pulamai

mikkōr.
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Most of these issues had already been discussed by Beschi’s predecessors

in the Madurai mission, especially Nobili, whose arguments and influence are

visible throughout this canto. For instance, Nobili often used an argument anal-

ogous to the one in the stanza we just read—that people might be socially

different, but everyone is nevertheless equal in front of God. He usually backed

it up with the proverb “when it comes to Heaven, a servant and the Toṇṭaimaṉ

king are equally good.”110 More generally, Nobili thought and wrote multiple

times about rebirth. Jesuit letters from the seventeenth century record his lively

discussions on this matter with Brahmans in Madurai, and he composed an

entire treatise in Tamil (and possibly Sanskrit too), the Puṉarjeṉma ākṣēpam,

in order to refute the theoretical tenets of rebirth.111 The influence of Nobili’s

texts on Beschi are clear in the following stanza, which offers a description of

the attributes of the true God:

He exists by his own power, he is without beginning, and without a form

pertaining to the senses, he is endowed of all enduring good qualities,

he pervades everywhere, he is the cause for the creation of everything at

once, without any external power; this is the nature of the true God wor-

shipped in all the worlds, beginning with the heavens shining in gold!112

Beschi offers here a Tamil poetical recasting of the characteristics of the true

God first identified by Nobili, whose preferred theological vocabulary was

however Sanskrit. Compare this with the list in Nobili’s Kaṭavuḷ nirṇayam,

a short text devoted to the systematic explanation of God’s attributes: self-

existent (svayaṁbhu); without beginning (anāti); without body (aśarīrī); nat-

urally possessed of all good qualities (samastaśubha-svarūpiyaḥ); all-pervasive

110 Ñāṉōpatēca kuṟippiṭam, 73: corkkavācalukkut tōṭṭiyum toṇṭaimāṉuñ cari eṉṟu collukiṟār-

kaḷē. appaṭiyē mōkṣattukkup paḷḷaṉuñ cari irācāvum cari. evaṉ taṉṉai uṇṭākkiṉa karttaṉai

aṟintu, avar vētattiṉ paṭiyē naṭantāṉō avaṉukkē karaiyēṟṟam oḻiya maṟṟppaṭiy alla.

111 On this text, seeGérardColas andU.Colas-Chauhan, “Unepensée enmorceaux.TwoWorks

from the Carnatic Mission: A Refutation of Metempsychosis in Sanskrit and a Collection

of Sermons inTelugu,” in Intercultural Encounter and the JesuitMission in SouthAsia (16th–

18th Century), eds Ines G. Županov and Anand Amaladass (Bangalore: Asian Trading Cor-

poration, 2014), 62–87; Iid. “An 18th Century ‘Refutation of Metempsychosis’ in Sanskrit,”

Religions 8, 9 (2017); and the translation and analysis in Anand Amaladass, Refutation of

Rebirth. Punarjanma ākṣepam by Robert de Nobili S.J.

112 Tēmpāvaṇi xxvii, 157: taṉ vayatt’ ātaṉ mutal ilaṉ ātal takum poṟiy uruv ilaṉ ātal | maṉ

vayatt’ ellā nalam uḷaṉ ātal vayiṉ ṟoṟum viyāpakaṉ ātal | piṉ vayatt’ iṉṟiy oruṅk’uṭaṉ aṉait-

tum piṟappitta kāraṇaṉ ātal | poṉ vayatt’ oḷir vāṉ mutal elāv ulakum pōṟṟu meyyiṟaimaiyi

ṉilaiyē.
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(sarvavyāpi); Lord of all (sarveśa).113 Beschi is clearly drawing upon the same

list, and throughout the chapter summarizes many of the theological and ethi-

cal concerns at the center of Nobili’sœuvre inTamil.However, Beschi translates

them from the technical and Sanskrit-inspired idiom preferred by his prede-

cessors into Tamil, and this choice is another indication of his intended read-

ership.114 Nobili aimed to be in conversation with Brahmans whose spoken

languagewasTamil, butwhose philosophical languagewas Sanskrit. Beschi, on

the other hand, wrote for people who had an extensive and articulated Tamil

vocabulary to discuss theological, philosophical, and poetological matters.

Beschi knewNobili’s œuvre well, then, and engagedwith it inmultiple ways.

He praised his predecessor in the introduction to the Vētaviḷakkam, and sug-

gested his catechists read Nobili’s Ñāṉōpatēcam: irupatteṭṭu piracaṅkaṅkaḷ. He

also included in his grammars and dictionaries explanations of the peculiar,

Sanskrit-inspired language used by Nobili, sometimes criticizing its lack of ele-

gance, but always recognizing its importance as an idiom of Christian theology

inTamil.115 The specter of Nobili that hunts this canto is coherentwith themost

important message conveyed by the conversation of Civācivaṉ and Joseph,

which regards the role of (Christian) selves in the social hierarchy in the Tamil

land. Like Nobili, and likemostmissionaries who practiced accommodation in

the early eighteenth century, Beschi believed India’s caste hierarchy (referred

to in verse 99 with the world kulam) to be a good example of the order of cre-

ation as willed by God.116 The next canto turns to another aspect of social life

(and hierarchy) in the Tamil land that Catholic converts struggled to negotiate,

namely the relationship between the sexes.

113 Kaṭavuḷ nirṇayam, 5. A translation is Anand Amaladass and Francis X. Clooney, Preaching

Wisdom to theWise: Three Treatises by Roberto de Nobili sj, Missionary and Scholar in 17th

Century India (St. Louis: The Institute of Jesuit Sources, 2000), 306–307.

114 The recasting of texts in prose into more properly literary/poetical Tamil was also a com-

mon process among Muslim intellectuals in the region, as shown by Torsten Tschacher,

“Rendering theWord of God,” paper presented at the Chicago Tamil Forum (University of

Chicago, 25 May 2019).

115 Compare the references collected in Rajamanickam, The First Oriental Scholar, 255–259.

116 Thenon-contradictionbetween caste and religious belonging, and the irrelevance of caste

for the salvation of a true devotee, is a Christian theme, as we saw in the previous chap-

ters; but it also had a long elaboration in Tamil. One important locus of reflection on such

issues in the Tamil Śaiva tradition is the story of Saint Nantaṉār, analyzed in detail in

Sascha Ebeling, “Another Tomorrow for Nantaṉār: The Continuation and Re-Invention of

a Medieval South-Indian Untouchable Saint,” in Geschichte und Geschichten. Historiogra-

phie und Hagiographie in der asiatischen Religionsgeschichte, Acta Universitatis Upsalien-

sis,Historia religionum30, ed. Peter Schalk et al. (Uppsala:UppsalaUniversity Press, 2010),

433–516.
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5.2 The Devil Is aWoman

The second canto (xviii) in the Egyptian trilogy focuses on the conversation

between Joseph and the soldier Vāmaṉ, and is probably the single most pop-

ular passage in the Tēmpāvaṇi. In the early nineteenth century, it circulated

independently in a prose-dialogue version, the Vāmaṉ carittiram, which was

printed alongside a short biography of Beschi ten years before the third book

of the Tēmpāvaṇi including the original canto first appeared in print.117 What

made this conversation so appealing to eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

audiences? The pretext for Joseph’s teachings in the canto is Vāmaṉ’s initial

complaint that he finds it almost impossible to resist the charms of women. To

this, Joseph replies with an invitation to discipline and control the senses. The

canto further retells the story of the birth of angels and demons, their nature

and rationale in the overall plan of God’s creation. It alsomakes explicit the fact

that Hindu gods are illusions created by the demons, and should be treated as

such.118 This cosmological picture is complemented by a vivid representation

of original sin, and of pains that await sinners in Hell, including the eternal

fire and heat that will consume them. These stanzas are strongly reminiscent

of themeditations onHell included in Bertoldi’s manual for spiritual exercises,

the Ñāṉamuyaṟci, which we analyzed in Chapter Two. The poem reiterates and

confirms the truth of thosemeditations. All these cosmological elements—the

origin and nature of angels and pēys, and the nature of Hell—are crucial build-

ing blocks of Tamil Catholic identity in this period, as we saw in the previous

sections, and must have contributed to the popularity of this chapter.

Equally captivatingmust have been the opening of the canto, addressing the

relationship between Christianity and sexuality—and indirectly, between lit-

erature and sexuality. As clear in his condemnation of akam poetry as dealing

just with carnal love in the Toṉṉūlviḷakkam, or in his description of Hindu gods

as sexually degenerated in canto xxiii, Beschi was invested in offering an eth-

ical and poetical model that would marginalize the theme of human sexuality.

The missionary preoccupation with sexuality was part of a larger trend within

the Church, and sometimes tied with issues of tropical climate and its moral

117 The Vāmaṉcarittiram was included, alongside the Tamil biography by Muttucāmi Piḷḷai’s,

in the pamphlet on Beschi edited in 1843 by Appāvuppiḷḷai, Vīramāmuṉivar aruḷicceyta,

23–28. The third book of the Tēmpāvaṇi, which includes the Vāmaṉ canto, was published

by the Mission Press only ten years later, in 1853.

118 Beschi uses some unusual words in the stanza (xviii, 75) where he claims that Hindu gods

are demons—namely, tāṉavar (a word for asura) and veṟi (a dictionary-word for demon).

These should be added to the long list of words for demons in the Tēmpāvaṇi, and raise

the question of whether all these words were absolute synonyms for Beschi, and could all

equally translate the Latin diabolus.
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associations. The attempts to control sexuality in this period is evident in the

role that rites connected with sexual maturity and marriage held in the Mal-

abar Rites controversy, and in the long lists of questions regarding marriages

between Christians and Hindus, or between Christians of different denomi-

nations, which missionaries sent to their superiors in Rome throughout the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It is also worth remembering that João

de Brito’s deathwas precipitated by the accusations of a princesswhohad been

abandoned by her husband because, after converting, he could retain only one

among his many wives. The gendered body and the relationship between the

sexes impinged upon family structures, and were crucial fields of contention

within the larger battlefield that was the body of the converts in the Madurai

mission.

This constellation of problems and preoccupations often crystallized in fear

and open hatred of women, at least of those women who did not adhere to the

virginal standards of Catholic sainthood. Nowhere in the Tēmpāvaṇi are these

feelings better expressed than in the opening stanzas of this canto, in Vāmaṉ’s

speech about the charms and temptation represented by women:

The hair of women, shining by nature and lusciously dark like rain clouds,

is sungas aplace for rest at night, on flowerpillowsperfumedwith incense

wood. But it is a forest where the enemies that shout in battle hide, take

and confuse the spirit, it is a black poison, it is the evil Lord of Death who

drinks lives!119

If they cast arrows from their eyes, through their bow-like eyebrows, to

wound the inner spirit, for many days one’s clear reasoning will be lost,

and the heart, afraid, will be utterly confused. Without coming out to

show the wounds inflicted by those eyes, who wouldn’t be intoxicated by

such a battle?120

Vāmaṉ continues by listing other characteristics that make women attractive

according to Tamil literary traditions, and are especially associated with cour-

tesans in this period, like their sweet voices and musical skills:

119 Tēmpāvaṇi xxviii, 27: iru mañc’ aṉṉav iruṇṭ’ oḷiṟum iyalp’ uṟṟ’ avir kūntal | maru viñc’ akiṟ

pūn tavic’ iruḷē vakai tuñc’ iṭam eṉpār | ceru viñcu oṉṉār karantu uyiraic cekukkuṅ kāṭ’ atuvē

| karu nañc’ atuvē uyir uṇṇuṅ kaṭuṅ kūṟṟ’ atutāṉē.

120 Tēmpāvaṇi xxviii, 28: puruva villāṟ kaṭkaṇaikaḷ puṇpaṭṭ’ uḷḷ uyiru | muruva viṭṭāṟ pala

nāḷum uṟṟav uṇarv’ aḻintu | veruva neñcam uṭ kalaṅki viḷaitta puṇ kāṭṭi | veruvat’ allāl icca-

mariṉ maruḷāt’evar uṇṭō.
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With hands like flower blossoms, they tune the yāḻ, and the sound of it

kills, doesn’t it? They bring about ruin, and they do so purposedly! But it’s

difficult for other people to understand it. Aren’t their songs, [sweet] like

a flow of milk, a tongue of fire? Aren’t they spears? An ocean of lust? As

women pour them into our two ears, they kill our spirit.121

Reading these verses, one understands why some thought that poet Cuppi-

ratīpa Kāvirāyar, when already old and blind, wrote most of the Tēmpāvaṇi

for Beschi.122 In the beginning of Cuppiratīpa’s most famous work, “A message

delivered by a dancer” (Viṟaliviṭutūtu), the Brahman protagonist addresses the

viraḻi, the woman-musician he tasks with delivering his message, with words

similar to those of Vamaṉ. She is the “queen of music that devastates the men-

tal concentration,” a living doll whose batting eyelashes as she sings “plunder

the hearts and minds of yogis.”123 Cuppiratīpa’s work portrays the highly eroti-

cized world of the courtesans, with their exceptional mastery of music, dance,

and other arts.124 Vāmaṉ is complaining that he cannot resist the charms of

such women, and this is not the first time this central figure of early mod-

ern Tamil literature takes the scene in the Tēmpāvaṇi. Earlier in the poem,

Beschi describes a courtesan attempting to seduce Joseph while he and Mary

are on their way from Nazareth to Bethlehem to register for the imperial cen-

sus:125

121 Tēmpāvaṇi xxviii, 32: pōt’aṅ kaiyār uḷariya paṇ puḻaṅkic cey kolaiyō | vētaṅ koṇṭār eṇṇuvar

maṟṟ’ eṇṇum pāṅk’aritē | kītam pālāy curant’ eṉa tīk kiḷaiyō vēlō nacc’ | ōtaṅ kollō iru ceviy

ūṭ’ ūṭṭiy uyir kolvār.

122 Cuppiratīpakkavirāyar, a poet at the court of the ruler of Nilakkottai (Nilakkōṭṭai) in

today’s Dindigul district, Nākama Kūḷappa Nāyakkaṉ, is remembered for two poems he

composed in honor of his patron: Kūḷappa nāyakkaṉ kātal and the Kūḷappa nāyakkaṉ

viṟaliviṭutūtu. The story goes that when Cuppiratīpa became old and blind, his patron

chased him away from the court, and he thus ended up working for Beschi. This version

of Beschi’s works actually having been written by Cuppiratīpakkavirāyar is most emphat-

ically put forward in Mu. Aruṇācalam, An Introduction, 276–279.

123 Translation from IndiraV. Peterson, “TheCourtesan’sArts in theTamilViṟaliviṭutūtuPoetic

Genre: Translations from Kūḷappanāyakkaṉ Viṟaliviṭutūtu,” in Tamiḻ tanta paricu. The Col-

lection of Articles in Honor of Alexander M. Dubyanskiy, Papers of the Institute of Oriental

and Classical Studies 63, eds O. Vecherina, N. Gordiychuk and T. Dubyanskaya (Moscow:

Russian State University for the Humanities, 2016), 7–8.

124 For an account of bhoga culture, and the role of courtesans in parodying asceticismduring

theNāyakaperiod, seeNarayanaRao, ShulmanandSubrahmanyam, Symbols of Substance,

esp. 57–82; on the importance of courtesans as social figures in the early modern period,

and in later centuries too, see Soneji, Unfinished Gestures.

125 The episode of the prostitute tempting Joseph is not in the gospels. Likely, Beschi elabo-

rated upon a passage in Ágreda (Mystica ciudad, vol. 2, 151) where Mary understood the
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Running on her face that carries poison, bright like stars adorned with

great beauty, swords that deliver cruel Death—her dark eyes seize, crash,

and drink lives aplenty.126

All these passages connect with the preoccupation regarding women and sex-

uality that I sketched above, and the courtesan is the exemplary figure of this

preoccupation in Jesuit letters too.127 Before Victorian moralists took up simi-

lar battles, courtesans already represented formissionaries everything that was

seductive, and everything that needed to be reformed about local cultural and

social norms.128 It is clearer nowwhy the canto ends with an elaborate descrip-

tion of original sin, and divine punishment. Original sin was the reason for the

weakness of human nature, and of the human body, constantly tempted by

lust. The description of the sufferings of Hell opposes to the sweet charms of

the courtesan an equally strong, albeit fearsome image.

But how does this passage tie with Beschi’s overall idea that carnal love

should not be the subject matter of poetry? First of all, conventional erotic

descriptions aremobilizedhere for blamingwomenand themenwho succumb

to them, thus fulfilling one of the rhetorical functions typical of epics, as we

saw in the previous chapter. Beschi relies upon Tamil topoi regarding women’s

attractiveness—in both the passages we just read, echoes of the third book of

Tirukkuraḷ are particularly strong129—only to subvert them, and turn them into

souls of the people they encountered during the journey, their sins and weaknesses, and

helped them to improve and convert to God. In the Tēmpāvaṇi too, the courtesan con-

verts; the fact that, among all the sinners the holy family might have encountered, Beschi

focused on a prostitute is another sign of how pressing the issue of sexuality (and the

control thereof) was for the missionaries.

126 Tēmpāvaṇix, 29:ālamēntiyavāṉaṉatt’ ōṭi naṟ | kōlamēntiyakōḷ eṉavēyntukol | kālaṉēntiya

vāḷ kavarnt’ īrnt’ uyir | nīlam ēnti niṟaint’ uṇuṅ kaṇṇiṉāḷ.

127 The most famous episode is the accusations brought forth by one early convert, Aleixo,

that Nobili had sex with prostitutes/courtesans (see Županov, Disputed Mission, 232–

233).

128 These different sources of judgment—Catholic concerns, Tamil andVictorianmorality—

were all at play in the verses on devadāsī in Vētanāyaka Piḷḷai (1826–1889)’s Nītinūl; see

Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm of Words, 184–192.

129 The verses we just read refer specifically to two verses of the Tirukkuṟaḷ: v. 1083, where

Yama (kuṟṟaṉ) is said to be in the eyes of women; and v. 1084, where the eyes of women

are said to drink life (uyir uṇṇum) with an expression identical to the one we find in Tēm-

pāvaṇi xxviii. These similarities were first noted in Lūrtucāmi, “Tēmpāvaṇiyil mēṉāṭṭu

ilakkiyat tākkam,” 340–341, where the comparison of eyes with stars in Tēmpāvaṇi x, 29

is attributed to an influence from v. 29 in the fourth canto of the Gerusalemme liberata

(Tasso, Gerusalemme Liberata, 38). I think the parallel with Tasso is not accurate in this
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something dangerous and disgusting. Parallel to the strategy of vilifying human

love is that of dissolving the movements of inner emotional life, that is the

subject of akam, into forms of chaste Christian love. This is visible in the early

cantos of the Tēmpāvaṇi, in the stanzas where Beschi praises the chaste mar-

riage of Joseph and the virgin Mary. In its more technical aspects, this second

strategy is most evident in the Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam, especially in those

stanzas that fulfill akam-theme requirements. Take for example the following

poem in the kaṭṭaḷai kalittuṟai meter, on the theme of kaikkiḷai or one-sided

love:

Moon! When you have a single digit, she always wears you on her cool

flower-foot.Whenyouare full, you are just like the face of theholymother.

You live in Tirukkāvalūr, which possesses the shade of that tree which

cools the entireworld. Fromnowon, youwon’t burn anymore, at any time:

the distress of one-sided love does not abide here.130

This short composition relies on the poetic convention that the rays of the

moon, while usually having cooling qualities, feel as if they were burning

when the heroine is suffering from one-sided love. But here, Beschi men-

tions kaikkiḷai only to discard it, with a theological as well as poetological

argument. In the presence of Aṭaikkala mātā at Ēlākkuṟicci, he claims, the

moon is tamed, the love of all those people who venerate her is reciprocated,

and thus kaikkiḷai poetry becomes useless. In a somewhat similar vein, let us

read the following nēricai veṇpā on the vaṇṭu theme, that is the theme of the

bee:

kāntaḷkai, kañcattāḷ, kāvikkaṇ, āmpalvāy—

vēyntu alarnta kāvaṉalūr meṉkoṭiyē īnta matu

uṇ aḷikāḷ, coṉmiṉ nīr, ottuḷatō pūvulakil

paṇ naḷi pūn tīntēṉ paṇittu?

case, but indeed the use of mīṉ in the sense of stars instead of fishes is uncommon in

Tamil. As for the Tirukkuṟaḷ references, they show how Beschi did read the third book

on love (kāmattuppāl), even if he did not translate it into Latin (see the notes in Pope,

The Sacred Kurral), and did not comment upon it in Tamil apart from the first two verses

(Tirukkuṟaḷ vīramāmuṉivar urai, 110–111).

130 Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam, 21: oruvā tiṅkāḷ kuḷirm pūn tāḷ aṇintāḷ orukalaiyāyt | tiruvāy

mukamottāy ārntakalaiyāyc cekaṅkuḷirkkum | taruvāy niḻaṟkāvalūr vatintāy iṉittāṉ cuṭavō

| maruvātekkālamum iṅkullaik kaikkiḷai mālaiyatē.
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Kantal flower hands, lotus feet, kuvaḷai eyes, āmpal mouth—the tender

vine of Kāvalūr blossoms with all these flowers! Bee, you drank the honey

that oozes from them, so after wandering about, tell me: does it resemble

the sweet honey from the cooling flowers of this world?131

The first two lines of this stanza describe a single vine blossoming with many

different flowers, which is the standard opening of kōvai poems, and an allu-

sion to the poetic landscapes connected to these flowers.132Moreover, the short

poem collapses two themes that are among the most famous of Tamil akam

poetry. On the one hand, starting with the classical poem Kuṟuntokai 2, the bee

is often interrogated as being the one who can get closest to the heroine. On

the other hand, whether the heroine is a goddess or a woman is a question

that the hero raises again and again, maybe most famously in Tirukkōvaiyār

3. This doubt is usually solved when the hero realizes that after all, she is a

woman, and he can have her. In this poem, Beschi asks to the same old bee

the same old question, and yet the answer implied is completely different.

She is no woman, so any further development of the akam theme is impos-

sible. Even allegory, the strategy more often utilized by Jain or Śaiva poets to

recast akam in spiritual terms, is no viable solution for him. Yet, while refus-

ing the guiding principle of akam poetics, these verses rely upon the typically

Tamil entanglement of poetry, emotional, and ethical life, all the while offer-

ing an example of how to read and interpret that poetry. As foregrounded

in the Introduction, Tamil poetry posed a problem precisely because it was

mix of good and bad in all these domains, and Beschi took upon himself the

task of painstakingly separating nel and vai, rice and hay, truth and lies within

it.133

5.3 The Discernment of the Pēys

After reflecting on the temptations of sex, and the punishments of Hell, Vāmaṉ

converts, and the surrounding crowd is almost unanimously convinced by

Joseph’s arguments. The sole exception is Curami, an old lady who cannot let

131 Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam, 23: kāntaṭkai kañcattāḷ kāvikkaṇ āmpalvāy | vēynt’ alarnta kā-

vaṉalūrmeṉkoṭiyēy īntamatuv | uṇṇ aḷikāḷ coṉmi nīr ottuḷatō pūvulakiṟ | paṇnaḷi pūn tīntēṉ

paṇittu.

132 On kōvai, see Ebeling, Colonizing the Realm of Words, 80–102, and esp. 93 for an analysis of

kōvai’s conventional opening lines.

133 This image is common in his corpus; see for instance Kittēriyammāḷ ammāṉai i (piṟappu

kātai), 13–14 and Tēmpāvaṇi i, 15, two parallel verses that develop the same trope of rice

and hay (nel and vai) connected to truth and lies (mey and poy).
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go of her old beliefs, and argues against Joseph throughout the next canto,

xxix. Her character offers Beschi the opportunity to make some of his most

insightful observations regarding the role of Christianity as anewreligion in the

Tamil land, and affords him a mise-en-scène of yet another aspect of everyday

negotiations between missionaries, catechists, and the men and women they

wanted to convince and convert. This is theworld of intimate attachment to old

practices, rituals, performances, and well-known and beloved places. On the

meta-poetical level, while the previous canto articulated the demise of akam

as a proper subject for poetry, this one affords a thoughtful yet merciless view

on the necessary detachment between the Tamil landscape and its old systems

of emotional and religious signification. Catholicism was meant to sever that

link, and replace it with the vision of a nature reoriented towards God, as we

saw. The canto shows no hesitation in this regard, but Beschi’s literary skills

afford him such an intensified level of ventriloquism, that the reader is left to

wonder whether the missionary at least understood how radically painful was

the rupture he wanted to introduce.

The interaction between Curami and Joseph at the beginning of the canto is

beautiful, and worth reading in full before plunging into the analysis of some

of its main themes:

Curami supported her hunched body with a stick, her trembling head

shaking, andappeared like a rowof ants coveredwith excessive skin,with-

out any flesh. Her eyes had lost their fish-shape, and her thin face was

covered with ulcers.When she spoke, she railed against the wise words of

that holy man, Joseph.134

“After loving the tender flower in bloom, filledwith newhoney,” she asked,

“why shouldwe discard its sweet fruits? Is it really wise to reject as useless

and low all the fruits we sought after for so long through pure penance, to

abandon the gods we worshipped before, and to behave according to the

new authoritative books?”135

134 Tēmpāvaṇixxix, 3: kūṉurukkōliṉūṉṟik kuluṅkiyaceṉṉiyāṭṭiy | ūṉurukkaḻintanīṇ ṭōluṭutta

veṉp’oḻuṅkiṟ ṟōṉṟi | mīṉ uruk kaḻinta kaṭpuṇ melimukac curami eṉpāḷ | vāṉ urut tavattōṉ

coṉṉamaṟaimoḻi paḻittuc coṉṉāḷ.

135 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 4: viḷḷiya putit tēṉ paim pū virumpi naṟ kaṉi nītt’ aṉṉa | teḷḷiya tavattiṟ paṉ

ṉā ṭēṭiya payaṉkaḷ yāvum | eḷḷiyav avatti ṉīṅkav iṟaiñciya tēvar nīkki | uḷḷiya nava nūl eṇṇiy

oḻukalōv uṟutiy eṉṟāḷ.
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Joseph replied: “Imagine a person whowanted [to reach] a country in the

west, but took the wrong way and went north for many days. When he

hears ‘This is not the way,’ but he is not ready to abandon the initial road,

nor does he follow the path towards the east shown to him—can we say

that he is a wise person then?”136

She said: “For us to really know that your religion leads toHeaven, howcan

it be enough if you say, ‘My way has no faults?’ ” He answered: “If you hear

somebody who simply says, ‘This is the good way,’ you shouldn’t follow.

But if that path is explained with wise words, your mind should under-

stand and be clear.”137

She added: “Yourwords appear sweet, coated inmusic (paṇmaṟaittu), but

if we don’t oppose them, the powers of darkness will obfuscate our eyes

like a spell!” He said: “If one appeases a wound that has hidden inside, is

that an illusion? The seed of goodness which has been hidden inside will

give fruit.”138

The old woman said: “Today in my dream I have seen the water lilies that

grow on the mountain, and the other honey-filled flowers wither away,

and the pondwith blossoms become dry. Listening to your deviantwords,

that show new things and instigate [bad] actions—this is a gift that in

reality spoils our country where palmyra trees grow!”139

Everyone around commented: “When looking at the shining sun, her

spoiled eyes don’t [see any light]. The nature of this old woman is to stare

at the dark night!” The woman, enraged because of [her own] confusion,

136 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 5: kuṭakku nēr vaikun tēyaṅ kuṇittaṉar ceppa māṟi | vaṭakkunēr neṭu nāḷ

cella vaḻiy at’ aṉṟ’ eṉṟu kēṭkiṟ | ṟuṭakku nēr taṭaṅ cellātāṟ ṟuyar alāṟ kāṭṭukiṉṟa | kiṭakku nēr

neṟi cellārō keḷviyar eṉṟāṉ cūcai. This verse probably includes a proverb; the same image is

found in Ñāṉamuyaṟci, 82.

137 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 6: niṉṉeṟi katiyaic cēru neṟiy eṉav aṟiya nāṅkaḷ | eṉ ṉeṟi vaḻāmai cellum

eṉṉi ṉī cālpōv eṉṟāḷ | naṉ ṉeṟiy uraiyiṟ kēṭki ṉaṉukalīr uraitta ñāṉatt’ | anneṟiy uriyat’ eṉṟāl

aṟint’ uḷan teḷikav eṉṟāṉ.

138 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 7: paṇ maṟaitt’ iṉiti ṉīyē paṇitta coṉ maṟukkal āṟṟāk | kaṇ maṟaitt’ iruṭṭu

māyaik kaṭṭ’ eṉat tōṉṟum eṉṟāḷ | puṇmaṟait tiṭṭa pālāṟ puṇṇ aṟamāyaiy eṉṟōv | uṇmaṟaitt’

oḷitta naṉṟiy uṟum payaṉ kāṭṭum eṉṟāṉ.

139 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 8: cuṉaivaḷar kuvaḷaiy āti cori matu malarkaḷ vāṭi | naṉai vaḷar poykai

vaṟṟa nāṉ iṉṟu kaṉaviṟ kaṇṭēṉ | viṉaivaḷar navaṅkaḷ kāṭṭi viritta niṉcollaik kēṭṭup | paṉai-

vaḷar nāṭu nainta paric’ itēy eṉṟāṇ mūttāḷ.
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said: “Is my beautiful dream a lie? If this is not its meaning, then what is

it? You tell me!”140

Responding to her, Joseph began to explain the nature of her dream:

“When themind is confused, and lacks clarity, it should not boil over into

rage. The vision you had in your dream is like the gold one obtains in a

dream: if you imagine it in your mind, its perfection is useless—or does

it have any consequence?141

Anything that we experience through the five senses and the eyes in day-

light appears in our mind as images, like drawings in a painting. After

seeing at once an elephant with tusks and covered in musth, and a crow,

at night in our deceitful dreams, that elephant appears as flying upon our

head.142

A mirror with a clear surface shows the things that are next to it; and

dreams, confusing by nature, show the things that pass through themind.

So a lovingmotherwill see her son, who has long left; and a foolish, scared

lady will see an army waging war against her.143

Like the gathering of smoke produces darkness, when bile increases ex-

cessively and spreads, it creates confusion that leads to decrease of knowl-

edge and mistakes, and shows dreams that lack any worth, but look like

knowledge that gives clarity. Peoplemay act in a state of delirium, and out

of fear—but aren’t they fools?”144

140 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 8: teruṭavaḻ pakali ṉōkkac citainta kaṇ kiḻaviy illāt’ | iruṭavaḻ iravi ṉōkkal

iyalp’ eṉav evaru nakkār | maruṭavaḻ ciṉaṅ koṇṭ’ aṉṉāḷ vaṭiv’ uṟuṅ kaṉavum poyyō | poru-

ṭavaḻkilatēṟ ṟōṉṟap poruṭṭ’ eṉō coṉmiṉ eṉṟāḷ.

141 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 10: ciṉav’ iṭai maruṇṭav uḷḷan teḷiv’ aṟap poṅkal veṇṭā | kaṉav’ iṭai uṇarnta

kāṭci kaṉav’ iṭaiy aṭainta poṉpōṉ |maṉav iṭaiy eṇṇiṟ koṉṉē vaṭuv alāṟ payaṉ oṉṟ’ uṇṭōv | eṉa

viṭai uraitta cūcaiy iyal paṭa virittuc coṉṉāṉ.

142 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 11: paṭam puṉaint’ eḻutiṉāṟ pōṟ pakal iṭaiy iru kaṇṇōṭ’ aint’ | iṭam puṉaint’

uṇarnta yāvum eḻutiya niṉaivil ṟōṉṟik | kaṭam puṉaint’ atir kaim māvuṅ kākamuṅ kaṇṭat’

oṉṟic | caṭam puṉai kaṉavil yāṉai talaik’ mēṟ paṟakkak kāṇpār.

143 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 12: teruḷ puṟaṅ koṇṭav attañ cērnt’ aṭutta vaṟṟaik kāṭṭu | maruḷ puṟaṅ koḷ

kaṉāvumaṉaṅ kaṭuttavaṟṟaik kāṭṭiy | aruḷ puṟaṅ koṇṭa tāyēy akaṉṟa taṉmakavaik kāṇpāḷ |

veruḷ puṟaṅ kaṇṭa pētai viṉaip paṭaiy etirppak kāṇpāṉ.

144 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 14: iruṭ paṭap pukai moytt’ eṉṉav eñciyav aṟivu kuṉṟu | maruṭ paṭap

pukaintu maṇṭi malinta pitt’ ēṟuṅ kālai | teruṭ paṭat teḷintatē pōl cīr ila kaṉavu kāṭṭi | veruṭ

paṭa pataitt’ uḷḷ añci viṉai koḷvār pittar aṉṟō.
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Joseph concluded: “By the action of bile, when it is excessive, delirious

people have crooked thoughts. Without inquiring, their words which are

lowly chatter and their dreams similar to reality when they sleep, become

one. If they believe themwith their perturbedminds, is that wisdom?”145

Like when shutting the eyes which are in pain and unable to look at the

sun, unable to accept in her mind the knowledge given by Joseph with

motherly love, Curami foamed with fire-like rage, and collapsed. Focus-

ing on this rage that had overtaken her, her heart darkened.146

There is no straightening with hands the bending of a tree as hard as

rock, and an old would won’t heal. People who have had them for very

long time, won’t change their wrong habits; and on top of these just men-

tioned, those with lies like the deep ocean, and without wisdom, will

never understand anything.147

Like a jewel in the earth surrounded by the ocean that bestows the shin-

ing pearls inside the conches on its shores, where spreads the scent from

the blossoming of the fragrant taḻai trees, Curami decided to conceal the

flood of light that were the words [of Joseph] bringing wisdom into the

country of Egypt.148

She said: “Alas, mymind boiled and suffered, as I saw the temples of fresh

gold fall at once with one blow into a hole. Now, will I stand and witness

the flood-like destruction brought about by those who believe in a reli-

gion that is clearly a treachery bringing about blasphemy?!”149

145 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 15: viñciya kālaip pittu viṉaiyiṉāṟ pittar cemmaiy | eñciya niṉaiv’ uṟṟ’

āyāt’iḻiv’ uṟappitaṟṟuñ collun | tuñciya kālaimey pōṟ ṟōṉṟiya kaṉavumoṉṟ’ āy | añciyav uḷatt’

iḥt’eṇṇil aṟiv’ itōv eṉṟāṉ cūcai.

146 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 16: nōy uṭaiy iru kaṇ veyyō ṉōkk’ ilā mūṭiṟṟ’ eṉṉa | tāy uṭaiy aṉpiṟ cūcai

tanta nūl uḷattiṟ koḷḷāt | tīy uṭai vekuḷi poṅkac cīṟiya curami cāyntu | pōy uṭai vañcam uḷḷip

pukainta neñc’ āṟṟāḷ aṉṟō.

147 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 17: kāḻ vaḷar taruviṉ kōṭṭaṅ kaikkoṭu nimirkkal āṟṟā | vūḻ vaḷar puṇṇum

āṟāv ūḻ uḻik kiḻavar koṇṭa | tāḻ vaḷar kacaṭu māṟṟār cāṟṟiyav avariṉ ūṅkum | āḻ vaḷar kaṭaliṉ

vañcatt’ aṟiv’ ilār eṉṟun tēṟār.

148 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 18: virai vāyp pūn tāḻai mukaikaḷ viṇṭa veṟi vimmuṅ | karai vāyc caṅkaṅkaḷ

katir mutt’ īṉṟa kaṭal cūḻun | tarai vāy pūṇ okkav ecittu nāṭṭiṟ ṟakav’ uykkum | urai vāy katir

veḷḷam oḷippac curamiy uṇarntāḷē.

149 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 19: uḷḷaṅ kāynt’ uḷaiyap pacum poṟ kōyil oruṅk’antō | paḷḷaṅ kāṇ aṭiyē vīḻak

kaṇṭēṉ paḻipp’ uykkuṅ | kaḷḷaṅ kāṭṭiyav ōr maṟaiyum yāruṅ kaṉint’ uḷḷi | veḷḷaṅ kāṭṭ’ aḻivum

iṉik kāṇpēṉō melint’ eṉpāḷ.
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She said: “Without knowing anything about our country, our family, and

our tradition, this one, begging around, preached something. If even

Vāmaṉ,whohadnomatchbefore, believedand followed [what he said] as

revelation, and has now embraced it, who will not follow it in the future?

But accepting it is a mistake.”150

At this point, the conversation ends for the day. Curami, deeply upset but deter-

mined to bring about Joseph’s ruin in some way, goes to bed. The action con-

tinues in her dreams:

The demon who had lost the rule [over Egypt], which he had enjoyed

previously, with the purpose of putting into practice the hatred he had

felt towards that ascetic [Joseph] for very long, thinking that the day had

come for that hatred to developwithout scorn (paḻippu), appeared to that

woman in her dream, in order to foment the rage she felt.151

In a luxuriant large garden, where colorful peacocks are dancing, and

honey is dripping from opening buds, changing his appearance into a

sorrowful, thin and suffering face, he went to meet her as the god she

worshipped. She saw him in her dark dream, and upon seeing him, wor-

shipped him with her hands.152

“You protect the whole word, so why does [my] understanding gener-

ate affliction? You have rare power beyond measure, how can an enemy

oppose you? If things are difficult, is it appropriate towithdrawandhide?”

Saying this, she fell down and worshipped him. Standing in front of her

like a flash of light, what follows is what he said sighing.153

150 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 21: eṉṉāṭ’ ekkulamemmuṟaiy eṉṟu aṟiyātu irant’ oruvaṉ | coṉṉāṭiṉaṉ aḥtē

curutiyākat toṭarnt’ eṇṇi | muṉ ṉā ṭuṇaiy illā vāmaṉ ṟāṉumuyaṅkukiṉṟa | piṉ ṉā ṭoṭarār ār

poṟukkun taṉmai piḻai eṉpāḷ.

151 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 23: muṉ ṉāḷ uṟṟav arac’ iḻanta pēy am muṉitaṉ mēṟ | paṉ ṉāḷ uṟṟa pakai

celuttun taṉmai paḻipp’ iṉṟiy | iṉṉāḷ uṟṟa pakaiy ākum eṉṉak kaṉaviṟ tāṉ | aṉṉāḷ uṟṟa ciṉan

tūṇṭav aṅkaṇ ṭōṉṟiṟṟē.

152 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 24: varinta mayil akavi malarnta mukai vāy matuv ūḻttuc | corinta neṭum

poḻiṟkaṇ melintu vāṭun tuyar mukamāyt | tirinta vaṇṇan tāṉ iṟaiñcun teyvañ ceṉṟ’ etirppak

| karinta kaṉav’ iṭaiyiṟ kaṇṭāḷ kaṇṭu kai toḻutāḷ.

153 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 25: ulakiṟk’aḷi ceytōy tuyaram pūttav uṇarvu eṉṉōv | alak’ iṟṟ’ arun tiṟalōy

pakai niṟk’eṉṉō arit’ eṉṉāl | vilakit tavir taṉmaiy eṉṉōv eṉṉa viḻuntu iṟaiñci | ilakit takum

miṉ pō ṉōkkiy uyirppōṭ’ iyampiṟṟē.
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The canto continues by describing how the pēy in Curami’s dream instructs

her to undermine Joseph in all possible ways, and thus save the crumbling

temples and rituals of her old religion. Upon waking up, Curami is extremely

unsettled, and tries for the rest of the canto to convince the captain of the local

guards to arrest Joseph. She ultimately fails, the captain converts, and she sinks

deeper and deeper into degradation and madness, until she finally dies and

goes to Hell.154

Within this frame, the canto weaves in various biblical narratives regard-

ing the persecutions suffered by the Jewish people at the hands of different

Assyrian kings. These stories introduce a further layer of complexity to the

mechanism of figuration. They show how, on the one hand, the persecution

of the Jews at the times of the Old Testament prefigured the persecutions of

the holy family in the gospels, and in Ágreda’s book. In turn, the persecution of

the family prefigured the misunderstandings and persecutions that missionar-

ies and their catechists would have to face while preaching the gospel in South

India. In this way, this canto places the history of themissionwithin the history

of salvation through amise-en-abyme of the entire plan of the Tēmpāvaṇi. The

tragic story of Curami ought to be read in this perspective, as representing both

the typology of the person resisting the truth, as well as a very local instance of

the same.

Let us go back to the last stanzas in the passage we read, which show how

one of the pēys we encountered earlier has now taken the form of the god

Curami worshipped throughout her life, and entered her dark dream (karinta

kaṉavu). Yet he appears in a beautiful garden, and stands in front of her like a

flash of shining light (ilaki tarum miṉ). The grammar of light and darkness is

important throughout this passage, especially the reference to Curami’s heart

becoming dark with anger (pukainta, v. 16), and to her blackened dream. This

interior darkness is what makes her unable to distinguish the true light of

Joseph, who is like the sun (v. 16), and makes her believe instead the demon

who appears to her in the form of light, but who is in reality black and cor-

rupted. This is a quite literal recasting of the central theme of the discernment

of the spirits, which had always been present in Christian teaching but played

a central role in the life of the Catholic Church during the spiritual renewal

154 Tēmpāvaṇi xxix, 129 describes Curami’s death: tēv iḻukk’ uṟav ivaṟ ceṉṟu yāvarum | pūv

iḻukk’ uṟav uḷam poṟuppatōv eṉā | nāv’iḻutt’ iṟant’ eri narakiṟ ṟāṉ toḻum | ōv’ iḻukk’ iṭuṅ

kuṇuṅk’ uvappa mūḻkiṉāḷ. “She said: ‘My heart cannot tolerate anyone going to him

[Joseph], forgetting our gods, disgracing this world!’ Then, she bit off her tongue, died,

and sank into the burning Hell, as the devil she worshipped—who gave her but grief and

madness—rejoiced.”
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of the sixteenth century and the Counter-Reformation.155 Ignatian spirituality,

born in that context, is centered around the concern of distinguishing between

true visions given by God, and the temptations of the devil who can appear

disguised as an angel of light. Here Beschi shows how Curami, who believes

herself guided in her actions by God, is actually deceived by the devil who

appears to her as a figure of light. What is more striking in her case, though,

is that the deceit is successful partially because of her attachment to natural

and cultural landscapes, in her eyes inextricably bounded with her traditional

religion.

While the reference to practices of discernment of the spirits would have

been obvious to any reader literate in Baroque Catholic spirituality, this pas-

sage also explains the tragic error of Curami according to alternative logics,

some of which belong to the level of Tamil popular culture. First of all, Curami

is old, her age symbolizing both her attachment to habits and beliefs she

cultivated throughout her long life, and her inability to let go of the past to

embrace change. The fact that Curami is a woman is also important, if we

consider that according to most views of Tamil anthropology women are con-

stitutionally weak, and prone to pēy possession.156 Indeed, our pēy is very sim-

ilar in this passage to the homonymous ghosts who play such a large role in

Tamil village life. His appearance in Curami’s dreams is coherent with this

role, considering that “Tamil supernaturals often assume responsibility for ini-

tiating their own worship, accosting people and demanding steadfast devo-

tion through dreams.”157 The representation of this type of ongoing demonic

possession, in which Curami is completely deceived by a pēy to the point

of losing her mind, also reflects the important role that practices of posses-

sion, and consequently of exorcism, played in the building of Catholic reli-

gious authority in South India. Catholic priests and their catechists were con-

sidered specialists in driving away the pēys, and had devised a series of pre-

ventive as well as ad hoc strategies for that purpose, including spiritual exer-

cises, exorcism, and confession.158 This canto is therefore a warning against a

155 See Susan Schreiner, Are You AloneWise? The Search for Certainty in the EarlyModern Era,

esp. 261–322.

156 See the discussion in Nabokov, Religion Against the Self, 70–72. Nabokov identifies the

favorite target for possession as young brides, but other anthropologists have enlarged

the category to women more in general. Interestingly, this remains true in the cases of

positive, Marian possession analyzed in Bloomer, Possessed by The Virgin.

157 Nabokov, Religion Against the Self, 117.

158 On exorcism and confession, the two most common performative ad hoc rituals against

the pēys, seeMosse,The Saint in the BanyanTree, 65–71; and Županov, “Conversion, Illness

and Possession.”
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hardening of the self that would keep Christianity, and more practically mis-

sionaries, catechists, and their healing powers, permanently out. Conversion

implied first of all an opening, to allow for the light to come in and reshape the

self into a new, luminous form, at that point hard to penetrate for external evil

forces.

Connected with the issue of possession and exorcism is the issue of medi-

cine, and of theories and techniques of the body available to the missionar-

ies in the early modern period. Before turning to the verses, I should men-

tion here that Vīramāmuṉivar, aka Beschi, has an afterlife in Tamil Nadu as

a practitioner of siddha medicine, and in this avatar he is still venerated as

a siddha (cittar) within the precinct of the Acalāttammaṉ shrine nearby the

Nuṅkampākkampost office in Chennai (Figure 14).159 Several books of alchem-

ical recipes attributed to him were published in the early decades of the twen-

tieth century, and some recent articles have tried to connect this corpus more

systematically with Beschi’s historical figure, by analyzing the medical vocab-

ulary that appears in his more famous works.160 The passage we just read hints

to this connection, as does the presence of the flower garden in Ēlākkuṟicci

we mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, even though it is unlikely that

Beschi really composed those siddha recipe books. Here, Joseph first explains

the visions Curami experienced in her dreams as based on unfulfilled desires.

He thenexplains theproclivity towards suchdreamsas the result of an excess of

bile, pittam, that causes according toTamilmedicine bodily agitation andmad-

ness. In other words, Beschi thematizes here the importance of the connection

between thebodyand themind, displays a certain knowledgeof traditional sys-

tems of humoral medicine, and shows the risk of an undisciplined body prone

to excess of bile and ultimately to self-destruction. As we saw in the second

chapter with regard to spiritual exercises, conceptions and techniques of the

159 See the introduction toMārkareṭ Pāsṭiṉ’s recent edition of theTēmpāvaṇi (2015, 22).When

I visited the shrine in 2017, the local priest confirmed the identity of Vīramāmuṉi siddha,

whose place of samadhi he tends to, and Beschi the missionary, at least in the mind of

contemporary worshippers at the temple.

160 Onmedical terminology in Beschi’s works, see Ā. Nirmalā, “Vīramāmuṉivariṉ akarātikaḷil

maruttuvam,” Neytal āyvu 2, 1 (2017): 98–105. Indeed, there is a tradition in Tamil Nadu

that sees Beschi as a cittar, and three books of medical-alchemical recipes are attributed

to him: Nāca kāṇṭam, Aṉupōka vaittiya cikāmaṇi,Vākaṭatiraṭṭu. For editions of these texts,

see Bibliography; they are briefly analyzed in R. Thiyagarajan and K. Palanichamy, “The

Life Sketch of Virama Muniver (Rev. Beschi) and his Sidha Works,” Bullettin of the Indian

Institute of the History of Medicine 4, 3–4 (1974): 171–174; and Jayaseela Stephen, AMeeting

of the Minds: European and Tamil Encounters in Modern Sciences, 1507–1857 (New Delhi:

Primus Books, 2016), 534–535.
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figure 14 Statue of Beschi as a cittar in the Acalāttammaṉ temple in

Chennai

photo by the author
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body were important fields of contention and competition between mission-

aries and contemporary systems, including siddha medicine, ascetic and yogic

practices.

∵
In conclusion, the three cantos we just analyzed portray with a certain level of

realism the beliefs and the dilemmas that confronted the missionaries, their

catechists, and their Tamil audiences in the first decades of the eighteenth

century. While the Tēmpāvaṇi offers an unequivocal truth, it does not under-

play the difficulty and the disruptive nature of the choice for Christianity, as

the story of Curami shows. To sweeten the bitter (but necessary) medicine,

this choice is presented as “coated in music” (paṇ maṟaittu xix, 7), the beauty

and sweetness of the verses being themselves an argument in favor of conver-

sion. Indeed, from the very first cantos of the Tēmpāvaṇi the relocation of the

Christian message in the Tamil landscape happens through rhymes, allitera-

tion, tropes, and figuration—in short, through the languageof Tamil poetry and

its techniques. Among the primary functions of Tamil Catholic literaturewas to

present the missionary message in ways that would be attractive for the local

readers; and beautifully crafted language was proof of good, well-articulated

thought.

At the same time, throughout the Tēmpāvaṇi Beschi indulges in system-

atic expositions of Catholic history and doctrines, thus fulfilling the didactic

function of epic. Still, if we take seriously Tasso’s definition that an epic is the

imitation of things that really happened, and Beschi’s belief that his poemwas

divinely inspired via the mediation of María de Ágreda, the meaning of these

didactics goes beyond the insertion of useful bits of teaching. Because of the

bi-directional link allowed by figuration, Beschi used his experience in Tamil

Nadu to imagine, and thus to understand, the life of Joseph, and especially the

experience of the holy family in Egypt. He could do so because the Madurai

mission was, in his view, the fulfillment of the history of salvation narrated

by the gospels, and therefore it gave him and his readers a model for thinking

about that history in new ways, while also inscribing their present into it.

TheTēmpāvaṇi is in itself an exercise in the simultaneous reading of the his-

tory of Christianity and the Tamil classics, requiring from its readers to do the

same exercise—to understand the world of Tamil poetry as yet another lan-

guage to express the beauty of the Christian world. So, the poem presupposes

readers who knew Tamil literature well, and who were familiar with the logic

of local devotional practices, while at the same time endowed with the type of

discernment that would allow them to read both in a Christianway. This brings
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us back to Tamil literature and Ignatian spirituality as two key elements in the

educational experiments that missionaries implemented to train the eyes of

their catechists between 1718 and 1730. In the next chapter, we will abandon

the letter of the Tēmpāvaṇi to follow these catechists, and explore their modes

and strategies of reading the poem over time.
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chapter 6

Reading as an Eighteenth-Century Catechist

In his annotated translation of the Tirukkuṟāḷ or “Sacred Kural” (kuṟāl being

the kind of verse used in the text) into English, the colonial officer and Tamil

scholar Francis Whyte Ellis (1777–1819) often referred to Beschi’s Latin transla-

tion of this classical Tamil text.1 He also cited several passages from the Tēm-

pāvaṇiwhere Beschi elaborated upon ideas and images originally found in the

Tirukkuṟaḷ. For instance,whendiscussing kuṟaḷ 9 on the eight attributes of God,

Ellis refers to stanza xxvii, 157 of theTēmpāvaṇi.We analyzed this stanza in the

previous chapter, and saw how it contains a list of six attributes of the Chris-

tian God enumerated by Joseph for Civācivaṉ. Ellis starts off by commenting

upon the language of this verse. He writes that the terms employed by Beschi

“are not in common use in the service of the Catholic church, though they are

known to all Christian natives conversant with the writings of Víra-màmuni

[…].”He thengoes on tonotehow the vocabularyusedbyBeschi is partially bor-

rowed from Hindu vocabulary, but had already been Christianized by Roberto

Nobili: “the explanation of them is taken from the Mantra-málei, containing

the principal part of the liturgy of the Catholic church composed by Tatwa-

bodhaca-swámi, the R. Robertus Nobili. This writer has also given an elaborate

disquisition on the attributes in his work entitled Jnyéana-upadésam.” Ellis fur-

ther comments on the style of Nobili’s works, which despite being a clever

attempt at translating Christian theology into Tamil, “does not entitle it to rank

among compositions in the superior dialect of the Tamil.”2

So, Ellis read the Tēmpāvaṇi as well as other Catholic texts by Nobili, and

recognized the literary quality of Beschi’s poem. In a way, his commentary is

an exercise in reading theTirukkuṟaḷ through the lens of Tamil Catholic poetry,

and in reading the Tēmpāvaṇi against the background of Tamil classical liter-

ature. By the early nineteenth century, similar exercises were likely standard

practice among élite Catholic converts, who had inherited and appropriated

1 Ellis’s translation is often reckoned to be the first translation English of the Tirukkuṟaḷ

into English. N. Govindarajan has brought our attention on an older English version by

N.E. Kindersley (1763–1821), who relied on a different version of the text. SeeNa. Kōvintarājaṉ,

Atikāramum tamiḻp pulamaiyum tamiḻiliruntu mutal āṅkila moḻipeyarppukaḷ (Ceṉṉai: Kriyā,

2016).

2 Francis Whyte Ellis, Translation of Tirukurral of Tiruvalluvar (Madras: College of Fort St.

George, ca. 1819), 25.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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the reading strategies Beschi had devised for his catechists at Elākkuṟicci. Ellis’s

Tamil teacher Vittuvāṉ Cāmināta Piḷḷai, to whom we will return later in this

chapter, was one such man: a high caste Catholic intellectual and poet from

Pondicherry, who read and imitated Beschi in his own works. It is thanks

to Cāmināta Piḷḷai, often evoked by Ellis, that the Englishman learned the

strategies of reading we see at work in his commentary on Tirukkuṟaḷ. Ellis’s

reading of the Tēmpāvaṇi thus leads us to times and spaces well beyond and

outside those imagined by the text itself, in this case colonial Madras. But

how exactly did Beschi’s poem travel all the way there? How was it circu-

lated, read and interpreted earlier in the eighteenth century? While clues as

to the intended readership of the Tēmpāvaṇi are scattered within the poem,

as we saw, we have little solid information on its circulation and readership

after its composition. It must have contributed to Beschi’s newly established

pulavar fame in the 1730s, but who exactly read the poem after him, when, and

how?

In order to answer such questions, this chapter focuses on the many dif-

ferent practices, strategies and chronologies that contributed to making the

Tēmpāvaṇi the quintessential Tamil Catholic poem. This implies a multiplica-

tion of the actors involved, beyond Beschi as its author, and the catechists as its

intended readers.3 So, in the following pages we will explore a world of copy-

ists, editors, scholars, singers, and composers who all interacted with, and con-

tributed to the life of the poem in the eighteenth century and beyond. In order

for all these processes and voices to emerge, and to cross the divide between the

Tēmpāvaṇi as a text and as an object, the chapter adopts an eclectic methodol-

ogy, drawing from manuscript studies, the history of the book, and the history

of reading. Our attention will linger especially on three aspects. First, we will

explore the history of the paratexts of the Tēmpāvaṇi, of its manuscripts and

printed editions. Then, relying on some rare diaries and family history, the

chapter will move to the social history of some of the people who copied and

read the poem in the eighteenth century, and showhow their practices of copy-

ing, reading, and engaging with the text continued well into the nineteenth

century, even in some unexpected, non-Catholic milieux. Finally, we will peek

at the Śaiva religious and culturalworld that surroundedCatholic communities

and cultural practices at the time of the poem’s composition, and the responses

and controversies that the Tēmpāvaṇi engendered—and those it did not. In

tracing the history of the Tēmpāvaṇi in the Tamil country on the eve of moder-

3 Roger Chartier, Inscrivere e cancellare. Cultura scritta e letterature (Milano: Laterza, 2006),

viii.
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nity, this chapter reconstructs the tactics and strategies connected to reading

that the catechists could deploy to incorporate Catholicism into their lives.

1 Paper and Palm-Leaf Trails

This manuscript tradition of the Tēmpāvaṇi has received little attention, likely

because the text was printed early and because the first edition, which is

also the editio princeps, was based on an extremely authoritative manuscript.

Besides, the edition was brought out by the Mission Press in Pondicherry and

supported by the Church establishment of the nineteenth century. And yet,

an initial survey in the archives, in Tamil Nadu as well as in France and in

the United Kingdom, shows that the Tēmpāvaṇi circulated extensively as a

manuscript at least until the first half of the nineteenth century, and perhaps

even later.4 The origins and current distribution of existing manuscripts point

to Thanjavur, Pondicherry, and Chennai as the cultural and political centers for

Catholics in the region from themid-eighteenth century onwards. Noteworthy

for us, such a manuscript tradition shows considerable variations. The copy of

the Tēmpāvaṇi in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, for instance, contains

a text rather different from the one standardized in the printed edition, a fact

that points to the existence of several independent chains of transmission. So,

the Tēmpāvaṇi circulated extensively after its composition, especially between

the end of the eighteenth and the early nineteenth century when there were

no Jesuits in South India. How were these manuscripts read and used? What

can they tell us about the readership of the poem?

Such questions are particularly important to understand the history of the

most famous, and most authoritative manuscript copy of the Tēmpāvaṇi, writ-

ten down in 1729 while Beschi was still alive. This is a thick paper volume today

preserved at the British Library, and the main source for the editio princeps

publishedby theMissionPress inPondicherry in 1851–1853 (Figure 15).5Theedi-

4 The manuscripts of the Tēmpāvaṇi I consulted are: 1. One incomplete palm-leaf manuscript

at wl, Ms. Tam. b. 61(R); 2. Two incomplete palm-leaf manuscripts in the uvs library, ms. 38

and 486; 3. One incomplete papermanuscript in the archives of Madurai’s tts, Vētanāyakam

Cāstriyār collection, Box 2, vst-2; 4. An incomplete copy in two palm-leaf volumes at the BnF,

mss Indien 474–475 (once part of Édouard Ariel’s collection). This is by nomeans an exhaus-

tive list; for instance, the old catalog of the palm-leaf manuscripts in jamp lists a copy of the

Tēmpāvaṇi, but the collection is currently in disarray, and I could not locate it.

5 bl, Mss. Tam. B. 3. This manuscript is composite. It includes, after the cover and the cover-

page, some letters to, and fromWalter Eliot, the last private owner of themanuscript (ff. a-c);

the title page, and fragments of the pāvurai pātikam and of the pāyiram belonging originally
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tor, Father Louis Savinien Dupuis mep (1806–1874), reckoned this manuscript

to be the autograph copy of the poem, as he explains in the French intro-

duction to his edition.6 This conviction was shared by many scholars in the

mid-nineteenth century, and largely based on the account of the origins of

this manuscript contained in Muttucāmi Piḷḷai’s biography of Beschi.7 Mut-

tucāmi claimed that, while traveling south to collect information about the

Jesuit on the request of Francis Whyte Ellis, he met at Āvūr a man called Luz

Naig (Pirakāca Nāyakkar), the son of Beschi’s disciple Bungaroo Naig (Pāṅkāṭu

Nāyakkar).8 Luz Naig claimed to have in his possession a copy of the Tēmpā-

vaṇi in Beschi’s own handwriting, and Muttucāmi was able to convince him

to sell that copy to Ellis for 300 rupees—a rather large amount in the early

nineteenth century. This is the manuscript that, after passing through the

hands of a few colonial administrators, entered into the Library of the British

Museum (now the British Library). It includes the poem and its first commen-

tary. Muttucāmi’s biography of Beschi was also the origin, or perhaps an early

record of the belief that Beschi wrote the Tēmpāvaṇi in 1726, and added a self-

commentary in 1729 because his fellow poets found the poem too difficult to

understand.

Some of the traits of the London manuscript, especially the liberal use of

thick paper, suggest a missionary connection. Besides, it was obviously impor-

tant for the catechists who sold it to Muttucāmi, and for Muttucāmi too, who

ended up keeping it after Ellis’s death.9 The civil servant and naturalist SirWal-

ter Elliot (1803–1887), the subsequent owner, obtained it from Muttucāmi. In

to themanuscript, but recovered and added at a later date (see below §4.9) (ff. d–i); a copy of

the pāvurai pātikam, the beginning of the pāyiram and its commentary in a different, clearly

nineteenth-century hand (ff. j-m). At this point begins the manuscript originally found by

Muttucāmi, which is numbered (ff. 2–470); the last folios are again missing, and the same

hand as in ff. j-m has copied ff. 469–471 retaining the old numeration.

6 Louis Savinien Dupuis, Notice sur la poésie tamoule, le rév. P. Beschi et le Tembavani, par un

membre de la congrégation des Missions-Étrangères (Pondichéry: Imprimerie des mission-

naires apostoliques, 1851); coherently, the title-page of the editio princepsdeclares its text to be

identical with that of Beschi’s autograph copy (avaratu kaiyeḻutta piratikk’ oppa). For further

information on the Mission Press, see the Introduction.

7 Robert Caldwell, for instance, was certain that the manuscript was Beschi’s original: “A Valu-

able Manuscript,”Athæneum 2458, 5 (1874): 750–752.

8 The Tamil versions of their names is just a hypothesis. In the first case, Luz means “light”

in Portuguese, and the name commonly used among Catholics, referring to divine light, is

Pirakācam.

9 The manuscript today in the British Library (bl Mss. Tam. B. 3) is bound together with some

of Walter Elliot’s letters concerning the way Elliot acquired the manuscript. These letters are

the sources for the discussion to follow.
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figure 15 Title-page of the 1851 editio princeps of the Tēmpāvaṇi by the

Mission Press

book in the public domain
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the handwritten note he attached at the beginning of the volume, Elliot further

tells that when he first received the manuscript, the initial pages were missing,

and the text had been supplied by Muttucāmi (perhaps from memory). This

addition is still visible today. In the end, though, Elliot managed to retrieve

those missing pages, thanks to a certain Thambisami, a śūdra from Tanjavur

whom he assisted in finding a job in the lower ranks of the British admin-

istration.10 In a letter from Caveripatam (Kāvērippaṭṭaṇam), dated 21 August

1844, Thambisami said he had found those pages among the papers left by

Muttucāmi Piḷḷai, who had obtained them towards the end of his life from

Vētanāyakam Cāstiriyār (1774–1864), the court poet of the Maratha king Ser-

foji ii, and a Protestant. We will return to this trajectory of circulation of the

Tēmpāvaṇi. For now, the fact that Muttucāmi had searched for the missing

pages, and that Vētanāyakam Cāstiriyār had them among his personal posses-

sions, further shows the importance of this manuscript of the text for local

Christians.

However, this is likely not Beschi’s autograph. Between the end of the nine-

teenth and the early twentieth century, both Julien Vinson and Léon Besse

rejected the assumption that Beschi was the copyist of the manuscript, as

well as the author of the commentary it contains.11 Their revisionism was

based on the recognition that, according to the paratexts, the scribe of the

manuscript speaks in the voice of the author of the commentary, and so the

1729 manuscript is a coherent scribal project. Yet, this is not Beschi’s voice.

The paratexts indicate that it was a student of Beschi who wrote the commen-

tary (urai).12 In the introduction to said commentary (pāvurai patikam), Vīra-

māmuṉi is mentioned in the third person, and the authorial voice mentions

having first understood the poem, and only then composed his commentary

(arumpayaṉuṇarnt’ urai aṟaikutunāṉē).13 The verse at the end of the commen-

10 In the words of Elliot, “a Chrutran from Tanjore.” It is probable that Thambisami was a

vēḷālar, a prestigious land-owning community of TamilNadubut still considered tobelong

to the śūdra caste.

11 Vinson did not believe the manuscript to be copied by Beschi’s because he did not

think Beschi was the author of the commentary. He also denied the possibility that the

manuscript was in Beschi’s handwriting (which he thought he could recognize): Julien

Vinson, “Le Père Beschi et le manuscrit original du Têmpâvani,”Revue de linguistique et de

philologie comparée 41, 4 (1908): 225–237. Bessemostly agreedwith him, and discusses the

issue at length in Father Beschi, 182–186.

12 As recognized in a recent edition by Vittuvāṉ N.M. Mariya Aruṭpirakācam, who clearly

attributes the paratexts in the editio princeps of the Tēmpāvaṇi to a student of Beschi:

Vīramāmuṉivar iyaṟṟiya Tēmpāvaṇi (Maturai: Nopili Puttaka nilaiyam māvikā accakam,

1982), vol. 1, 1.

13 bl, Mss. Tam. B. 3, f. g/v; copied in f. l/r.
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tary contains a similar expression, in which the authorial voice claims that he

set out to explain the poem after understanding it (kaṟṟ’ uṇarnt’ uṇartta nāṉ).14

This commentator speaks in the same voice as the author of the colophon of

the London manuscript, where he mentions that he finished writing in 1729,

on the day of the Nativity of Mary (i.e., on 8 September).15 Unfortunately, we

have no additional information about this commentator, and the manuscript

does not mention his name, nor the place where he was writing. Still, by con-

sidering that in 1729 Beschi was still alive and on the verge of founding the

Ēlākkuṟicci school of rhetoric, we can imagine the scribe and commentator as

one of Beschi’s disciples, likely a catechist. He likely composed the commen-

tary, perhaps in collaboration with Beschi, to make the poem accessible to the

prospective students of the Ēlākkuṟicci school.

This impression is corroborated by the discussion of the purposes of the

commentary in the initial passage of its introduction:

tēmpā vaṇiy eṉa ceyiraṟa avatari

kāmpāv aruḷuḷa kaṭavuḷai vaḷartta

vuyar kaittātaiy eṉṟu uṭaivaḷatt’ urivaḷaṉ

peyar peṟuñ cūcai perum payaṉ caritai

ceyyuḷum uraitta ceyyuḷōṭ’ icaippaṭac

ceyyuṇirai piṟaḻāt teḷiv’ urai vaḻaṅka

oru peyarāṟ paṟporuḷum oruporuḷāṟ paṟpayaṉuṅ

karutik kaviñar taṅ kaviy iyalp’ eṉiṉum

īṇṭu viriyum ituv eṉav añci

vēṇṭ’ oru poruḷāl viḷamputum uraiyē

maṟṟavai makiḻv’uṟak

kaṟṟavar uṇarka

14 This second paratext is more clearly in a distinguished voice, and even uses a slightly

different language register, at the same time more formulaic and more modern (I thank

E. Annamalai for sharing this insight on language register). This might be why even in the

first Mission Press edition, the final āciriyam is said to be the work of a student, while the

initial pāvurai patikam is implicitly attributed to Beschi.

15 The colophon is found in bl, Mss. Tam. B. 3, ff. 470v–471r; it has also been reproduced at

the end of the 1851–1853 edition: anāti nāmattup periyanāyaki tuṇaiyāl avataritta nātaṉai

vaḷartta kaittātai vaḷaṉ eṉṉuñ cūcai taṉ caritaiy ākiya tēmpāvaṇi naṉṟāka muṭintatu. taṉ-

maṇattuṇaiyāyniṉṟa cūcaimāmuṉi caritaimuṉṉuraitta vaḷāyppiṉṉuraitan tīṅk’uraippitta

vaḷāy ekkalaiy aṉaittum viḷaivitt’ uṇarttuṅ kiḻattiy ākiya mariyāyi eṉpāḷ vāṉulak’ uvappap

pūlak’ uyirppat tīyulakuñ cittiṟamiḻan tēṅkav avataritta nātaṉaik kaṉṉi māṟāt’īnṉṟa 1729m

āṇṭil avaṭāṉ oḷi niṟai piṟaiy eṉa vippūlak’ iruḷ oḻiyap piṟanta tirunāḷ mukirttat tavaṭaṉ ṟīru

malar ppātatt’ aṇiy eṉat tēmpāvaṇi yurai muṭintatu. ākaiyāṟ puṟavurai kāṭṭutum.
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mīṇṭu kallārum viḷaipayaṉ uṟav urai

īṇṭuveḷip poruḷāy iyampuva karuttu.16

As for the Tēmpāvaṇi, this is a poem on the greatly edifying life-story of

Joseph, who deserves the name of Vaḷan because he had the role to attend

as a foster father to the cherished life of the Lord, who is filled with pro-

tecting grace, and incarnated without any defect. In order to match this

poem with a text of explanation (uraitta ceyyuḷ) and to give a clear sum-

mary (teḷivurai) not deviating from the line of the poem, and yet afraid

that it will become too long—considering that, if you ask learned men

about their poems, they will tell you how one word has many mean-

ings, and one meaning can be expressed in many words—this explana-

tion (urai) will only mention the one meaning that is necessary. While

learned men (kaṟṟavar) understand and enjoy such things fully, for sim-

ple people (kallār) to also experience a fully formed result, my intention

is to explain it in an accessible way (veḷiporuḷāy) here in the commen-

tary.

This passage states that the main concerns of the commentator are to remain

faithful to the original text, not to write an exceedingly long text, and to make

the poem clear and accessible to simple, even if still literate, people. In other

words, this is not an explanation for fellow poets, and the word teḷivurai ac-

quires a quasi-technical meaning in this context. It excludes other types of

commentary, like the word-by-word patavurai or the elaborate virivurai, in

favor of a short summary of the verses. Indeed, while the commentary of the

Tēmpāvaṇi included in this manuscript is by no means in an easy register,

it does offer short and straightforward prose retellings of the original verses.

Words are glossed only when necessary, and often the multiple meanings of

a stanza are not explored. The purpose of such a commentary does not seem

to present professional scholars with a learned discussion on each stanza, but

to give its literate yet common readers the gist of the stanza. These imagined

readers could well be the catechists who received a generic Tamil education in

the Ēlākkuṟicci school, and had a certain amount of literary and cultural capi-

tal, but were not professional poets or intellectuals. Their purpose would be to

understand the stanzas, and use them for teaching the poem in public.

16 bl, Mss. Tam. B. 3, f. g (the older copy); ff. k-l (the newer copy). I adopt line breaks as in

the newer copy, which also correspond to line breaks in the 1851 edition.
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There are no sources on how this was done in the eighteenth century, but

some clues can be gathered from nineteenth-century practices. In the 1860s,

Catholic poet and Pondicherry resident Cavarāyalu Nāyakar toured various

cities and villages in Tamil Nadu to recite and explain the Tēmpāvaṇi in front

of relatively large audiences. In 1861, the Christian population of Pondicherry

offered him a gold medal precisely because “of the rare talent and the skill-

fulness he displayed in explaining and paraphrasing viva voce the wonderful

Tamil poem by Fr. Beschi, the Tēmpāvaṇi.” An article on the journal Moniteur

Officiel of Pondicherry on 14 June 1861 further describes Cavarāyalu Nāyakar’s

performance on the day of the ceremony during which he received the medal:

“He recited some stanzas of the Tēmpāvaṇi, then commented upon them with

an elegant and approachable style, and then changed the subject to show

how Father Beschi came to these faraway lands […].”17 The 1729 commentary

is coherent with this practice of public explanation in an approachable style

that would bring the Tēmpāvaṇi to normal Catholics, rather than to a pub-

lic of expert pulavars with the means of accessing the poem on their own—

precisely as stated by the commentator himself in the patikam. Moreover,

the marked variations in the text of the poem and the commentary, found

in the manuscript copies of the text mentioned at the beginning of this sec-

tion, point to its use in public performances as well as teaching. Catechists and

school masters probably adapted the Tēmpāvaṇi to the needs of their audi-

ences and their students, especially by twisting or updating its commentary,

a process that little by little came to an end after the text was crystallized in

the authoritative printed edition of 1851–1853. Yet these earlier practices show

how accessing Beschi’s poem, and Tamil Catholic literature more generally,

often implied the mediation of a catechist-like figure. Similar to Cavarāyalu

Nāyakar, and other forgotten performers, preachers, and teachers, the com-

mentator of the 1729 manuscript self-positioned as such a mediator between

the poem and a devoted popular audience, and as the link between the insti-

tutional mission, represented by Beschi and his literary practices, and the peo-

ple.

17 […] en récompense du rare talent et de l’habileté qu’ il a déployés à expliquer et à para-

phraser de vive-voix le magnifique poëme tamoul du R.P. Beschi, intitulé Tembavani […];

Lorsqu’ il eut pris place au fauteil, Savarayalounaïker récita quelques strophes duTembavani;

il les commenta dans un style élégant et facile, puis quttant ce sujet, il montra le père Beschi

arrivant dans ces contrées lointanes … Ce. Cavarāyalu Nāyakar [= Z. Savarayalounaiker],

Recueil de chants tamouls (Pondichéry: A. Saligny, Imprimeur du Gouvernement, 1869), 1

and 3.
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2 Catechist Dynasties

Some of the early practices of copying, performing, and teaching the poem,

implicit in its manuscript history, emerge forcefully in two exceptional docu-

ments recording the history of a family of catechists of the village of Kuriv-

iṉattam, a tiny hamlet just one kilometer away from the old Jesuit residence

of Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi, where Beschi began his career in South India. The first

document is the genealogical record of the members of the Vellala family of

the village of Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam, who called themselves by the title of piḷḷaimār,

and who provided catechists to the local Catholic community for more than

a century. This document was compiled in 1915 from local palm-leaf records

and oral histories by FatherMarianusArpudamsj (=Aṟputam, 1867–1923), who

himself belonged to this group, and titled A Genealogical Study of the Catholic

Vellala Families at Vadakankulam.18 It was produced in the context of violent

litigations between different castes competing for control over Catholic places

and rites in the village, and has the agenda of proving the ancient history and

deep ties of the communitywith the location of Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam, aswell aswith

a translocal network of Vellala catechists throughout the Tamil country.19 In

other words, this document shows how a well-established Vellala community

reflected on its past, and produced a document whose hybrid mode, between

dynastic history (vaṃśāvali) and family genealogy, is similar to that of contem-

porary caste purāṇas, whichmixed the old puranic forms with new communal

and historical preoccupations.20 Notwithstanding, or maybe because of this

later agenda, the document contains a wealth of exceptional information on

the eighteenth century.

18 Marianus Arpudam sj, AGenealogical Study of the Catholic Vellala Families at Vadakanku-

lam, jamp 217/463. In the context of nineteenth century caste litigations at Vaṭakkaṉku-

ḷam, the story of the place was also mobilized by two other Jesuits, in Edouard Perro-

quin’s 1908 account, The History of Vadakkankulam Christianity, jamp 217/459, and in

Adrien Caussanel’s Historical Notes on the Tinnevelly District, jamp 217/297. These last two

accounts are not as focused on Vellala families, but agree in large part with the origin

myths found in Arpudam’s work.

19 On these nineteenth century disputes among Catholics of different castes, often revolv-

ing around certain honors (mariyātai) attributed during processions and other rites, see

Bayly, Saints, Goddesses andKings; Civacuppiramaṇiyaṉ, Kiṟittavamumcātiyum; and Ken-

neth Ballhatchet,Caste, Class andCatholicism in India 1789–1914 (Richmond: Curzon Press,

1998).

20 One example of Christian caste purāṇam in Tamil is the Paravar purāṇam by Aruḷappa-

mutaliyār; on this type of writing, see Veena Das, “A Sociological Approach to the Caste

Puranas: A Case Study,” Sociological Bulletin 17, 2 (1968): 141–164; and more recently Badri

Narayan, Women Heroes and Dalit assertion in North India. Culture, Identity and Politics

(New Delhi, Thousand Oaks and London: Sage publications, 2006), esp. 41–42.
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In the beginning of A Genealogical Study, we learn how the founder of this

dynasty, Gnanaprakasam (Ñāṉappirakācam), came to Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam, con-

verted to Catholicism, and became a catechist. He later was the teacher of

Tēvacakāyam Piḷḷai, the first Indian convert of the Madurai mission to be

martyred in 1752. Tēvacakāyam’s martyrdom and saintly fame greatly con-

tributed to increasing theprestige of Ñāṉappirakācam’s family, and the connec-

tion between Ñāṉappirakācam and Tēvacakāyam was also recorded in Jesuit

sources of the period. In addition to such origin stories, the manuscript by

Arpudam also offers an unprecedented amount of data on the names, family

affiliations, and professions of each member of the Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam family lin-

eage, kuṭumpam in Tamil, and their affiliated lineages. Sometimes, the text also

includes short but precious biographical sketches. Among these affiliated lin-

eages, one that emerges in the document as being both ancient and important

is precisely the catechist family of Kuriviṉattam.

Additional sources on this family are the journal (Cavarirāyappiḷḷai carit-

tiram) and the family history (Cavarirāyappiḷḷai vamca varalāṟu) written by

nineteenth-century Lutheran catechist Upatēciyār Cavarirāya Piḷḷai (1801–

1874). These literary genres, especially the journal, were typical instruments

of self-knowledge and education among Protestant catechists, who from early

on were encouraged to write about their work among local communities, and

their families. Most of these documents have been lost, or survive only as

manuscripts, but fortunately for us Cavarirāya Piḷḷai’s texts were published in

1900 by his son, Yōvāṉ Tēvacakāyam Cavarirāyaṉ, who recognized their impor-

tance. Note immediately the middle name of the son: Tēvacakāyam, the name

of themartyr of Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam, and one of themost commonCatholic names

in the south of the Tamil country. Indeed, Cavarirāya Piḷḷai baptized his son

following an old family tradition, sincewe discover fromhis works that he orig-

inally belonged to the Catholic Vellalla family of Kuriviṉattam also mentioned

in the manuscript by Arpudam, and was connected with the Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam

lineage by marriage. He only converted to Lutheranism in his early twenties.

So, when Cavarirāya Piḷḷai wrote about his ancestors in the history of his fam-

ily, the people he mentioned were mostly the Catholic élites of Kuriviṉattam

also listed in AGenealogical Study. Thanks to this peculiar history, we have two

parallel and exceptional sources on the very same family of catechists.21

21 To the best of my knowledge, the connection between the Arpudam manuscript and

Cavarirāya Piḷḷai’s family history has not been noticed before. On this exceptional doc-

ument, which is part of a set of works edited by Cavarirāya Piḷḷai’s son, including a diary

and a biography, see Robert Eric Frykenberg and John J. Paul, “A Research Note on the

Discovery of Writings by Savariraya Pillai, A Tamil Diarist of Mid-Nineteenth-Century
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Let us turn to the description of this family. Narasinghamurthia Pillai (Nara-

ciṅka Piḷḷai in Tamil) was the first Catholic convert and founder of the Catholic

Vellala lineage in Kuruviṉatām.22 The only son of Naraciṅkam Piḷḷai, Nalla-

tampiyā Piḷḷai, died very young, but he still managed to produce a son with his

wife Cuvāmiyaṭiyāḷ. The boy, Cavarimuttu Piḷḷai, survived to become an impor-

tant, if somewhat restless figure in the history of the family. We learn from

Cavarirāya Piḷḷai that Cavarimuttu’s mother Cuvāmiyaṭiyāḷ took good care of

him, andwas invested inhis education, evenafter thedeathof herhusbandNal-

latampiyā and her second marriage to a certain Viyākappiḷḷai. Cuvāmiyaṭiyāḷ

sent Cavarimuttu to school fromearly on, andhired learned pulavars to deepen

his education. These men would read and explain to Cavarimuttu the Tēmpā-

vaṇi, along with other difficult poems.23 This detail reveals how Beschi’s poem

had become important for the education of young Catholic boys almost imme-

diately after its composition, considering that the life of Cavarimuttu unfolded

in themiddle of the eighteenth century. Thanks to this education, Cavarimuttu

went on to become a disciple of the priest atVaṭakkuṉkuḷam,while his younger

brother became record-keeper, kaṇakkuppiḷḷai, in another village. Even after

running away from Vaṭakkuṉkuḷam to the Maravar country, for reasons that

remain unknown, he ended up working as a catechist and a teacher, often fol-

lowing some missionary, until his early death at Kāmanāyakkaṉpatti.24

The main events of Cavarimuttu’s life, recounted at length in the family his-

tory by Cavarirāya Piḷḷai, are well summarized in one of the short but precious

biographical notes of the Arpudammanuscript:

Saverimuthu P. was a disciple of the priest at Vadakankulam. Enraged

as her [sic] young widowed mother remarried to Yagappa P of Visaya-

narayanam, went in exile to the Maravan country, and after pitiable wan-

derings came and settled at Kamanayakanpatti as Vasal ubedesi [“resi-

dent catechist”]. Here he refused the hand of Kanakan’s daughter for she

Tinnevelly,” The Journal of Asian Studies 44, 3 (1985): 521–528. I use the 2006 reprint of

the 1900 edition of the twoworks, Cavarirāyappiḷḷai vamca varalāṟu and Cavarirāyappiḷḷai

carittiram, by Ā. Civaippiramaṇiyaṉ. This includes an introduction with useful informa-

tion about the life and duties of Lutheran catechists in the early nineteenth century. The

1900 edition was by Cavarirāyappiḷḷai’s son, Yōvāṉ Tēvacakāyam Piḷḷai, who appears as the

“author” in the 2006 edition (and thus I cite him).

22 The genealogy of the “Guruvinatham kudumbam” is in Arpudam, A Genealogical Study,

124–133.

23 tēmpāvaṇi mutalia aruntamiḻkaḷaiyum vācikkavum arttam paṇṇavum tiṟamaiyuṭaiyavar-

kaḷāy iruntārkaḷ. Yōvāṉ Tēvacakāyaṉ, Upatēciyar cavarirāyapiḷḷai, 77.

24 The life of Cavarimuttu is in Yōvāṉ Tēvacakāyaṉ, Upatēciyar cavarirāyapiḷḷai, 76–85.
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was immodest as ேவடௐறெ ாௐடாயௐ [vēṭṭukkiṭāy], but married the d[augh-

ter] of ThammaChettiar of Sekkarakudi atVadak. Hewas afterwardsube-

desi of Srivaikuntam where he planted the three of the present pulian-

topu [“tamarind grove”]. He resigned and became a teacher (near Esala-

puram) of Tharmathupuram. Finally he came toVadakankulamwhere he

became the accountant of Mr. Bilderbeck. Caught by fever at Puliangudi

(Vasudevanallur) he was brought to his father-in-law’s house at Kamana-

yakanpatti where he died in 1767 at the age of 35. Saverimuthu P. was

a learned man, tall in stature, fair in appearance, of great faith—writer

& author of “Thembavani”, “Sathuragarathi”, “Kitteriammal ammanei” &

others. His wife Madavadial, the third of the children of Thammu Chet-

tiar, died at Thuttampatti.25

This account shows that the geographical contours of Cavarimuttu’s life over-

lapped in many ways with Beschi’s missionary trajectory. He traveled to the

Maravar country soon after Beschi was there to collect witnesses for Brito’s

inquiry, and he worked as resident catechist (vācal upatēci) at Kāmanāyakkaṉ-

patti, where Beschi began his missionary career. Finally, towards the end of his

life, Cavarimuttu worked as secretary of a certain Mr. Bilderbeck. While the

chronology given by Arpudam is coherent with that found in Caverirāya Piḷḷai’s

family history, it does not map exactly onto the admittedly little information

available on Mr. Bilderbeck. This merchant, Christopher Bilderbeck (d. 1817),

father of the better-known Anglican missionary John Bilderbeck (1809–1880),

likely settled inVaṭakkaṉkuḷamonly late in the eighteenth century, considering

that he was born around 1758.26 Exact dating aside, though, it is not surprising

that in this context Cavarimuttu would come into contact with Beschi’s liter-

ary works. But what does the last sentence of the passage mean? How could

Cavarimuttu be “writer & author” of most of Beschi’s poems?

The answer becomes obvious when reading another short note in the Arpu-

dam manuscript, clearly referring to the relationship between a manuscript

and its owner, rather than a text and its author:

25 Arpudam, A Genealogical Study, 124.

26 Yōvāṉ Tēvacakāyaṉ, Upatēciyar cavarirāyapiḷḷai, 77 contains a short notice on Mr. Bilder-

back saying that he had no children from his wife, only from his Indian mistress, but still

raised them like Europeans. On his approximate date of birth, see the webpage: http://

www.vincematthews.plus.com/family/bild01.htm (consulted on 16/09/2021). His first son

John Bilderbeck (1809–1880) became and Anglican pastor, and his obituary can be found

in K. et al., Church missionary intelligencer record. A monthly journal of missionary infor-

mation, vol. 5 (London: Church missionary house, 1880), 512–513.

http://www.vincematthews.plus.com/family/bild01.htm
http://www.vincematthews.plus.com/family/bild01.htm
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Thembavani of Saverimuthu P. though stolen by the robbers (தளவாயௐ-

பீளௐைள ெகாளௐைள) was purchased by his son Mariasinga Chettiyar,

from whom it passed to Nadukadai Michael. P. & from him to his son

IgnacimuthuP., fromwhom it passed toDevasagaiamSavarayaP inwhose

custody is also the Thembavani of his grandfather.27

This short passage refers the chain of transmission of a material object, which

could be and was at a point stolen—that is, it refers to a manuscript of the

Tēmpāvaṇi originally copied by Cavarimuttu. The passage, and the chain of

manuscript transmission it quickly records, is clarified and explained in detail

by Cavarirāya Piḷḷai’s family history. Indeed, Cavarirāya Piḷḷai tells us, Cavari-

muttu owned a copy of the Tēmpāvaṇi, which he himself had copied onto

palm-leaves. A thief, called Taḷavāy Piḷḷai, stole that copy around the time of

Cavarimuttu’s death, and soon after he sold themanuscript to amerchant. The

new owner was a clever man. He immediately realized that the object must

have been a prized family possession, and guessed the family to which hemust

have belonged. So, he brought the palm-leaf manuscript to Cavarimuttu’s son

Mariyaciṅkam Piḷḷai, and offered to return it to him, of course upon payment

of its market price. Mariyaciṅkam, “seeing that the palm leaf (ēṭu) was in the

handwriting (kaiyeḻuttu) of his father, was astonished, and bought it for the

price asked.”28 The Tēmpāvaṇi thus came back to the family.

As stated by Arpudam too, Mariyaciṅkam later gave the manuscript to his

secondwife’s son, who passed it down to his son Iṉṉācimuttu. The latter in turn

gave it to Upatēciyār Cavarirāya Piḷḷai’s son, Yōvāṉ Tēvacakāyaṉ Cavarirāyaṉ,

the editor of his father’s diary and family history. His name is found in the pas-

sage by Arpudam above in its anglicized form, Devasagaiam Savaraya, without

any mention that this member of the family had become in the meantime a

Lutheran. Still, we know that in his journey from hand to hand, themanuscript

finally went from Catholic to Protestant hands, while staying within the same

family. Yōvāṉ Tevacakāyaṉ Cavarirāyaṉ had it in his custody for a while, before

deciding to give it back to his ancestral church inKuruviṉatāmwith a pompous

ceremony. This exceptional story shows the circulation of a single manuscript

of theTēmpāvaṇi in the same family over five generations, spanningmore than

a century, and crossing confessional divides. It also shows how Beschi’sTēmpā-

vaṇi accompanied Cavarimuttu’s life from his early childhood education to his

afterlife, shaping his and his family’s cultural identity both as a text and as an

object throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

27 Arpudam, A Genealogical Study, 124.

28 Yōvāṉ Tēvacakāyaṉ, Upatēciyar cavarirāyapiḷḷai, 81.
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The lives of the other members of the same family, especially Nanasanjivi

Pillai (Ñāṉacañcīvi Piḷḷai) andCavarimuttu’s sonMariyaciṅkamPiḷḷai, highlight

other important aspects of the Catholic cultural world in the second half of the

eighteenth century.29 Ñāṉacañcīvi Piḷḷai lived most of his life in the small vil-

lage of Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam, andyet he knewLatin, thanks to the schooling efforts of

the missionaries. Moreover, his Catholic zeal led him to once beat a Protestant

minister, an event that resonates well with the bitter rivalry that characterized

Beschi’s missionary career, and throws further light on the difficult choice of

Upatēciyār Cavarirāya Piḷḷai and his son to convert, as well as on their attach-

ment to their Catholic roots. By contrast, Mariyaciṅkam was not a particularly

learned man, but fortunately the text tells us what he did not know—that is,

what his more cultured relatives likely knew. As it turns out, writing on palm

leaf and a certain knowledge of arithmetic were considered basic skills for the

men of this family, and for the small-town Catholic intelligentsia of their time.

It will be clear by now that the analogies between the cultural milieu

mapped by these local histories and what Velcheru Narayana Rao, David Shul-

man, and Sanjay Subrahmanyam have defined as “karaṇam culture” run deep.

These authors described the small-scale literati that made up karaṇam culture

as polyglot authors of texts meant to be recited in public as well as read pri-

vately, often privileging prose over verse. They were “a service gentry […] able

to accommodate newmembers over the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

groups that emerged into this sphere of discussion byprocesses of socialmobil-

ity.”30 The early nineteenth-century records we just read look back at the time

in the eighteenth century when Catholic, and later Lutheran, Vellalas emerged

into this type of literate and literary sphere by processes of socialmobility facil-

itated, and partially generated, by Catholicism and the mission. Catechists at

this time combined the cultural tools offered to them by family and caste, that

is the karaṇam toolbox,with the spiritual, cultural, and institutional investiture

given to themby themission. TheTēmpāvaṇi, a poemwhichwas their own, the

highest poetic expression of CatholicTamil literature of their time, further gave

them an entry point into the world of poetry and learning, and the social and

political networks that made that world. It is not surprise, then, that the Tēm-

pāvaṇiwas a crucial part of their education, a text that they copied and whose

manuscripts were passed downwithin their families in the villages of theTamil

country.

29 These biographical sketches are in Arpudam, A Genealogical Study, 124 and 126.

30 Narayana Rao, Shulman and Subrahmanyam, Textures of Time, 19–20.
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3 Śaiva Neighbors and Rivals

The sources we just analyzed, besides offering us glimpses into the role of the

Tēmpāvaṇi in the life of a Catholic catechist family, also offer an image of the

catechist community in the larger religious and cultural context of the eigh-

teenth century. Most strikingly, this is the moment when Lutheran and Angli-

can forms of Christianity became very important, especially in the southern-

most region of the Tamil country. Cavarirāya Piḷḷai’s conversion to Lutheranism

points to this process, and to its complex nature, since he continued to have a

keen interest in the Tēmpāvaṇi, and the traditions of his Catholic ancestors.

The same documents also show how most of the families that at the turn of

the eighteenth century converted tobecomeCatholic catechistswereoriginally

Śaiva, and continued to have relativeswho professed that faith.We have almost

no information on the reactions of thosewho remained Śaiva to the conversion

and new allegiances of their friends and familymembers. Yet, if we look closely

enough at Jesuit sources of the time, and compare themwith oral histories and

legends that still circulate inTamil Nadu regarding the foundations of churches

and villages, the contours of the catechists’ local activities emerge as integrated

into a social, literary, and religious fabric that unfolded on the local scale, where

the boundaries between Catholic and Śaiva were not so firm.

This emerges with particular force in the oral sources and village accounts

from the deep south of the Tamil country, probably because this region still has

strong Catholic communities and folk traditions. Besides, even though Beschi’s

life and work are tightly connected with the Kaveri delta region, he began his

missionary career in Southern Tamil Nadu, in the village of Kāmanāyakkaṉ-

paṭṭi, and spent his last years at Maṇappāṭu on the Fishery coast, before dying

in Kerala. So, the oral traditions of both these areas, the Fishery coast and the

Tenkasi region where Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi is located, remember Beschi in a

number of colorful stories. For example, he appears in the foundation myth of

the church of Cērntamaram, often spelled Sendamaram in English, an account

filled with details that might help us understand the social and cultural milieu

in which the catechists operated:

Apart from them, in the beginning of the eighteenth century (in the year

1714) Giuseppe Beschi aka Vīramāmuṉivar, who was working at Kāmanā-

yakkaṉpaṭṭi, came to preach in the Tirunelveli (Nellai) district. At that

time, a man of the kaṇiyāṉ caste listened to his teachings, converted, and

became his catechist (upatēciyar), and came to teach with the name of

Ñāṉēntiraṉ. Due to his efforts, two brotherswho lived in the village of Veḷ-

ḷāṅkuḷi nearby Kalliṭaikkuṟicci in this district—called Iruḷappa Mūppa-
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ṉar and CaṅkaraliṅkaMūppaṉar, belonging to the cēṉaiyar or ilaivaṇikar

caste—were converted by his teachings and zeal. Virāmāmuṉivar bap-

tized both of them with his own holy hands in 1715, and Iruḷappa Mūp-

paṉar took the name of Ñāṉēntiraṉ, while Caṅkaraliṅka Mūppaṉar took

the name of Cavarimuttu. After this, both of them were mistreated by

their relations, so ÑāṉēntiraṉMūppaṉarmoved to Citamparāpuramnext

to Caṅkaraṉkōyil, and Caṅkaraliṅka Mūppaṉar moved to a place called

Vairavaṉ kuṭiyiruppu (i.e., Tavaṇai) next to Ceṅkōṭṭai. CaṅkaraliṅkaMūp-

paṉar who had gone to Tavaṇai, because of his ability in Tamil due to

being born in the group of the cēṉaiyar, began to work in that village

(ūr) in the house of a man called Muttuvīrappa Pulavar. Seeing his rec-

titude, Muttuvīrappa Pulavar gave to him his own daughter, Vīracaṅkili

Māṭatti, in marriage, and they all lived in the same house. At that time,

because of his learning (pulamai) Muttuvīrappa Pulavar was appointed

by the Zamindar of Vaṭakarai, called Tiru Ciṉṉa Ānanta Paṇṭiyaṉ, as one

of the ritual singers (ōtuvar) in the temple of Pirakalātīcuvarar in Cērnta-

maram, and so he came to live in Cērntamaram.31

I stop here, but the story continues. CaṅkaraliṅkaMūppaṉar, together with his

wife, sets out to joinhis father-in-law, but on theirway toCērntamaramthe cou-

plewalks in front of a chapel dedicated to the archangelMichael. Caṅkaraliṅka,

who has not yet confessed his conversion to his wife, cannot however repress

the irresistible urge to worship in the chapel. He has to tell her the whole story,

and so he does. Then he prays, and finally—tomake the proverbially long story

short—she converts too. When husband and wife, now both openly Catholic,

arrive in Cērntamaram, they begin preaching, converting, and tending after the

local community, practically working as catechists.

One reasonwhy I decided to recount this particular origin narrative is its sur-

prising connection with events narrated in Jesuit reports of the period, where

we findmultiple references to a certainGnaniendira (Ñāṉēntiraṉ),whoworked

as Beschi’s catechist in Kurukkaḷpaṭṭi in 1714–1715. He was one of the two cat-

echists who accompanied Beschi when the Pariah we encountered in Chap-

ter Two set in motion the events leading to the persecution of the Christians

31 I translated this passage into English from Cērntamaram tūya irāyappar ciṉṉappar ālaya

nuṟṟaṇṭu viḻā—ūr varalāṟu (Cērntamaram, 1987), 4–5. The same episode is narratedmore

at length in another pamphlet, Cērntamaram puṉita irayappar, ciṉṉappar tiru stala māṉ-

miyam (Cērntamaram, 1953), which also deals with the issue that made the small village

of Cērntamaram briefly famous in the early twentieth century, namely the discovery that

the old church incorporates stones from a Hindu temple (ibidem, 35–38).
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of Kurukkaḷpaṭṭi, Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi and Kayattāṟu in 1714.32 The Cērntama-

ram village history claims that it was this Ñāṉēntiraṉ who converted the two

mūppaṉar brothers. Beschi baptized them, of course, conferring the new reli-

gious identity by imposition of his holy hands (tirukkai), but he didn’t play

any active role in the evangelization of the village. And yet, notwithstanding

the marginalization of the role of Beschi, Caṅkaraliṅka Mūppaṉar’s story is

completely different from that of the Pariah we analyzed earlier. The events

of his life, conversion, and evangelizing efforts show a network of independent

circulation of Catholicism that was sanctioned and approved by the mission-

aries.

Among the striking elements in the story is the precise caste identifica-

tion of the main characters, likely a function of the moment in which the

story was written in the early twentieth century rather than an exact refer-

ence to eighteenth-century realities. Still, this account shows the catechists

as belonging to Southern groups—Ñāṉēntiraṉ is kaṇiyāṉ, the two brothers

are ceṉaiyar—that shared a certain amount of cultural capital, and the strive

towards upward mobility.33 Especially Caṅkaraliṅka, the brother who will end

up becoming the first catechist of Cērntamaram, is portrayed as a provincial

Tamil savant, married into the family of a local pulavar turned ōtuvar of the

village temple. This points to the peripheral intellectual class that constituted,

I argue, the cultural milieu in which most catechists were immersed before as

well as after joining the mission, and the milieu in which the Catholic texts we

read so far circulated. Finally, the name of the second brother, Caṅkaraliṅka, as

well as his father-in-law’s occupation as ōtuvar, a professional singer of Śaiva

hymns, speaks to the original religious affiliation of the two convert brothers as

some form of Tamil Śaivism. This in turn points to a general tendency that we

mentioned. Converts to Catholicism in the eighteenth century, and especially

those literate men who would become catechists, often belonged originally to

Śaiva (mostly, self-proclaimedVellala) families. Śaivism always remained in the

32 Il padre Beschi, il quale con un nobile catechista detto Gnaniendira stava attualmente prepa-

rando il S.to Presepio […] “Father Beschi, who with the noble catechist Gnaniendira, was

at that time preparing the Holy Crib …” Throughout the episode of the persecution by

the prince of Caietharu (Kayattāṟu), Beschi is accompanied by two catechists, Xaveriraian

(Cavērirāyaṉ) and Gnaniendira (Ñāṉēntiraṉ). The first is tortured, but Brandolini in his

account is not sure about what happens to the second (Non saprei dire di certo, se all’altro

catechista fossero dati i tormenti. Penso più tosto, che nò; […]) Antonio Broglia Brandolini,

Lettera annuadellaMissione delMadurei dell’anno 1714 e 1715 (Lisbon, 20March 1720), arsi,

Goa 54a, ff. 447–482, here 467r and 468v.

33 Thurston, Castes and Tribes, vol. 6, 360–361.
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not-so-remote past of the mission, and missionaries and their catechists were

in direct competition with Śaiva ritual, spiritual and intellectual practices.

This competingmilieu appears clearly in theTamil versionof MuttucāmiPiḷ-

ḷai’s biography of Beschi, which—unlike the English version—includes a num-

ber of colorful vignettes showing how Beschi answered various tricky ques-

tions posed to him by his Śaiva opponents. Once, for instance, he engaged

with two Śaiva itinerant preachers, called paṇṭāram, in a debate that took

place entirely through hand gestures. He won without pronouncing a single

word.34 Another time, nine conceited paṇṭāram, sure of their superior educa-

tion, came to Beschi at Ēlākkuṟicci, and asked him to engage in a philosoph-

ical debate (tarkkam). After only one month of intense discussion (and this

gives a sense of the length of such public debates) they all declared defeat.

Six of them converted, while three of them cut their dreadlocks (caṭai) out

of shame, and moved to another region—but the hair they cut off was tied,

like straw, to the roof of themandapa at Tirukkāvalūr.35 Notice how in all these

episodes, Beschi’s opponents are Śaiva paṇṭāram, while he himself was dressed

and behaved at this time as a Christian paṇṭāram, a strategy we encountered

in the previous chapters. So, in more than one way, Beschi, his catechists, and

their Śaiva counterparts were colleagues.

The history of Śaiva responses to Catholicism in the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries, before the well-known nineteenth-century debates between

Tamil Śaiva Siddhānta champions and Protestant missionaries, is little

known.36 In fact, there are almost no sources showing that such early responses

existed, apart from fragments of an anti-Catholic treatise called Ēcumata nirā-

karaṇam, “The refutation of the religion of Jesus,” attributed to the Vīraśaiva

poet-saint Tuṟaimaṅkalam Civappirakācar. If this text is really by Civappirakā-

car, and if the usual dating of this author to the seventeenth century is cor-

rect, then the Ēcumata nirākaraṇam was not a polemic against Beschi, but

against one of the earlier missionaries, possibly Roberto Nobili.37 Whatever

the case, only three verses survived, because they were incorporated within

34 Muttucāmi, Vīramāmuṉivarcarittiram, 18.

35 Ibidem, 19.

36 A classical study on these later controversies is Young and Jebanesan, The Bible Trembled;

recent works by Srilata Raman, Rick Weiss, and others further clarify the Śaiva milieu of

the nineteenth century.

37 Cōmacuntara Tēcikar, Tamiḻp pulavarkaḷ varalāṟu. patiṉēḻām nūṟṟāṇṭu (Putukkōṭṭai:

Kiṭaikkumiṭam s.s. tēcikar, 1976), 125 cites Irāmaliṅka Aṭikaḷ saying that the Ēcumata

nirākaraṇam was written against Beschi, but reckons that the work might be later since

Christianity (allegedly) did not have a big following at Beschi’s time.
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Perūr Citampara Cuvāmikaḷ’s commentary to Pērūr Cāntaliṅka Aṭikaḷār’s Kolai

maṟuttal, “Against killing.” These stanzas give us a sense of those early contro-

versies:38

aṟikilai nararkkāy vēṇṭi yaḷittaṉaṉ miruka māti

yiṟaiyava ṉeṉṟāyōrī yīṉṟiṭa malamī tūruñ

ciṟupuḻu viraiyu ṟāteṉ ceykuvai yataṉai nōkka

aṟivaru nuṇiya tēkiyaṉantanī yavai yeṉ ceyvāy.

aṟikilai. nararkkā vēṇṭi aḷittaṉaṉ mirukam āti

iṟai avaṉ eṉṟāy. ōr ī īṉṟu iṭa malamītu ūrum

ciṟu puḻuvu iraiy uṟātu—eṉ ceykuvaiy? ataṉai nōkka

aṟivarum nuṇiya tēki aṉantam nīy avai eṉ ceyvāy.

You are ignorant. You say that the Lord has created the animals and so on

for the use of men. Yet the small worms crawling in the dirty feces, born

from a single fly, do not turn into food. What do you do [about them]?

Similar to this, tiny creatures deprived of intelligence are limitless. What

do you do about them?

vāytiṟan talaṟum vēṅkai valviṭa mumiḻpām pāti

nēyamaṟ ṟevarkūṟṟāy nikaḻvate ṉulakat tannāḷ

tūyavaṉātik kōtuñ coṉṉeṟi yaṭaṅkā teṉṉiṉ

āyakō vāti māntark kaṭaṅkiya vitameṉ kollō.

vāy tiṟantu alaṟum vēṅkai, valviṭa mumiḻpāmpu āti

nēyam aṟṟu evarku ūṟṟāy nikaḻvatu eṉ ulakattu annāḷ

tūyavaṉ ātikku ōtum col ṉeṟi aṭaṅkātu eṉṉiṉ

āyakōv āti māntarkku aṭaṅkiya vitam eṉ kollō.

The tiger that roars with open mouth, the snake with strong poison, and

the like, who have no love for anyone, behave harmfully—how so? If they

do not obey the words said by the Purest one in the beginning, on that

[first] day on earth, tell me, in what way would have the animals submit-

ted to the first men?

38 On seventeenth-century Vīraśaiva poet and theologian Pērūr Cāntaliṅka Aṭikaḷār, see

Steinschneider “Beyond theWarring Sects,” esp. 22ff.
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colliṉa ṉavarkkac cāti yaṭaṅkavun tuyarañ ceytē

kolla maṟṟaiyavu mīcaṉ eṉṟiṭiṟ koṭunā kāti

nallavā vōrōr kālat taṭaṅkalā ṉavilac cāti

allal cey tiṭalāṟ ṟīyōy aṟainta coṟ paḻutēy ākum.

colliṉaṉ avarkku accāti aṭaṅkavun tuyaram ceytē

kolla maṟṟaiyavum īcaṉ eṉṟiṭiṉ, koṭu nāku āti

nallavā ōrōr kālatt’ aṭaṅkalāl, navilaccāti

allal ceytiṭalāl tīyō? aṟainta col paḻutē ākum.39

If you claim that the Lord ordered those falling into that [animal] birth

to submit to them [i.e., to men], and that they are to be violently killed,

then, since the treacherous animals such as the cobra sometimes are also

obedient, and behave nicely, is killing them a bad thing?Theword spoken

by God must be false.

These complex verses survived within the commentary on a text arguing for

vegetarianism, and coherently they analyze the relation betweenmen and ani-

mals. They show a surprisingly deep knowledge of Christian stories, and chal-

lenge the commonly held belief that Christian ideas had very little circulation

at this time. The three stanzas address the basic belief among Catholics that

Godwishedmen to “be fruitful, andmultiply, and replenish the earth, and sub-

due it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air,

and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth” (Gen. 1:28). The first

verse claims that Catholic doctrine cannot explain the function of tiny, useless

animals, such as worms andmosquitoes; the second one asks howwas is it pos-

sible that animals are meant to obey and serve men, if God allows dangerous

beasts to continue living on this earth and harm human beings; and the third

verse wonders, what about dangerous beasts that are domesticated only occa-

sionally? Even when they stop doing any harm, still they are not used for food.

Can we say that they submitted to men? As the commentary by Perūr Citam-

para Cuvāmikaḷ makes clear, the Christian doctrine challenged in these verses

posits humanbeings andanimals as qualitatively different, since the latterwere

created to serve and feed the former—and indeed animals will not resurrect,

39 Cited in Cāntaliṅka Aṭikaḷār, Kolai maṟuttal (Perūr: Tavattiru cāntaliṅka aṭikaḷār tiru-

maṭam, 1971), 24–26. The last two verses are also found in Cōmacuntara Tēcikar, Tamiḻp

pulavarkaḷ, 125; he took the verses from amagazine (called Tīkkiraiyāyiṟṟu), but it is likely

that they originated in the commentary to Cāntaliṅka Aṭikalār’s work from where I took

them.
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according to Christian doctrine. Śaivism, with its belief in rebirth, opposed this

view, and reckoned all living beings to be part of the same cycle of karma and

ultimate liberation.

It is difficult to gain a deeper understanding of the theological and social

implications of these verses outside the context of the whole Ēcumata nirāka-

raṇam, and the text has not resurfaced yet. Still, the themes of hierarchy and of

the relationship betweenmen andnature resonatewith our discussion thus far,

especially with Civācivaṉ’s questions, which we encountered in Chapter Five.

These stanzas show how Christianity aimed at fundamentally reshaping that

relationship. The new Christian doctrine of original sin, the fall, and the final

judgment implied a new way of looking at the animals and the trees of the

Tamil land, and explaining their relationship with men, as the Śaiva author of

these verses well understood.

4 Towards the Colonial Archive

Within the contours of the social and cultural world we just sketched, a poem

like the Tēmpāvaṇi seems at the same time appropriate and necessary. How

else could catechists compete with their Śaiva neighbors and relatives? What

Catholic hymns could they sing in response to the mellifluous verses of tem-

ple ōtuvar? Of course, the Tēmpāvaṇi was not the only text available to them.

During the eighteenth century, therewas a proliferation of Catholic poems and

plays in the popular genres of the period. The relationship between this body

of literature, missionary literature, and the refined texts composed by local

Catholic poets from the turn of the nineteenth century onwards, both in the

ciṟṟilakkiyam genres and in the longer narrative genres, is yet to be explored.

Certainly, Beschi’s poems remained at the center of this literary constella-

tion, and represent a successful attempt of the mission to harness this cultural

milieu. In this context, the circulation of Tēmpāvaṇi manuscripts mapped by

Arpudam and Cavarirāya Piḷḷai offers an example of practices common among

eighteenth-century Catholic élites. Recovering this relativelywidespread circu-

lation of Beschi’s poemalso offers a newperspective on the colonial “discovery”

of Beschi in the early nineteenth century, in the context of what has been called

the Madras School of Orientalism. Great attention has been paid recently to

the role of Francis Whyte Ellis, who was an admirer and a reader of Beschi.

Elllis’ desire to procure Beschi’s manuscript for the College prompted Mut-

tucāmi Piḷḷai to travel south, and eventually recover, among other texts, the 1729

manuscript of the Tēmpāvaṇi we analyzed earlier. And yet, this clichéd tale of

rediscovery has obscured something that appears quite clearly in the pages,
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and sometimes in the footnotes, of Muttucāmi’s biography of Beschi. As soon

as he stepped outside of Madras, Muttucāmi encountered a dense network of

Catholic catechists and intellectuals who had preserved old manuscripts of

poems by Beschi, and of texts by other missionaries too. Besides Luz Naig in

Avūr, for instance, he mentions “Dayiriyam Pillei and Arairda Pillai, who were

the sons of Chowrimootoo Pillei, Beschi’s catechist, and who gave me much

information respecting the life of Beschi as well as his valuable works, and

whom I met at Cariyam Putti, a village which is about midway between Tan-

jore and Trichinopoly.”40

In other words, in order to “discover” Beschi’s manuscript Muttucāmi sim-

ply had to ask those men who had been reading and using them throughout

the eighteenth century, and were still doing so in the early colonial period.41

Indeed, one such man was a close collaborator of Ellis, and most likely the

source of his interest in Beschi. As we saw at the beginning of the chapter,

before launching the quest for Beschi’s manuscripts, Ellis had studied the Tēm-

pāvaṇi and the Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam, as demonstrated by the many quo-

tations from the two texts in his translation and commentary of theTirukkuṟaḷ.

He could probably access those texts because his Tamil teacher, Vittuvāṉ Cām-

ināta Piḷḷai, was a Catholic Vellala who had likely studied Beschi’s poems while

growing up in Pondicherry, as Cavarimuttu had done in Kuriviṉattam. Cāmi-

nāta Piḷḷai was furthermore the author of numerous Catholic poems, including

the Nacaraikkalampakam and the Ñāṉātikkarāyar kāppiyam. Both these texts

use two Tamil literary genres, the peruṅkāppiyam and the kalampakam, first

adapted toChristian poetics by Beschi.42 TheNacaraikkalampakam further fol-

lows the innovations introduced by Beschi, and includes verses on themes that

were not part of the kalampakam genre before the Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam.

So, while his poems still await proper analysis, Cāmināta Piḷḷai clearly stands at

the juncture between the pre-colonial and the colonial order. It was likely him

who brought to early nineteenth century Madras a set of Catholic texts and lit-

erary preoccupations that were important for him, for his family, and for his

community.

40 Muttucāmi, Brief Sketch, 19.

41 Emmrich, “The Ins and the Outs,” analogously problematizes the rediscovery of ancient

Jain literature.

42 See Chetty, The Tamil Plutarch, 114–115; Stuart Blackburn, Print, Folklore, and Nationalism

in Colonial South India (Delhi: Permanent Black, 2003), 99–100 also mentions Cāmināta,

saying that Ellis was not satisfied by his biographical sketch of Beschi, but doesn’t cite the

source (the detail is not in Chetty).
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It is not surprising, then, that whenMuttucāmi Piḷḷai set out to write a biog-

raphy of Beschi, he could work with papers that had already been prepared

for that purpose by Cāmināta Piḷḷai. It is not clear whether Muttucāmi him-

self was a relative of Cāmināta, but probably not, since the sources are silent

about it. Still, it is possible that his career with Ellis in Madras was at least

partially facilitated by this fellow Pondicherry Catholic. Besides, even though

Muttucāmi worked at Fort St. George as a Tamil pundit and editor of Tamil

classical texts, his interest in Beschi and Tamil Catholic literature was not only

connected to the influence of Ellis. Muttucāmi himself came from a Catholic

family, and it was likely his father who edited the first poems by Beschi to

appear in print in 1843.43 So, even though his biography of Beschi was writ-

ten upon Ellis’s request, Muttucāmi also had a personal engagement with and

close knowledge of Beschi’s œuvre. Indeed, in the 1820s Muttucāmi entered

into a polemic against a Śaiva teacher in Chidambaram who had written a

poem against Catholicism, the “Refutation of the religion of the Pope” or Pāp-

puvētavikaṟpam. In the treatise he wrote to refute this poem, Muttucāmi often

cited Beschi’s stanzas from the Tēmpāvaṇi and the Tirukkāvalūr kalampakam.

In sum, the endorsement of Beschi’s persona and poems among Vellala from

Pondicherry such as Muttucāmi and Cāmināta, was imbricated with British

Orientalism, but also connected with Catholic practices and traditions dating

back to the eighteenth century.44

One additional thread, woven into Ellis’s interest in the Tēmpāvaṇi, shows

the connection with such eighteenth-century trajectories of circulation. As

we already saw, when Ellis bought the 1729 manuscript from Luiz (or Luís)

Naik via Muttucāmi, the first pages were missing. Some time later those pages

appeared in the hands of Vētanāyakam Cāstiriyār, the Lutheran poet of Than-

javur, who eventually gave them to Muttucāmi.45 While it seems reasonable

that a Christian poet, albeit of a different denomination, could find inspira-

tion in one of his predecessors, the fact that Vētanāyakam preserved a page

43 I infer this fromA.Muttucāmi Piḷḷai’s name.TheA. could be the initial of his father’s name,

and the editor of the 1843 compendium of Beschi’s works also including the Tamil version

of Muttucāmi’s bibliography is called Appāvu Piḷḷai.

44 On British orientalism and the role of Beschi within the development of Tamil studies

in the context of the Madras school of Orientalism, see Ebeling and Trento, “From Jesuit

Missionary to Tamil pulavar”; Thomas Trautmann, Languages and Nations: The Dravidian

Proof in Colonial Madras (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press,

2006); Id., TheMadras School of Orientalism: Producing Knowledge in Colonial South India

(Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2009).

45 This information is in a letter byThambisami toWalter Elliot (Caveripatam, 2August 1844)

bound together with the Tēmpāvaṇimanuscript in bl, Mss. Tam. B. 3.
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of that specific manuscript, while also owning a newer manuscript of the

first cantos of the poem, points to a devotional, symbolic significance of that

material artifact. This attachment is particularly meaningful in light of the

history of Vētanāyakam’s family. His father Aruṇācalam Piḷḷai was a Śaiva Vel-

lala from the Tirunelveli region who converted to Catholicism in the middle

of the eighteenth century, and took the name of Tēvacakāyam. This is a com-

mon Catholic name, but the geographical location of the family in the South

of the Tamil country, and the historical moment of this conversion, make for

strong clues that Vētanāyakam’s father took it in honor of the then recently

killed Tēvacakāyam Piḷḷai, the disciple of Ñāṉappirakācam Piḷḷai who founded

theVaṭakkaṉkuḷamVellala lineage.46Vētanāyakamhimself was raised and edu-

cated as a Catholic for the first ten years of his life, in the southern context we

briefly sketched in the previous pages. Did he know, recite or maybe sing stan-

zas from the Tēmpāvaṇi as a young boy? Did his family retain an attachment to

Beschi even after their conversion to Lutheranism in 1785, similarly to Upatē-

ciyār Cavarirāyaṉ Piḷḷai and his son Yōvāṉ Tēvacakāyaṉ Cavarirāyaṉ? I believe

so, but have no proof of it yet. There is still a possibility that Vētanāyakam

learned about Beschi only after moving to Thanjavur, and becoming a disci-

ple of the LutheranMissionary Christian Friederich Schwartz (1726–1798).47 He

46 Indeed, Aruṇācalam aka Tēvacakāyam was first introduced to Catholicism by a catechist

called “Gnanenthira Kanian” who worked as amoney lender while at the same time help-

ing the poor. Notice how this catechist had the samename, andbelonged to the same caste

as Beschi’s catechist Ñāṉēntiraṉ whom we met before. Moreover, in their initial interac-

tion, “Gnanenthira Kanian” answered to Aruṇācalam’s question with a kuṟaḷ veṇpā verse,

thus pointing once again to the spiritual as well as cultural leadership of the catechists.

Aruṇācalam converted and was baptized at Kāmanāyakkaṉpaṭṭi by a Jesuit missionary

in 1760, became a catechist (upatēciyār), and married in 1770 a Catholic girl, Ñāṉappū

(a typical name for Catholic women of the Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam vēḷāḷar lineages). See Tā. Vi.

Tēvanēcaṉ, Tañcai vētanāyakam cāstiriyār (Madras: Kiṟistava ilakkiyac caṅkam, 1956), 1–

2; Grace Parimala Appasamy, Vedanayaga Sastriar. Biography of the Suviseda Kavirayar of

Thanjavur (Thiruninravur: Thanjai Vedanayaga Sastriar Peravai, 1995), 1–2.

47 Vētanāyakaṉ (whose baptismal name was actually Vētapōtakam, the same as that of

the Catholic missionary who baptized him) began studying grammar and arithmetic

when he was five, and he had at times Hindu tutors. His father converted when he was

eleven, and when he was twelve, he joined Schwartz and began his education in Than-

javur. See Tēvanēcaṉ, Tañcai vētanāyakam, 2–7; Indira V. Peterson, “Bethlehem Kuṟavañci

of Vedanayaka Sastri of Tanjore: The cultural discourses of a 19th century Tamil Christian

Poem,” in Christians, Cultural Interactions, and the Religious Traditions of India, eds Judith

BrownandRobert E. Frykenberg (GrandRapids:W. Eerdmans, 2002), 9–36; Ead., “Between

Print and Performance: The Tamil Christian Poems of Vedanayaka Sastri and the Literary

cultures of 19th-century South India,” in India’s Literary History: Essays on the Nineteenth

Century, eds Stuart Blackburn andVasudhaDalmia (Delhi: PermanentBlack, 2004), 25–59.
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might have received that page of the Tēmpāvaṇi during a trip to the villages to

Ēlākkuṟicci or Vaṭukarpēṭṭai, where Beschi spent a large part of his life and left

a number of trained catechists. Still, what matters for this story is that, at the

end of his life, Vētanāyakam still kept among his possessions that one page of

the Tēmpāvaṇimanuscript.

In the nineteenth century, the Tēmpāvaṇi also circulated beyond Catholic

and Protestant circles.When discussing possiblemodes of fruition of the poem

and its paratexts, we encountered the figure of CavarāyaluNāyakar, a poet from

Pondicherry who toured the Kaveri delta region reciting and explaining the

Tēmpāvaṇi to a large public. Cavarāyalu Nāyakar himself was a Catholic, but

his name shows that he belonged to a different group than Cāmināta andMut-

tucāmi Piḷḷai. Still, his education was also centered around the Tēmpāvaṇi. His

teacher, though, had not been a Catholic intellectual himself, but rather the

famous pulavar and Śaiva devoteeMīṉāṭcicuntaramPiḷḷai. Cavarāyalu Nāyakar

was able to study with him thanks to the intercession of Ci. Tiyākarācar (1826–

1888), another student of Mīṉāṭcicuntaram Piḷḷai. The latter began by teaching

Cavarāyalu some works of the Tamil canon, and then “took him through the

Tembavani and other Christian religious works which he had specially come

to study.”48 This means that even the most important Tamil pulavar of the

nineteenth century, the celebrated Mīṉāṭcicuntaram Piḷḷai, read and knew the

Tēmpāvaṇi. Evenmore striking, he found thepoemworthwhile enough to teach

it to his Catholic student.When Cavarāyalu Nāyakar recited and explained the

Tēmpāvaṇi to his audience, he was mediating the text for them in the light of

Mīṉāṭcicuntaram Piḷḷai’s understanding of Beschi’s poem. At the same time,

through his teacher Cavarāyalu became part of the wider world of Tamil lit-

erature, as shown by the many pulavars who sent him verses of praise for his

anthology of poems published in 1869.49

This short list of intellectuals who engaged with the Tēmpāvaṇi throughout

the nineteenth century is partial. Each of the stories I just sketched is more

complex than I made it out to be, and deserves to be the subject of a thorough

investigation. My purpose in the previous pages has been simply to show that

Beschi’s poem succeeded in making Catholicism part of the world of Tamil lit-

erary culture. His poem inspired later poets, was read and analyzed by later

pulavars, and gave Catholics a classical kāppiyam of their own, a foundation

on which to articulate their own place inside that world.

48 On Cavarāyalu Nāyakar, see Sridharam K. Guruswamy, A Poets’ Poet: Life of Maha Vidwan

Sri Meenakshisundaram Pillai, Based on the Biography in Tamil by Mahamahopadhyaya

Dr. U.V. Swaminathaiyer (Madras: Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. U.V. Swaminatha Iyer Library,

1976), 37–38.

49 Cavarāyalu Nāyakkar, Recueil de chants tamouls, 24–27.
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5 Conclusions: Catholic Lay Identities in the longue durée

In conclusion, taking the Tempāvaṇi as a prism has allowed us to follow the

accommodation of Catholic mobile and literate groups to the new colonial

order, and to ideas of Tamil culture and literature that were developing in the

early nineteenth century. In a world that was changing and rapidly modern-

izing, Catholics remained part of the world of traditional literary practices.

Throughout this book I have argued that it was Beschi, and the invention of

Tamil Catholic literature that happened at his time largely thanks to his own

literary efforts, whopositionedCatholicismwithin thatworld. Indeed, even the

nineteenth-century rediscovery of Beschi as the “first orientalist” by Ellis and

his peers in Madras was part of new colonial strategies as much as it was the

continuation of eighteenth-century patterns. Yet the ruptures and continuities

of the new order are not my concern here. Focusing on these processes was

helpful only insofar as it offered a glimpse into the longue durée history of the

reception and readership of the Tēmpāvaṇi. The importance of this beautiful,

musical poem for the identity of Catholic catechists in the eighteenth cen-

tury, and its continuous relevance at the turn of the nineteenth century, shines

through this fragmented archive.

This chapter has shown first of all how the life of this text in the world is

coherent with the clues contained within the poem itself as to its catechist

readership, such as the use of the word vētiyar in the introduction, and the

concerns expressed throughout its many cantos. As we explored in previous

chapters, the Tēmpāvaṇi revealed itself as an attempt to represent the layered

reality of the mission in a cohesive way, with its multiple local and global ref-

erents, for these men. The logic of the poem is one of figuration, in which

the history of salvation and the history of the mission speak to and about

each other. It is at the same time a logic of presence, insofar as the Tēmpāvaṇi

portrays divine beings—the holy family, angels, demons—as really present in

the Tamil land, as present as the flowers that Beschi planted in his garden in

Ēlākkuṟicci. Throughout this chapter, I have tried to put the poem in conver-

sation with different types of sources to convey that the Tēmpāvaṇimattered,

and that its original synthesis circulated, contributing to shaping a Tamil and

Catholic social and cultural world. This world perhaps becomesmore visible to

us after it intersectedwith the colonial order, and entered the colonial archives.

Yet that world is at the same time entirely present in the poem, if only we

can look at it with the eyes of Beschi and his catechists in the eighteenth cen-

tury.

Throughout this chapter, we also came to realize that catechists and élite

laymen were not only the intended audience of the missionaries. As shown
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in the history of the manuscripts and paratexts of the Tēmpāvaṇi, and in the

diaries and family history of the catechists, thesemen independently cultivated

the means to read and appreciate the poem.Within Catholic élite families, the

poemplayed a crucial role in the education of young boys, andwhen these boys

went on to become catechists and preachers, they used verses from theTēmpā-

vaṇi to teach, preach and convert in the villages of theTamil country.Moreover,

any Tamil Catholic with literary ambition would engage with the Tēmpāvaṇi

and the other texts written by Beschi in the early eighteenth century, thus con-

firming that this was perceived as the beginning of Catholic presence in the

world of Tamil literature. As a result, these Christian pulavars brought theTēm-

pāvaṇi all the way to the Śaiva temples andmaṭam of the Tamil country. These

institutions were at that time religious as well as literary centers, and it is in

one such monastery that Mīṉāṭcicuntaram Piḷḷai explained Beschi’s poem to

his student Cavarāyalu Nāyakar.

In the process of reading the Tēmpāvaṇi in their family houses and villages,

in public performance, in cities, and in private lessons in temples and monas-

teries, these catechists and Catholic pulavars performed a double mediation.

On the one hand, they read and mobilized the world of Tamil poetry in order

to explain the role of Catholic literature within it. They built Catholic poetry

on the foundations of earlier Tamil poetry as much as on the rhetorical tools

that by the eighteenth century were available to missionaries and their collab-

orators worldwide. They introduced new ideas concerning persuasion and the

subject matter of poetry into their local literary worlds. In doing so, these men

transformed the world of early modern Catholic literature in ways that are still

to be explored, mostly due to the barrier of a language such as Tamil, until now

marginal to the study of Christianity in this period.

On the other hand, these Catholic intellectualsmediated between theworld

of Catholic poetry—and perhaps, of learned poetry tout court—and the world

of the more common devotees who would only be able to enjoy these poems

thanks to their explanations. These people in turn produced their own poetry,

in the form of ballads and theater plays often based on the same stories as the

literature written by missionaries and Catholic pulavars. Through these types

of texts, written in the genres of ammāṉai, vācakappā, nāṭakam, and almost

alwaysmeant to be performed, they became readers andwriters, insofar as they

“read”missionary and learned poetry thanks to themediation of the catechists.

They became authors by reorganizing what they had heard into new musical

and poetical forms that they could integrate in their everyday lives. In conclu-

sion, the adaptationof Catholicism toTamil literary culturewas certainly amis-

sionary strategy, one largely elaborated by Beschi in the early eighteenth cen-

tury. Yet it also happened through impromptu tactics and strategies of reading
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and performing the Tēmpāvaṇi by local men, catechists and Catholic pulavars,

who adapted the poem to their world with all the tools at their disposal, from

changes in intonation during a performance, to modes of contextualization.
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Conclusions

In the secondhalf of the eighteenth century, after twohundred years of worldly

glories ad maiorem dei gloriam, the fortunes of the Society of Jesus turned

abruptly. In 1759, the Portuguese crown suppressed it within its empire. France

followed in 1764 and Spain in 1767, until Clement xiv suppressed the Soci-

ety worldwide in 1773.1 In the aftermath of this débacle, the ex-Jesuit Pietro

Lichetta, writing from the South Indian village of Dharmapura, where he was

still working in 1780, to his ex-confrèreGiovanni Francesco Filippi, drewabitter

picture of the situation of Christianity in South India. His letter lists the mis-

fortunes that had befallen the Madurai and Mysore missions in the previous

decades, starting with the expulsion of Jesuits from Portugal, and mixes them

with private complaints, regrets, and no little amount of despair. Throughout

the letter, Lichetta comes through as a hardened man, who hated the world he

now found himself in and no longer believed in the possibility of converting

the Indians. He was only steps away from losing all hope.2 And yet there is one

redeeming passage in the letter, when Lichetta’s pain rings true and his faith is

pure. This is the recollection of the moment when he learned that the Society

had been suppressed:

Yet all these afflictionswere amusements, so to speak, in comparisonwith

the one caused to us by the fatal blow of the extinction. I was with Father

Pavone in this very residence when the ill news arrived in 1774, immedi-

ately after lunch onMay 16, the day of the protector of the Society St. John

Nepomucene. We were doing our spiritual readings, specifically regard-

ing the rules of modesty. I was then taken by such anguish that, unable to

1 For an overview on the suppression and later restoration of the Jesuits, see Robert Maryks

and JonathanWright, Jesuit Survival and Restoration. A Global History, 1773–1900 (Leiden and

Boston: Brill, 2015); Pierre-Antoine Fabre and Patrick Goujon, Suppression et rétablissement

de la Compagnie de Jésus (1773–1814), coll. Petite Bibliothèque Jésuite (Namur: Lessius, 2014).

Clement xiv’s Brief Dominus ac Redemptor was rejected in Québec and, most importantly,

throughout the Russian Empire, then including eastern Poland. In this way, between the

universal suppression of the Society in 1773, and its reconstitution in 1814, the Jesuits main-

tained continuity, thanks to a small remnant placed under the protection of non-Catholic

sovereigns. SeeMarek Inglot sj,How the Jesuits SurvivedTheir Suppression: The Society of Jesus

in the Russian Empire (1773–1814) (Philadelphia: Saint Joseph’s University Press, 2015).

2 Pavone, “Ricostruire la Compagnia partendo da Oriente,” shows that the French translation

of this letter published by the first Superior of the newMadurai mission, Joseph Bertrand (La

mission duMaduré, vol. 4, 457–463), omitted most such critical passages.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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stop the tears, I closed the book, and since then I have never wanted to

read nor see it again, so not to renew the pain and the despair that were

so intense and penetrating. I had never felt such agony in my life before,

nor will I in the future, not even the agony naturally caused by death. In

fact, I thought I could not survive such misery: I did not eat nor sleep, if

not tired and oppressed by grief, and even the little sleep I could get was

often interrupted. I would suddenly wake up, and the first thought that

would occupyme, like a stab cruelly piercing throughmy heart, was: “The

Society is extinct, and here I am, not a Jesuit anymore.”3

Besides the vivid portrayal of the suppression as an intimate tragedy, this pas-

sage contains a highly symbolicmoment, when Lichetta closes the book hewas

reading to never reopen it again. Indeed, in many ways the suppression of the

Society in 1773 put an end to the eighteenth-century literary experiments I have

explored in this book. The few (ex-)Jesuits who remained in South India had lit-

tle time for books and literature. They had to fight for survival, negotiatingwith

other religious orders, congregations, and empires, while the world around

themwas changing at an astonishing pace. If in the 1740s the Tamil region was

still divided intomany thriving little kingdoms, andmissionarieswere skillfully

navigating that political diversity (some would call it fragmentation), by the

end of the century the entire Tamil-speaking south fell under British rule, and

becamepart of theMadras Presidency. This concluding chapter is not the place

to explore this tectonic shift and the many changes it entailed at all levels of

Tamil religious, social, and cultural life. Yet, while by the end of the eighteenth

century our missionary authors had abandoned the realm of literature, what

about our Tamil Catholic poems, and catechist readers?

3 Ma tutte queste afflizioni furono, diciamo così, divertimenti in confronto di quella, che ci causò

il colpo fatale dell’estinzione. Mi trovava io col P. Pavone giusto in questa Residenza, quando ne

arrivò l’infaustissimanovella, che fu appunto il dopo pranzodei 16.Maggio, giorno di S. Giovanni

Nepomuceno Protettore della stessa Compagnia nel 1774. Stavamo facendo la lezione spirituale,

e nominatim delle regole della modestia. Fui sorpreso da tale angoscia, che, lasciando il freno al

pianto, chiusi il libro, e d’allora in poi, non l’ho mai più voluto leggere, né vedere, per non rinuo-

varmi la pena, e il dispetto, che fu perme a tal segno intensivo, e penetrante, che non ne ho avuto,

né avrò simile in vitamia, entrando anche quel che naturalmente causa la stessamorte. Credeva

non poter sopravvivere a tanto affanno: non mangiava, né dormiva se non stanco ed oppresso

dalla straordinaria tristezza; quel poco di sonno istesso veniva interrotto, ed incontunente sveg-

liatomi, il primo pensiero, che mi occupava ed a guisa di stillettata crudelissima mi trapassava

il core, era questo: La Compagnia è estinta, ed io qui non sono più Gesuita. Pietro Lichetta to

Giovanni Francesco Filippi (Daraburam, 16 April 1780), arsi, Goa 63, ff. 1–22, here 3v–4r. The

same passage has been translated in Pavone, “Ricostruire la Compagnia partendo daOriente,”

337 but I disagree with parts of that translation, so I am offering here my own.
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The end of the previous chapter has hinted towards an answer to this ques-

tion: the catechists we came to know in the preceding pages never closed

that book. Around the time when Lichetta wrote his bitter account, Cavari-

muttu was making palm-leaf copies of the Tēmpāvaṇi in Vaṭakkaṉkuḷam, and

Cāmināta Piḷḷai was writing his Catholic kāppiyam and kalampakam in colo-

nial Madras. Just a few years later, Cavarirāya Piḷḷai, the Vellalla catechist por-

trayed in the image on the cover of this book, was teaching the catechism

to young men and women in the church of Karaikal while holding a palm-

leaf manuscript in his hand.4 As also shown by Muttucāmi Piḷḷai’s search for

Beschi’s manuscripts, eighteenth-century literature remained central to the

life of Catholic communities into the nineteenth century. Not only did old

poems continue to be read and circulated (both as manuscripts and, later in

the century, as printed books), but local Catholic poets wrote many new texts.

Indeed, after missionaries abandoned the field, the ones to take up the writ-

ing of poems and prose works were exactly those lay Catholic élites that first

entered the realm of literature in the early eighteenth century through the pro-

cesses this book has mapped. A simple search on Tamil Wikipedia will show

that several nineteenth-century perunkāppiyam areChristian, for instance, and

composed by lay men.5 This mere numerical fact suggests that Catholics took

up writing kāppiyam after Beschi, and more importantly, they never forgot the

lesson that being active in the realm of literature was the best way to take

part in Tamil social life. Among the famous intellectuals of the colonial period,

M. Vētanāyakam Piḷḷai (1826–1889), the social reformer and first Tamil novelist,

was also a Catholic who composed several works in the ciṟṟilakkiyam genres

preferred by Beschi.6 Even the Jesuits, who eventually were restored and came

back to the Madurai mission in 1834, noticed how Catholic communities had

coalesced around texts. In thewords of Fr. Auguste Jean sj (admittedly trying to

stress the importance of Jesuit literature in a perspective of continuity): “After

the Society of Jesus was suppressed, and the missionaries disappeared, what

would the Christians have become, left alone in these regions where paganism

is so strongly rooted? Fortunately, the books by Fr. Rossi remained. Every Sun-

day, Christians would gather in their prayer places, and listen to readings from

these books made by the catechist […]”7

4 This image, made in 1831, is part of an album in BnF, Indien 774, f. 173.

5 See the table at the bottom of https://ta.wikipedia.org/wiki/காபௐபீயமௐ (consulted on 16/09/

2021).

6 A systematic analysis of the life and literaryœuvre of VētanāyakamPiḷḷai’s is Ebeling,Coloniz-

ing the Realmof Words, esp. 202 for his Christianworks. Vētanāyakam’s grandfather converted

to Catholicism in Āvūr.

7 Lorsque la Compagnie de Jésus fut supprimée et que les missionnaires eurent disparu, que
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In other words, and pace nineteenth-century Jesuit claims to continuity, the

old Madurai mission project as a whole ended, and was in many ways a fail-

ure. But the specific literary project that Beschi, his fellow Jesuits, and their

catechists began at Āvūr and Ēlākkuṟicci in the eighteenth century survived all

ordeals. Why? How could missionary literature remain important to Catholic

communities after the suppression of the Society?Whywere lay Catholic élites

so attached to those Tamil texts?What did they represent, and above all, what

did they do for them?

The seed for this continuity was planted when missionaries implemented

the transfer of spiritual, cultural, and material authority to their catechists. In

that context, Jesuits together with their catechists placed Catholic literature

firmly within the realm of Tamil literature, and from that moment onwards

Tamil Catholic poems, and Tamil Catholic poets, could act from within that

realm. The unfolding of this double movement, so well embodied in the Tēm-

pāvaṇi, in specific times, places, and modes has been at the center of previous

chapters. Now, it is time to look back at its early eighteenth-century beginning

with a bird’s eye view, to pinpoint some of the main axes around which it was

articulated.

The move towards literature in the Madurai mission—the integration of

Catholicism into the specific cultural sphere of learned Tamil literature—

created the connection between lay Catholic élites, the catechists, and “high”

Tamil literature. In the beginning, missionaries (mostly Beschi) were the writ-

ers, and catechists the readers of Tamil Catholic poetry, even though this divi-

sion of labor is problematized by the rich body of folk literature by local poets

that was coeval to themissionary texts we read (more about this in amoment).

This triangulation between missionaries, catechists, and Tamil literature was

made possible by two little-known institutions, namely the spiritual retreats

that took place in different Kaveri delta villages starting from 1718, and the

school of classical Tamil founded by Beschi at Ēlakuṟicci in 1730. These institu-

tions were important on the ground, and missionaries like Bertoldi and Beschi

dedicated their whole life to them, yet they had almost no international res-

onance. The Society did not finance them directly, and there is no trace that

they were part of a concerted effort towards the involvement of converts and

lay people in the administration of the missions. Still, they were created at the

seraient devenus les chrétiens laissés seuls dans ces contrées où le paganisme est toujours si

fortement enraciné? Heureusement le livre du P. Rossi restait. Tous les dimanches, les chrétiens,

réunis dans leur lieu de prière, en écoutaient la lecture faite par le catéchiste; […] (Sarougani

[Carukaṇi], 15 July 1876) in Auguste Jean et al., Annales de la Propagation de la Foi, vol. 49

(Lyon: chez l’Éditeur des Annales, 1877), 111.
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same time as retreats for lay practitioners of the spiritual exercises developed

all over Europe, and in China as well. With uncanny coordination, Lutherans

had also already begun training their catechists and local helpers in Tranque-

bar in 1716. The retreats and the literary training at Ēlākkuṟicci followed similar

global logics, but they were also steeped in the Tamil tradition, and testify

to the strong connection between spiritual authority, lay congregations, and

Tamil literature that was developing in the region at this time, independently

of Christian influences. This was most striking among Śaivas, who were, as we

repeatedly saw, themost importantmodel and competitors forTamil Catholics.

Both these institutions were grounded on literary practices. During the

retreats, the catechists read lessons and meditations from written books, and

the school of classical Tamil was explicitly meant to teach them how to under-

stand, use, and adapt Tamil literary conventions to Catholic needs. They both

gathered catechists from different locations in the villages, thus effectively

creating a supra-local network of spiritual leaders, and literary connoisseurs.

Yet this was only one aspect of the catechists’ occupation. By the eighteenth

century, each missionary managed several catechists, but only some of them

followed the missionary around to evangelize. Most were trained to become

leaders and administrators of local communities (and called vācal upatēciyar),

often according to their caste. Indeed, caste played an important and some-

times divisive role within and outside the catechist élite, but we also witness at

this time reinvention and repositioning with regard to caste and social hierar-

chy. Parallel to the social authority missionaries and catechists enjoyed thanks

to their literary achievements were a new political authority and new alliances.

Besides the usual support fromCatholic empires, first the Portuguese and then

the French (even though both would eventually turn against the Jesuits), the

eighteenth century saw an intensification of local networks of patronage, as

is clear in the relationship between Beschi and Chanda Sahib. Some of these

networks continued well after the end of the Madurai mission, as shown, for

instance, by the donation of the village of Carukaṇi to the Church that was rat-

ified by the zamindar of Sivaganga in 1801. These local relationships were built

upon the prestige of Catholic spiritual and cultural networks on the ground,

which in turn heavily relied on the pulamai and prestige of the catechist élites.

The retreats and the school of classicalTamilwere at the heart of these social

and political changes, and also prompted the parallel development of Tamil

Catholic poetics, spirituality, and ultimately of a new Tamil Catholic self. The

inner and outer dimensions were obviously connected, and this connection is

most visibly articulated in the literary texts of the period. By reading the med-

itations in the Ñāṉamuyaṟci and Vētiyaroḻukkam, catechists learned to see the

Tamil world through Christian eyes, and to read the message of Christianity
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in the book of (local) nature. They also learnt how to feel a sense of together-

ness, and communicate their fear of Hell and desire for Heaven, their shame

at their sins and pride in their acts of self-sanctification. At the foundation of

such shared experiences was the spiritual language Jesuit missionaries taught

them, through spiritualmanuals and poetry, which allowed them to entertain a

personal communicationwith the ChristianGod. And this languagewasTamil.

During the retreats, Jesuits and their catechists prayed andmeditated in Tamil,

their conversations filled with implicit and explicit references to the magical

world of the cittar, or the ethical world of Tiruvalluvar. When Beschi mocked

the Lutherans for their coarse Tamil and grammatical errors, underlining his

sarcasm was the firm belief that there existed a proper way to express the spir-

itual beauty of Christianity, and the love for God in South India, and that was

the sweetmusic of Tamil poetry. The school of classical Tamil and Beschi’s own

poems, chiefly the Tēmpāvaṇi, literally and metaphorically endowed the cat-

echists with the words to express their faith, their role in local cultural and

social life, and ultimately the complexity and articulation of their new Tamil

Catholic self. This transcended both the rejection of Tamil akam poetics, and

the incorporation of spiritual and ethical models from the Tamil classics, into

a new synthesis that represented and enabled the coexistence of rupture and

persistent local belonging, so typical of South Indian conversions to Catholi-

cism.

Tamil Catholics were not alone in articulating the tension between dis-

placement—their religious center oceans away in Rome—and being firmly

grounded in South India. In the early modern period, Tamil Muslims were

struggling to recompose similarly centrifugal forces. Along with Jain, Vaiṣṇava

and Śaiva intellectuals, Muslims and Christians then took part in the process of

inventing a new religious and literary language to express universal aspirations,

aswell as their local belonging.This languagewas the language of medieval and

early modern Tamil poetry, which favored the sophisticated style we encoun-

tered in the Tēmpāvaṇi, and narrative genres such as the kāppiyam or the short

praise-genres called ciṟṟilakkiyam. It was a difficult code, often requiring the

mediation of specialist figures like the catechists we encountered in the pages

of this book.Mastery overTamil offered to these groups new avenues to express

and access authority, imagination, right feeling and right thinking. Yet this link

between good literary form and good content was not new. It had a history of

two millennia, and it was one founding principles of the Sanskrit cosmopo-

lis, until local languages began to claim for themselves the role of literary and

political codes in the what Sheldon Pollock has labeled the “vernacular age”

of the second millennium. The small-scale study of the way Catholics began

to write Tamil Catholic literature, of the social and political stakes of this new
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beginning, and its long-term implications, throws light on the dynamics of ver-

nacularization, bringing into focus the role of religion and religious actors as

one of its driving forces.

∵
Choosing one beginning over another creates different versions of the same

story.Here, I haveprivileged the literarybeginningof TamilCatholicism instead

of other possible ones. Henriques was the first to translate Catholic texts into

Tamil, after all, and Roberto Nobili was the founder of the Madurai mission.

Even in the field of Tamil poetry, not all Catholic efforts map back onto the

processes I have explored. There were, and there are, different levels of liter-

ary culture within the same linguistic ecology, and catechists andmissionaries

engaged in learnedTamil poetry asmuch as they enjoyed and, oftentimes com-

posed, songs and plays, ballads and folktales, based on the same stories and

themes as their “learned” texts. Yet, the particular beginning I have chosen

in this book is important because through the connection—la saldatura—

between Tamil literature and Catholic spirituality, it enabled new practices of

the self, and new ways of being Catholic “the Tamil way.” The social and polit-

ical, spiritual and poetical articulation of this new self emerged as we focused

on the small scale, and followed Jesuits and their catechists through the villages

of the Kaveri delta while they read, preached, meditated, engaged in debates

against Śaivas and Lutherans, walked long hours under the sun, and lived their

faith in their time and place, all of this in Tamil. Even when missionaries dis-

appeared and catechists had to walk alone, in contrast with Lichetta’s closing

of the book, they continued to write and rewrite Christianity into literary and

historical Tamiḻakam, accommodating European models, Hindu models, folk

songs into refined poems and refined poems into folk songs—a process that

began in the eighteenth century, and that has not yet ended.
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